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INTRODUCTION

The forty-second session of the WMO Executive Council approved in 1990
the proposal of the tenth session of CIMO to organize the next WMO Technical
Conference on Instruments and Methods of Observation (TEC0-92) in the
intersessional period prior to CIMO-XI. The Meteorological Service of Austria
kindly offered to host the conference in Vienna.
An International Organizing Committee composed of Dr. E. Rudel of
Austria (Scientific Director of TEC0-92), Professor s. Huovila of Finland,
Dr. S.P. Adhikary of Nepal and Mr. K. Schulze of the WMO Secretariat
(co-ordinator) and chaired by the president of CIMO was responsible for
specifying the themes and contents of the sessions as well as for selection of
papers to be presented.
The conference reflects the diversity of the main areas of CIMO' s
activities
as required by the Instruments and Methods of Observation
Programme of WMO. The sessions will cover the new directions for CIMO and the
associated systems and facilities:
upper-air and wind measurements;
instrument intercomparisons and performance tests: automation of visual
observations as well as
calibration of instruments and accuracy of
measurements. TEC0-92 and the papers published in these reprints will help to
diffuse the latest knowledge to the Meteorological and Hydrological Services,
to instrument experts, especially members of CIMO, and to instrument designers
and manufacturers. I believe that the conference and this volume will
contribute to advancing the state of the art in instruments and methods of
observation used by Members of WMO. They will contribute to the acquisition of
more homogeneous data with higher quality as required particularly for
detecting climate change and for research in climatology. The Conference and
this publication will also make important contributions to the transfer of
technology to the developing countries.
I wish to express my deep gratitude to the Government and the
Meteorological service of Autria, to the members of the International and
Local Organizing Commit tees, and to the Secretary-General of WMO for the
effort and resources devoted to the planning and holding of TECo-92.

(Jaan Kruus)
President of CIMO

OVERVIEW PAPERS

THE GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE WATCH:
INSTRUMENTATION AND OBSERVATIONAL NEEDS
Richard Artz and John Miller
Air Resources LaboratoryjNOAA
Silver Spring, MD USA
Douglas Whelpdale
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Ont. Canada
The GAW Program

The ~~O's Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW} is a program that
integrates the monitoring and research activities involving the
measurement of atmospheric composition. It is aimed at
understanding the changes in the chemistry of the atmosphere due
to both natural and man-made causes. Measurement of such
parameters as the greenhouse gases, total ozone, precipitation
chemistry, aerosol composition and reactive gases require in many
cases relatively sophisticated instrumentation both on-site and
in the laboratory.
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The GAW system evolved from the WMO experience with two
existing systems- the Global Ozone Observing System (G030S), the
Background Air Pollution Monitoring Network (BAPMON) and other
global observing systems. When fully implemented, it will
consist of about two dozen observatories of global importance, a
few hundred stations of regional importance and a mechanism for
coordination with several other WMO and non-WMO background
atmosphere composition networks (1,2,3). The present
configuration is show in Figure 1.

Instrumentation and Observation in GAW
Part of the duties of the Rapporteur on Instruments and
Methods of Environmental Pollution Measurements has been,~o
develop a WMO Instruments Guide to be used at the existing and
future stations of the Global Atmosphere Watch. The format
adopted in presenting each measurement was a two page summary
where the precise description of the standard instrumentation
used is given.
This paper summarizes the results presented in
the Guide which has descriptions of over twenty five different
GAW parameters such as the greenhouse gases, particulate matter,
precipitation chemistry, and solar radiation. The Guide will be
of particular importance in providing advise on instrumentation
for new GAW stations. A comprehensive list of GAW measurements is
shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1.
1.

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE WATCH (GAW) MEASUREMENTS

GASES
A.

B.

c.
D.
2.

Greenhouse Gases
Carbon Dioxide
Total Ozone
Vertical Profiles of Ozone
Tropospheric Ozone
Chlorofluorocarbons
Chlorocarbons
Nitrous Oxide
Methane
Reactive Gases
Carbon Monoxide
Sulfur Dioxide (S0 2 )
Nitrogen oxides
Ammonia
oxygen
Dimethylsufide
Radioactive Gases
Radon
Krypton 85
Toxic organic Chemicals

PARTICULATE MATTER
A.

Physical Properties
Total Particulate Mass

- 5 -

B.

3.

4.

Aerosol Optical Properties
Stratospheric Aerosol - Lidar
Condensation Nuclei
Cloud Condensation Nuclei
Aerosol Black Carbon
Ice Nuclei
Radionuclides
Chemical Properties
Major Ions
Trace metals
Organic Carbon

PRECIPITATION CHEMISTRY
A.

Major Ions

B.

Other Ions

SOLAR RADIATION AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
A.

B.

Radiation
Global Irradiance
Direct Irradiance
Diffuse Irradiance
Ultra-Violet Irradiance
Optical Properties
Turbidity

5.

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY

6.

METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
A.

Climatology of Site

B.

On site Measurements
Air Temperature
Dew Point Temperature/Relative Humidity
Pressure
Wind
Precipitation Amount
Cloud Cover

c. Calculated Parameters
Trajectories
As can be seen from the above list, a broad spectrum of
instrumentation is necessary to monitor the chemical properties of
the atmosphere and related physical characteristics.
Methods of
determining these at a GAW locations can be broken down into three
categories: 1. In-situ measurements made at the stations 2. Samples
returned to a central laboratory for analysis
3. Auxiliary

-

(:

-

measurements made for interpretative purposes.
Before these
measurements can be made the right physical environment must
provided at the measuring location. Such physical facilities where
the instruments are housed must include heatingjcooling, steady
power and sampling ports to the outside atmosphere. For example,
many gas measuring devices must be maintained within a certain
temperature range.
Many of the measuring devices require a
reasonably dust-free environment in order to work properly.
on-site measurements
Typically measurements made at the GAW
stations vary in technical complexity.
Such techniques as nondispersive infrared gas analyzer(C02), gas chromatography (CFC's,
N20, and CH4) and flame photometry (S02) require constant attention
and calibration.
Others such as ozone monitors and condensation
nuclei counters require less maintenance but should be checked at
least every other day. Passive measurements such as irradiance can
be unattended for several days.
In general GAW on-site
measurements
require
considerable
day-to-day
attention and
maintenance.
Samples returned to a central laboratory A number of parameters
can be determined by collecting a sample and returning it to a
central facility for analysis.
Such measurements include
precipitation chemistry, filters for aerosol chemistry, and flasks
containing air samples. The central laboratory must maintain the
same high standards of precision and accuracy as those required onsite.
Auxiliary measurements. This suite of measurements includes the
routine meteorological measurements which can be used in
interpreting the atmospheric chemical parameters.
Data from an
on-site or nearby upper air station is particularly important in
interpreting long-range transport of atmospheric trace substances.
Future Requirements
As the GAW system develops, a broad approach must be made to not
only include the traditional approaches to monitoring, typified by
surface observations at such sites as Mauna Loa and Cape Grim but
also to make use of different platforms and technological
developments for instruments and methods of observation.
The
following are examples of the advances that may be anticipated.
Satellites will
be used increasingly as platforms
for
atmospheric composition and related measurements. A strategy will
be required that integrates the use of surface stations for limited
spatial resolution, high precision measurements and satellites for
high spatial resolution, lower precision measurements.
Automation will become increasingly important for chemical and
related measurements as it has for meteorological measurements.
The driving forces here will be economy (e.g., lack of resources
for of trained field personnel), the difficulties experienced with
observations
requiring
intensive
human
intervention
(e.g.,
turbidity, precipitation chemistry) , and the crucial need for
reliable measurements in remote and often hostile environments.
Improved spatial coverage will continue to be a requirement.
With very few reliable measurement locations in the Southern
Hemisphere, important opportunities are being missed to monitor the
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at different rates in the two hemisphere.
Specifically, reliable
measurements of CCN and DMS are needed, at least in marine
locations
in the
Southern Hemisphere,
for
study of the
biogeochemical sulfur cycle, and the role of sulfur in the climate
warming phenomenon.
Limited resources combined with growing interest in monitoring
the condition of our planet (e.g., within the Global Climate
Observing System, GCOS), will lead to opportunities to integrate
networks, for example:
(i) combining measurement systems (i.e.,
one system making measurements for traditional meteorology,
atmospheric composition, radiation, etc.); (ii) sharing platforms
(e.g.,
satellites,
ocean
buoys);
(iii)
collaborating
in
complementary measurement systems (i.e., for physical, chemical and
biological climate-related parameters within one monitoring
system).
This will put strong demands on our community for
innovation in techniques, and for clear specification of such
requirements as siting criteria, network design, and resolution and
precision of measurements.
In future much more emphasis will be placed on a systems
approach, rather than on individuals measurements or instruments.
Experience has shown that deficiencies in GAW now occur mainly with
the infrastructure, not with the instruments and measurements.
Thus, communication systems for rapid data transfer, and for
calibrating remote instruments will be deployed.
Additional
resources will be devoted to the establishment of facilities which
are centers of expertise for elements of monitoring programs.
Overall more attention will be given to the design of the system
which begins with the measurement and ends with quality controlled,
analyzed data.
The future direction of the GAW includes not only maintaining
the present global atmospheric chemistry measurement program and
encouraging the establishment of new stations, but also employing
innovative approaches in order to better understand the major
environmental changes that are happening in our atmosphere and
other parts of the earth system.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade NOAA (the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) has established a temperature and moisture sounding capability
in the polar and geostationary satellite programs, supplementing the visible and
infrared window imagery of the previous decade. Use of sounder data in the
operational weather systems is coming of age. The polar orbiting sounders are
filling important data voids at synoptic scales. Applications include
temperature and moisture analyses for weather prediction, analysis of
atmospheric stability, estimation of tropical cyclone intensity and position,
and global analyses of clouds. The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
includes both infrared and microwave observations with the latter helping
considerably to alleviate the influence of clouds for all weather soundings.
The geostationary VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) has been used to study
quantitative measurements of atmospheric temperature, moisture, and wind at
hourly intervals in the northern hemisphere. Temporal and spatial changes in
atmospheric moisture and stability are improving severe storm warnings.
Atmospheric flow fields (deep layer mean wind fields composited from cloud
drift, water vapor drift, and thermal gradient winds) are helping to better
hurricane trajectory forecasting. Applications also extend to the climate
programs; these data from the last decade offer important information about the
effects of aerosols and greenhouse gases and possible trends toward global
warming. This paper discusses operational uses of the satellite data and
presents some research applications currently under development at the
University of Wisconsin.
2.

GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF TOVS AND VAS

In addition to imaging the earth-atmosphere with visible reflected and
thermal emitted radiances, VAS and TOVS observations are used to calculate
atmospheric temperature and moisture profiles, surface temperature, and cloud
parameters. Through measurements in several narrow and carefully selected
spectral intervals, the temperature of the atmosphere or the concentration of
the attenuating gas, as a function of atmospheric pressure level, is inferred by
inverting the process of radiative transfer. Temperature profiles are derived
using the emission from C02 in the atmosphere, and concentrations of moisture
are then inferred with emissions from H20 in the atmosphere. Surface
temperatures are inferred from observations in the spectral regions where the
atmosphere is most transparent. These satellite soundings have been studied
extensively over the past decades; their quality with respect to radiosonde
observations has been documented [1,2]. Typically the global rms differences
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in the presence of clouds this degrades by about .5 degrees Kelvin.
The derived soundings and cloud parameters are used in a large range of
applications that include:
(i) subsynoptic scale temperature and moisture analyses for (severe)
weather monitoring and prediction;
(ii) subsynoptic scale analysis of surface temperature;
(iii) subsynoptic scale analysis of atmospheric stability;
(iv) subsynoptic scale updating of aviation grid point temperature and
wind fields;
(v) estimation of the cloud height and amount;
(vi) estimation of tropical cyclone intensity, maximum wind strength,
and central position;
(vii) estimation of total ozone amount; and
(ix) estimation of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR).
Many of these applications are pertinent to nowcasting as well as operational
short-range forecasting. Their quality indicates that there is cause for
optimism in the application of satellite sounding products. It has been
recognized that the application of these data has not been exhaustive and that
there appears to be considerable potential for further use of TOVS and VAS
products in the operational practices of weather services. Timeliness and
continuity of data, as well as proper understanding of the meteorological
content of the derived products, are essential for successful use of TOVS and
VAS in operational forecasting.

3.

TOVS SOUNDINGS AND NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION (NWP)

The use of TOVS products by the meteorological community has played an
important role in improving numerical weather prediction over the past ten
years. The use of TOVS data has been vital for global analysis, and on the
average the impact of TOVS on global forecasts has been significant and positive
[4]. In the southern hemisphere, the use of TOVS data is essential for accurate
analysis, and on the average has produced a large and positive impact on the
resulting forecasts. In the northern hemisphere, the forecast impact has been
small on the average, with large regional variations in individual cases.
Optimal use of the temperature, moisture and cloud data available from the
TOVS instrument in numerical analysis and prediction is still to be achieved.
Many data assimilation systems still use the sounding data in much the same way
that radiosonde data (i.e., temperature and moisture profiles or derived
thickness and precipitable water) are used. Often this occurs without properly
accounting for the broad vertical resolution or error characteristics of the
TOVS data. Several workshops have recently addressed the problem of retrieval
methods, data assimilation, and impact on NWP. The importance of adequate
characterization of observation errors (variancejcovariance matrices), a fast
and accurate forward model, quality control, and data assimilation methodology
has been stressed.
The main limiting factor in temperature and humidity remote sensing
resides is the inherently poor vertical resolution of the present sounders.
There is both theoretical and experimental evidence that advanced sounders with
high spectral resolution produce soundings with higher vertical resolution and
markedly smaller RMS error (about 1 degree Kelvin in cloud-free areas and
through partially opaque clouds). Additionally, the anticipated improved
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cover producing more uniform coverage. This has encouraged the recent push to
implement high spectral and spatial resolution sounders as quickly as possible.
4.

VAS WINDS AND NWP

Geostationary satellites are used to infer cloud motion vectors for the
numerical weather prediction models. Cloud motions apparent in a sequence of
geostationary satellite visible and infrared window images represent an
important source of meteorological information, especially over the oceans.
However, improvements in data assimilation and numerical weather prediction
(NWP) have outpaced improvements in satellite derived cloud motion vector (CMV)
production over the past decade, and the reduced impact of CMVs have caused both
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) and the European Centre for Medium
range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) to restrict the use of upper level vectors. In
the southern hemisphere CMVs continue to show positive impact, but in the
northern hemisphere, where other more dense data sources demand higher quality
CMVs for positive impact, this has not been the case. The primary reason cited
is a large slow bias, especially in and near jet cores. Several efforts are
underway to rectify this situation.
Currently the main problem of CMV production seems to be assigning cloud
tracked motions to the correct heights. Height assignment errors can carry a
heavy penalty because of vertical shear, which is greatest near regions of
active weather. Thin clouds, which are most likely to be passive tracers of the
flow at a single level, are the best tracers, but unfortunately their height
assignments are especially difficult. Since their emissivity is less than unity
by an unknown and variable amount, their brightness temperature in the infrared
window (11 microns) is an overestimate of their actual temperature and
systematically yields low heights when extrapolated from an available
temperature profile.
For this reason, the NOAA operational winds production has recently
incorporated a two-channel method using the "C02 slicing" approach [6). Using
observed radiances in a carbon dioxide sensitive channel (13.3 microns), cloud
top pressures are calculated in a radiative transfer formulation that accounts
for cloud emissivity and fractional cloud cover. Since implementation in
February 1992, the slow bias identified as being a problem in high altitude and
high speed winds has been reduced to less than 2 mjs. Root mean square speed
errors with respect to radiosondes are now less than 6 m/s for high level winds,
down from the previous 9 m/s. These cloud drift wind accuracies raise the hope
for improved results from model impact studies.
Additionally, water vapor winds (from loops of 6.7 micron VAS images) are
being produced on an experimental basis. In past studies it has been found that
water vapor winds yield very good horizontal coverage (especially in areas where
clouds hence cloud drift winds were absent) and that the water vapor winds
provide complementary information to the C02 winds. For further improvement,
winds from 15 rather than 30 minute interval infrared window images will be
attempted. Shorter loop intervals have been shown to produce more reliable
winds in situations where the cloud is changing shape rapidly.
5.

TROPICAL CYCLONE APPLICATIONS

The geostationary water vapor imagery often reveals mid to upper
tropospheric structure in the tropical cyclone environment that is not always
apparent in the usual infrared or visible images [9]. Loops of water vapor
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synoptic features of hurricane flow.
Wind measurements remain a most important satellite product for hurricane
forecasting. High and low level cloud drift are determined from image loops in
the visible and infrared window. Mid-level water vapor drift winds can be
calculated from the water vapor sensitive spectral bands. In clear areas the
thermal gradient wind can be inferred from satellite sounding. The combined
deep layer mean wind field has been shown to be useful for indicating the
steering current of hurricane movement. In a recent study in the United States
of the past six hurricane seasons, these satellite derived wind analyses
produced a 10% reduction in the mean forecast error in hurricane track
prediction [10].
The Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) on the TOVS has been used to investigate
the strength of tropical cyclones. The MSU temperature gradients at 250mb
(indicative of the temperature anomaly created by the upper tropospheric warm
core associated with most tropical cyclones) are found to have a linear
dependence on the surface central pressure and maximum sustained wind speed in
the storm eye wall [8]. Operational use is limited by the inadequate temporal
resolution of the polar orbiters. Improved storm location would be realized
with higher horizontal resolution (better than 30 km) data. Although promise is
shown by this MSU application, reconnaissance reports remain the most valuable
tool for tropical storm delineation.
The NOAA polar orbiting Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
determination of sea surface temperature (SST) produces fields with good
horizontal coverage and detail [3], which is useful to the hurricane forecaster
using large scale SST analyses to help estimate hurricane intensity. Ongoing
studies suggest that hurricane wind speeds are influenced by the warmth of the
underlying SST.

6.

CLOUD CLIMATOLOGIES

Clouds are actively involved in modulating the radiation budget in the
earth's climate system. Variations in the amplitude and phase of the seasonal
and diurnal cycles of the outgoing longwave radiation can be physically
interpreted as variations in the surface temperature and cloudiness. Past
estimates of the variation of the earth's outgoing longwave radiation or clouds
have been derived primarily from the longwave infrared window (10-12 microns)
radiances as observed from polar orbiting and geostationary satellites [7]. The
frequency of cirrus clouds usually has been underestimated in these cloud
population studies, because thin cirrus reflect little solar radiation and are
transparent to terrestrial radiation in the longwave infrared window.
Multispectral observations in the C02 channels make it possible to reliably
distinguish semi-transparent cloud from opaque clouds and to infer cloud top
pressure and effective emissivities from radiative transfer principles.
Recently, NOAA/HIRS multispectral observations in the C02 absorption band at 15
microns have been used to compile global cloud cover statistics for the past two
years [12]; this estimation of upper level semi-transparent clouds complements
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) determinations of
global cloud cover.
For the two years of HIRS multispectral infrared data analyzed (June 1989
through May 1991), semi-transparent clouds were found in 37% of the observations
(considerably more than the ISSCP finding (7]). Opaque clouds were found 38% of
the time. Large seasonal changes were found in areas dominated by the ITCZ, the
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sub-tropical high pressure systems, and the mid-latitude storm belts. Semitransparent clouds associated with these features move latitudinally with the
seasons. More thin clouds (22% versus 15%) and more high clouds (36% versus
30%) were found in the tropics than in midlatitudes; the frequency of high
clouds in the tropics increased from summer to winter (33% to 39%). Global
average of all clouds (semi-transparent and opaque) was 75% (65% over land
versus 78% over oceans). The global average cloud amount (fraction of cloud
cover times cloud emissivity) was found to be 0.55; ground observations report
0.61 [11]. The satellite finds high clouds in preference to low clouds from its
top down perspective; for ground observations the opposite is true.
As reliable estimates of cloud cover characteristics and their variations
emerge, our understanding of the role of clouds in modulating the radiation
budget will increase. Studies of diurnal variations over North America have
been accomplished with the geostationary VAS [5] and global characterization of
seasonal and latitudinal variations continue with the polar orbiting TOVS.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

TOVS and VAS data fill important data voids at synoptic scales (especially
over the oceans). Furthermore, they provide some definition of meteorological
fields at the subsynoptic scales of weather where conventional networks (even
over land areas) provide insufficient data density to support detailed
subsynoptic scale objective analyses. As such they contain important
information for nowcasting and short range forecasting. The satellite
observations augment the conventional surface observations; the combination of
the two observing systems provides the best depiction of the atmospheric state.
Better use of the sounding data in the NWP area relies on improved
analysis methodology, availability of data with higher vertical and horizontal
resolution, and use of quality control information concerning radianc~
measurements, cloud cover, and first guess. Better results in NWP using
satellite derived cloud motion vectors are beginning to be realized through
improved height definition.
Microwave observations from the current NOAA polar arbiters have been
successfully used to locate tropical cyclones and to estimate their surface
intensity. By penetrating the cloud cover associated with tropical cyclones,
the MSU data are able to capture the characteristic upper level warm temperature
anomaly. This information is increasingly being sought out by the
meteorological community to supplement reconnaisance flight and conventional
data.
The HIRS global cloud study is confirming several trends; the most obvious
being the high incidence of transmissive cirrus clouds (about 37%) on the
average globally winter and summer. Large seasonal changes were found in areas
dominated by the ITCZ, the sub-tropical high pressure systems, and the midlatitude storm belts; semi-transparent clouds associated with these features
move latitudinally with the seasons.
It is apparent that the existing data base from the polar and
geostationary satellites is an integral part of the ongoing investigation of the
earth and atmosphere. While future observing developments will enhance the
capability to probe the earth system, the data from the current series of
satellites already are providing a few answers about the global habitat and the
coming changes, as well as raising a few more questions.
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1. Introduction
The importance of cloud water deposition for the hydrological cycle due to interception of cloud drops at high
elevated coniferous forests has been recognized early [1]. First systematic but qualitative studies have been
conducted by Grunow [2] and Baumgartner [3]. More recently, it has been recognized that the trace
substance concentration in cloud droplets can be up to ten time higher on the average than in precipitation
[5, 6]. Thus, the trace substance by fog input to coniferous forests at high elevation sites may be appreciable
[4, 5, 6] and it cannot be ruled out that the forest damages, which are observed in recent years in industrialized areas, are partly caused by fog interception [7].
It is not astonishing that a large number of instruments have been designed in the past. We subdivide active

and passive samplers. The passive samplers expose strings to the wind onto which the fog droplets are
impacted. When the droplets accumulate to drops large enough, they flow down by gravity into a sampling
bottle. Active samplers use a fan or pumps to suck in air. A variety of techniques is applied by active
collectors for separating the for droplets from the air: strings, rotating arms, teflon rods, cyclones and
impactors. During an intercomparison of fog samplers of 17 different designs is turned out that only the
impactor principle appears to give reliable results. The cut off curve of impactors is relatively steep and a
well developed theory exists for designing appropriate instruments [8].
Experience of first attempts with the here described collector have been described several years ago [9] and
the instrument has been improved in various steps until the present design was found. The instrument as
intended to collect fog water for chemical analysis.

2. Description of the fog water sampler
The liquid water content of clouds and fogs varies usually between 0 and 1 g/m3 • For chemical analysis, up
to 10 ml of water are needed. Thus, a large air volume of the order of 100m3 must be collected within an
acceptable time (112-1 hr). In a cloud or a fog, droplets co-exist with humidified aerosol particles, which
must be separated. Although no clear distinction between fog droplets and humidified aerosol particles is
possible, it is known from measurements of size distributions that the main water mass of fogs is connected
with drop sizes above 5 IJ.m diameter.
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The fog sampler is
shown in Fig. 1. The air
enters the instrument
through a twin nozzle,
oriented vertically and
adjusted against wind
direction. Behind the
nozzle the air and the
humidified aerosol particles flow around the
deposition body while the
fog droplets impact on
the collection surface
from where the deposited
water flows down into
the vial. To bring the
water down into the vial,
a slight underpressure
from the instruments exit
is applied to the vial.

u
Fig. 1: Sketch of the fog water sampler. Two different types of deposition
bodies labeled type 90 and -91 were investigated with respect to their efficiecy.

For aspirating the air a low cost vacuum cleaner is used. In the following table characteristic data of the
sampler are compiled, using the theory of Marple and Willeke [10].
nozzle width

5mm

nozzle length

2 x 12 cm

50% cut-off radius

2.5 j.lm

flow rate

125 m3/h

distance nozzle-impaction surface

8mm

Observations by eye have shown that the deposited water flows very rapidly from the deposition plate into
the vial. This is necessary to avoid reactions between fog water and air after deposition has taken place. In
contrast, fog droplets which are collected by the strings of passive samplers, stick at their impaction place
for a long time until they have grown large enough to flow down by gravity.
The deposition body is the crucial part of a fog sampler, because the deposited water is easily driven in the
direction of the air stream behind the nozzle. It must not interact with the fog water. It must be easily
removable for cleaning: The deposition body of our collector has been modified several times to find out the
optimal form. In Fig. 1 two different types (version 90 and version 91 are depicted). The deposition surface
is separated from those surfaces which were designed only guide to the air. If a completely flat deposition
surface is used, the deposited water is driven by the air stream to the sides. If the deposition surface,
however, is slightly below the guiding surfaces, the velocity of air, which is directly in contact with the
deposited water, is so slow, that the water flows down into the vial. The deposition bodies can be pulled out
from the top for cleaning or to remove frozen deposits when supercooled fog is collected. The instrument
can be used under such conditions, however, a frequent removal of the deposited ice is necessary.
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The calibration experiments have been conducted in the fog wind tunnel of the Netherlands Energy Research
Foundation ECN [11, 12]. The fog wind tunnel can produce two size distributions by ultrasonic nebulizers
the size distributions of which are determined by FSSP-100 (Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probes [13].
During the first experiments the size distributions were determined before entering and after leaving the
sampler. The ratio of the number concentrations at a given radius at the entrance and the outlet of the
sampler gave the collection efficiency. Additionally the total amount of collect water was determined and
related to the total amount of water present in the air, which was by collected onto a filter which was
weighed before and after exposure.
Since these experiments did not give consistent results another calibration procedure was developed. Quasi
monodisperse fog droplets were produced by means of a spinning disc generator. The mother solution was
blended with a known amount of salt. The generator produced only few particles so that is would have lasted
several hours until enough water for analysis would have been collected. Instead fog was collected only for
5-10 minutes. Because of the low droplet number all deposited droplets still sticked on the deposition plate.
The deposits were washed off with a known amount of distilled water and this solution analyzed for the salt
concentration. Given the number of droplets in air, their size and solute concentration, the total salt concentration in the air could be calculated. The ratio of the salt amount in the deposit to the total amount in air
prior to the collector gave the collection efficiency at the given drop size. This procedure was repeated
several times for various drop sizes and in this way the cut-off curve as function of drop size can be
constructed.
Fig. 2 presents the results: The thin continuous
lines describe the out-off
curves determined with
the above described
FSSP-procedure. A sampier with type '90
deposition body (compare
Fig. 1) was used in these
experiments. The two
lines represent two different liquid water contents.
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m]
and type '91 are cut-off
curves determined using
Fig. 2: Collection efficiency of fog collector as function of drop size. The
the salt procedure. With
two
curves marked FSSP are overall efficiencies for drop numbers while the
this procedure no 100%
curves
labeled type 90 and -91 are efficiencies for mass.
collection efficiency was
reached which seems to
be more realistic because a small fraction (about 7%) of the droplet water mass is trapped already on the
walls of the nozzles. Another fraction may leave the sampler without impaction.
Although both calibration procedures use a different approach, the cut-off curves are essentially similar. The
measured 50% diameter with about 6 J.lm agrees acceptably well with the calculated values (5 J.lm). The
FSSP-procedure, which reaches a collection efficiency of 100% is less reliable,
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because it gives only the overall deposition, regardless of the place, while the salt-procedure gives the
amount which is only deposited on the impaction surface.

4. Influence of other parameters
It is absolutely necessary that large particles like fog droplets are aspirated isokinetically. If the aspiration
velocity deviates from the surrounding air velocity, fog droplets cannot follow the curvature of the streamlines around the collector due to their inertia and do not enter the instrument with the same number
frequency which they have in air. This effect can cause appreciable shifts between the size distribution of fog
droplets in the air and the collected size distribution. When the concentration of solutes in the droplets
depends on drop size this shift in the size distribution causes a shift in the chemical composition of the
sample. For this reason several exchangeable isokinetical inlets were constructed, each applicable for a
distinct range of wind velocity (x 2.5 m/s). The efficiency of these isokinetical inlets was tested in the
ECN-fog wind tunnel (Fig. 3) and has been found to function well up to the maximum velocity for which
they were designed (12 m/s). Schell et al. [12] have shown by calculations that the aspiration efficiency
depends only weakly on the drop radius. Also misalignments between the wind direction and the instruments
axis were investigated, however, they show only secondary effects of the radius dependence on the aspiration
efficiency. A future improvement would be to construct a device which fits the inlet automatically to
changing wind velocity and to turn the sampler into the wind using a wind-vane.
It may be of importance
to mention that no
condensation or evaporation effects were observed. The concentrations of salts in the collected samples were the
same as in the mother
solution. Concentration
changes due to continuous condensation in super
saturated fogs were presumed to modify the composition of samples of
various samplers during a
field study [8].
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sampling.
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With this sampler a large number of fog and cloud water samples was collected on various mountain stations
in Germany. It may be of interest to compare some of the trace substances in fog with those in rain water.
The following table compiles same of the data (average values related to an L WC of 0.1 g/m3):

Hamburg

I

rain mg/1 fog mg/1

I

Black forest Feldberg
rain mg/1

~loud

Kahler Asten near
Ruhr area

mg/1 rain mg/1

cloud mg/1

pH

4.2

4.07

4.56

3.36

4.37

3.78

so4

5.2

13.9

2.0

13.7

3.2

15.7

Cl"

2.9

8.0

1.2

14.5

1.7

28.9

N03_

4.0

18.7

1.2

2.4

2.7

3.3

=

It can be seen that trace substance concentrations in fog or in clouds are several times higher on the average
than in rain water, a fact which is especially of importance for all effect related problems.

6. Summary
A fog water collector based on the impactor principle has been developed. The droplets impact on a specially
designed deposition body from which the water flows rapidly into the vial. In this way a rapid separation and
removal of the liquid phase from the gas phase is reached. The suction rate is 125 m 3/h so that within one
hour enough material for a chemical analysis is available. The 50% cut-off diameter has been calculated to
be 5 J..llil, while the calibration gave 6 J.lm. For isokinetic sampling special inlet peaces are applied to adjust
the aspiration velocity to the wind speed. Otherwise large errors must be taken into account because droplets
are not collected according to their frequency distribution.
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A PILOT UV-B SPECTROMETER INTERCOMPARISON EXPERIMENT
A PRELIMINARY REPORT
C. Bruce Baker

NOAA/NESDIS/ National Climatic Data Center (NCDC)
Global Climate Laboratory
Asheville, NC 28801-2733

INTRODUCTION
This experiment was a preliminary examination of the considerations
needed to intercompare ultraviolet spectrometers (UVS). The participants were
University of North Carolina (UNC), University of Florida (UF), National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Smithsonian Radiation Laboratory (SRL), Atmospheric Environment Service
(AES) and National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). The
experiment was held at the NOAA/EPA's environmental measurement facility in
Research Triangle Park, NC. The experiment took place November 5-7, 1990.
This pilot intercomparison and was an opportunity to compare available
instrumentation , broadband and spectral, for use in monitoring programs.
Ultimately this pilot experiment should provide future guidelines for a more
complete international intercomparison of instruments, standards and
calibrations.
NIST SPECTRORADIOMETERS
The NIST spectrometer consists of four major subsystems; 1)
monochromator, 2) the detection system, 3) the amplification and counting
system, and 4) the computer control and data handling system. The wavelength
reproducibility is 0.01 nm, it has a spectral slit width of 0.2 nm and a
spectral range of 280 nm to 370 nm.
AES SPECTROPHOTOMETER
The instrument consists of three optical components: the spectrometer,
the foreoptics and the photomultplier housing. The spectrometer uses a
holographic diffraction grating in a modified Ebert design that passes
ultraviolet light with a nominal resolution of 0.5 nm. Wavelength adjustment
is done by rotating the grating with a motor driven micrometer acting on a
lever arm. Light leaving the exit slits is focused on a photomultiplier
through a combination of nickel sulphate and UG-11 filters which remove
visible and near UV light.
A UV-B measurement is the average of a forward and backward scan of
wavelengths between 290 and 325 nm at increments of 0.5 nm with a resolution
of 0.5 nm. The duration of the UV-B scan is about 8 minutes.
UF SPECTROMETER
The Optronic Laboratories OL 752 uses a double monochromator with dual
holographic gratings in combination with a stray ligh1j~econd order blocking
filter wheel to yield a stray light rejection of 1 x 10
at 285 nm.
The wavelength accuracy is on the order of ± 0.3 nm over the full spectral
range of 200-800 nm. Interchangeable fixed slits can generate bandwidths from
1 to 10 nm. The transducer is a thermoelectrically cooled photomultiplier
tube. The front end optics consist of a 4 inch diameter halon integrating
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SRL SPECTRAL RADIOMETERS
This radiometer uses 8 light interference filters for spectral band
resolution and a photomultiplier tube detector. The instrument is a digital
system which can integrate irradiance over various periods of time and is
complete with its own recording system. There are three basic sections: (1)
the sensing unit, (2) the integrating unit, (3) the recording and control
unit.
UNC SPECTROMETERS
The Licor LI-1800 portable Spectroradiometer (LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NB)
has a holographic grating monochromator, a filter wheel, a silicon detector,
and an internal computer. Operation of the LI-1800 is controlled by the
internal computer. An RS-232 terminal and data transfer port connects the
Licor with another computer for control and data storage and processing.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The experiment was designed to compare all measurements to the NIST
spectrometer. Spectral scans were taken every 15 minutes from each instrument
with the exception of the broadband instruments. Observations of cloud cover,
total column ozone and ozone profiles were recorded. The data chosen for
analysis were taken on November 6, 1990. That particular day was cloudless
from sunrise to sunset, which is illustrated in Figure 1 from the broadband
measurements of the Eppley UV photometer. All of the measurements were made
on a platform tower that provided an unobstructed view of the horizon from
sunrise to sunset.

ANALYSIS OF DATA
All of the data from the participants were provided in a uniform format.
The methodology for intercomparison of the spectral measurements used two
simple statistics, bias and comparability, defined as;

N
b

=

1

N

(Y.
2
i=l

1

N

c

= [

~- 2

- S.)
1

for the bias, and

112
for comparability, where;

i=1

N= number of observations (i.e. 15 minute scans)
Y.= ith observation of test instrument
1

S. = i th observation of the reference instrument
1

The bias term determines the qualitative differences in the measurement
techniques from spectrometer to spectrometer. This could be due to differing
bandpass, slit width etc. A bias was calculated for each of the instruments

- 24 in the intercomparison with the NIST spectrometer being the reference. The
comparability allows for the difference in energy units from the standard
measurement made by the NIST instrument. It should be reemphasized that the
narrow band pass instruments were more difficult to accurately asses due to
the structure due to ozone absorption in the spectral scans. This problem was
resolved for this experiment by examining the slope of the spectral scans
between the NIST and the instrument being compared. The NIST spectrometer had
the narrowest slit width. The differences in the derivatives ,i.e. fl.(8E/8i\),
were used to determine the slope or change in the energy per unit wavelength.
The assumption being that the differences in the slope could be attributed to
a different bandpass or slit width. These differences were used to normalize
the data for each spectral scan. This was only necessary for the 0.5 nm, and
1 nm data. The 2 nm and 5 nm data averaged through most of the structure in
the spectral interval. Ideally this will not be necessary for the next
intercomparison. A standard NIST lamp can be used to obtain a filter function
for each spectrometer and that function can be used to normalize the data to
compare NIST spectra to the individual instruments. The raw NIST data were
used to generate different spectral interval data by using a running average
technique to emulate a particular wavelength resolution.. Thus a 2 nm data
set was generated for comparing to the Ll-COR by centering the running average
about the wavelengths measured by the LI-COR and so on. The finest resolution
probably needed for the measurement of UV-B radiation should be 1 nm. But it
would be advisable to generate that data set from a finer spectral resolution.
For example, use the present NIST spectrometer with the 0.5 nm wavelength
resolution and smooth with a running average up to 1 nm. Figures 2-4 show the
standard spectra generated by the running average technique. These data were
used to intercompare with the various spectral instruments.
Figures 5-6 show the zero level Brewer Spectrophotometer data and
normalized data respectively. The normalized data are used to examine bias
and comparability for the Brewer and Optronics. The Ll-COR and Smithsonian
data were used as measured. Figures 7-10 show the bias and comparability,
respectively, for the test spectrometers in absolute energy units.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
It is necessary in any intercomparison to minimize the amount of
arithmetic manipulation of the data beyond applying the appropriate transfer
function to have confidence in a particular instrument's absolute accuracy.
We look at this first derivative method as a substitution for the filter
function with a standard lamp that should be done in the next intercomparison
under identical conditions. Additional analysis is being conducted at NIST.
They are going to emulate the various slit widths by using a triangular filter
whose base will be the same as the spectral width of the slit of each
spectrometer. This technique will be compared to the first derivative method
and a determination will be made as to how best compare these data from this
preliminary UV spectrometer intercomparison.
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Figure 1.

Eppley Ultraviolet measurements on 11/06/90.

Figure 2.

Spectra from NIST for 11/06/90.

Figure 3.

Spectra from NIST smoothed with a running average to 1. 0 nm.

Figure 4.

Spectra from NIST smoothed with a running average to 2. 0 nm.

Figure 5.

Spectra from AES for 11/06/90.

Figure 6.

Spectra corrected by using the first derivative method.

Figure 7.

Bias and Comparability of the Brewer Spectrophotometer.

Figure 8.

Bias and Comparability of the LI-COR Spectrometer.

Figure 9.

Bias and Comparability of the Optronics 752 Spectrometer.

Figure 10.

Bias and comparability of the Smithsonian Spectroradiometer.
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Automation and Visualisation in Monitoring-Systems
Gerald Schirnak
GertEmst
Heinz Hurner
Andreas Vrabl

Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorl

Abstract:
A versatile computer network system, developed by the Austrian Research Centre Seibersdoif, is
used for monitoring air and water pollution. The system consists of several 'measuring units', regionally distributed (VME systems with multiple 16 bit microprocessor 680xx), and a central host
(VAX with additional workstations) used to store and control data sets produced by the measuring
units. Communication between host and measuring units is peiformed by telephone modems,
Datex-P service or wireless radio transmission.
Due to the modular and intelligent inteiface technology, the system is adaptable to most of the
standard meteorological sensors and environmental data loggers.
At the level of man-machine inteiface there arise two typical applications - report generation and
evaluation - which oblige the user to handle large and complex sets of data.
While the (semi- )automatic generation of reports including text and graphics is facilitated by a
specially developed "Compound Document Architecture", there still remains the task of interactively checking and validating large data sets - up to now involving the scanning and checking of
long lists, value by value. The latter problem was addressed through the development of a new
user inteiface for the visualisation of data sets and flexible data validation.
Thus, our inteiface provides a view of the whole set of data of up to six components (e.g., measuring units) for a specified time interval (a day, a week, a month, .... ). Additionally, the system allows the user to interact with the graphics, for example to select a value together with its background information.

1. Introduction
A basic task of environmental protection is the monitoring of the current environmental state. Although wishable for most of the environmental parameters, it is not possible to make the monitoring process continually for everything. From the three basic media: air, water and ground, only
for the air has continually monitoring [3] widely been achieved within the last years.
An air quality measurement network monitors a set of air quality parameters distributed over a state or a federal country. After evaluation the measurement data are stored in databases for actual
decisions and long term oberservations. Visualization techniques [1] are now used to compare the
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facilitate the evaluation of the incoming data from the measurement unit.
This paper describes a user interface for the air quality measurement network of the Austrian federal country Carinthia and an interactive user interface for checking input data which has recently
been developed.

2. Air Quality Measurement Network
The air quality measurement network installed in Carinthia consists of about 25 stations measuring up to 30 different parameters. The current visualization program is one of several programs
and uses Dataviews as visualization tool. As you see below [Figure 1], the toplevel page presents
the abstract map of Carinthia. Within the map the location as well as the actual contamination
measured of the measurement units are displayed.

LUFTGtlTRMHSSNETZ KARNTEN

tU1'!!11 ~1 ~.11.1ggo 1-.. -4115\]) ,.., lji114:W
Figure 1: Air Quality Measurement Network of Carinthia
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2.1. Handling the User Interface
This user interface provides a lot of possibilities to show the distribution of a selected pollutant.
Either you can watch the distribution spatially [Figure 1], e.g. over the whole country or you can
select up to six measuring units for combination purposes.
By clicking on the pollutant selection bar a menu will be displayed where you can choose a new
pollutant. The selection is inserted in the overview mask and the contamination is shown in the bar
by changing the color (to red) if a danger threshold is reached. In order to get deeper insight into
the measurement unit displaying danger you must only click at its location on the map and a diagram of the half mean values (HMV) of the last 24 hours (or last week, last month) appears [Figure 2].
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Figure 2: Pollutant diagram
As you see in Figure 2 the system facilitates tracing pollutant curves and provides the possibility
to compare with other measuring units (by pressing middle mouse button) monitoring the same
pollutant or to visualize one unit measuring up to six different pollutants [Figure 2].
You can select a single time slice (one day) or a wider one (one week, one month) for diagram
building and backtracing. This application, which is only a part of the measurement network, gives
a fast overview of air pollution and makes the decision taking process much easier.
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3. Interactive check and validation of input data sets
As mentioned above the network monitors 30 parameters at 25 places, generating half hour mean
values (HMVs). These values have to be examined by an expert who is able to evaluate these
HMV s produced by the measuring units and transmitted by the data loggers. In the past long lists
of values (including their background information) were generated and had to be checked value by
value. It is obvious, that the manual control of these large datasets takes too much expert time.
Thus we were forced to design an application which makes the validation easy and quick. The essential requirements were [2]:
- to give a fast overview about the HMV s of a optional time interval
-graphical presentation (display)
- interactivity with the HMV s
- selective access to each single half hour mean value and its background information
- control and evaluation of HMV s

3 .1. How to use the interface
First you have to create a file, called <Profile> which keeps your predefined settings and the kernel of your working group. This feature is integreated in the menu bar and will be automatically
produced if you say <store> at the end of the session. The main work, after the installation of the
application, is to configure your working groups and to evaluate. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows how
this will be done.
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Figure 3: User Interface I Configuration of a Working Group
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3.2. Interactivity
The ruler [Figure 4] is the interactive tool in this user interface [2]. You can positon the ruler horizontally all over the HMV s curves by clicking in the graphic. In a separate ruler window the ruler
position time is displayed and simultaneously the six half hour mean values are shown in the Evaluation Area. It is possible to select a single HMV and evaluate them separated form all other values. Clicking on one of the values in the Evaluation Area fetches the background information into
an evaluation window. The Linegraph represents the state of evaluation.There you see how many
half hour mean values you have already checked and evaluated.
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Figure 4: Ruler in Action

4. Conclusions
For the future it is necessary to expand these techniques and to make user interfaces more interactive. For this purpose we also cooperate with external partners like the computer graphics group at
the University of Kaiserslautern [3].Visualization is an important method for environmental research and practice. We tried to show how new methods of visualization and interactive techniques can help to facilitate the work of experts.
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System for the collection of hydrological and meteorological data
Bernhard Strobl
Helmut Schwabach

Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf
Abstract:
The HYDRODAT data-logger, developed by the Research Centre Seibersdorf, is particularly
suited for local hydrological and meteorological measuring stations, as installed by
waterworks, power plants or agricultural and forestry enterprises, e.g.for monitoring
groundwater levels.
The automatic data-logging system is based on an extensible bus system. The modular design
allows easy maintenance service and extension at any time. For reasons of low energy
consumption, all electronic components are built in CMOS-technique. Electronic units not in
operation, e.g. during measuring intervals, are automatically switched over to a kind of
"sleep-mode".
An internationally standardised module in paycard format, inserted into a slot in the front
plate, serves as data memory. 6 to 8 sensors can be connected to the basic unit. Space is
provided for two additional interface cards. They can either be standard interfaces or
designed for specific customers' requirements.
The time interval for sampling and storing values can be set from one minute to 24 hours,
controlled by an rea/time clock with calendar function. With two sensors connected, the
capacity of the memory covers a period offorty days. Up to 20.000 measured values can be
recorded.
Via a V.24 interface, data are transfered to a portable PC for correction, processing for
graphic representation and display. A radio transmitter or phone modem can be connected by
a second V.24 interface. The function of the second V.24 interface can be configured to be an
printer output for the purpose of archiving data without a PC.
The system is menu-controlled with LC-Display, showing measured values, status information
and error messages on request.

1. System operation
The time interval! for recording data can be set from one minute to 24 hours in one minute
incremental steps arid seperately for each channel. The capacity of the data memory depends
on the measuring intervals of the measuring channels. 20.000 values can be stored on one
paycard module. If the memory card is filled up to (nearly) 90% of its capacity, the only user

- 37 action required is to change the memory card to a new one (cleared of data of course, an
operation performed on the datalogger itself). Then the data of the memory card is transferred
to a PC (e.g. a Laptop) via V.24. In [Figure 1] you see a sample plot of a HYDRODAT
configuration with 5 temperature sensors an one precepitation sensor. The temperatures are
measured with a resolution of 10 seconds build up to ten minute mean values. Precepetation
data is stored with a resolution of one minute.
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Control functions:
The system is menu-controlled with
push buttons. A four line LC-Display
shows values, status information and
error messages on request. It is also
possible to change parameters of the
measuring channels (e.g. time intervalls,
polynoms etc) during a normal operation
interval. There is no gap in the data
collection while the user is interacting
with the display. There is also none when
you interact with the HYDRODAT via
V.24. This facility is reached with an
real-time kernel build in.

PC, LAPTOP

2. Configuration
Figure 2: configuration possibilities

Sensors connected to the HYDRODAT
must be known to the software. This is
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Figure 3: physical and logical channels

done by the configuration. The actual configuration of the HYDRODAT is called
"working set". The "working set" can be saved
to or loaded from the HYDRODAT with an
PC or with a memory card. At system boot
time a valid configuration can be load from a
non-changable basic configuration (available
at any time) or from an EEPROM within the
HYDRODAT- this will be the default. It is
possible to modify the configuration by menu.
The much more easier way is to load the
configuration into a PC- edit the configuration in data templates (menu-controlled with
help text) - and store the new configuration in
the EEPROM [Figure 2].

3. A new channel concept
To satisfy a wide area of user requirements related to standardisized measurings methods
(OB-Norm 9490) and storing methods (e.g. store precepetation only when> 0.0 mm), a new
concept of channel configuration was developed. It is possible to configure up to 50 channels,
which are divided in physical and logical channels [Figure 3]. The channel configuration
builds an unidirectional network giving the "working set". This network is resolved and
processed by the HYDRODAT software.
There are some kinds of physical channels performing special tasks:
- analog to digital
-counter input (puls,frequenz)
- BCD conversion
- sensor heating
For reasons of measurement building methods there are also some kinds of logical channels:
-mean value
-sum value
- event counter
-minimum
-maximum
- event value (momentary value)
- windvector
- windgust

- 39 Each channel owns his sampling interval and does not interact in time with other channels
exept it is connected to one (a mean value consists of more than one value). Each channel
produces a value which can be stored in the memory-(card).
A physical channel transforms the data of the HYDRODAT hardware interface in an internal
data format for further data processing. The typical parameters for such a physical channel
are sampling interval, conversion polynom, interface number, maximum and minimum
thresholds (validity check or triggering), name (20 characters) and unit (5 characters)
[Figure 4].
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Figure 4: parameters for a typical channel configuration
A logical channel uses one ore more values provided by other physical or logical channels
depending on the parameter settings. The time when a channel is processed depends on its
sampling interval. But there is another possibility to process a channel: by triggering. This
means that the processing time of a channel is given by an additional channel (there is an
additional triggering link and mask in the logical channel parameter setting). The triggering is
initiated by a combination of 8 states which are:
- initializing (booting phase of the system)
- hardware error
- delta limit reached (difference of two following values)
- underflow
-overflow
- end of sampling interval
- minimal count of triggers not reached
-new value processed (snapshot of immediate events)
These states are set as a function of the measured value. To invoke a triggering the states of
the data source channel have to fit the mask of states in the channel which schould be
triggered. This concept is used to store a value depending on values or states of other
channels [Figure 5].
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Figure 5: triggering example; store temp when level> 5.7

4. Conclusions
For the future it is necessary to expand these techniques, to provide a more powerlul set of
channel types (e.g. action channels for alarm purposes, perlorming the task of phoning back
to the user, printing special messages), further a facility to configure whole sets of data
aquisition for a better user interface.

SPECIFICATIONS
TO THE SYSTEM OF !'>IETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIOfS IN THE CIS
G.G. SHCHUKIN, S.M. PERSIN AND A. I. GUSEV

(Main Geophysical Observatory, St. Petersburg, Russia)

Provision of economy with meteorological inform~tion is
accomplished by creating and developing the unified ~tate system for observation and control over the natural env~onment
(SSOE). The major tendency in developing SSOE i~ automation of
its most important networks as well as applicat~on of modern
technologies for collecting, processing and distr~but-ing
observational data. Below is considered the state-of-the-art
of studies on creation of hardware components for aerodrome
and network meteorological observations including serial ones
and new developments.
The major system designed to equip aerodromes in the CIS
with the a·im. to obtain measurement meteorologi-cal information
is the aerodrome meteorological station KRAMS-2. The aerodrome
station enters the system of ground meteorological measurements
of aerodrome and does the following jobs:
- collection, by means of primary transducers, of information-about basic atmospheric parameters influencing aircraft
take-off and landing;
- measurement data processing together with manual weather
data input for the territory of aerodrome and surrounding airspace;
- formation of regular and special meteorological reports
about the actual weather on aerodrome and their transmission
to the users of aerodrome air traffic control service as well
as to outside users via telecommunication system.
Aerodrome measurement system must provide meteoro}ogical
elucidation of a certain territory. So, station KRA~S-2 by its
structure is a double-level ierarchy system including outdoor
measurement stations (GS) and a central station (CS). Standard
complete sets of KR.AI·:lS-2 designed for meteosupport:- o.f take-off
and landing of aircrafts on aerodromes with one or two runways
contain CS and, correspondingly, tw~ or four OS's.
Outdoor stations represent self-contained stations making
control over sensors, measurements, primary data processing ·-and
input of results to CS. 'I'he central station accomplishes receipt of measurement data in digital form from all OS's simultaneously, supply of control instruction to os, processing of
measurement and manual input data and formation of meteorological reports.
Up to three sensors of meteorological range of visibility,
two sensors of lower cloud boundary height, two wind sensors-an air temperature and humidity sensor, wind velocity and di.=,
rection sensor, air pressure,· lightning discharge and background. brif?htness sens?rs c~n. be coz;mec:t;ed to each os. A lightdetect~ng ~nstrument w~th d~g~tal d~sP.lay of resulting data ig
used as a cloud height sensor. The instrument onerates in continuous regime with sounding periodicity of 1 s: The measurement result is obtained by digital processing of sounding data
over running interval of 15, 30 s and 2 min with--data renewal
period~city of 15 s. The measurement range is 15-2000m. A
double-base transmissometer is used as a mete&rological ontical
range-transducer. The measurement range is 50-6 OOOm The·
RRAl'·:B-2 trar;sducers lay-out on ~e~odrome corresponds· to IK.I\0
~ecom~endat~ons and can be spec~f~ed for a certain aerodrome,
~ts s~ze, number of runways and their reciprocal disnosition
~nfluence of local inhomogeneities, etc. being ta..'lcen~ into ac~ount.

Communication between OS and CS is carried out by using
a two-channel duplex coomunication line. Remoteabili~ of
transmission is up to 10 km. Periodicity of data outpu~ from
OS to CS and, correspondingly, periodicity of data renewal in
CS is 15 s. Communication lines of OS with OS pass through an
additional block of autonomous communication (BAC) designed
to check and indicate information coming from outdoor stations and used as a group digital indicator of transducer
readings. as, OS and BAG are realized on a uniform microprocessor base.
Information .from IffiAI""S-2 is represented on collective
data display facilities (up to 10 pieces) installed in airport services, with periodicity set by operator on CS keyboard (1,2,5,10,15 or 30 min) as .vell as automatically when
a storm situation arises. The transmission range is up to 10
km. There is possibility of control over and correction of
data by operator before output and data output by request.
Delay of information with data output by request is not more
than 30 s. Data displayed on representation facilities are
recorded on a tape of roll telegraph apparatus. In case of
failure of CS there is possibility of displaying necessary
information on representation facilities (obtained in this
case from BAC) by means of manual data input block.
In addition to operative meteoreports for tra.ffic control
service, KRA~'1S-2 accomplishes tel-egram output into communication channels in codes . -KN-01 (Ff1-12), FAP and METAR. Telegram output in code KN-01 is carried out with the intervals
of 0.5, 1 or 3 liours (it is set by operator), and in codes FAP and r·'!ETAR with periodieity of 30 or 60 minutes. The sta-tion conducts observations of dangerous events detected automatically and introduced manually, and the output of extraodinary storm 'vvarnings to aerodrome users and to the communication channels 1.1hen a storm situation is detected, ~-vorsened
or ceased to exist in accordance with adopted criteria and
codes. In particular, allowance is made for extraordinary
output of telegrams ~'lETAR (SPECI) in accordance tvi th the international requirements.
The major tendencies in developing aerodrome system of meteorological measurer3ents is improving transducers and soft--\vare. Among them are' in particular, developments or non-traditional hardware components and measurement technique. One of these components is the system ()f lidar atmospheric sounding designed for determining inpide~ce range of visibility.
The system includes lidar transmitter-receiver, analogue-digital fast-acting transducer and computational complex designed ·
to record and process backscattering signal, and analogue section o.f signal processing. B,y indicated signal, incidence
range o.f visibility and height of establishing visual contac'U
with runway reference points are calculated. Preliminary comparison of synchl'•onous measurements made by lidar system and
b~se instrument (transmissometer) as well as comparison with
alrcraf~ measurements produced good results.
Among the developed promising systems designed for the
system of ground aerodrome measurements is the svsteo for
determining tvind field and shift as well. The system includes
contact anemometers distributed over the territory o.f aero1
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drome-, center for collec~ion and processing on the basis of
KRA~~-2 to determine horizontal and vertical shifts, and an
instrument for determining vertical shif~ and vertical wind
velocity on the basis of three-component bistatic acoustic
radar. Use of multi-position sounding scheme with application
of continuous sounding signal provides increased accuracy and
performance in terms of error probability. Posi~ive results
have been obtained in preliminary tests on aerodrome when
determining wind shifts up to height of 100 m. To determine
wind shifts at larger heights and height of airdrome traffic
circuit, Doppler adapter to radar HRL-5.
When creating aerodrome measuring systems, in addition to
apparatus designing problems, there appears a lot of scientific-methodological tasks associated with substantiation of system's structure and characteristics, measurement and precessing methods, processing algorythms and da~a interpretation. Theoretical and experimental studies are carried out
as fe1lO'tvS :
- studying temporal and spatial structure of fields of
cloud height, visibility, wind, and substantiating the requirements to meteoinformation and the system of meteo-measuremente on aerodrome;
- developing the methods for super-short-term forecast
of a number of elements and their realization in aerodrome systems on the basis of analysis of running measurement
&Dr~, building current models and adaptive algorithms;
- developing the methods for calculating visual contact.
height both by data of incidence lidar sounding and other
metheds for obtaining ver~ical profile;
- developing the algorithms for automatic obtaining of
cloudiness characteristics and increasing validity of cloud
height measurements;
.
- developing the methods for unattended determination of
a number of events dangerous for aviation;
- obtaining and forecasting wind field and shift characteris-tics;
- increasing the level of automation of technology for
meteosupport of aerodrome.
The problem of automation of meteosuppo~t of aerodrome is
complex and includes in addition to the sub-system of ground
measurements, primarily, a radar one. At present, there is··
serial production of radar meteorological sub-system allowing one to automate obtaining, processin3' and representation
of information from meteo-radar l\lRL-5. Realized are uniform
systems of complex automation of aviation meteorological
sub-divisions for aerodromes and air traffic control centers
of various levels /1/.
Consider briefly the problems of automation of network
measurements. Automation of network observations nresents
~onsiderable technological and economic difficulties, which
2s, to a large extent, because of a great volume of visual ~easurements included into the programme of weather forecast2ng stations. A general approach to automation o:f network
observations in the CIS is re-equipment and optimization o:f
the network with using stations of different level. Economic
efficiency .is achieved by decreasing the number o:f maintai11ed
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stations with full observational programme, introducing automatic meteorological stations ~vith reduced mainten~nce (Hith
broken working day, without night-watch, etc.), us~ng fully
automated stations in regions difficult of access and for
thickening the network. In addition to te~hnical problem
solution increasing the level of automa~~on of network measurement~ required conducting scientific-methodological stu-· ·
dies in the following aspects: rationalizing the present programme of network measurements; carrying out visual obse~ra
tions by using instrumentation developing new transducers and
methods for logical diagnostics and identifying events; combining data from ground network of stations with data from
other observational networks (radars, sattelites, etc.).
As for the technical aspect, there are two base elementa
in the structure of network: quite a simple automated meteostation and multi-goal station with a large volume of func·..;.
tions and potentialities allowing automation of considerable
part of an observer work. Station AIDJ!S-NO serially produced
in the CIS is the second type station. Introducing statione
AHl'·'IS-NO on network ,,.,ill permit to .facilitate work of observers and increase validity of information (objectivity, reliability, efficiency), especially about dangerous events aswell as to reduce the number of o~servers at a number of stations. Stations AHNS-NO and .KRAI1S-2 are technically ·unified
to a large extent. Characteristics of stations AHHS-.NO are
described in more detail in /1/.
At the present time in the CIS, development of unattended
station is being carried out in various modifications. High
requirements are imposed at these stations upon reliability,
cheapness, energy consumption and service conditions. The
main purpose of station is fully automated operation both in
regions difficult and easy of access. The complex for populated regions represents a cluster structure with utilization
of US~v-channels, telephone and other allocated communication-lines. As for the regions difficult of access, sattelite communication is the major communication.
Along with development of automated stations, of most importance is development of new generation of transducers,
autonomous instruments, stations to assist an observer and
etc.
REFERENCES
1. Principles of constructing automated systems for
meteorological support of aviation. L., Hydrometeoizdat 1991
372 p.
'
2. Persin s. M. Studying meteorological instrumentation
and system errors and explaining their characteristics.
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WRDPS-WEATIJER RADAR DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
Xianqin Wang. Chaochang Lin and Zhendong Yao
. Chengdu Institute of Meteorology

l. Introduction
On the principle. the military radars are
not essentially difference from the weather
radar. The main .difference. is that the
military radars detect point target, but
weather radars measure the volume target.
For 30s weather radar have been used
for meteorology, aviation. and hyllrology In
CIIINA. but their potentional has not been
fully realized. One of the problems is
inability
to process really the large
quantities of data.
It Is lack of a
terminal of high ratio of performance to
cost.
Since
1980
conventional
weather
devoloped in CHINA ,

the
terminal ·of
radar
has
been

In 1984 the terminal Including the video
intergrating processing and a IBM PC/XI
microcomputer was devoloped by the institute
of meterrological sciences.National Weather
Burrea.China·.ln 1986 the system including a
digital video Integrating processing, and
some application softwares was devolopped
by Nanjing University.China is a devoloped
country and the agriculture is its base.
A lot of conventional
weather
radars
h~ve been used for mapping of precipitation
.tracking disaster's weather. flash flood
warning,
adlficial enhence
rain and
antihaiJ,and airport weather forcast.
The
problem how to get a all- function new
generation terminal of high ratio of the
performance of cost was proposed. In 1989,
WRDPS Including ground clutter and anomolous

clutt<:1r processing; same frequency pulse
rejecting; digital
video
integratin
processing: and multiple terminals 'or hight
speed transmission and
remote control
operationoand a lot of application software
was devolopcu and wlucly used for whole
W!WPS
is especailly
country of China.
sui table to need ·of the uevolopt'd (.'Otmlry.
Because WRDPS only gets the angle coues.
log video signal and triggle,
so it
might been applied to all kind of types of
weather radar,

2. WRDPS brief
the WRDPS.
There are three channels in
First is the signal processing channei.The
primary fuctlon of weather radar signal
processing
is
the precise efficient
extraction of information of radar echoes,
WRDPS Signal processing block Is fig l.
range :---+
corret

range-azimuth
integrating

~

ol utter
reject

same frequency
rejector

~

,.__

Fig 1. WRDPS block of signal processing
8 bit high-speed AID coverts lc·s video
signal to 8 bit digital signal.
range
correct gets off the range factor of the
radar
ec.~uation. The
block of
clutter
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processing is fig2. Software suppression of
ground clutter is not efficient because
clutter intensity is variation up to 40db
in time. If the high-pass digital fi Iter is
only used for clutter rejecting
ratio of
clulkr rL"jcet ah<•ul 20db in liK nod 22uh in
Japan may be ad1ievable. [2, 3] For f i Iter
dt'Sit->n it is diffit'ult to procc•ss the
of
clutter. rain• and
rain
superifiiJlosc>d by clutter. So three channels
are used for proce~sing separatelly clutter
orain.and rain superimposed by clutter to
get
maxi mum c I utter re jel't ratio
and
minimum loss of rain signa1.[5] For VIRDPS
ratio of clutter reject is about 40db.
echo---+
information

control
logic

rain-region
crlteron

angle

R-

9

range
pure rain information
.Fig 2. block of clutter regect
The clutter arlthmatics is a one order
to three order ataptive digital filter of
high pass which one is sellected hy a rain
area criteron circuit which
criticizes
that the. echotJs · rainfall signal is pure
clutter• or rain
surposod
by clutter.
The
clutter map
circuit
is
used
for determining that rainfall reglons are
inside clutter region or outside of clutter
region.If rainfalls are outside of clutter
region.the rainfall signal is
ie is not any signal loss.
azimuth-range
integrator
estimates of rainfall echoes.
number of ranJ!ing inl<•grating

not procssed
The digital
improves
to
In WRDPS the
is B. and the

number of azimuth integrating is 8. so
estimating error of echoes is less than ldb
If many radars including a military radar
and a civil radar work at same frequecy,mutal

fllll'r

40 db.anu n•.• rain signal luss exists.

The

an(.'.le c•-'de anu anllena contn.>l is fir, 3.

fill'('

SDC angle
code

~~~::~~
~~

normal video

adaptive
f I I ter
1--

clutter
map

interrupting could exist. nunlincar

could
eff'<Jdively r<",kC'l same-frequent·y
interrupt. th<• reject ratio is r,r<'al than

Fig 3.block of angle-coue and antenna
control
The b I oek Ci.•ns Is ls of a :<Ul' 1lnj! I c1-t•od(•
circuit.a single-chip
microcompuleroand a
microcomputer. The microcomputer gets a
command whidt
makes the
single- dtip
microcomputer produces anl!lt' l'Ontrol error
·signal to control anh•nna action and echoe
sample.
--di rel't
computer

communicat
interface

display
wire tran-

f

s~ission

'----·w• re less
transmisson
Fig 4.block of the image transmisson system
The image transmission system consists
wire transmission, wireless transfer
Cvhf/uhf transmission), and direct display.
Beacause need of radar information i~ in realtime. so wire transmission uses dual-wire
422 transmission to get high baud ratio(for
<
lOkm 21.8 kbaud ), The
direct
display
transmission makes the user terminal which
is away main terminal about 200m to get
real-time echo image information. The image
transfer system makes the images to send to
multiple users. The softwdrcs of WRDPS are
very rich. The uircction and speeu of echoes
.tiny structure of the zoom image. top/base
of cloud and rain•and their evolution can
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directly be watched. The four images of
PPI/RHI or CAPPI can be displayed on the
screen for foroasting analysis. The echo
data and Images which are compressed and be
stored on the floppydisk.the hard disk. and
a video d.;ock.Ihc <'Cho Images can be prlntj:)d
by a color printer. The modes of Image
display
have 16 color high resolution
l.lil'playo~:olor character display• and gray
whi tc-ldack display.

weather
ratlar

t
~

~-....., R - n e t w o r k

microcomputer

WRDPS

interface
--+wireless

'-----..J

3. Application of WRDPS
TO OPERATION
Nowcasting and Aviation forcasting
1\'RDPS have been used for the weather
local
weather
radar . of airports and
services
to operation
for
locating
potentially dangerous severe storm by means
of information of echo intension and top of
echo and
for tracking and
forcasting
potentially dangerous weather by means of
the direction and speed of thunderstorms.
since 1989.In the airport the block of
WRDPS system is as fig 5.
In the local
weather service the block of WRDPS system
is as fig 6.
'liRDPS is weather radar terminals of
multiple users the operation modes-PP!
/RIII/CAPPI could are controlled by a radar
station or a weather forcasting office.
Getting high-resolution co.lor/gray eohoe
images in the forcasting service spend only
15 sec later than the radar station for
nowcasting operation. The echoes images
computer
working
could enter weather
station to further processing informations
with the informations of ground weather
stations and satelite.
Developing a reliable system for supreparticular
interesting
ssing hail is a
problem for China. Hail and dry are mainly
serious hazard in CHINA beacause economical
base of china is agriculture. There are a
lot
of
wather radars to use artifial
enhence rain and antihail
operation. The
operation is divived two steps.First for dry
weather the cloud is whether probability of
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interface
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macrocomputer
-286
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low-cost VCA
monitor
Navigating
control
building
__,.

low-cost VGA
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Fig 5. WRDPS in airport
rainfall by means of firegun seeding and
for serious weather the cloud is whether
hailrain. Second the shooting parameters of
fireguns
are caculated by the \\'RDPS
microcomputer for improving efficiency of
the seeding opoeration.
In easten europe hail and thunderstorms
recognization is fillowing relationship[ 2]
for conventional weather radar.

- 48 thunderstorm ~xist. Thv correct ratio Is
about 8096. In the eqution X takes valume 0
or 1 according to following table
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Fig 6. WRDPS block of local weather service
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Where Z is the refl~:,elivl ty at hei~ht of
3000m above the 0
level, and 11 is the
maximum echo height.
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rain
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Another mode is following
ll.cs>llo+l.4km
------------(2)
where ll•cs is the lwgh t of the 45dbz C(•ntour
which must exceed the height Ho of the 0 'C
level by more than 1.4km.
In china many
local weather services give relati(>nships
to
recognize
hail
and
thunderstorm
according to their watch data of long
period.
For JiLin province.the summary
relationship is:
p=-0.264+0.146Xt+0.256X2
+0.264X3+0.337X 4 t0.204X 5 -----<3>
where xl is central intensity of echo
x2 is top height of echo
x3 is top of echo core
is relative wide of echo
Xcs is echo paraameter
If p>0.45 the hail echo exist.if p<0.45 the
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A NOVEL WATER-ACTIVATED BATTERY FOR AEROLOGICAL RADIOSONDES.
Krasnotsvetov V.S., Kopjov A. T., Vaisberg V.S.
VNI IT NPO "Kvant", Russia.
In order to solve effectively a number of priority
problems of the World Meteorological Organization compact and
light power sources for electric power supply of aerological
radiosondes are necessary. During the recent decades water
activated batteries having magnesium anode have been used for
this purpose. Characteristic feature of these
batteries
consists in the fact that their heat output exceeds power
output at least 2 times. It is easy to make sure of this using
the following formula:
( 1)
Pq/P=( Uf- U+( 1-k) *Up/k) /U
The following designations are assumed in the formula
(1); Uf, Up - heat voltages of Faraday and
parasitic
reactions, respectively (V); U- average voltage of one cell
(V); k- magnesium anode utilization factor. The reactions heat
voltages values can be found in (1J. Unlike submersible
seawater activated batteries water activated batteries for
radiosondes are intended for use in the atmosphere including
strongly rarefied medium at very low temperatures - up to -60
degrees Celsium. Thus, in order to ensure positive temperature
values in such batteries it is necessary to
maintain
steady-state temperature difference (Ti-Te) about 80 K between
the interior of the battery and the
environment.
For
maintenance of the said steady-state temperature difference
the battery should be enclosed in a thermally insulating
casing the wall thickness of which is defined from the
reaction:
( 2)

where: b - wall thickness of the battery thermally insulating
casing, cm; S - wall surface of the battery thermally
insulating casing, sq. cm; 1 - thermal conductivity of the
casing material.
Heat output Pq of the battery consisting of z cells can
be calculated by the formula:
Pq=( z"'2*U/R) *( ( Uf- U) +Up*( 1-k) /k) ,
( 3)
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in which: R- the battery load resistance ( OhmS). Calculation
based on the formula (2) shows that just due to high Pq/P
relation value the
required
thermally
insulating wall
thickness of the battery having magnesium anode usually does
not exceed 16 mm.
The main way to reduce mass and volume of water activated
batteries for radiosondes is to reduce their number of cells.
Actually, analysis of these batteries development shows that
their mass and volume minimization was achieved at the expense
of more power - intensive cathode application. In the first
batteries cathode was containing cuprous chloride and graphite
mixture [2]. Average voltage of such battery cell was 1.35 V.
In 1965 a cathode was suggested [3] comprising cuprous
chloride and sulphur mixture as an active material. According
to data [4J confirmed later by [5] the improved cathode
potential exceeds by 0.35 V the potential of cuprous chloride
cathode which does not comprise sulphur. Till recently the
best batteries for radiosondes as far as their highest
specific performance is concerned were batteries comprising
cathodes consisting of cuprous chloride and sulphur mixture
produced
by VIZ Manufacturing Co. ,USA, and Vaisala Oy,
Finland. Uncommon conclusion of the advantage of the number of
cells reduction in water activated batteries for radiosondes
becomes clear bearing in mind the fact that unlike .seawater
activated
batteries these batteries under their working
conditions demonstrate separators dehydration due to water
evaporation and partial ejection of it by evolving hydrogen.
We stated that the separator thickness t(cm) for seawater
activated batteries is defined from the following equation:
t=( C*( 1- P) /( F*k*( Po-P)))*( ( Es/ds) *( 1- k) /( 1- P)- ( Ealda)),
( 4)
in which: C- the required specific capacity (Ah/sq.cm); da,
ds - anode and sludge densities; Ea, Es - anode and sludge
gram-equivalents; F=26.8 Ah; Po- initial separator porosity
(0.85); P
end
porosity of separator and. of sludge
accumulated during operation. Thus, for example, separator
thickness of RSB 20 battery (Vaisala Oy) calculated from the
equation (4) equals 1. 37 mm. In practice
this
battery
separators dehydration
is
balanced by increasing their
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thickness about 1.5 times. The separator area is increased 2
times in comparison with the cathode area for the same purpose.
So, mass and volume of nonelectrode materials are reduced with
the number of cells reduction in the battery, i.e. its
performance is improved.
Investigations carried out by VNIIT (NPP "Kvant", M:::>scow)
revealed new possibilities of further reduction of cells
number in the batteries for radiosondes by using strong
oxidants of oxyanion group, peroxodisulfate anions in
particular. Potassium peroxodisulfate (K-PS) is the preferable
source of the said anions concerning water solubility and
atmospheric moisture absorption values. Average voltage of a
cell having K-PS cathode under working conditions of batteries
for radiosondes varies in the 2.07- 2.19 V interval which is
by 0.5 V higher than the average voltage of cells having
cathodes consisting of cuprous chloride and sulphur mixture.
Current generating and parasitic reactions proceeding in the
cells are in compliance with the respective equations:
K S 0 +Mg = MgSO + K SO
(5)
Mg + 2H 0 = Mg(OH) + H
(6)
Optimization of chemical and granulometric composition of
a cathode on K-PS base in conjunction with optimization of
cells interelectrode space condition with the help of (4)
equation made it possible to achieve high efficiency of K-PS
utilization (up to 0.92). We,ll show for comparison that
peroxodisulfate cathodes suggested in Japan [6J for seawater
activated batteries possess significantly lower Faraday
efficiency- according to [7J it equals 0.73.
Average cell voltage (mV) depends on the carbon content x
(mass. %) of a cathode and is determined at the temperature of
0 C and load resistance of 190 Ohm*Sq.cm by an empirical
equation: U=2261.77*x"'(-0.03231)-2031.46/x. The cell voltage
- current characteristics have an S-type form and satisfy the
empirical equations:
U=-.004747*iA3+.3134*i"'2-7.198*i+498.08/i+2169, (at 30 C)
U=-. 02779*i "'3+1. 03616*1 "'2-14. 495*1 +836. 4/ i +1884, (at 0 C) .
It is interesting to note that the cell peak voltage is
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growing with temperature rise up to 90 C, and the average
voltage is growing only up to 60 C and is falling then.
Efficiency of K-PS utilization (K) depends on current
density and can be calculated by the empirical equations:
K=5.08856e-06*i~3-.00076076*iA2+.02093*i+.7526,
(at 30 C)
K=.3437*i~2+.03221*i+.8132,
(at 0 C).
The analysis shows that each of these relations has its
maximum: at 30 C Kmax=0.914 when i=16.48 mA/sq.cm; at 0 C Kmax
=0.889 when i=4.69 mA/sq.cm. It is important to state that
Kmax almost does not depend on temperature, and current
densities in peak points relation value approximates K-PS
solubility at given temperatures relation value.
The af'oresai d phenomena can be
explained by K- PS
solubility in electrolyte growth with temperature rise.
Performance of new batteries for radiosondes is confirmed
by discharge curves shown in Fig.1 and their superiority over
the best known batteries is demonstrated in the Table. It
should be also added that new batteries advantageously differ
from the conventional ones by their higher ecological safety
because they do not contain heavy metals.
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Fig.1. Discharge curves of RSB-1 batteries under warm (1and cold (5-8) conditions: of freshly produced batteries
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(1,2,5,6) and of batteries after 5 years of storage (3,4,7,8).
Load resistance, Ohms: 524 for 27 V- section; 210 for 9.5 Vsection. Warm conditions: the first 20 min at
the
temperature of 50 C, the rest time - at the temperature of -40
C. Cold conditions: the temperature during the whole discharge
cycle was -60 C. The curve 9 pertains to RSB-2 battery (see
the
Table).
The
atmospheric pressure
drop dynamics
corresponded to the average lifting speed of radiosonde.
Table. Comparison of new (RSB-1, RSB-2)
and known
(28MXM-0.1, RSB 20) radiosonde batteries performance.
Battery,
Number
U aver., Load, Mass, Volume, Capacity,
g
cells
Volts
Ohms
cathode
cub. cm
Ah
28MXM-0.1
21
28
524
125
220
0.12
CuCl
7
9.5
210
0.12
RSB-1,
13
28
524
70
76
0.14
K2S208
10
5
210
0.14
RSB 20,CuCl+S 12
19
220
65
67
0.23
RSB-2, K2S208 9
19
220
50
56
0.23
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EFFORTS AT DEVELOPMENT OF APPROPRIATE INSTRUMENTS, INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS, INSTRUMENT
NETWORK ANV COMMUNICATION LINKS FOR METEOROLOGICAL ANV ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
PURPOSES
*L,O. Kehi~de and E,E, EQWNem
Vept. ofi Meteofto.togic.al Seftvic.u,
Lago.o, Nige!Ua
*PVW1anem Add!tu.o: Vept, o6 E.tec.bwMc. a~d E.tec;t!Uc.al E~gi~ee!U~g,
Obafiemi Awo.towd UMven.oity, I.te~It)e, Nige!Ua,
ABSTRACT
The .otate o6 the .towen t!Lopo.ophene, a..o c.ha.Jtac.te!Uzed by the pftevaLU~g leve.to
oil meteofto.togic.al va.JUablu a~d thw nu!LU.am gftadiento detetLmi~e wea.then a..o
weU a..o the tfLaMpoftt oil aift~boMe e~vino~emal poUuta~u. The uJLge~c.y ot} the
need 6oft the deve.topmem o6 appliop!Ua.te dedic.ated iMtfLumeVLto, iMt!Lwnem .oy.otem.o,
utabwhmem oil a deMe ~e.twonk. ofi .ota:tLoM and te.te~·ommuMc.a:tio~ c.oondina.tio~
ofi ne.lwonk. c.annot be. ovenempha..oi.oed, Th£.6 pape.tL highlighu the ne...o!LU~yie.tding
e.6{Jow made, unden the .opoM on.ohip o6 Fe.de!Lal Vepalitmem ofi Mete.oftologic.al
Senvic.e...o on Nige!Ua, at the ftealization o6 thi-6 need, A loc.al.ty developed
.oeMitive nadio.oonde. fion the t!Lopic.al atmo.ophe.ne., de.dic.ate.d iMtfLume.n.u (6oft the
mea..ounemem o0 te.mpe.natune., pfte..6.6utLe, nela:tLve humidity, liquid pne.c.ipdation,
wind .opeed, wind dinec.tion e.tc.,), a mic.Jtoc.omputen-ba..oe.d automatic. qua.oi-mobi.te
.ota:tLon and a meteofto.togic.a.t vCVliable. c.oM!LoUe.n fion gnaiM .otonage, among othen
e6fio!L:t6, have. be.en highlighted,
1• I NTROVUCTI ON
Nige.!Ua ~ a de.ve.topi~g t!Lopic.a.t c.6Un.tny with a geognaphic.a.tfy difi6eftentiated
.tang e. land ma..o.o ( 11 Na:tio~a.t indu.ot!Uali.oa.tion pfl.ogftamme...o alid othen .6 ouo~.ec.onomic.
deve..topment ac.tivitie...o have. .ted to .6 ome e~vinonmenta.t poUu.tion. The. la..ot two
dec.adu have witne...o.oed me.te.ofto.togic.al haza!Ld6 and e.nvinonme.ntal degnada:tLon whic.h
inc.lude d!tought, de...oeilitlic.a.tion, de.6one,otatioVl., e.no.o)._on, . .tand .olidu, dam
6ai.tutLe., aud nain·, toxic. wa..ote. dump.o, waten and aift poUution in .oome pMU ofi
the c.ouM!Ly (4) , Ve.velopme.n.t ac.tivilieA have had negative impaw on the e.nvinonment and have engendened in .6 ome c.a..o e..o .oig.MMc.am de.pa.JttutLe...o o6 mete.ono.togic.al
d.a.ta t}nom the.in U.6 ual Mnge...o. Ve...oigM and p.R..a.M tha.t Me ba..o ed on pa..ot c..Umatic.
data would in a c.hanging c.limate, be thefte.t)one vu.tnenable to e.fL!LofL.
FOft a .6 u.otainable. .6 ouo- ec.onomic. deve.topme.m, me.::te.ono.togic.al and envi!Lo~me.ntal
C.OMidena:tLoM mu.ot t}oflm pa.Jtt on polic.y 6otun~~cttloM a~a e.xe.c.utio~. The...oe.
inevitable inpu:U c.annot be made without negu.ta.tL meteonologic.al mea..ounemenu and
evwinonmental monito!Ung ba..o ed on a deM e ~e.twonk. oS ,.~;trJ/UoM and nea.t-time
telec.ommunic.c~on c.ooftdina.tion o6 ~etwonk..
The ne.ed thenefiotLe Mi.6e..o t)oft a C.on<ie!Lted national e66oftt at development oil
tec.hno.toglc.al c.apabiWy to meet ba..olc. meteonologlc.a.t and env1nonmema.t quantiMc.atio~ nequinemen.U (5).
Thi-6 papen b!Ue6.ty higlligh:a .oome o6 the...oe e66om a..o
c.atL!Ued out by a ne...oeanc.h team .opoMotLed .tange.ty by the Nige!Ua~ Meteono.togic.al
Se.nvic.e...o. Va!Uou.o .oimple and nove.t cJ..ftc.ui:a and .oy.otem.o have been de...oigned bu
oUfL team a~d a 6w ane de.J.J c.!Ub ed below . Adapta:t.-Lo n .o uited to the ..eo c.al ?-n vinonm ent
wao a.U o c.an!UeCl out.

- 55 INSTRUMENTS ANV FACILITIES
In viw a :the need oiL ·automatiC. ·o ·e.JLWol'i o-& inotJLumel1.:ts and :the need
'(\oiL :tele-me;ttz.y, e_mp ct6M wa.o plac.e_ on gene!Lation o e_R_e_c.:t.JL,[c. outputo y
ino:tfl.wne_n;to, U.oe_ We_!Le_ u:the-IL made_ of:, e-le-c.XJU.c.al .Oe-IUOM dt!Le_c.:tly OIL :the_ none_le_c;f:JvLc.al one-.6 we!Le mocU.fi)_ed :to yield e-le-c.VU.c.al outputo,
(a) THERMOMETERI C CIRCUITS: Te-mpefl.a:tWLe_ :t!Lan.oduc.e-IL c..Ur..c.LU.:to we-!Le developed f:,o!L
ai!L, .ooil and .oea .oUJLf:,ac.e_ mea.oWLe-men:t.o. Se_nooM inc.lude_ :the!Lmi.o:to!L, c.e-!Lamic.
tLe_.oi.o:totL, .oolid .o:ta:te .oenoo!L, :the-!Lmoc.ouple- and platinwn wi!Le :to mention a f:,w.
(b) BAROMETRIC CIRCUITS: The conventional batLog!Laph wa.o op:to-me_c.hanic.ally
modtfile_d :to p!Loduc.e_ an ele~c.al output along with :the u.oual c.ha!L:t tLe-c.o!Ldtng
(c.) HYGROMETRI C CIRCUITS: Capac.itive_ and ILUi.o:Uve_ hyg!Li.o:toM have_ been u.o ed
in mutt.{_vib!La:to!L and po:te-ntiome_Wc. c..Ur..c.LU.:to 1Le-.6pe-c.tive_R..y :to p!Loduc.e_ p!Lopo!Ltional
outpu:t voUage_.o.
2,

(d) ANEMOMETRI C CIRCUITS: A ILobu.o:t p!Lo:to:type_ of:, an op:to:tac.ho~ane-momde!L ha.o
been developed u.oing a !Led LEV, ligh:t-ac.tiva:ted .owi:tc.h and a c.oun:te_!L, and a
fi!Leque_nc.y :to voUage_ c.onvefl.:te-IL f:,o!L analogue_ dtal dt.oplay.
·

(e) WINV VANE: A low-c.o.o:t novel :technique_ f:,o!L wind d[tLe_c.tion (any ang~
dl.opfuc.e-men:t) mea.oU!Le-men:t wa.o developed U6ing d !Led LEV and an LVR in an
op:topo:te-n:Uomet!L£c. c.i!Lcui:t,
(f:,) SUNSHINE VURATION RECORDER: A .oefl.ie_.o/patLalie-l combination o6 an LVR and
a line_aJll_ze_d :the!Lmi.o:to!L (wah apphopfl.ia:te_ .6 hieldlng) p!Lovide_d .6 uno hine_ :thfl.e_.o ho.td
ct6 we-U ct6 piLe-and po.o:t-:th!Luhold e_.o:Uma:te of:, .ounohine_,
(g) RAIN.:.GAUGE; A c.heap :Upping volwne_ ~ p!Loghammable_ !Laingauge :tha:t ope_!La;te_.o
on a .o:teppetL~:tUJLbine_ pfl.indple_ ha.o been devuoped, The gauge_ tUJLbo~a.o.o e-mbly
fl.e-quifl.e-.6 fiine_ me.c.ha.n.ic.dl adjU6:tmen:t6 :to avoid ove-Mhooting and 6hee-wheeling.

(h) MAST~BORNE AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION: Efif:,o!L:t6 a!Le bung made_ :to
in:teg!La:te :the devuoped de-dic.a:te-d u!Lc.ui:t.o in (a) :to (g J on a ma.o:t 6otL mic.!Loc.ompute!L- ba.o ed automation (F-<_g. 1b) • · The .o y.o:te-m i.6 qua.oi-mobile fio!L ea.o y and
fia.o:t ad-hoc. ino:taUa:tion.
(i) RAVI OSONVE PACKAGE: A c.ap:Uve_ baUoon-boMe tLadlo.o onde_ pac.lzage ha.o been
developed 6otL :tempe_!La:tWLe, p!Le-.6.6UJLe and fl.e.fa:Uve hwnidUy mea.oWLeme_n:t.o f:,!Lom
g!Lound up :to 600 mme_.o ( 2); f:,ig. 1a,
·
(j) ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTS: Op:topo:te-ntiome-Wc. :tec.hnique_.o a!Le
bung developed 6otL mea.oUJLe-men:t ofi wa:te!L p!Le-.6.6UJLe a:t dam 6-tooM and in:tetcJn.U:ten:t
.o:to![_m .oWLge p!Le-.6.6U!Le a:t c.oa:t linu, e_.o;Uma:Uon of:, wa:te-IL :tUJLbidl:ty, ve_hic.fe_
exhau.o:t qua-U:ty (6). The po.o.oibili:ty o6 Ming :the :tec.hnlq.ue :to e_.o:Uma:te :the
c.onc.e_~on ofi .o ome g!Leenhou.o e_ ga.o e_.o i.6 bu;Lg explo!Led.
(lz) METEOROLOGICAL VARIABLE CONTROLLER: Oje:tayo ( 7) hct6 developed a mic.!Lo- .
c.ompu:tetL-baoed ::tempetLciit.Vr.e and hUJ'YJidl:ty c.on:t!LoUeh fiotL po.o.oible u.oe in .o:toiLage
0 6 g!tCU!i6 •
3.

NETWORK ANV TELECOMMUNICATION LINKS

The Ni e~Lian Ve an:tmen:t o Me:teofLologic.aR.. Se!Lvic.e.6 fLelie.-6 on voic.e SSB-HF
!Ladlo oiL !Loutine mueo!Lo ogrtc. ~ in o11.ma:Uon
.o e-mrtnation, Srtnc.e
ong
dl.o:tanc.e- p!Lopaga:Uon vafl.ie_.o wdh .o uno po:t c.ondltiono and time ofi :the_ day,
c.ontinuUy of:, infio![_maUon :t!Lanomi.o.oion c.anno:t be guatLan:teed. Ef:,t)o!L:t6 a!Le
:the!Lef:,o!Le bung ditLec.:ted :towa!Ldo :the u.o e of:, dedlc.a:ted c..Ur..c.LU.:to f:,hom :the public.
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telephone. ne.:two"-"- will app"-op!Ua:te. MODEMS fJo"- da;ta and mv.,.6age. _tf1_an..6m-L6.6-i.on (3) •
Wlih an appfr._op!Ua;te. -Ln.te."-fJac.e. U6e. c.oul.d be. made. ofJ the. METEOSAT Ope.Md-i.on
P"-og"-ammv., on a "-e.al-fue. bao-U.
4.

DISCUSSION

In .the.. develo men.t. ofJ ·the -Lri.6tJi.umeli:t:6 .. em ha.6-U hao .been lac.e.d. on
£LUuzation ofJ loc.al manpowe."- a.6 we.U ao lac. .6oWLc,wg o c.on..6:tll.u.Ctional
mate.Jria.t6 to Jr._e_du.c.e. c.o.6t, TfU-6 e.nhanc.v., mcU.n..tcvtnab-i-Wy and ov~ Jr._e_uab-L.Uty,
LongeJz. .te.Jtm pe."-fioJzmanc.e. ofJ -i-n..6;tfr._u.me.n.:t6 and .6y.6te.m.6 -U .6:UU be.big de.te_JrJn,{_ne_d,
Howe.veJr., i.n the me.an:t.i.me. the."-e. Me. e.xc.e.Ue.n.t "-e.a6on..6 fJo"- op~m. D-L6Mc.ui.:Uv.,
e.nc.ou.l'l.te_fr._ed -Lnc.lu.de.:
(a)
(b)

(c.)
(d)
(e)

(6J
(g)

5,

Non-avcU.lab-i.Wy ofJ .6tandMd c.a.Ub"-a:Uon ba;th.6
In..6u.6fiiue.nc.y ofJ poWe."- .6u.pply MLt6 6o"- Mdio.6onde. pac.f<.agv.,
Non-avcU.lab-Llliy ofJ powe."- .6u.pply fJo"- -i-n..6_tf1_u.me.nt6 loc.ate.d -i-n -Lnho.6pliable.
.6-i.tv., .
Shofr._;tage. o6 -i.n..6;tfr._u.me.n.ta:Uon dv.,-i-gn {Jacili:Uv., (mete.M, o.6 &Uo.6 c.opv.,,
pao.6-i.ve c.ompone.n.U etc., J
IMu.fJ{Jiue.nc.y o6 m-LddUMle.ve.l .te.c.hn.-Lc.al. manpowe."I nade.q u.ate 6u.n.ding fJ O"- pWLc.ha.6 e. ofJ c.ompone.n.U
I nab-i.Wy to v-L.6li lab O"-cdo!Uv., o6 athe."- "-V., e.Mc.he.M -i-n .6-i.m-i.-e.M
pu.M~ du.e. to lac.f<. ofJ fJu.nd,
CONCLUSION

Give~ the leve-f..-6 ofJ available .6~-f..led man~oWe_fT._ and c.611.6tnu.ction ma:te.Jria.l-6,
de.ve.-C.opme.n.t ofJ app"-op!Uate. -i-11.6-tnu.me.n.ta:Uon tee. nology to meet ·N-tge.Jri'a.6 bao-i.c.
mete.o"-olog-i.c.al and e.nv-L"-on.me.n.tal qu.an.ti6-Lc.ation "-e.qu.ifr._e.me.nto Me "-e.a.Uzable..
Fa"- .6U6tcvtnable. development and national c.apab-Llliy fia"- hazMd "-v.,pon..6e., a
de.n..6 e. ne.:two"-"- ofJ .6ta:Uon..6 and te.le.c.ommu.Mc.a:Uon c.oo"-d-i.YI.ailon o6 .6ame. Me
-Lne.vliable.. Thv.,e. modv.,t e.6fJow paJLt.ta.LC.y addfr._e66 .6ome. o6 thv.,e. loc.al and
yet global M.6U.V., -i-n oWL c.ou.n.bi..y,
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AUTOMATIC WEATHER SYSTEM
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*
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Insti~u~ Na~ional de la Meteorologie de Tunis.

1-I n~roducti on:
Meteorological

i n.for ma ~ion

becomes

very

important

for

different. acti'w'it.ies.

In

years,
Measuring instrumen~s
and methods of
have undergone fundamen~al improvment.
This leads ~o the developement o.f a varie~y o.f Automatic
Weather System CA W S) which replaces advantageously ~raditionnal
equipement and me~hods.
This paper presents the design o.f an CA W S) based on the
microcontroller Cin~el 8052 AH-BASIC).
This system has been
developed in ENSET with collaboration with National Meteorogical
Institute I N M CTUNISIAJ.
The purpose o.f this system is to measure and record during a
long period di.fferent meteorological parameters (temperature, wind
speed and direction. humidity and precipitation). The stored dat.a
could be transferred to an IBM PC or compatible where an
appropriate so.ftware analyses these measurements and gives us full
results.
recen~

observa~ion

2-System architecture:
The CA W S) contained a microcomputer system designed around
a microcontroller C Int.el 8052 AH-BASIC ). Figure (1) shows its
.funct.ionnal build in bloc diagram.
5ENSOPS

P.I.O

R5 232
J,.ICONTROLER

non volatil memory moduLe

RAH

8052

FigC1):

Functional block diagram

-The microcontroller controls t.he di.fferent att.ached block
and t.he processing o.f the in.format.ion related to the parameters to
be measured.
-The RS 232 allows communica~ion bet.ween A W Sand the P.C to

- 60 t.rans:fer stored measurements to the P.c•s disk. It is also used to
connect. a single terminal during developing phase.
-The EPROM contains the monitor program.
-The P.I.O is connected t.o an int.er:face board
equiped with:
*-An 8 bits analog to digital converter with a buil-in.
multiplexer CADC 0809).
*-A condit.ionning module which int.er:faces
di:fferent
sensors and the processing unit.. the circuits contain
voltage and current amplifier t.o increase
small
levels from the sensors and
allows matching of
measurement. scale.
-The non-volatile memory module is used to st.ore measured
data and their adresses.
-Controlled power supply: In order to save energy part.iculary
when the system is used an isolat.ed it..
The power supply is
An electronic
swi t.ched on only during the measurement periods.
circuit. based on ~ 2240 clock generates the signal which contr-ols
system.
The
sample
periods
is
the
switching
o:f
the power
adjustable by the user.
3- Software view:
The "A W S" software
detailed as follows:

includes

several

processing

programs

3. 1- Monitor program:
It is the main program in our system. It. is stored in an
EPROM and will run automatically when the system is powered on.
The
so:ft.ware
:flowchart.
o:f
:fig
2
shows
the
program
archi tect.ure. When powering on the system the "A W S" keeps t.he
power system switched in and valids a
hardware int.erruptic'n
allowing memory reset.. Two operating mode ways are available for
the user t.o handle the system easily:

T2 CLOCK ON

:fig2:

Honit.or so:ft.ware flowchart.

- 61 -The firs~ mode is the continuous operating mode which le~s
the user check step by step . the eventual errors on data or
software.
nd
-The 2
mode is an automatic operation :for the hardly
accessible site. In this mode. sample period and the number of
measurements are .fixed in accordance with the standard values. The
values used to adjust this period are: 15, 30. 60 minutes.
3.2- Average calculation subroutine
The meteorological data are measured ten times during a
period o.f ten minutes, we have then to cal cul a t.e the 1 i near
average value o.f each parameter except wind speed and direction.
The linear
average value o.f
a
non-study angular
wind
1 ,-.. r r; f. -...r
t.he ,..,J ...~ '=' ........""'"""'
dircct.icn
..... + .......
-.,
between zero and 360 degrees. to get a correct in.formation we
calculate the vectoriel average using simultaneously the measured
value .for speed and the direction.
The wind vector could be represented using the following
.formula:

- ..--- - --

Where p is the algebric value ofv+ and 7wind direction
vector.
For N mesurements. the average speed can be derived as
.follows:
N

-;;:;+

= 1N

. E v. c
\

\ =1

P:
\

.e. )
\

Using complex notation:
N

E
e

m=

arct.g

pi. sin

i.=1

e.\

N

E
i.=t

N

and p
pi. cos e.'1.

N

= I: Cp.
i.=1

"

sin

e.) 2 +c EP. cos e.)z
•
1.

"

1.

l.=:l.

where e.= angle.
\

3.3- Data compress subroutine
Using an B Ko RAM in the main board to mesure .five parameters
the '"A W s·· could do these .for 60 days. It is very important for
the hardly accessible sites to start a data compression when the
memory is almost .full.
During· the compression stage the data measured befor·e the
memory saturation is transferred to the RAM. The monitor program
can thus jump to the data compression subroutine CDCS). The DCS
calculates the difference between two successive measurements. If
this di.fference is not. important, only one o.f the two values is
definitely stored. The LSB is used as control bit. Lt:. is set to "1"
if t.he stored value is the same for CN) successive measurements.
The nuomber CN) is stored in the next. memory address.
3.4- Data read subroutine
caul d

Measurements are stored in a volatile memory module which
be read af't.erword by a compAtible PC via th9 RS 232

- 62 i nterf'ace. An appropriate software was developed to read the
stored data to connect eventual compressed data in a useful form.
The data read subroutine offer to the operator the possibilty to
analyse the measured values and get. the results in form of charts.

fig 3: Data compress diagram
4-Measurements and

~loitation

We give here some examples of measurements done by OVDf "AWS"
-fig4: Temperature and wind speed measured
August 30t 1991.
-fig5: Wind direction measured on August 30t 1991.
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fig 9: Wind direction
fig 4: Temperature
and wind speed
-fig 6: Real and compressed temperature. These curves show that
the compressed temperature (during five days) is close to the real
one and the memory space saved is about 45% with pl~ecision of

- 63 approximately "!:.. 0. 66°C.
-~ig 7:
Real and compressed wind speed. Here t.he memory saved
is about. 20.5% wit.h a precision o~ + 0.49 m/s.

In t.his paper we have presented t.he general archi t.ecture of
an .. A W S" made Tunisia. The "A W S" has been succefully t..est.ed
mostly in hardly accessible sit.e where we saved more energy using
a controlled voltage supply as discussed above. The dat.a compress
algorithm increased widely t..he autonomy of' our dat.a acqui si t.i on
and storage system.
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INTRODUCTION
Standardization of meteorological and related geophysical and
environmental instruments and methods of observation of the WMO Global
Observing System (GOS) is a long term process aiming mainly data homogeneity
and compatibility all over the world using cost-effective equipment that meets
stated requirements under differing environmental conditions. It forms one of
the principal goals of the Instrument and Methods of Observation Programme
(IMOP) of the WMO Third Long Term Plan (TLTP) 1991-2001. The actual transition
period from conventional stations to Automatic Weather Stations (AWS's) with
their new technology, represents a new challenge to promote the use of equipment that is based on general accepted standards and observing practice.
Several aspects and associated actions have to be considered or reconsidered
when discussing standardization of AWS 's as accuracy requirements, algorithms,
performance and technical specifications, meteorological standards, calibration, international instrument intercomparisons. The paper summarizes major
recommendations and activities of the Commission for Instruments and Methods
of Observations (CIMO) and presents some suggestions to enhance_international
collaboration in this field.
1. ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
A summary of accuracy requirements for surface measurements is given in
the CIMO Guide [1] chapter I annex l.A table 2 and table 4 (AWS). Table 2
reveals that each WMO Technical Commission has its own accuracy requirements.
However, as the same observational data from a single instrument are often
used for different applications, accuracy specifications common to all WMO
Commissions and Programmes are most desirable and can be considered as a
important step towards standardization of techniques and methods of
observation with a view to the production of more cost effective equipment.
On the initiative of CIMO, a WMO Inter-Commission meeting of experts on operational accuracy requirements has been organized in Geneva (3-6 June 91). The
major result is an agreement on common accuracy specifications for general
operational use, to the extent possible. A common table has been assembled
which will replace the different accuracy requirements of each Commission in
the new edition of the CIMO Guide. The table will be further reviewed and
extended by WMO Technical Commissions. It was also agreed that table 4 in the
CIMO Guide, containing AWS accuracy requirements for synoptic meteorology, can
be deleted as AWS's are now fully accepted as meteorological stations when
providing data with comparable accuracy as conventional stations.
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operational field conditions can be much lower than the target accuracy
required by WMO programs or the accuracy obtainable in laboratory conditions
mainly due to external factors influencing the measurements. The problem of
the correct height exposure for wind sensors is well know but a widely
accepted method of determination of the proper height is still missing. It is
also well know that the replacement of Stevenson screens for thermometers by
aspirated radiation shields and the installation of wind shields for rain
gauges give rise to very important differences between the conventional and
new measurements. Investigations in this field are strongly encouraged in
order to allow CIMO to refine and standardize instrument siting and exposure
criteria aiming the improvement of data representativity.
2 . ALGORITHMS
The processing functions which must be carried out by an AWS depend to
some extent upon the type of AWS and the purpose for which it is employed and
as a consequence render the standardization of AWS algorithms complex. Up to
now, actions of CIMO were limited to recommendations concerning basic operations common to most AWS's as summarized below. CIMO invites WMO Members and
manufacturers of instruments to apply these methods in their AWS's as a first
step towards standardization of AWS algorithms.
Sampling. Considering the importance of correct sampling of meteorological sensor data and its standardization, CIMO-X [3] recommended (Rec. 3)
that samples taken to compute averages should be obtained at equi-spaced time
intervals which do not exceed the time constant of the sensor or do not exceed
the time constant of an analog low pass filter following the linearized output
of a fast response sensor, or are sufficient in number to ensure that the
uncertainty of the average of the samples is reduced to an acceptable level,
e.g. smaller than the required accuracy of the average. Samples to be used in
estimating extremes of fluctuations such as wind gusts, should be taken at
rates at least four times as often as specified above.
Averaging. The natural small-scale variability of the atmosphere and the
introduction of noise into the measurement process by electronic devices and
other sources makes averaging a desirable process for improving the
representativity and reducing the uncertainty of reported data. CIMO-IX [2]
recommended (Rec. 6) that atmospheric pressure, air temperature, air humidity,
sea surface temperature and visibility be reported by an AWS as one to ten
minute averages which are obtained after linearization of the sensor output,
and that wind, except wind gusts, be reported by an AWS as two or ten minute
averages which are obtained after linearization of the sensor output.
These averages are to be considered as the "instantaneous" values and should
not to be confused with mean values over some periods as often required for
climatological purposes.
Wind gustiness. Considering the discrepancy of observations between the
peak gust data obtained from wind measuring systems with different time
responses and the possible inhomogeneity amongst climatological gust data
sets, CIMO-X [3] recommended (Rec. 4) that the filtering characteristics of
a wind measuring chain should be such that the reported peak gust should
represent a three-second average. The highest tree-second average should be
reported.
Quality control. There is yet no general agreement upon which qualitycontrol routines should be used for measurements of specific variables. Indeed, since the quality-control requirements are to some extent a function of
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to reach a general agreement. However, any AWS software specification should
state explicitly a minimum set of quality-control procedures to be used. CIMOIX [21 stressed the importance of quality-control by recommending (Rec.4):
to check each sensor sample at the earliest practical point in the
processing for a plausible value and a plausible rate of change from a
preceding acceptable sample, taking into account sensor and signal conditioning response functions.
- to execute internal consistency checks of each element in the message
against other elements in the same message and/or the same element from an.
earlier message.
- to conduct above mentioned checks, when a manually observed quantity is
entered into the AWS, and to determine the "legality" (compliance with
regulations concerning character, number, format, etc.) of the entry.
- to design, implement and periodically automatically execute self -check
features and make the test results available to appropriate personal.
CIMO- IX [ 2] also recommended (Rec. 5) that meteorological services should
establish and test near real-time measurement monitoring systems in which
reported values are regularly tested against analyzed fields corresponding to
the same measurement location.
Quality control procedures are also found in several chapters of WMO Manuals
and Guides as well as in handbooks of meteorological and other services. An
useful task could be. to harmonize existing procedures and to integrate them
into a common set of general accepted guidelines for AWS's.
Data reduction. CIMO-IX [2) adopted (Rec. 7), as an interim measure, a
procedure for the automatic calculation of the pressure tendency in the SYNOP
code. CIMO-X [3] adopted (Annex to Rec. 7) interim standard formulae for the
calculation of humidity quantities for Assmann-type psychrometers. Despite the
fact that already 3 WMO Technical Notes were devoted to the reduction of
atmospheric pressure, no uniform method could be approved by WMO. Formulae in
WMO No 226 are still waiting for standardization. Much remains to be done in
this field in particular for the more complex instruments as wind, visibility
meters, ceilometers and present weather sensors. A final goal could be the
elaboration of AWS algorithms for all relevant elements of coded messages
mentioned in the WMO Manual on Codes.
3. INSTRUMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Considering the benefits of having clear and common statements of
instrumental performancecharacteristics for the guidance of designers and
manufacturers of sensors and measuring system, CIMO-X [3] elaborated a table
with suggested sensor performance characteristics for AWS's (variable, range,
target accuracy, reporting resolution determined by codes, sensor time
constant, output averaging time, achievable observing accuracy). This table
(Annex to recommendation I) [3) will be continually reviewed by CIMO taking
into account developments in new technology, the results of instrument
intercomparisons and changing requirements as stated by the relevant Technical
Commissions. As an example, CIMO-X [3] recommended (Rec. 8) that the response
length for cup and propeller anemometers should be smaller than 5 meter. For
wind-vanes an undamped natural wavelength smaller than 10 meter and a damping
ratio between 0.3 and 0.7 are recommended. WMO Members are invited to check
these recommendations when planning networks of AWS 's or when replacing
existing instruments.
Manufacturers could be invited to clearly and completely state the
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sheets incorporating all elements relevant to a particular AWS equipment.
Appropriate guidelines could be considered, eventually in collaboration with
manufacturers, using a standard vocabulary of terms, definitions and units.
It was suggested already several times that a classification of
equipment into different classes, based on objective criteria could allow
cost-effective selection of the most appropriate equipment for a particular
application. Examples are the different classes for radiation instruments.
Standardization of AWS's could also be promoted by considering uniform
electrical input/output characteristics of sensors, signal conditioning
modules, data acquisition and transmission modules, power supplies, etc.
Indeed, depending on the manufacturer a multitude of electrical input/output
specifications exists. The organ1z1ng committees of instrument intercomparisons know the problem very well as it gives rise to complex data
acquisition set-ups, Actions could be considered to standardize, to some
degree, these characteristics or at least to reduce their number to the most
used and/or most promising ones promoting the interchangeability of sensors
and other AWS components.
4. METEOROLOGICAL STANDARDS
Although meteorological standards, e.g. standard barometers, thermometers and hygrometers, have been designated by most Meteorological Services,
they may not be traceable t.o any other or have never been compared with other
standards of the Region. The set-up (or revision) of an international
(regional) systems of meteorological standards for at least the basic
meteorological variables pressure, temperature, humidity and wind is highly
desirable especially in view of Global Climate Change Programmes.
Minimum accuracy requirements and relevant performance characteristics
have to be determined for the different types of meteorological standards in
use ( primary, secondary, international, regional, national, reference,
working, transfer and travelling standards) and guidelines prepared for the
organization and practical execution of periodic comparisons of all these
meteorological standards.
Standardization of AWS's also involves the elaboration of a reference
vocabulary of definitions of basic and general terms, quantities, symbols,
units, measurements and measurements results, measuring instruments,
characteristics of measuring instruments and measurement standards, data
processing and transmission terms, etc. Reference can be made, to some extent,
to the international vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology
(Metrology 1984) and several WMO Manuals and Guides. An harmonization and
integration of this material for meteorological purposes is most desirable.
However, it is evident that any WMO/CIMO action in the field of
standards should be accomplished in collaboration with national and international organizations such as the International Standard Organization, the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, International Electrotechnical
Commission, International Organization- of Legal Metrology, International
Union of Pure and Applied Physics, International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry, etc.
5. CALIBRATION
To insure data compatibility, periodic calibration of AWS sensors is an
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can be made to the Analysis of Instrument Calibration Methods used by Members
[4], which summarizes techniques and procedures used in several countries and
concludes that there is a real need for field inspections with adequate
equipment and for guidelines for standardization of calibration methods. For
AWS's, the problem becomes more complex because of the introduction of new
electric sensors, signal conditioning, processing and data transmission
modules, requiring appropriate and complimentary testing and calibration
techniques and procedures.
A WMO standardization of calibration methodology could be implemented
in collaboration with international authorities such as ASTM (American Society
of Testing and Materials), WECC (Western European Calibration Co-operation)
in which national calibration services are associated, etc. The CIMO-X Working
group on surface measurements is studying these problems and will consider
possible recommendation to the CIMO-XI session (1994). However, it has to be
noted that the use of standardized equipment and instruments greatly
facilitates adequate standardized calibration techniques and procedures.
6. INTERCOMPARISONS
Since CIMO-IX (1985) more than a dozen of WMO international
intercomparisons of meteorological instruments have been organized by CIMO and
several others are planned for the next coming years in accordance with
procedures standardized by CIMO-IX Recommendation 15 [2]. They are considered
as one of the most valuable means for an objective evaluation and comparison
of the overall performance (accuracy, stability, reliability, maintenance
requirements etc.) of operational and new instruments under different weather
conditions over a long period of time. Intercomparisons also allow investigations of the compatibility of data sets obtained by different technical
approaches in operational field conditions and cost-effective selection of
instruments.
For some types of AWS instruments for which not yet international standards exist such as ceilometers, visibility meters and other remote sensing
techniques, intercomparisons offer an alternate solution for calibration. A
selected set of instruments can serve as meteorological transfer standards and
used in regional and inter-regional comparisons as it is already the case for
radiation instruments and radiosondes.
WMO Members and instrument manufacturers are invited to participate
intensively in WMO International Intercomparisons with their operational
instruments as well as with new developments and to report on national or
regional intercomparisons conducted in their country. The practical experience
obtained during intercomparison of similar and different instruments yields
precious information which may be used by CIMO to derive guidelines for standardization of instruments and methods of observations.
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF SITING AND OPERATING A NETWORK OF
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
W.R.Sparks and C.F.Boyack
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1). INTRODUCTION
The requirements for quality B.nd reliB.bility of operational automatic
weather stB.tions were set out by Dr.R.E.W.Pettifer <1> at TECEMO 1984. He said
"In order for an automatic system to be of operational value, all its component
parts, 'B.utomatic' or not, must function to a quality and reliability which are
sufficient to deliver operB.tionB.lly satisfactory data in a timely and
dependable fB.shion."
This paper describes the efforts thB.t have been made in the United
Kingdom to obtB.in sB.tisfB.ctory data from automatic weather stB.tions and the
level of success achieved to date.
2>. SITE SELECTION, INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE
A vital step in ensuring
that data from an automatic
weather
station
<AWS>
are
satisfB.ctory
is to plB.ce the
station on a site where the
exposure of B.ll sensors is
acceptable and will not be
compromised by the development
of vegetation or buildings in
the
surrounding
B.rea. When
the United Kingdom decided to
install a network of about 50
Synoptic
Automatic
Weather
Stations CSAWS> it appointed an
AWS Manager with the task of
finding acceptable sites for the
stB.tions and negotiating site
leB.ses that ensured acceptable
exposure of the instruments for
a period of 20 years. This has
proved a long and difficult
task.
The
first
site
was
selected in MB.y 1979 and site
finding continues for the last
few stB.tions. Figure 1 shows
existing and proposed SAWS. The
distribution is not
uniform
because SAWS fill gaps between
manned sites
to produce B.
uniform network overall.
secured

When the site has been
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organize the preparation of the site by civil and electrical engineers and
installation of the AWS equipment by Meteorological Office technicians. He must
also arrange for a caretaker to visit the site twice each week for nontechnical maintenance of the site and sensors i.e. grass cutting, removal of
leaves or other matter from the rain-gauge, topping-up the wet-bulb reservoir,
etc. The caretaker also makes manual readings of the rain-gauge and liquid-inglass thermometers at each visit to the site. He sends the AWS Manager a report
of these readings and other information about the site each month. The reports
assist the identification of faults in the SAWS.
The AWS Manager inspects each site once per year to ensure that no
developments of vegetation or building are likely to affect adversely the
observations and to liaise with the caretaker. Meteorological Office Area
Technical Officers <ATO> make a technical inspection of the AWS equipment twice
each year and may make additional visits to any site where a technical problem
is reported.
3). FAULT DETECTION AND RECTIFICATION
It is about 10 years since the Met. Office's Quality Assurance section
developed an objective method for detecting faults and monitoring data losses
from the AWS network. The method is summarised by Panting and Sarson <2> and
involves fitting an orthonormal polynomial surface using the method of least
squares to observations of pressure,
dry bulb temperature,
dew point
temperature, wind speed and wind direction from the UK and surrounding areas.
AWS observations are then compared with mathematical estimates for the same
location and any elements which differ markedly are replaced by the estimate
prior to a second <and final> fitting process. The analysis is carried out
every three hours <OOZ, 03Z, 06Z etc.> and differences from the final surface
and numbers of missing observations or elements are routinely scrutinized to
pick up obvious faults and equipment failures.
This method is not ideal as the fitting process takes no account of
station height or mesoscale or seasonal features and an "observation- estimate"
difference cannot automatically be taken as a measure of instrumental error. A
station at 300 metres would be expected to report lower temperatures than
nearby lowland stations and a coastal station will often report higher wind
speeds than inland neighbours.
For this reason weekly mean values of
"observation - estimate" differences are plotted on time series graphs and any
gradual or sudden changes to the expected mean values are an indication of
instrument drift or failure. For example, weekly mean differences for wind
speed at Shap Fell AWS generally fall within the range +1 to -4 knots so an
anemometer fault was suspected at the end of 1990 when the weekly differences
dropped to between -4 and -15 knots. The change in weekly mean difference was
found to be due to a faulty cup generator.
Once missing observations or suspect data have been detected, Quality
Assurance staff will notify the appropriate ATO by telephone or telex. The ATO
will then visit the site to isolate and repair the fault but i f the problem
involves missing obser-vations, the AWS communication line should be checked
before the visit. In gener-al, AWS faults do not affect the data quality but if
the transmitted observations are misleading and the fault cannot be repaired
quickly then reports from the AWS may be suppressed. It should, however, be
noted that once data are suppressed it is no longer possible for Quality
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could be useful in tracing the fault will not be available.
The UK' s newest type of AWS, SAMOS <Semi-Automatic Meteorological
Observing System) is generally sited at a manned station and when staff are on
duty they are expected to add their own estimates of elements not currently
observed by the AWS <e.g. cloud, visibility) to the synoptic message before it
is transmitted. They are also able to change the AWS-supplied values if they
appear suspect and it is vital that Quality Assurance staff are notified of
such changes when they are made. Otherwise, the data will appear to be of good
quality and faults will be uncorrected.
4). ANALYSIS OF FAULTS
In addition to making routine checks on AWS observations and ensuring
that faults are corrected, Quality Assurance staff also have a responsibility
to identify longer-term problems with sensors and equipment. For SAWS <Synoptic
Automatic Weather Station>, the most common type of AWS in current use in the
UK, the following table shows the major causes of observation loss over the
last 6 years and the percentage of observations lost due to each cause :
Cause of observation loss

<--------Percentage of Observations Lost--------->
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

Communication line faults

3. 9

2.2

2.5

2. 7

2.2

2.6

AWS hardware faults

2. 0

0.8

1.0

2.0

1.9

2.9

Polling hardware faults

1.0

0.4

0.9

0.3

0.2

2.2

Power problems

•••

0.5

1.0

1.1

1.5

0.6

Other/Unknown

0. 1

1.1

0.6

0.9

0.2

0.7

7.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

6.0

9.0

22

29

35

39

39

4-0

Number of Stations

*** :

For the 1986 analysis, power problems were included under 'AWS Hardware
faults'.

It can be seen from the table that the number of observations lost each
year varied between 5 and 7 percent of the total number expected over the
period 1986 to 1990 but rose to 9% in 1991. In 1991, 2.2~ of observations were
lost due to "polling hardware faults" and most of this loss can be attributed
to problems experienced when observations from 2 SAWS were re-routed. If this
unusual 2.2% loss is ignored, the 1991 losses would be reduced to 7%, showing
that the percentage losses have been surprisingly consistent considering the
variation in importance of the different causes of losses from year to year. In
general, the SAWS network has been close to meeting its '95% availability'
target.
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Communication line faults have been the major cause of lost observations
although their percentage contribution to observation losses has fallen over
the years shown. Hardware fault losses
increased significantly in 1989 and
overtook line faults as the major cause of loss in 1991, reflecting the ageing
of the SAWS network. Power faults were a significant cause of loss in 1990
<1.5~ of observations).
It is difficult to summarise information on problems which cause a.
partial loss of observations or affect data quality but some attempt has been
made to do so for the 52 week period 2/7/90 to 30/6/91. The table below shows,
for each of the 5 main elements, the number of stations where problems
occurred, the number of weeks involved <totalled over all stations> and what
proportion of those weeks were due to faults with the sensor itself

TT
Number of Stations with Problems

12

19

3

20

9

Total Number of Station Weeks with :
Sensor Fault
Sensor Bias Problem
• Fault Affecting Sensor
Readings
Total Number of Station Weeks
with Data Suppressed
Total Number of Station Weeks
with Problems

5 (3)

57

4

10

(2)

3 (2)

4

(6)

7 (4)

11

(3)

2 <2)

2

(1)

71

(3)

13

(1)

54 <19) 50 (20) 21 (8)
2

60

{1)

60

Total Number of Operational Station Weeks for the SAWS Network

28

= 1934

Key to elements
PP
Pressure
TT
Air Temperature
TD
Dew Point Temperature <obtained using wet bulb thermometer readings)
FF
Wind Speed
DD
Wind Direction
•
When hardware or power problems occur, it is possible that particular
elements may be missing or corrupted in the message although there is no
problem with the sensor itself.
Figures in brackets show the number of stations affected by the problem type.
There were few actual faults with pressure sensors but, over the whole
network,
just over one "sensor year" (out of a possible 40) was affected by
gradual deterioration in the accuracy of pressure readings. <>nly three stations
had problems with air temperature readings and there were no faults with the
thermometers themselves. About half the stations had problems with dew points
during the period but 12 out of the 19 stations and 41 out of the 54 weeks with
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a "fault affecting sensor readings" only appear in the table because wet-bulb
thermometer reservoirs had dried out. Wind speed problems also affected half
the stations but only two of them experienced faults with the anemometer
itself. Wind direction readings caused relatively few problems and both "sensor
fault" occurrences were due to a sticking wind vane. In general, it can be seen
that for sensors other than pressure, missing or misleading readings are more
likely to be due to hardware or power problems than to faults with the sensors
themselves.
Obviously some stations experience more problems than others as the
following table shows :
Number of Sensors Affected by Problems (2/7/90-30/6/91>
0

Number of Stations

7

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

1

and it can be seen that whilst 7 stations had no problems the majority of
stations had problems with either 1 or 2 of the sensors.
5). CONCLUSIONS
To ensure that data from a network of AWS are of satisfactory quality and
are delivered in a timely and dependable fashion requires considerable effort
from staff with a wide variety of skills. For each year of routine operation of
a network of about 40 AWS in the United Kingdo~ 0.5 man-year is required for
general management and administration, 1 man-year is spent on caretaker
maintenance, 0. 75 man-year is required for technical maintenance and 1 man-year
is needed for quality evaluation of the data.
With this level of support the present generation of AWS <purchased about 10
years ago> has come close to meeting the design requirement of 95~ availability
of good data. It is confidently expected that the next generation of AWS, which
will be less susceptible to communications and power failures, will meet the
requirement in full but they, also, will need human support for management,
maintenance and quality evaluation to maintain and verify the quality of their
output.
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CARTOGRAPHIE AUTOMATIQUE DES PRECIPITATIONS

Jean TARDIEU
METEO-FRANCE SETIM/RED
BP 202 78195 TRAPPES CEDEX FRANCE

En 1982, lorsque METEO-FRANCE a pris la decision de
developper le reseau de radars ARAMIS, trois objectifs etaient
assignes au projet (Gilet et al. 1984) :
- la delimitation et le suivi des zones precipitantes,
- la detection et le suivi des phenomenes meteorologiques
potentionnellement dangereux,
- l'estimation quantitative des precipitations.
Dans son etat actuel, le reseau ARAMIS repond de maniere
operationnelle aux deux premiers objectifs. METEO-FRANCE se
propose de developper les outils et les techniques permettant
de disposer, a echeances regulieres, d'une carte des precipitations cumulees suivant un reseau maille couvrant ·toute le
FRANCE.
SITUATION PRESENTE
Depuis 1982, le reseau ARAMIS
(Cheze et al. 1991) a considerablement evolue : aujourd'hui il couvre
a peu pres, toute la FRANCE avec 12
radars operationnels,
travaillant
en bande c ou L. Progressivement,
la cadence de scrutation est portee
a 5 minutes, sur 3 sites. Depuis 2
ans (Beringuer et al. 1990), la
mise
en
service
du
CASTOR
( calculateur permettant la gestion
du radar, l'acquisition et le traitement du
signal,
la telemaintenance ... ) ameliore les potentialites du systeme en ce qui concerne
la fiabilite et la precision de la
mesure. A la fin de 1993, CASTOR
devrait etre mis en service sur
1' ensemble
des
radars
operationnels.

,..----------·-·---------,
LE RESEAU ARAMIS EN 1992

Couverture pour une portee utile de 150 km

- 75 Enfin 4 nouveaux sites sont actuellement prospectes pour
etre equipes dans les annees qui viennent.
OBJECTIFS DU PROJET
un des principaux debats en ce debut de decennie 90 porte
sur la gestion de 1' eau. Les services meteorologiques sont
concernes par 1' eau en tant que denree renouvelable (besoins
quantitatifs)
aussi
bien
pour
les
usages
domestiques,
industriels ou agricoles que pour la gestion des ressources
energetiques. D'autre part, une des missions des services
meteorologiques est de conserver la memoire des elements du
climat. Une prise de conscience de ces themes, a tous les
niveaux, en fait un sujet particulierement sensible.
Aussi METEO-FRANCE souhaite disposer d'un outil permettant,
en temps reel, de fournir une information quantitative sur les
precipitations; c'est a dire, d'estimer a echeance reguliere
les cumuls de precipitations sur une grille couvrant toute la
FRANCE.
En parallele, METEO-FRANCE lance un projet concernant la
renovation du reseau climatologique d' Etat, sous le nom de
projet AURORE (AUtomatisation et Redeploiement Optimal du
Reseau climatologique d'Etat), dont une des composantes prevoie
l'installation, sur le territoire national, d'un reseau de
pluviometres teletransmis.
L'action 'Cartographie Automatique des Precipitations' est
abordee en trois phases :
Une phase de faisabilite

Cette phase doit inclure les actions suivantes :
a - Selectionner et tester une methode de quantification
des precipi tat ions observees par radar en s 'appuyant
sur un reseau de pluviometres.
b - Definir et tester les ameliorations a apporter au
systeme actuel ARAMIS afin que les methodes ci-dessus
soient pleinement efficaces.
c - Valider les specifications actuellement proposees pour
les
donnees
de
pluviometrie
radar
(precision,
resolution spatia le, pas de temps' delai de mise a
disposition ... ) tant du point de vue de la faisabilite
que du point de vue de 1 'adequation aux besoins des
utilisateurs pressentis. Ce dernier aspect implique une
consultation des utilisateurs.
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La phase de faisabilite
developpement comprenant :
a - le developpement
site radar;

d'un

devra

aboutir

calculateur

a

un

projet

specifique

sur

de
le

b - 1 'utilisation des donnees temps-reel du reseau pilote
AURORE;
c - le developpement d'un systeme de centralisation, de
traitement et de mise a disposition des informations.
Une phase de realisation

a - Mise en exploitation des calculateurs radar sur tous
les sites, dans le cadre du programme ARAMIS:
b - Utilisation des donnees
lorsqu'il existera.

du

reseau

AURORE

complet

Beringuer B., Maridet J .L., 1990
CASTOR project, improved
processing of radar data in France - in seminar on COST Project
73, Collier and Chapuis Editors 217-227.
Cheze J. L., J. Tardieu and M. Gilet 1991 : The French weather
radar network - in proc of 25nd international conference on
radar meteorology, Paris 17-20.
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Weather radar
progress in France. in proc. of 22nd international conference
on radar meteorology, Zurich 15-20

AUTOMATIC FACILITY FOR GENERATION OF HYD#OGEN
FROM WATER WITH USING ALUMINIUM/SILICIC FUSION
V.A.Jurmanov and B.A.Troshenkin
Central Aerological Observatory,Russia
Institute of Problems of Machinobiulding,Ukraine
Silicole method is now the principal method of producing
hydrogen at aerological stations. The simplicity of service and a
comparatively high productivity are the principal benefits of the
installations that use this method. At the same time considerable
consumption of costly reagents reduces the efficiency of this particular method in comparison with other ways of hydrogen production. Other drawbacks consist in the necessity of extensive manual
toil and the personnel's presence at the high pressure vessel hydrogen is obtained.
A method of production, free of these flaws has been developed.
In the begining we are suppose free hydrogen and natrium
silicate are results of reaction.
/1/
2 N aD 1-1 + S L 4 1-12 0 == N a S t-U 3 + 2 H2
Natrium silicate in solution hydrolizes

Naf!.5'i03 +(u +i)l-1 2 0

= 2NaOH -+Si02 +nl-12 0 121
After summing these processes up we'll get:
S~ + ( n + 2)H2 0 = Si0 2 • nJ-12 0 + 2.H 2
/3/
According to equation /1/ mass correlat:ion between free silicon
and caustic soda must be 2:7. Meanwhh:ile, experiments conducted _
at the temperature around 100°C show that correllation is 4:5[14).
Hydrolize of natrium silicat, according to equation /2/, is
·:
considered the principal reason of the lower outlay of caustic
soda as conpared with theoretical quantity. Some time later the
quantity was propose
/4/

SL +NuOH + 2H2 0 =NaHSi0 3 +2Hp_
In this case~theoretical and experimental data are less contradictory ~,13l.
It cannot be excluded also that solut.ions containing less
alkali produce the initial stage of reaction according to the
equation /1/, but thereupon, the temperature being raised to
300-400°0, the reaction develops in accordance with equation /3/.
The quantity.of caustic soda being increased, reaction /4/ is
more likely to occur. Thus under optimal condition of receiving
hydrogen, caustic soda serves as s catalyst.
An opinion was formed later on, that the composition of
the resulting sodium silicate solution cannot be evaluated _
quanti tavely and, in general, corresponds to the formula [9J
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/5/

Therefore the above given equations of reactions can serve only
as reference when establishings conditions for getting hydr~gen.
Experiments have show that the relation of pure silicium mass to
that of caustic soda is I: I [3, II] •
The quantity of water must ensure the solution of caustic
soda hydrolysis of the resulting sodium silicate, and free discharge of reaction products. The maximum of the reaction can be
achieved by caustic soda concentration equal to 30 per centt and
20 per cent is the nether limit of concentration [5] . When char,..
ding a regular one-neck vessel of 45 litres still lesser concentration of alkali was chosen. The reactor was charged with I,25
kg of ferrosilicium ( 75 per cent of silicium), 0,8 kg of caustic soda, and 6 l of water. This ensured alkali concentration
of about I2 per cent. Such condition became possible when the
reactor was warmed up by the interaction of alkali and alumj.niu]ll
powder added in small quantities along with ferrosilicium f4,Io].
Naturally, we thought of using not two kinds of pewter aluminium and ferrosilicium - but only one powder, an aluminosilicate alloy. The very first attempts at making this alloy
demonstrated that more than 25 per cent of the aluminium oxidizes. Therefore we evolved a method of producing aluminosilicate alloy~ out non-organic part of the coal extracted from open
deposits ~,7]. Considerable difference between the potentials
of aluminium and silicium ensures an active corrosion on the
alloy in alkali medium. Coefficients of linee.r expansion of the
metal and non-metal also do not coincide, stimulating thermal
·stress and decomposition of the alloy during the reaction.
Chanding chemical and phase composition of the alloy and
its structure made feasible giving the reaction necessary spe_ed
and fullness. The concentration of caustic soda in the solution
was further reduced to 5-7 per cent.
The velocity of hydrogen extraction is presented in the
form of the Yerofeyev dependence,
n
d =-- 1 - e -K·'t:"
/6/
where cJ. is the reacting fraction of the substance, r{ - the
reaction rate constant dependants upon the temperature and
nature of the substance; "t' - time; V1 - constant, that takes
into account the surface elements where the reaction occurs.
Coefficients 11 '-<. " and "n " are given for every alloy in the form
of tables. At the same time, molecular-statistic approach
•
developed by Yerofeyev does not reveal the true mechanism of the
reactions and does not touch upon the energetic characteristics
thereof; this makes comparison difficult. The use of the equation

c1 ~ 1ll ~ = L.

r v;_,;u V

111

is more justified in this case.
L - phenomenological coefficient, dete1wined experimentally;
!: V;)Ui.t- chemical affinity ~ ( V;__- stoichiometric coefficient, JU~ -chemical potential
~ -th component).
Equation (7) is following from the main ruls of the
thermodinamics of irreversible process. Because we cannot detach
phisical processEJs from chemical ones, experimental values of
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L

-factor include without fail as chemical reaction resistance
as diffusion one. That is why we can use equation (7) for alloy
activity compa.ring only. This comparison became possible accor.::f
ding to the maximal velocities of hydrogen extraction, when the
reaction surfase is approximately equal to the surface of the
powder. But for the each case [, -factor 1 s theoretic value
calculation is possible.
The process of oxides' peeling is marked with pronouced
periodicity; this allows finding the limiting values of the
coefficients of convective heat exchange according to thr velocities of the outflow of gases out of the zones of the formation
of the nuclei. The last circumstance gives the possibility to·
separate physical and chemical stages of the process by dint of
computations. Precise.ly thus the small activity of ferrosilicium
and ferrosilicioaluminium in comparison with aluminium that has
additions of indium, gallium and tin.
.
Perfecting the alloy was realized simultaneously with
creating a reliable reactor cleaning the one-neck vessels proved
the most labourious task. Not to turn a vessel over, a two-neck
vessel of f!P 1 was employed [I] • Then a two-neck vessel of 80 1
was tried g2] . It was established that the optimal volume of
the reactor under given conditions is 80 1. A method of designing reactor on the basis of thermodinamic and kinetic data was
developed. Prolonged tests of reactor models confirmed this
method and permitted to create an automatic facil~ty for generation of hydrogen from water with using aluminium/silicic fusion
(AFGH). Powderize.d alloy is pumped into the reactor in the form
of water pulp. Alkali is also continuously pumped in. Hydrogen
is obtained at the pressure of I5.0 MP.
Continuous discharge of reaction products proved considerably difficult since sodium silicate solution tends to get
cemented and plug the passage. Besides, ebullition of the discharged solution is inevitable. Therefore a half-periodtcal
regime of discharge with an anticipatory cooling of the product
to required temperatures.
This technology permits distant control of the preparation and production of hydrogen at any stage, cut down the
consumption of reagents and reaction waste. The waste can be
utilized. The AFGH installation also requires less personnel.
High reliability and productivity of the AFGH ensures
hydrogen supply to several aerological stations.
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AUTOMATION OF WINTER PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS:
THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE
J.R. Metcalfe and B.E. Goodison
Canadian Climate Centre, Downsview, Canada
INTRODUCTION
In Canada, and particularly within the Atmospheric Environment Service
(AES), economic pressures and technological advances, have led to an increasing
trend from manned observations to automated meteorological and climatological
systems and sensors.
The Canadian climate presents a wide range of conditions
within which alternative sensor and data acquisition systems must operate.
In
spite of the potential severity of the Canadian climate, advances have been made
in the development of new technologies to meet the challenge of automation,
notably in the field of winter precipitation measurement (2).
It is critical,
however,
that the reliability and accuracy of these new techniques be
established if we are to have a homogeneous time series of precipitation data
for studies of climate variability and change and global water balance.
Participation in the WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison (4) has
offered Canada and AES an important opportunity to identify problems and provide
solutions to the challenges of winter precipitation measurement.
Since the beginning of the WMO Intercomparison, Canada has operated up to
six evaluation stations.
All operated the designated WMO reference standard
gauge (DFIR) as well as many other standard and non-standard precipitation
gauges used in Canada and in other countries, particularly, the neighbouring
United States. In 1989 the Canadian Climate Centre (CCC) decided to operate two
long term evaluation stations which would operate both WMO precipitation
standards, i.e. the DFIR for solid and the pit gauge for liquid precipitation.
The first of these stations was located north of Toronto, Ontario at the AES
Centre for Atmospheric Research Experiments (CARE).

INSTRUMENT ASSESSMENT
Currently, weighing-type precipitation gauges and heated tipping bucket
gauges are the most widely used instruments for solid precipitation measurement
on automatic stations. Non-intrusive type sensors which employ optical or small
radar devices are under development, but as yet have not been successfully
calibrated for winter application.
In Canada, the Belfort Transmitting
Precipitation Gauge (weighing type) combined with electro-optical encoder
technology has proven to be the most suitable configuration for use on automatic
recording systems (5).
The goal of any automation plan should be not only to provide accurate
precipitation measurements, but also to provide data which would be compatible
with current national methods.
In an effort to meet these needs, ccc has

- 82 developed and tested a large Nipher-type shield suitable for use on 20.7cm (8")
orifice recording precipitation gauges, a system designed to be compatible with
the Canadian national standard snow gauge system.
Results of field and wind
tunnel tests (1,5) indicate that the large Nipher-type shield can be used with
recording gauges to provide winter precipitation measurements which are
compatible with those obtained by the standard Canadian Nipher shielded snow
gauge.
Figure 1 illustrates this fact.
Over the five winters, the large
Nipher-type shielded Bel fort gauge ( lnBel) measured within 5% of the national
standard Nipher gauge (NAT) and the WMO reference gauge (DFIR).
This shield
also provided a significant improvement in catch compared to the same type of
gauge using common alternative shielding, i.e., unshielded (uBel) and Altershielded (aBel).
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Fig. 1
Monthly Accumulated Snow Precipitation as a percent of WMO reference
gauge (DFIR) at the Canadian WMO Evaluation station at Kortright, Ontario for
January 1987 to March 1991 for different precipitation gauges: unshielded (uNAT,
uBel, uFP), Alter shielded (aBel, aFP), Large Nipher shielded (lnBel), and
double fence shielded (dfBel) Belfort Gauges; Double Fence Intercomparison
Reference with Tretyakov gauge (DFIR), Tretyakov gauge (Tret) and Canadian
Nipher shielded Snow Gauge System (NAT).

One serious operational problem with recording weighing gauges is that wet
snow or freezing rain can stick to the inside of the orifice of the gauge and
not fall into the bucket to be weighed until some time later, often after an
increase in ambient air temperature.
This particular problem is amplified with
the large Nipher-type shield which has its orifice extended 1. 2 m above the
gauge to accommodate the shield.
Figure 2 summarizes the differences in
measured precipitation at CARE between standard climate station measurements and
two different automated data collection systems, i.e. GOES Data Collection
Platform (DCP) and a conventional data logger (Campbell-Scientific 21X).
The
auto-stations record meteorological observations hourly, but the climate station
is limited to measurements twice daily, morning and afternoon.
Both automatic

- 83 systems use
Belfort gauges with
large Nipher-type
shields to measure
precipitation.
The climate station uses a standard Nipher shielded gauge for
snowfall and a Canadian Type B gauge for rainfall.
The average difference
between the climate station and DCP precipitation measurements was 0.04 mm, and
between the climate station and 21X it was -0.02mm.
However, for Julian day 50
to 120, a time normally associated with mixed precipitation events, large daily
differences, of up to 10 mm, were observed between the auto-stations and the
manned climate station. A significant positive difference was usually followed,
within 24 hours, by a similarly significant negative value, indicating the
precipitation from the weighing gauge had fallen into the gauge after the end of
the precipitation event.
This timing difference is important for many
climatological and meteorological applications, including the correction of
precipitation data,
development of climatological and design statistics,
meteorological forecasting verification, hydrological forecasting, etc.
Other complications, such as gauges catching blowing snow and the effects of
wind induced oscillation of the weighing mechanism must also be considered.
It
may be possible to detect and eventually quality control some of these anomalies
by using other instruments, such as an acoustic snow depth sensor to determine
type and timing of precipitation ( 3) •
This would require the development and
implementation of new interactive and, hopefully, automated quality control
procedures by agencies; such a system has not been yet considered for
implementation by the CCC in Canada.
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The recent promotion of heated tipping bucket gauges as a viable method
of measuring solid precipitation in North America ( 6) has led to considerable
concern within the scientific community in North America and with members of the
WMO Expert Committee for the Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison.
In an effort to investigate the accuracy of such sensors, since their use had

- 84 previously been rejected in Canada several years earlier, CCC installed a
Lambrecht Model 1518 heated tipping bucket at CARE in 1990. Figure 3 shows some
initial results using this gauge.
A time series of accumulated precipitation
measured with the WMO reference gauge (DFIR) and with the heated tipping bucket
gauge (T/B) during February 1991 is plotted along with hourly temperature.
During warm periods, for example day 50 to 51, when rain is falling, both gauges
catch similar amounts of precipitation. However, during cold periods, such as
days 45 to 48, when temperatures dropped to -20°C, the heated tipping bucket
severely undercaught the DFIR. In total, over the entire period, the heated
tipping bucket gauge caught less than one third of the actual amount of
precipitation recorded by the DFIR.

CONCLUSIONS
In Canada, the use of weighing recording gauges is presently the most
practical method of measuring annual precipitation at auto-stations.
Heated
tipping bucket gauges are not a feasible alternative for winter precipitation
measurement in areas where temperatures fall below 0°c for prolonged periods of
time.
The addition of the large Nipher-type shield on weighing gauges,
particularly in windy environments, offers a viable method of minimizing
systematic errors in catch, while providing measurements compatible with
standard Canadian snow gauge observations. As well, the use of an acoustic snow
depth sensor in conjunction with precipitation gauge measurements has been found
to be an effective tool in providing further information on type and timing of
precipitation.
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Fig. 3.
Accumulated precipitation from WMO reference gauge (DFIR) and heated
tipping bucket gauge (T/B) and hourly temperature (Ta) at CARE during February
1991.

- 85 Initial analysis of data from the Canadian WMO evaluation stations
indicate that climatological summaries and event totals from a large Nipher-type
shielded weighing recording gauge are similar to the WMO reference gauge (DFIR)
and consistent with those from the Canadian standard Nipher shielded gauge.
However, there is more scatter of the event data points about the regression
line for the large Nipher shielded weighing gauge than for the standard Nipher
gauge when plotted against wind speed. This is no doubt a reflection of the
problems discussed above, particularly, the timing errors associated with
freezing rain or wet snow events.
Therefore, under these conditions, it is
expected that the application of correction procedures for weighing gauge data
on hourly or daily totals will prove more difficult than correcting data for
longer time periods such as monthly climatological summaries.
However, it is
now recognized that precipitation measurements must be corrected for systematic
errors.
Identification of the characteristics and magnitude of the errors and
ultimate correction of them will be a significant challenge for agencies
collecting, archiving, disseminating and using winter precipitation data.
The
Canadian Climate Centre is now embarking on a study to develop such procedures.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SEVERE ICING ENVIRONMENT AWS (SIESAWS)
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INTRODUCTION

Very severe icing with accumulations in excess of 1 metre occur
frequently in the mountainous regions of northern and western Britain.
A Synoptic Automatic Weather Station has been developed which will
continuously operate in such Severe Icing Environments (SIESAWS),
giving hourly reports of wind speed and direction, air temperature and
relative humidity.
Early work reported by Jones and Painting ( 1) led to the
installation of a prototype AWS at the Ptarmigan top chairlift
station, Cairn Gorm, in the Highlands of Scotland, and this has
operated continuously since 1984.
This report describes subsequent
developments leading to the installation and operation of SIESAWS at
two sites, Cairn Gorm summit (57°07'N, 3°38'W 1245m AMSL) and the
Aonach Mor ridge (56°48'N, 4°57'W 1150m AMSL) on the new ski resort
near Ben Nevis.
2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the SIESAWS system is shown at Figure 1. The
system is based on a Campbell Scientific CR10 logger operating as a
master measurement and control module. This takes data directly from
the temperature and humidity sensors and from a second CR10 module
which processes wind data only.
The master module also formats and
stores the data for interrogation by a personal computer via modems
and the public switched telephone network; a radio frequency telemetry
option is also available. Data can be held for up to 2 weeks before
it is overwritten on a ring memory.
The CRlOs are both fitted with 'program-on-power-up' PROMs in
case of extended power failure, though both modules can operate for
up to 7 days from a single 6 Ah 12V rechargeable battery.
In these
circumstances wind data are lost.
The CRlOs are mounted directly on a printed circuit board (PCB)
designed for ease of module replacement.
This PCB is the interface
for all sensor voltage inputs and serial digital output data. It also
provides a stabilized DC supply to power the humidity sensor, and
potentiometers for zero offset adjustments to the differential
pressure transducer outputs.
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The environmental housing shown in Figure 1 is an enclosure 1m (wide)
x 1m (deep) x 1.2m (high). It has insulated walls and is heated to a
nominal 20°C. It is also large enough to give servicing personnel some
protection from the extremes of weather.
The power consumption of the total system is approximately 750
watts of which the wind sensor heaters consume about 250 watts.
All sensors are mounted on a lattice mast.
The height of this will
be determined by local requirements; those in use at the Cairn Gorm
and Aonach Mor sites are 5m high.
3.

SENSORS

A.

Wind

The wind sensor is a Smiths Industries 110V AC Heated Orthogonal
Anemometer.The principle of operation is shown schematically in Fig2.
The anemometer is connected to a pair of Elec Torr FA64/50E
differential pressure transducers via water traps and heated air
lines; these prevent water/ice ingress should the mains power supply
be interrupted. The transducers are housed in a separate box within
the environmental housing, maintained at 25°C to ensure that their
zero offsets and calibrations remain stable.
They have operating
ranges of 0±0.05hPa to ±50hPa, giving analogue output voltages in the
range of 0±5mv to 5V.
These represent a working range for wind
measurement of 0±3. 5ms- 1 to 7 5ms- 1 for each of the cardinal directions.
The coefficient K1 (Fig 2) is determined for each sensor by
calibration in a wind tunnel.
This process involves locating the
points of maximum differential pressure at North and East to confirm
that these are orthogonal, and then measuring the differential
pressures for a range of wind speeds. A simple regression is fitted
to these data. For the system currently in operation a circular polar
response is assumed.

- 88 Calibrations are carried out at ambient temperature and pressure,
typically 25 oc and 1013hPa, and a correction is applied, since
operation of the orthogonal anemometer at significantly different
values will result in an error in the wind measurements.
At an
altitude of 1250m this could amount to an underestimation of wind
speed of approximately 5%.
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The outputs of the differential pressure transducers are fed to
the second CR10 module.
This performs real-time quality control on
the data, converts the orthogonal components to polar values and
applies calibration corrections.

B.

Temperature

Measurements of temperature are obtained from four separate
thermometers covering the range -30°C to +30°C. Two of these are bead
thermistors (100 KQ NTC) mounted at the tips of 1m long carbon fibre
rods. The rods vibrate in the wind thereby shaking off accreted ice,
and the tips are painted white to reduce radiation errors. These have
been described previously in Ref 1.
The other two temperature
measurements are provided by thermometers (type CSL No 107 sheathed
thermistor) mounted in a small circular radiation screen. These are
used to provide more accurate measurements when air temperatures are
above 0°C and the data user is confident that any accreted ice has
been dispersed.
Two thermistors are included because it has been
found that under certain conditions of high wind speeds and icing,
rods can break, though these conditions are difficult to quantify.
A trial has been run to study the effects of different lengths,
thicknesses and mounting positions to find the optimum combination.
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c.

Humidity

Relative humidity values are obtained from a Rotronics MPlOO
probe. This features a solid-state Hygromer sensing element and a PRT
temperature sensor.
The probe is mounted in a 0.45m long cylinder
open at its lower end. It has been found that wind loading can cause
the humidity element to vibrate and eventually fail.
This has been
prevented by supporting the connecting wires with silicon rubber
compound. Experience has shown that the optimum time for replacement
and recalibration is six months.

4.

DATA PROCESSING AND QUALITY CONTROL

The orthogonal analogue voltage outputs of the digital pressure
transducers are sampled by the secondary CRlO at 4Hz, and a speed and
direction computed.
Individual values of speed and direction are
quality controlled by comparing them with the previous values, and are
accepted if the differences are less than 5ms- 1 and 30° respectively.
If both criteria are not met the values are retained for comparison
with the next sample, at which point they will be accepted as
representing a real change or rejected as spurious, depending on the
actual value of that sample.
The speed and direction data are arithmetically averaged to give
10 minute means. Hourly mean speeds and modal directions, plus the
maximum gust in the hour are also computed.
Values of temperature and relative humidi·ty are sampled every 5
seconds by the master CR10 and quality controlled by comparing them
with the previous values.
They are accepted if the differences are
less than 0.3°C or 3% respectively. As with wind, they are retained
in order to verify the next sample.
Accepted values are averaged over one minute and provide hourly
'spot' values as well as maximum and minimum temperatures.
Data are stored in the ring memory as hourly observation arrays,
each comprising meteorological and housekeeping messages; they are
available for interrogation at any time.

5.

DETAILED STUDY OF ANEMOMETER PERFORMANCE

The calibrations described in section 3A were limited by the
performance of the wind tunnel used. This was an open-circuit tunnel,
with an upper operating limit of 40ms- 1 though detailed investigations
were restricted to about 20ms- 1 •
It was recognised that the assumption of circular polar response
based on this work may not be valid for high wind speeds. A detailed
study of the anemometer was therefore undertaken at a wind tunnel at
the Defence Research Agency, Farnborough, where speeds up to 70ms- 1
are possible in a closed-circuit system.
Account of variations of
temperature and pressure was taken and the tunnel speed was
continually adjusted so that wind speeds were true for 1013.2hPa and
288K. For this study three orthogonal sensors were tested separately.
to

Measurements were made for 10° direction steps in the range Oo
350 o; and for 10ms- 1 speed steps in the range 10ms- 1 to 70ms- 1 •
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Fig 3 shows the individual polar response of the three orthogonal
anemometers at 20ms- 1 and 40ms- 1 • It can be seen immediately that the
polar responses are not circular but the departures are very similar
for each sensor tested.
Differences are within ± 10% for speeds
<60ms- 1 •
Fig 4 represents the mean polar response for all three sensors
for speeds in the range 20ms- 1 to 70ms- 1 •
Clearly the assumption of
circular polar response will result in errors in reported wind speed
in excess of 10ms- 1 for wind speeds of 70ms- 1 in certain directions.
These data are currently being studied to determine the best method
of correction.
6.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND CONCLUSION

The SIESAWS system on Cairngorm summit was installed in the
autumn of 1989 and has given measurements of wind, temperature and
humidity through three subsequent winters. It has withstood hourly
mean windspeeds in excess of 50ms- 1 and gusts of 63ms- 1 • As might be
expected with systems operating in extreme conditions design
improvements have been identified and incorporated into both the
Cairn Gorm equipment, and another AWS operated on Aonach Mor since
summer 1991. The use of the "intelligent" measurement and control
modules within the system will allow further development, including
correction of anemometer da·ta for non circular polar response.
The authors conclude that they have a design for an AWS which
will operate reliably in conditions of very severe icing and a
deployment programme of 10 operational stations is now planned.
Reference
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METEOROLOGICAL WORKSTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
Dr. James L. Hatch
Chief Scientist, Environmental Systems - Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
Austin Division
In the early 1900s, weather support was provided locally using single-station analysis and climatology. About the
same time, Bjerknes introduced basic numerical principles, and meteorologists began working to improve data
collection and exploitation. These efforts led to Richard son's attempted numerical weather forecast in 1921. By the
mid-1900s weather communication had improved, although data were still hand analyzed and distribution was
accomplished using messages and bulletins. Considerable research on numerical techniques was under way; by 1950
Charney had produced a successful numerical prediction, and facsimile products were being distributed from
centralized locations. During the 1960s and 1970s, numerical forecasting improved dramatically, and regional
forecast models were developed. Since large computer systems were required to run these models, weather support
became more centralized. Satellite meteorology evolved during this period, and meteorologists began to struggle
with methods to handle enormous volumes of data. Graphics display systems, and some rudimentary imagery display
systems gradually became available, but these required large computer systems to drive them. By the 1980s, global
models were being used and satellite remote sensing was being exploited. Digital distribution of products was
common. Weather support remained primarily centralized. In the 1990s, technological advances will continue to
mold the nature of weather support. Major technological advances currently available, or expected, include the
following:
• More data will become available. As the world becomes increasingly concerned with the global environment,
more and more satellite and remote sensing systems will be put in place. Advances in sensor and communications
technology will mean data rates of 10 to 100 Megabits per second will be common. Wide use of these data by local
users will force worldwide standards for data transfer protocols and embedded formats. Distribution systems to share
meteorological data worldwide, including imagery and remotely sensed data, will be installed and accessible by
real-time users and researchers alike.
• Mass storage advances will result in data storage at the atomic level. Already, Ethernet-connected rewritable
optical disks capable of storing Terabytes are on the market, and Gigabyte-sized parallel disk arrays with 4-7
MBytes/sec store and retrieve rates are available as commercial products. As storage devices decrease in size,
decrease access time, and increase in storage capacity, local users will have data needed to run large local forecast
models. At that time, centers will focus more on multinational problems associated with environmental damage and
earth-watch at large, while highly tailored numerical forecast support will be provided at the local level.
• Storage advances will be matched by computational advances. Current technology supports affordable systems
with multiple 22 million instructions per second CPUs, hundreds of MBytes of random access memory and array
processors in personal computer-sized systems. These systems are already capable of running numerical models and
ingesting data directly from satellite systems. Computers will become more powerful and smaller. Local systems will
have the resources needed to provide center-.like products to customers. Artificial intelligence programs will be
introduced to interpret customer support requests and model output.
• Graphics and imagery devices will continue to improve. rrbday's equipment is capable of one million vector per
second drawing speeds and high animation rates; tomorrow's equipment will provide three-dimensional imagery
and new weather product visualization to maximize benefit from local analysis and forecast models. rH> take
advantage of graphics and imagery technology evolution, meteorological workstations will provide the user the
capability to redefine products and product appearance to meet new customer needs.

- 92 • Distribution systems wilt routinely include wireless connections. As "Cl lEAP SA'J'S" become a reality, product
transfer to supported remote users, such as pilots in the cockpit, will be provided. This will drive the need for data
compressioH and small receive and display terminals for weather products.
Meteorological support to customers will evolve as the supporting technology evolves. Just as technology
preceded :hi.ghly centralized weather support in recent decades, changing technology will provide the mechanism to
decentralize support in the future. Therefore, meteorological workstations need to press the state of the art in
preparation for new requirements. These requirements will include analysis models, forecast models, inclusion of
artificial intelli.gence and other interpretative software, and new methods of data visualization. These changes will
mean local forecasters will spend more time evaluating products and less time producing them. The result will be
more timely, more complete environmental support. ln pursuit of this vision, Lockheed has developed three basic
systems to serve as building blocks for future workstations.
• A PC-based satellite data ingest and display system was developed to receive and process low-resolution
satellite imagery from polar orbiting and geostationary satellites. These small, rugged systems currently provide
in-flight satellite data ingest and display for some NASA aircraft, and field weather support to Army users. Versions
of this system are being used in some U.S. schools for science education, and aboard some commercial fishing
vessel.s. Sample output is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Lockheed's PC-based so.fiware displays NOAA APT image1y with labels, latitude/longitude grids, and
geopolitical maps. METEOR and WEFAX imagery is also displayed.

• Networked mid-sized systems provide real-time receipt of high-resolution satellite and conventional data,
complete data processing, and meteorological product building. These systems have no fixed displays. Instead. they
provide Global 'lclecommunication Service decoders, direct satellite ingest, and the meteorological tools needed to
build almost any product the meteorologist can imagine. These systems are designed to provide evolving.
user-definable product output to support new missions, and are currently being ported to high-speed, X-window
platforms. Sample output products are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2.

Gridded fields received from external systems are displayed as imagery and may be edited by ''painting" in
values. Gridded data may also overlay high-resolution imagery.

Figure 3.

Observation data received as messages are decoded, gridded, and contoured. Shading between contour
intervals provides outstanding products for output to television.

- 94 • Standalone, high-performance systems for simultaneous real-time ingest, processing, and display of
high-resolution geostationary and polar orbiter data have been developed for the U .S. Air Force. These systems use
multispectral data extraction techniques to process microwave data into complete meteorological data bases. Both
projected and nonprojected data are provided, and merged data bases from polar and geostationary imagery
superimpose clatabases of derived conventional data. No external interfaces are necessary for these systems to
provide complete weather support to customers. These systems use high-performance graphics processors and
high-speed parallel disk subsystems, giving users nearly instantaneous access to Gigabytes of data, real-time pan and
zoom, 10-frame-per-second animation rates, and multispectral false color displays to enhance imagery
interpretation. Sample output products are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Visual and in.fi'ared imagery .fl'om G MS may be displayed in grayscale. pseudocolm; colm; or fit/se colo1:
High-resolution data Fom METEOSAT, GOES-NEXT (when available), NOAA, and UMSP satellites
are available to the user tvithin seconds afTer pass completion.
Despite quantum improvements in computer, mass storage, and display technology, two areas remain significant
engineering challenges.
• Current antennas are large and heavy for satellite ground systems with good link margins and reasonable
immunity to wind and ice. While this is a minor challenge for fixed sites, it is a significant problem for transportable
systems. Although technology exists for producing small, phased array antennas for low transmission rate satellites,
arrays capable of tracking high-bandwidth, low-power polar satellites would be quite large. Since it is likely satellite
transmission rates will increase, satellite engineers will need to increase satellite power, transmit data at multiple
wavelengths simultaneously, and compress transmitted data. Multifeed, surface-based antennas will be required to
exploit these data. Since higher data will increase the complexity of ground processing equipment, extremely
creative designs will be needed to decrease antenna size and weight while maintaining or improving current levels of
reception quality.
• Generators required for mobile meteorological systems are heavy and dil'ficu It to transport. Creative design to
reduce weight while maintaining reliability is greatly needed.
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Figure 5. .Special Sensor Microwave Temperature data are processed to create Pf'teen layers (1000mb to 10mb) of'
"conventional" gridded data. This picture shows 500mb streamlines over projected composite polar arbiter
imagery. Honts were added using the draw function provided 'rvith the system.
Summary. The communications, graphics, and computer technology explosion over the last decade has changed
the level or expectation for meteorological workstations. Single-station users now have the capability to collect and
process information on small systems as powerful as yesterday's weather centrals. and dynamic graphics visualization
tools present weather data in ways not considered possible a few years ago. Although some porta!Jility issues still
exist, new. meteorological workstations open exciting possibilities for weather support to current and future
customers. These powerful machines will make it possible to exploit the volumes of data expected from
meteorological sensing systems now coming on line and those expected in the near future.
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THE OPERATION OF AUTOIATED UPPER-AIR

SOUBDIIG SYSTEIS 11 THE U. K

J.B.ElDS and J. Hash
Meteorological Office, Bracknell

Experience of testinq and operating automated upper air sounding systems, including the VK RS3,
Vaisala PC-CORA, AIR Intellisonde and NCAR KISS systems will be reviewed, Modern PC-based systems
have many advantages, but thorough testing of equipment and software is essential,
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THE UKRSJ RADIOSONDE S~STEN
The RS3 radiosonde systeM was introduced into service in 1978/9 as the first fully automated
operational system used in the U,K, One system still remains in use at Crawley, where it has
provided reference temperature observations since 1990, The RS3 t.hin tungsten wire sensor has rapid
response and good stability of calibration, The automated data processing and quality sensors
usually produced temperature and geopotential height observations of very good reproducibility, but
about 1 per cent of operational flights had large anomalies because of system flaws, Some of the
flaws in the RS3 radiosondes were:Mechanical Switch and gear box Poor contacts with the coppet' circuit board sometimes caused
signal outages and the mechanical drive failed too often towards the end of a flight,
Thermometer Wire proved fragile in gales and hail, The thermoMeter element did not shed snow
flakes or heavy icing very efficiently and could give "icebulb cooling " errors over deep layers,
Humidity Element was poorly exposed, Observations in cloud were clearly inaccurate,
Radiosonde Calibration procedures were very complex and time consuming,
The Ferranti Argus computer used in the RS3 ground system only had storage of 40 kbytes,
Hence, the computer-operator dialog was difficult and training new operators took several months,
The complexity of the real time programs prevented easy modification of software, Consequently, RS3
software developmenl was effectively abandoned in 1985 with many software problems unrectified,
Absence of adequate raw data archives in the RS3 system hindered fault rectification, The RS3 flight
records consisted of turning points selected in real time and were often not actual observations,
The storage capad t.y of modern PCs makes this met.hod of archiving obsolete as t.here isadequate
capacity for raw data archives, Preparation of the radiosondes and recognition and rectification of
RS3 system problems during flight took a large amount of operator time, skill and experience, Yet,
the system was designed to prevent operator intervention in selection of significant levels, The RS3
chart records of transmitted audiofrequencies showed that the significant level selections were
freauently poor but operators could not rectify the errors,
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V K RS4 RADIOSONDE S~SIE~ <~A!SALA PC-COBAI
The Vaisala PC-CDRA , Lister and Pettife1· <3>, replaced the RS3 radiosonde system in the
U,K,operational network in early 1990, A noticeable improvement in U,K, relative humidity
observations resulted, Driqinal!y, PC-CORA was only used with radar windfinding ,see Nash <4>, but
in the second half of 1991 Loran windfinding was introduced to allow single man operations at 3
stations, The U.K. PC-CORA uses a Dell 310 PC C•Jmputer tc• host the Vaisala SPLJ11 card, Unlike the
RS3, PC-CORA archives all raw and edited PTU observations in accessible archives on its hard disc,
This enabled rapid identification of large numbers of system faults during testing, The procurement
specification required that the operator should be able to rectify faulty machine significant level
selections, PC-CORA programs run under control of Microsoft Windows 386 giving excellent high
resolution graphics, especially of the vertical structure of the observations, Data may be
displayed as a function of height, In pressure or time into flight as preferred, with colours and
scales as required, The most useful screen displays have a range of 4 or 8 km in the vertical, with
I and 2km required in the boundary layer. By controlling a mouse and with the assistance of
"helplines" set to WMO (or tighter U.K.) selection requirements the operator overrides or replaces
the machine significant level selections for both PTU and wind observations, The PC-CORA system is
multitaskinq so that messaqes can be generated and many other analysis programs run in real time,
(e,g, Tephigram and Hodoqram displays, art.1llery ballistic messages and averag1na in layers chosen
IH~

- 100 by the operator), As a result, operators take greater interest in the observation than with the RS3
svstem, The significant level editing facility is clearly required and is used on almost all
flights, Operators usually take less than 5 davs to master the system, PC-CORA has provided
satisfactory service 1n the last two years although not yet fully satisfying the U.K. contract,
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could be improved for accurate
work, U,K, operators were instructed that ground checks should be repeated if corrections further
than ± 0,5 K from the typical value were indicated,
2, 1,3 Batch to..B.a..kh.variation
Comparisons \llith si"'ult.anec•us RS3 observE~tions in 1990/91
showed that batch variation in RS80 temperature observations was up to + 0,6 K from normal at 220 K,
The results were for batches calibrated in Finland between February 1989 and June 1990. Vaisala Oy
have correlated the batch differences with the use of the two calibration facilities in the factory
and have identified a fault in the calibrations at low temperatures in one of the facilities, This
has now been corrected.
2. 1, 4 Faulty Sensor Booms
Several thousand RS80 radiosondes ( cali bra t.ed Jan 1991 ) , had
defective sensor booms, Defective insulation caused the radiosondes to report anomalously high
temperatures (up to +20 KJ in cloud or rain, These radiosondes were quickly taken out of use in the
PC-CDRA network since the operators identified the fault very rapidly, Unfortunately, this was not
the case on the U,K, Weather Ship and ASAP, Without effective data displays the marine operators
were unable to recognise the problem, and a larqe number of defective radiosondes were used,,
2, 1, S FreQliBDCY Drift
Between 10 and 20 per cent of the RSBO r adi Ctsondes fl CtWn in
the U,K, exceed the manufacturer's frequency drift specification (100kHz) between launch and burst.
I

I

- 101 This causes problems in interference between neighbouring stations in the U,K,, Vaisala Oy have
produced an SMT (surface mounted technology) version of the RSBO but those tested so far do not sr,ow
an improvement in frequency st.abilit.y,
FIG 2 TEMPERATURE Q/C PROBLEM
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Three of the 25 DELL 310
computers have required repair by DELL, Intermittent
faults had limited two of the PCs from delivery, Dell
system diagnostic software was unable to locate the
faults and rectification took more than a year,
2,2,2 LORAN trackers
3 trackers have failed and
have been taken out of service in less than 6 months,
The degradation in tracker performance has yet to be
identified by Vaisala Oy, Tracker error diagnostics
have not warned operators of equipment degradation,
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On sorne OOZ flights a radiation correction for
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daytime conditions has suddenly been applied to
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small infra red
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unnecessary for radar windfinding, but are able to
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corrupt the operational products,
2,3,3 Wind significant level selectiQD
The PC-CORA automatic selection of significant
levels for winds is rarely used in the U,K, ,The Vaisala selection algorithm copes poorly with the
vertical structure 1n winds, Winds are computed from radar or Loran data sampled for 1 m1nute, In
liqht winds far too many levels are selected but the representation of the observation 1s still not
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levels themselves, This is ~chieved using a wind component display <4>, crosschecked on a wind soeed
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An AIR system~ Mu~io <2>J was ourch~sed in 1939 fa~ wse at Hallev bav in Antarctica where it has row
been installed, The performante was assessed durinq c~moarison trials at Crawley in 1990 and 19?1
,as well as in F'hase 3 of the ~1 M:J Rctdic,sc:nde C•)ro:nl'ison, As \dth the PC-CORA, muc:'"1 c,f the: s•:,ftwars
developed during this period did not immediately work on delivery, but was eventually brought up to
4.
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The radiotheodolite system was
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unsuitable for operational use in the UK TIME
because reliable wind observations
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cannot be.guaranteed if the tracking
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40.0
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elevation falls below 17•, a situation
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commonly encountered, In Antarctica the
system was exoected to provide winds up
to 100 hPa, Tracking of the radiosonde
35.0
after launch (especially in light winds)
often needed manual adjustment as the
radiotheodolite often started tracking
on a sidelobe, Good visual sighting
RADAR
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LORAN
The AIR PC system was considered easier
to operate than PC-CORA. but was not as
flexible and could not support real time
editing and message generat.ion, Wind
M/SEC
significant level selections were often
of poor quality, Other asoects of data displays showed significant progress during testing, The use
of function keys to switch between displays and scan through the automatically selected turning
points simplified edit.inq and minimised the nurnbel' of required keystrokes,
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IHE K,I,S,S. {OMEGA) SYSTEM
AKISS system, Cole ,et,al <1> was hired to the U,K, Met.Office for tests in 1990, The poor

build standard of the equipment prevented any further considerations for operational use,, The
system uses the Vaisala RSBON radiosonde, The PTU information was more heavily smoothed in the
vertical than would have been acceptable in the U,K,, but this did allow reliable automatic message
generation, suited to a remote site with unskilled operators, Wind significant level selection was
probably slightly better than that of PC-CORA or A,I.R,,
The antenna supplied for Omega windfinding operation in the U,K C both ground reception and
inflight radiosonde reception) was less than adequate, Thus, before flight tests OMEGA signals often
took longer than half an hour to synchronise, As the ascent progressed the directional Omega
receiver aerial provided much poorer signal reception than standard Vaisala equipment, Omega wind
data from the KISS system were much noisier than those obtained with PC-CORA or DigiCora at Crawley,
Error estimates for Omega winds were used to decide whether winds should be reported, However,in
U,K, testing these calculated errors did not correlate verY well with observed error compared to
radar obset'vat ierns, The times assiqned to Dmeqa winds in the system s:.uppl ied to the f.!, K, wete in
error, so that heights assigned to the winds were in error by more than 1 km,
In conlusion, all three PC- based systems were able to provide useful operational service,
but only PC-CORA was well suited for the specific requirements of mainland United Kingdom,
REFERENCES:1, H,L,Cole,et,al, 1989, TECIMO-IV, WMO Instr,& Obs Meth. Rep, No,35, ,p,247
2,
R,A,Munio, 1'38'3, TECIMD-IV, Brussels, IJNO !nstr. & Obs, Meth, Rep, No.35, ,p,217
3,
P,J,Lister & R,Pettifer, 1'38'3, TECIN0-!1/, Bl'Ussels;, 'AND Instl', & Obs, Neth, Rep, No,35, ,p,233
4,
J,Nash, 1991, AM8 Seventh Symposium of Net Obs,and Inst.r, New Orleans, p,270

ADVANCED AUTOMATION FOR UPPER-AIR STATIONS
Pekka J. Kostamo
Vaisala Oy, Finland

Automation of upper-air sounding data processing has made steady progress since the early
1970's and is now widespread. Today most of the messages supplied daily to the GTS are essentially
computer generated. It is widely recognized that this technology has contributed towards an ·
improvement of data quality. Economies have also been realized. This paper seeks to explore
strategies and available technologies for further progress in the area of upper-air automation and to
analyze their implications.
Efforts to automate the upper-air observation have been made since the early -70's. This has
resulted in considerable improvement. Today the majority of observations are recorded and processed
automatically. Personnel at the stations has decrease by about 50% in many countries. In some cases
a station is already operated by just a single observer and by part-time personnel.
Despite the inherent complexity of the observation procedures the data handling stages now
need little, if any, operator attention. This has been found to contribute to an improvement of data
quality over the past years.
On the other hand, the work of balloon and radiosonde preparation as well as the balloon
launch have remained completely manual. Some devices to help in balloon filling and launching have,
however, evolved. The military have adressed this problem in their mobile meteorological units.
Equipment and procedures were also developed for use in the FGGE and the ASAP programs.
While these cases have not adressed the issue of full automation of radiosonde and balloon
handling, they have demonstrated certain basic capabilities. It has been determined that the modem
balloons can tolerate a machine launch without adverse effects on sounding performance. The RS-80
radiosonde also is rugged enough to perform well in these systems, despite the occasional severe
shock and tear at launch.
The accumulated experience on machine launches is already well past the 10.000 events level,
giving confidence that these capabilities are reliably demonstrated.
2

THE NEXT PHASE

Further development of automation at the upper-air stations are primarily cost driven. Several
situations have been identified, where further automation is of economical value. In the OECD
countries, personnel make up about 50 % of daily station operating costs. Much of this is due to
allowances for night and week-end work.This percentage may be considerably higher in remote
locations.
Consequently, two system concepts have emerged: the fully automated radiosonde station,
capable of operating for long periods of time in a remote location, and an automated station allowing
operation by a single part-time person. In the latter case, night and week-end observations would be
automated.
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OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

From an automation point-of-view, the task on building an adequate system is challenging but
not impossible. Some changes in the radiosonde and the receiving system are needed, in addition to a
fully automatic balloon filling and launching facility.
The issue of reliability is central, and a very high quality of all system elements is necessary.
Some of the system design considerations are explained below.
Choice if balloon inflation gas is one of the problem areas. Helium is safe and widely
available, but it is expensive. Therefore an effort has been made to use hydrogen gas instead.
Hydrogen can be produced on the station, provided that adequate electrical power is available. There
are several generators on the market. Adding a remote monitoring and control facility to such a
system is possible for use on a remote site. In many cases a daily or twice weekly visiting schedule is
adequate.
The safety issue of hydrogen handling can be solved by a balloon inflation device operated
outside in the open.. This eliminates the possibility of an explosion. While many problems related to
operation of a balloon filling and launching device in inclement weather are identified, these are
solvable by a design and test effort.
Suitable tools, methods and materials have been developed for packing and handling of the
radiosonde and the un-inflated balloon before sounding. In this approach a radiosonde and a balloon
are tied together and then packed in a cassette. The cassettes are then loaded into a machine. While
this does not eliminate the preparatory work completely, it can now be done in a better working
environment, and much more efficiently.
Radiosonde preparation is another task in the process. The all-electronic radiosondes need
only a functional test to verify proper operation. This is easily automated. Another area is battery
preparation. The water activated battery is in many ways superior to dry one: it is lighter weight, has
good storage properties and works well in the cold stratosphere. To keep these advantages, we have
developed a method and a machine to activate the battery by an injection of water, without removing it
from the radiosonde case.
Measurement of gas quantity is based on a simple reservoir concept. A vessel is fllled to a predetermined pressure. It is then emptied into the balloon, and re-filled. Quantity measurement
compensates for ambient temperate to ensure a constant filling of the balloon.
A valve to close the balloon have also been developed.
4

THE MACIDNE TO MAKE A SOUNDING

Based on the development described above, the automation task is simplified. It then
resembles the tasks handled rather routinely in industrial production automation area. A special
handling machine has been designed to test and to demonstrate the techniques. A system control,
monitoring and remote control facility needs to be built. While this is a considerable effort, it does not
represent technological challenges. The general system concept is shown in Fig. 1.
A layout of a completely automated radiosonde launcher is shown in Fig. 2. It is designed
to six flights in succession without operator intervention. This allows un-attended operation over the
week-end, for instance. Longer un-attended operation periods will require a more complex handling
machine.
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Fig 2. shows the main components of the launching machine. It is built in a container to
provide shelter for the electronics, and the operator loading the machine. From right to left, we see
the pneumatic unit required to run the machinery, the electronics enclosure and the cassette handler
with six extensible arms above it. The inflation and launch device is on the outside. It consists of a
wind break to protect the balloon and a gas connector. The wind break is large enough for both 350
g and 500 g balloons. The hydrogen gas sub-system is shown to the left.
5

THE NEXT STAGE

While the basic design for full automation of an upper-air station have been solved,
experiments verify reliability of operation. For this purpose a working prototype is being built, and
will be installed for operational use.
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FIG. 1.

A conceptual block diagram on an automated radiosonde/radiowind station.

D
/

D
FIG. 2.

Outline of a containerized automated radiosonde launcher (side view, view from
above).

VERITCAL PROFILE CXMlVfATION AlGORTIBMS FOR AEROLOOICAL ROOTINE MEASUREMENT

E. Asseng
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium Lindenberg

Sununary
The first step in computing radiosonde measurements is a smoothing of the
yielded aerological profiles. The result of it is a piecewise linear representation in the paran1eter- height system. The turning points represent the
profile as "significant points". It is a difficult problem of pattern recognition to find the significant points. A profile algorithm is described,
which is based on "good triplets" and progressive regression. 2 solutions
are given for securing the intersection of adjacent profile sections.
The aim of radiosonde measurements is to obtain height- profiles of physical
parameters in the atmosphere. Before the results of a routine aerological
measurement are dispatched or archived, the volume of information has to be
reduced. Therefore, the measured profile (z, p; z- height, p- meteorological
parameter) is approximated by a set of straight line segments in a Cartesian
coordinate system (Fig. 1).
This approximate profile is adequately described by the turning points where
the straight line segments meet, which are known as "significant points".
According to HOOPER (1985) the determination of significant points is the
most difficult aspect of algorithms for aerological measurements. The basic
approximation must meet the following requirements:
- the deviation of the straight lines between the singnificant points from
the measured profile should be limited to a given value
- the number of significant points should be as small as possible.
The straight lines represent a smoothing of the measured data, which
- eliminates measurement errors
- eliminates meteorologically- caused scattering of paran1eter values.
Therefore, the high importance of smoothing is that a meteorologically
representative profile is obtained. The radiosonde date are thereby transformed into a meteorologically valuable profile. It is therefore evident
that meteorological knowledge has to be incorporated into smoothing algorithms. On the base of meteorological experience it has to be determined
whether a profile structure is likely to be spatially and temporally continuous. NASH (1985) reported about special measurements concerning the variability of meteorological parameters, the results of which are used in smoothing algorithms.
Mathematically, FORRESTER and HOOPER (1984) have shown that the determination of turning points (significant points) belongs to the area of "Pattern
Recognition". Considering the above- mentioned facts the current problem can
be described by the following technical terms:
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structure recognition
profile recognition
finding significant points, finding turning points
smoothing, profile smoothing.

There are only few publications about smoothing aerological profiles. There
are no WMO guidelines concerning this problem. The rules for selection of
"Significant Levels with respect of Temperature and relative Humidity" CWMO,
1989) pre- suppose the existence of a smoothed profile.
Methods leading to the significant points of aerological profiles are deser i bed by VAISALA C1985, 1986) , 1RIFONOV C1987) , FORRESTER/ HOOPER C1984) .
The automatic processing of routine aerological measurements, performed in
Germany since 1979, CASSENG, 1978, 1980) includes a searching a 1gor i thm
based on the "Good Triplets" method, e.g. three adjacent points whose Gaussian regression straight line does not deviate by more than a given Cprespecified) limit from any of the three points CASSENG, 1988).
The extension of computer capacity in the aerological network should lead to
a development of more expensive and efficient smoothing programs. These test
models are once more based on searching for good triplets. Gaussian regression, characterized here as "free regression", was modified by the restriction that the straight line must pass through a fixed point. In the search
for the "Good Triplet" the straight line swings around the preceding significant point. Thereby, the "swing regression" ensures a priori that the
adjacent profiles are unconstrainedly connected CASSENG, 1988).
In the second stage of algorithm development, "swing regression" and "free
regression" were combined.
These algorithms were tested on 35 data sets. By varying the tolerance
parameters of the smoothing, minimum numbers of significant points were
determined, which lead to optimal combinations of the so- called "smoothing
parameters" CASSENG, 1987).
In the following phase of development another variant was used to guarantee
the connection of the profile segments. By applying it the intersection
points of adjacent profile segments were detained close to the endpoints of
the profile sections ("securing of the connection", "securing of the intersect ion") ; thus, the profile detai 1s were determined only by free regression. The regression in this stage is performed as "fine regression" with
narrow limits for the deviations of the single points, and "rough regression" with tolerance values almost twice as large. The introduction of each
additional point into the smoothing controls
- whether a new (or already used) good triplet, satisfying the demands of
fine regression, can be recognized
-whether an already- determined connection with the preceding profile section remains.
If the fine regression cannot be continued, the rough regression will be
used.
In any case, the profile section represents the regression straight line
through the measurement points of the concerning height interval. Measurement points deviating by more than the rough regression tolerance from the
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straight 1ine and not giving a good triplet, are regarded as measuring
errors. They are not included in the regression used to determine profile
sections.
Fig. 2 shows elementary patterns of profile details
Fig. 3 represents the combination of applying fine and rough regression.
Following this a significant point has to be determined, if fine regression
cannot be continued and also either
- the rough regression is without success
- a profile detail is found through a new fine regression and good connection with the preceding section,
-by continuing the regression an almost obtained connection would be lost.
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(•) random point (measuring point, identified to be
a measuring error)
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GFz limit in the fine regression

1---l

GG 1 limit in the rough regression
GVz limit in securing the connection

I

primary measuring point
primary measuring point as terminal point of the
0 profile detail
(•) primar;y measuring point, recognized as .J'andom
measur1ng error

•

•

•
(.)

•

•
Fine regression~ Each of the
primary points deviates from
the regression line less
than GF

•

•
•
GV

0

I

HU

HO

•

Rough regression. Each of
the primary point deviates
f'rom the regression ·line ·
less than GG
(except measuring error)

-no

•

Connection secured.
Level of intersection LI
positioned within interval
HU + GV > LI > HO - GV

No securing of connection.
Level of intersection LI
positioned
LI <HO - GV

Fig.21 Elements of profile recognition algorithm "Combination
of fine- rough- regression with securing of intersection•
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AIRCRAF.r TO SATELLITE DATA RELAY
(ASDAR) SYS'l'mf
· D J Painting
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1.

History

1.1

Prototype ASDAR

A prototype ASDAR was developed for the FGGE.
These ASDARs reported
altitude, air temperature, wind speed and direction. The observations were taken
from the aircraft avionics system at 7t minute intervals at cruising level and were
transmitted hourly through the Meteorological geosynchronous Satellite Data
Communications System ( IDCS) . No data processing in addition to that performed by
the aircraft avionics system was carried out by the ASDAR unit.
1.2

Production ASDAR

The experience gained with the prototypes was encouraging and consequently
a consortium of WMO members {CAD) was formed to develop a production version. The
production ASDAR specification includes requirements for raw data quality control
and smoothing to increase data resolution and representativeness. Observations are
roRde during climb and descent as well as in cruising flight and are suppressed
during aircraft manoeuvres. The initial contract for ASDAR development was placed
with GEC McMichael Ltd in 1983. McMichael ceased trading in 1985 and the contract
was re-negotiated with Marconi Defence Systems (now Matra-Marconi.Space) in 1987.
The novated contract funded by CAD and the newly formed consortium of ASDAR
participants ( OCAP) calls for the development and delivery of 13 units with flight
certification in the UK and USA for use in Boeing 747 and McDonnell Douglas DC10
aircraft.
Characteristics

2.

ASDAR

2.1

Physical configuration
The ASDAR flight system (see Figure 1) comprises 4 modules
(a)

The data processing unit (DPU) connected to the aircraft avionics
system

(b)

The satellite transmitter unit (STU)

(c)

The ASDAR configuration module (ACM)

{d)

The antenna

The DPU and STU are interchangeable between ASDAR equipped aircraft and fit into
standard aircraft equipment trays.
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DATA PROCESSOR
UNIT

ASOAR EQUtf.MENT CONFJGURAT!ON

Figure 1
2.2

Data Sources

The data sources for ASDAR are derived from the aircraft avionics system (eg
Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU), Inertial Navigation System (INS) or Digital
Air Data System (DADS) as appropriate) . For any particular aircraft the data
sources are recognised by the ASDAR equipment through a uniquely programmed module
- the aircraft configuration module (ACM). The ACM forms part of the custom built
installation kit supplied for a particular aircraft.
This kit includes the
racking, interunit wiring, antenna and antenna cable. A typical configuration in
a B-747 aircraft is shown in Figure 2.

FORWARD
ELECTRONIC
MCK------------~

Figure 2
2.3

Data processing

Raw data from the avionics systems are sampled at one second intervals and
observations are formed at set time intervals (7 min in cruise) or at specific
pressure levels in climb and descent. (See Figure 3). Each ASDAR observation
contains the following data :Latitude in degrees and minutes
Longitude in degrees and minutes
Time in hours and minutes
Pressure altitude in feet
Static Air Temperature in degrees Celsius
Wind Direction in degrees
Wind Speed in knots
Presence of Turbulence (cruise mode only)
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second averaging in c~irnb/descent and 30 seconds in cruise mode.
ALTITUDE
CRUISE HEIGHT

SAMPLE EVERY 7 MINUTES DURING
LEVEL FUG.YT

SAMPLE
EVERY
50hPa

ASCENT
SAMPLING

JOOOFT

J

ID SAMPLES
. (/ EVERY I OhPa)
SUMMARY OF DATA SAMPLING
L-------------------------------------~

Figure 3.
2.4

REYER'SE
OF
ASCENT
SAMPLING

ASDAR Observation Profile

Accuracy Requirements

The target accuracy of ASDAR data compared with t,he general requirement for
upper air data is illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1.

ASDAR Accuracy Requirements

Variable

Target

Static Air
Temperature

± 1•c

Wind Direction

± 5•
±10•

Wind Speed
(ws)

Expected performance

± l'C
ws>25rm{1
ws<25ms-1

± 1' (INS)
±10" (OMEGA)

1ms--11 ws<10ms-1

± 2ms-l (INS)

10%

±·

ws>10ms-l

4ms-1 (OMEGA)

INS
= INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
OMEGA = OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM

3.

status of ASDAR development

3.1

Engineering Status

The hardware development has been completed and most software problems
identified in early test flights have been resolved. However in some cases the
software anomalies have shown deficiencies in the original detailed specifications
and this may need further study in future systems. A new algorithm for the
reporting of turbulence has been incorporated and evaluation is continuing.
3.2

Flight Testing

Successful flight tests have been made with Boeing 747 and DC10 aircraft of
British Airways in the UK and Continental Airlines in the USA.
Sufficient
meteorological data has been obtained from these aircraft to show that ASDAR is
achieving the design aims.
3.3

CAA and FAA Certification

Full CAA certification has been granted by the CAA for DC10/30 aircraft and
B-747/136. FAA Supplemental Type Certificates have been issued for the B-747/200
and DC 10/30 of Continental Airlines.
3.4

Operational Aspects

Aircraft have been identified to carry most of the first 13 units.
carriers and aircraft types are as follows :-

The
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British
Airways
Lufthansa
Saudia
Continental
Airlines

B747 DC10
B747
B747

2

X

DC10, 1

X

747

1
1
2
1

B747, DC10
B747

1

X

DC10, 1

X

747

5

KLM

Operational Jan 92

Aircraft type

No of Units

10
4.

~

ASDAR Evaluation

A detailed evaluation has been carried out over the period 1 December 1990
to 30 November 1991 and the main results are summarized below.
4.1

Cruise level

ASDAR temperatures and winds agree well with those produced by the
operational numerical models. A temperature 'bias' of up to 1°C has been noted
compared with the 'first guess' field of the Bracknell numerical model. The
standard deviation of temperature differences are consistent at about 1. 5° C. This
compares favourably with a figure of about 2°C for AIREP data gathered at the same
time and in the same geographic area. ASDAR wind data show a similar improvement
of consistency over AIREP winds.
Table 2 shows some typical results.
Table 2.

ASDAR Quality Evaluation

STATISTICS FOR INDIVIDUAL ASDAR UNITS AND FOR NAT AIREP REPORTS
HEIGHT BAND 350 - 150 HPa
STATISTICS OF DIFFERENCES:

REGION:

Period

NORTH ATLANTIC AREA 30 deg to 70
.
02 deg to 100

01.11.91 NAT AIREPs
NAT AIREPs

46305
46305

BA001LLZ
BA001LLZ

1845
1845

BA010PUZ
BAOlOPUZ

3507
3507

C0006PEZ/24Z
30.11.91 C0006PEZ/24Z

4.2

Deg
Deg

NORTH
WEST

Number of
TEMP
u
Observations Mean SD Mean SD

Data
Type

KEY:

OBSERVATIONS MINUS MODEL BACKGnOUND
(FIRST GUESS) FIELD (0-8)
OBSERVATIONS MINUS MODEL FINAL
ANALYSIS FIELD (Q-A)

932
932

BA010PUZ
BA001LLZ

V
SPEED DIRECTION
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

0.1 2.1 0.7 14.1 -0.4 14.2 2.0 15.1 2.0
0.0 2.0 -0.1 12.7 -0.1 12.9 1.0 13.6 1.5
0.9 1.5 0.8
0.6 1.3 -0.1

VECTOR
kts

RMS

21.7 20.0 (0-8)
19.8 18.1 (Q-A)

9.8 0.2 12.0 1.8 10.9 -0.5 17.5 15.5 (G-B)
7.7 0.6 9.9 0.9 8.6 -0.7 14.5 12.5 (G-B)

-0.1 1.8 2.0 10.4 0.8 11.8 3.9 11.0 0.0 13.7 15.9 (Q-B)
-0.2 1.5 0.6 8.1 0.7 9.5 2.2 8.3 -0.4 10.3 12.5 (Q-A)
0.5 1.4 0.2 10.1 0.3
0.3 1.3 -0.3 8.0 0.3
BA B747
BA DC10

C0006PEZ

11.0 1.1 11.0 -0.8 11.7 15.0 (Q-B)
9.1 1.0 8.5 -0.3 9.6 12.1 (Q-A)
CA B747

Profile Data

Ascent and descent data show excellent agreement with adjacent radiosonde data (see Figure 4). The recent software changes in the ASDAR processor
have reduced the number of (unwanted) profile reports but descent data are
often lost due to aircraft power shut down after landing. The DC10 aircraft
has made several flights to Africa which have generated profile reports in
important data sparse areas.
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Figure 4.

4.3

Profile comparison
ASDAR Ascent from Gatwick 0925 -0945 27 May 1991
Crawley radiosonde, release 1100 27.May 1991

Turbulence

Initially turbulence data reported from ASDAR were derived from 'spot'
values of normal acceleration at the observation time (ie every 7 minutes in
cruise mode).
It became clear from a study of reports received and by
scrutinizing a typical record of normal acceleration from the aircraft flight
data recorder that the turbulence parameter reported did not give an useful
indication of the turbulence experienced by the aircraft.
An algorithm
designed to give a representative value of turbulence has been introduced and
is undergoing further evaluation.
·
5.

Operational 100nitorinq and system maintenance

Routine, operational quality evaluation is now carried out in the 'ASDAR
Centre' established in the UK Met Office.
The main responsibilities of the centre are :-

6.

{a)

To monitor and report
individual aircraft

routinely on ASDAR performance

by

(b)

To act as the focal point for ASDAR operations, liaising on a day
to day basis with operators, satellite authorities and the ASDAR
technical authority.

Conclusions

An operational ASDAR has been developed. Most of the design aims have
been achieved and demonstrated in operational evaluations. ASDAR now offers
the prospect of a cost-effective and rapid improvement in the amount and
quality of upper-air data available from some of the data sparse areas of the
globe.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RADIOSONDK-RADIOWIND COMPUTATION SYSTKK USKD
IN UPPKR-AIR NKTWORK IN INDIA
··S.K.Srivastava and M.K.Gupta
India Meteorological Department
Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003
1.

Introduction

Despite several advances in remote sensing techniques for vertical
profiling the atmosphere, the Radiosonde still continues to be· the most
effective and reliable .tool for obtaining upper air data with a high vertical
resolution.
But the complex and time consuming manual computation method for
the radiosonde ascent introduces subjective errors, reduces the vertical
resolution and causes loss of fine-structure of vertical sounding.
By the use of a microcomputer, the method of computation is made fully
q .'anti tati ve· by replacing all graphical techniques and tables by sui table
ms.thematical formulae.
It does not require manual selection of significant
points. By choosing every minute raw data, the method becomes uniform for each
and every ascent throughout the network. . The increased sampling of data has
iroproved accuracy of the geopotential height calculation and has reduced the
error of interpolation for standard level data.
The paper describes the flow chart for computerised computation of data
and the algorithms used at various steps of computation.
2. ·

Flow chart

The various steps of the computerised computation of a radiosonde
are as follows.
(1)

ascen~

Data Entry:- The computer ask the operator to enter the following data(i)
(ii)

Station's Parameters: Name, code, height, latitude, longitude.
Ascent's Particular: Date and Time of ascent, serial number of
Radiosonde and Baroswitch, Type of Radiosonde.
(iii) Base Line Check: Temperature and humidity of the base line box and
those measured by radiosonde in terms of raw data (ordinate).
(iv) Surface Observation: Pressure, temperature, humidity, wind speed and
direction, past/present weather and cloud types and amount.
(v)
Baroswitch calibration data.
(vi) Every minute raw P. 'f. U. data i.e. contact number, temperature and
humidity ordinates.
(vii) Every minute tracking data i.e. azimuth and elevation angles of the
balloon.

Every step of data entry is subjected to on-line quality control
check for large errors and thus reduces the possibility of making major
mistakes during data entry to the computer.
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Conversion of raw data into related meteorological parameter.

(~1)

Cluali ty control check to determine and list all doubtful data values which
may have small errors.

(4)

Computation of geopotential height and dew point temperature for all every
minute data levels.

(5)

Smoothening of Height, Azimuth and Elevation angles.

(6)

Calculation of wind speed and direction.

(7}

Calculation of standard pressure level data.

(8}

Calculation of tropopause and freezing level.

(9)

Determination of significant P.T.U. levels.

(10)

Determination of significent wind levels.

(11)

Determination of wind maxima.

(12)

Calculation of wind speed and direction at standard height levels.

3.

Algorithms

Suitable and compatible algorithms were developed/chosen for translating
into computer software for computing radiosonde-radiowind ascent taken with the
Indian Radiosonde MK-III which consists of indigenously manufactured baroswitch,
thermistor, hygristor, modulator and 401/1680 MHz transmitter.
Some of these
algorithms are the standard formulae available in texts of meteorology and
numerical analysis. Some of them are based on WMO definitions and the remaining
were developed on the basis of characteristics of the Indian radiosonde and the
sensors. All these algorithms are described below.
3. 1

Quality Control

The task of detection of errors in the data involves simple arithmetic
but the success can never be complete because of wide range of variability in
meteorological data.
If the quality control is too strict there are chances
that good data will occasionally be rejected in order to remove the greatest
possible portion of bad data. On the other hand, if it is not that strict then
A high sampling rate is,
there are chances of occasionally accepting bad data.
therefore, advantageous to make quality control process more effective. It is
difficult to detect and remove all errors in a single stage of quality control.
Hence the errors were classified in three categories and separate algorithms and
limits are used to detect them; The various types of errors and method of their
detection and removal are described below(i)

Instrumental Error

This type of error occur during transmission and reception of data due to
weak signals, intermittant failure of transmitter, sensor or ground equipment,
etc. The data, if received during such intervals may not be accurate and should
not be entered into the computer. "The detection and removal of such errors are
still subject to human judgement because the Indian radiosonde system does not
have facility to automatically acquire data into the computer.
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Large errors

Such errors occur during data entry to the computer.
The algorithm is a
simple arithmetic and logic which test whether the absolute value and /or the
, rate of change of raw data being entered are within the bounds of meteorological
possibility.
If not, the program instantly prompt the operator to check the
data and provide a facility to correct the same, if needed. The limits used for
rate of change of raw data are as given below:
Contact No.
Temperature ordinate
Humidity ordinate
Azimuth angle
Elevation angle

0-5 contacts/min
± 5 ordinate/Min.
± 10 ordinate/Min.
± 10 degree/min.
± 5 degree/min.

(iii)Small Errors
The cause of such errors is the same as that for large errors but they
The
could not be detected by the algorithm adopted for detecting large errors.
detection of small errors is undertaken by a different algorithm, which is again
a simple arithmetic, comparing the actual data with the linearly interpolated
data from the neighbouring points. If the deviation between the two is beyond
the limits defined below, the data levels are flagged and a list is made
available to the operator who can correct them if found wrong.
The limits used
for the deviations are as below:
Contact Number
Temperature ordinate
Humidity ordinate
Azimuth angle
Elevation angle
3.2

± 0.5

± 0.75
± 5.0

± 1. 0
± 1. 0

Transfer eguation for thermistor

The Indian radiosonde uses a rod thermistor to measure temperature.
The
following polynomial equation was developed to convert temperature ordinate(TO)
into temperature(T):
1/T

= Ao

+ A1 X + A2X2 + A3X 3 + A4X 4

Where
X= Ln (95/TO.- 1)
T in K
Ac· = Constant determined by base line check data
AI= 5.3155 X 10- 4
A::z = 4.8136 X 10- 6
A3 = -4.3925 X l0- 6
A4 = 1.4917 X 1Q-b
3.3

Transfer equation for Hygristor.

The Indian radiosonde uses a lithium chloride hygristor and the following
polynomial equation was developed for converting humidity ordinate{UO} into
relative humidity {U)
·
1/U = (Ac· + A1.X + A::zF + A3X':!: ) (Bo +ih Y + B2Y 2 + B:sY 3

where
X = Temperature(OC)/ 273.16
Y = Ln(95/UO -1}
Ao

= 1. 0

)

+CORR
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A;!= -0.338708
A3 = 14.8515
B·J = 0. 0197678
Bt = 5.81851 X 10- 3
B2 = 1. 15201 X 10- 3
B3 = 2.32404 X 10- 4
CORR = Correction determined by base line check data.

3.4

Saturation vapour pressure

Initially the Goff-Gratch formula (1965) was used to calculate the
saturation vapour pressure.
But later it was replaced by the following formula
given by fan (1987):
Log es = (10.2861'- 2148.909)/(T- 35.85)
where 'f in K and es in Pa
The accuracy of the above formula is satisfactory for meteorological
application and takes much less, about one tenth, computation time as compared
to that for Gaff-Gratch formula.
3.5~

It is defined as
Tv

=T

1+ r/E
----

l+r
where
T and 'fv are in K
E = 0.62198 (ratio of mol. wt. of water to that of air )
r= mixing ratio = E e I (p-e)
e = actual pressure of the water vapour in the air = eeU/100
U = Relative humidity (%)
3.6

Uew point temperature

Initially iterative method using Goff-Gratch formula (1965) was used but
was found complex and time consuming.
Hence later it was replaced by the
following formula by fan (1987):
td = (661. 13- 237.3 log e ) /(log e- 10.286)
where
td in oc and e the wate~ vapour pressure in Pa
3.7

Geopotential hei!ht

As per WMO requirement, the altitude be reported in units of standard
geopotent.ial with respect to mean sea level. The geopotential height at the
surface is taken as the geometric height of the station above mean sea level.
The geopotential of any pressure level is obtained through numerical integration
of the hydrostatic equation which is expressed as-~"

= 0n-t

Ln

+
g

2
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R is the gas constant for dry air = 287.05 Joules kg- 1 K- 1
g is the acceleration due to gravity and is taken as
9.80665 m s- 2 as per WMO recommendation.
Smoothening of height, azimuth and elevation angles

3.8

Minor inaccuracies are inherent in height, azimuth and elevation angles
due to limited resolution of the measuring instrument.
If such data are used,
unrealistic irregularities in wind speed and direction are observed. It is,
therefore, found necessary to smooth out the above data before wind computation.
The smoothed data are obtained using the following formula given by phillips
( 1980) .

..
where subscripts n-2, n-1, n, n+l, and n+2 refer to the five sequential values
of the data being smoothed and the superscript "s" denotes smoothed data.
Smoothening of azimuth and elevation angles separately did not produ.ce
satisfactory results as their variation with respect to time is non-linear.
Therefore,
the smoothening of the three components of the unit vector
represented by azimuth and elevation angle is performed.
The three components
of the unit vector areVertical
Northerly
Easterly

= Sin<El>
E = Cos(El)
Z

N = Cos(El) Cos(Az)

Sin(Az)

The smoothed components are then used to obtain back the smoothed azimuth
and elevation data, using the equationsEl 6

-

Az 6

-

Sin- 1 (Z 9 )
Tan- 1 (E 6 /N 6

)

The above method of smoothening gives satisfactory results for parameters
which varies linearly with time such as height. Whereas the components of unit
vector may increase or decrease with time.
Hence another method based on
Lagrange interpolation formula was developed to improve smoothening of azimuth
and elevation angles.
In this method first the interpolated value K1 of the
parameter is found using two preceding and two succeeding data points, using
the following formulaKn 1 =

+ ---------------

+

+

and the smoothed value is found by the following formulaK,s

=

Kn + Kn

1

2

Where tn is the time after release of balloon at nth observation.
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Kind speed and direction

The determination of the wind velocity is a complex analysis using ·
smoothed azimuth and elevation angles as well as the smoothed - height (gpm)
obtained from analysis of PTU data.' However the principle involved is based on
'simple dynamics of the movement of the balloon in three dimensional atmosphere
assuming vertical as Z-axis, north as Y-axis, east as X-axis and the position of
The horizontal components of the displacement, 6x
tracking system as origin.
and 6y, of the balloon in a given time interval 6t, normaly one min, is
calculated. The wind speed and direction, as per meteorological convention, is
then calculated using:
f - H<6x)2 + (6y) 2 } I Bt.

9 = Tan-.t (6x/6y) + 180
Where 6x and 6y are in meters, 6t in seconds, f in m/s and a in degree.
This is the average wind for the slice of the atmosphere traversed by the
balloon in the time interval 6t. Hence it is being correlated to height at the
middle of the

~lice.

3.10 P.T.U. and wind data for standard pressure levels
For reporting of radiosonde and radiowind data in the required WMO format,
the geopotential height, temperature, dew point, wind direction and speed for
each of the 16 standard pressure levels, viz., 1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 400,
300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10, hPa are required.
·
For standard levels above the surface,
the geopotential height,
temperature and dew point are determined by linear interpolation between the
levels immediately below and above the standard pressure level with respect to
logarithmic of pressure. For wind data, instead of interpolating wind speed and
direction with respect to logarithmic of pressure, the easterly and northerly
components of wind are interpolated to obtain better results. ·
For standard level(s) below the surface,
which is calcu.latd using.
0H

=

· a + biZJo

. exp

[ Rb

-

g

b

Po

Ln ( Ps ) -

only geopotential

Ills

is. reported

a]

Where
a= To+ 9.8 lllo

b
rzto

= -9.8
= geometric

height of station above MSL

Po = surface pressure
To = surface tem~erature

R = Gas constant for dry air

3. 11 Tropopause
The determination of tropopause level(s) is to search levels which satisfy
the following conditions based on WMO convention:(!)
The first tropopause is defined as ·the lowest level above 500 hPa level at
which the temperature lapse rate decreases to 2·C/Km or less for a layer at
least 2 Km thick above it.
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en Above the first tropapause, if the average lapse rate at any level exceeds
3•C/Km for a layer at least 1 Km thick above it, then a second tropopause is
defined and searched using the same criterion (1) given above.
3. 12

Kind maxima

The following criteria based on WMO convention are used to search one or
more levels of wind maxima:
(1) It must be a local wind maximum,
(2) The wind speed must be at least 30 m/s,
(3) The level must be above 500 hPa;
(4) if the wind data fulfils the above criteria at more than one level, then for
each pair of such levels, the minimum wind speed between them must be at least
10 m/s less then the lower of the two wind maxima. If this -is not satisfied the
lower of the two is discarded.
All the wind maxima so obtained are then arranged in descending order of
wind speed and reported along with wind shear at that level which is calculated
using the formula:

Where.
VA and VE, are wind shear above and below the level of wind maxima.

Subscripts N
and E denotes northerly and easterly component of wind velocity vector
respectively. Superscripts M, A and B denotes levels of wind maxima, level 1 km
above and the level 1 km below the maxima level respectively.
3.13 Selection of P.T.U, significant levels
The significant PTU levels are defined such that given these levels alone
shall make it possible to reconstruct the temperature and humidity profile with
the accuracy given below:(i)

Temperature :

(ii) Relative Humidity

±1·c below 300 hPa or tropopause,
which ever is lower
±2~C above this level.
±15%

Hence the following levels are designated significant levels.
(i)
The surface level and the highest level of the ascent.
(ii) The highest level for which humidity is reported.
(iii) The bases and Tops of all isothermal/inversion layers.
(iv) All levels which are necessary to ensure that the temperature and humidity
obtained by linear interpolation with respect to logarithmic of pressure between
any two adjacent significant level shall not depart fr-om the observed data by
the limits given under definition.

The method of detection of significant levels first searches the entire
PTU data set for levels satisfylng criteria (i) to (iii).
Afterward for
selecting levels as per criterion (iv), the first significant level, i.e.
surface, is taken as starting point A, as shown in Fig. 1. Starting with one
intermediate point the end point B is chosen.
The deviation is then calculated
for the intermediate level (s).
If the deviation(s) is/are within the accuracy
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calculated and compared with the accuracy limits.
As soon as the deviation is
larger than the accuracy limits, the intermediate level with.maximum deviation
is designated as significant level. Thereafter this level is taken as the
starting point and again the process repeated till last level is reached.
The
·above search of significant level is done simultaneously for temperature and
humidity.
Also, if during the search, . whenever the end point B crosses an
already declared significant point as per criteria (i)-(iii), the search of
significant level below the end point is stoped and .for further search the
significant level is designated as starting point.

3. 14 S,clection of wind significant levels
The definition of wind significant levels is the same as that.for PTU
level with the accuracy limits for interpolated valves are as given below.
Wind speed
Wind direction

: 5 m/s
: 45.

The method of selection of such levels is the same as that for PTU ones.
4.

DISCUSSION

4. 1 To study the effect of sampling rate on the meteorological parameters,
viz:, geopotential height, temperature, wind speed and direction at standard
pressure levels, several ascents were computed using the following five
different sampling rate for raw PTU data{a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

one sample/ min plus the turning points
one sample every 2 min plus the turning points.
one sample every 3 min plus the turning points.
one sample every 4 min plus turning points
only turning points as used in manual computation.

The deviations in the values of meteorological parameters obtained in
cases (b), (c), (d) and (e) from those obtained in case (a) are determined and
plotted. Two such plots for a typical ascent for temperature and geopotential
height are shown is Fig.2 and Fig.3.
Similar trend is observed for all the
ascents under study for each of the parameters mentioned above.
It is found
that as the rate of sampling increases the result converges to that obtained in
case (a). There was no further improvement on the convergence of the results if
the sampling rate was increased beyond 1 sample/min.
Hence, the sampling rate
'of 1 /min has been found to be optimum for operational purpose.
·
4.2 Several ascents were computed by both the methods, viz., the conventional
manual and the computerised one and the results were compared and it was seen
that the random errors in profiles were eliminated by taking smaller sampling
intervals.
5.

CONCLUSION

5. 1 In addition to the reduction of computational
following advantages:

inaccuracies,

it has

(1)
Use of same software and hardware has brought uniformity in the
computation procedures throughout the national upper air network and hence
expected to increase compatibility of upper air data.

- 126 (2)
Reduced computation time has facilitated early arrival of
forecasting·centres.

the data at

5.2 Computerisation of the computation of RS/RW ascents has been successfully
intoroduced at all the RS/RW stations in India in phased manner.
The India
'Meteorological Department has also computerised the baroswitch calibration
process.
These are the starting points for making the observational system
fully automatic by developing suitable interface electronics for automatic
logging of RS/RW data.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF A REFERENCE
TEMPERATURE RADIOSONDE

F. J. Schmidlin
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Wallops Island, Va. 23337 USA
1.0 Introduction
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) need for accurate upper air data led to
the development of a method to correct radiosonde temperature measurements [10]. This development
conducted at NASA's Wallops Flight Facility used a specially configured radiosonde. Although the goal
was to develop corrections for the United States (U.S.) radiosonde it became apparent that the NASA
technique would actually provide true temperatures and would work with other radiosondes, as well [1].
Luers [7], in collaboration with NASA, modelled the correction function. This model is used alone or in
conjunction with the special radiosonde to identify the sources of thermistor error. Dependable and
accurate ground truth data are now available to researchers using remote measurement instrumentation
(e.g., lidars, satellites, etc) and, for the first time gives synoptic analysts access to better forecast tools.
Users of radiosonde data expect the measurements to be accurate and comparable for forecasting,
climatology, and research purposes. However, the lack of a measurement standard makes our knowledge
of instrument accuracy questionable. Incomparability might be resolved if the same radiosonde type could
be used at all observation sites. However, the large number of radiosonde manufacturers makes use of
a single instrument type competitively undesirable. It is possible and practicable, however, for the global
radiosonde community to achieve data consistency by comparing their radiosondes against a reference
radiosonde. Considering that such a reference is a viable goal places an obligation on the meteorological
community to adopt and use such an instrument. The radiosonde technique developed at NASA's Wallops
Island, Virginia, facility already is used in the United States and is being considered as an international
reference temperature instrument.
Deficiencies in upper air observations have been reported over the past two to three decades. United
States radiosonde temperature measurement accuracy has been quoted as -2.9°C to 1.8°C at 10 hPa [2,
5, 13]. Accuracy of many radiosondes used throughout the world is mostly unknown. The WMO
International Radiosonde Intercomparison has shown that mean temperature differences between the
different instruments range from ±1.0°C at 100 hPa to approximately ±2.0-4.0°C at 10 hPa [3, 4, 9, 11].
Teweles and Finger [14] pointed out that large temperature differences between daytime and nighttime
observations was a significant problem for analysts. Their study led to the development of adjustments
for much of the global radiosonde data reported over the Global Telecommunications System (GTS) [8].
Temperature and geopotential adjustments applied at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) to
reported daytime data have shown analysis and forecast model improvement. Although NMC's forecast
products improved, the data adjustments are not archived at the data centers. This archive continues to
store the unadjusted raw measurements for climatological and research purposes.

2.0 Experimental Description and Results
Schmidlin, et al [10] describe a method of obtaining temperature corrections using the NASA threethermistor radiosonde technique. The success of this technique depends on the choice of thermistor

- 130 coatings chosen and laboratory measurements of the their emissivity E and absorptivity a values. The
thermistor's thermal characteristics (i.e., specific heat capacity, etc.) and physical dimensions (i.e., length,
diameters, etc.) must be known and for the removal of lag and conduction errors. The small sample
obtained in the initial tests could not depict the radiative error over different locations and seasons.
Consequently, additional data were gathered from five locations, e.g., Wallops Island, Virginia; San Juan,
Puerto Rico; Bismarck, North Dakota; Albuquerque, New Mexico; and White Sands Missile Range, New
Mexico. New measurement data were gathered this past winter near Gatwick Airport, United Kingdom.
a) Mean Corrections

The initial corrections were tested at the European Center for Medium range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF). United States radiosonde observations for a one-year period were examined before and after
corrections were applied. Biases were not completely removed but there was positive improvement as
noted in Figure 1. The geopotential height bias reduced from about 50 geopotential meters and 120 meters
(Figure la) to 10 geopotential meters and 40 meters (Figure lb) at 100 hPa and 10 hPa, respectively. The
larger data base permitted the derivation of mean corrections for daytime (four solar angles), as well as
nighttime. Mean corrections have considerable potential for improving analysis and forecast models.
One application of mean corrections is to adjust measurements made with other radiosonde types in order
to make all of the data comparable. Mean corrections were applied to the U.S. radiosonde profiles
obtained as part of the WMO intercomparison. This permitted those radiosondes included in the
intercomparison to be adjusted to the corrected U.S. profiles. As shown by Schmidlin [12], radiosonde
comparability was improved to -0.1 °C and to a few geopotential meters. These results were incorporated
in NMC's analysis products (Julian, private communication). Of particular interest is the unexpected large
variability noted when deriving the mean corrections. This variability comes from the background
environment which is known to affect each profile differently.
b) Individual Corrections

Mean corrections made to the U. S. upper air measurements and the subsequent adjustments made to the
other radiosondes can be easily assimilated into the operational analysis and forecast models. But because
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- 131 of differences in the solar angles and the local radiative field mean corrections can not be used for direct
comparison of instruments. We present, however, individual correction profiles to illustrate the effects
of similar and different environmental conditions and variation in correction magnitude.
Nighttime Corrections

Examples for several locations are shown in Figure 2 (Wallops Island, Virginia, San Juan, Puerto Rico,
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, and Bismarck, North Dakota). A variety of cloud cover, from
clear, or only a few tenths of low clouds, to overcast was present. The correction profiles are noted to
be different in shape and magnitude with the possible exception of Figures 2b and 2c. The examples
shown are for nighttime, nonetheless, Figures 2b and 2c may be considered nighttime only at altitudes
above where the sun has set (e.g., about 100 hPa in Figure 2b and 50 hPa in Figure 2c).
Clearly, interpretation of the different corrections is of concern. The vertical temperature structure,
surface temperatures, and cloud cover are generally different and basically accounts for the variety of the
temperature correction profiles. The nighttime (long-wave) thermistor error should be small (negative or
positive, depending on clouds,vertical temperatures, etc). Given a colder atmosphere such as shown for
Bismarck in Figure 2a, the correction would be small [6] compared to the other locations shown in Figure
2. The Bismarck correction can be compared with the correction determined for March 20, 1987 during
a clear night over Wallops Island (Figure 2b). The correction is 0.3°C and 1.0°C at 100 hPa and 10 hPa,
respectively, for Bismarck and -0.2°C at 100 hPa and 2.0°C at 10 hPa for Wallops Island. The Wallops
Island radiosonde was illuminated by sunlight at levels below 100 hPa which accounts for the slightly
negative correction at 100 hPa. The larger correction at levels above 100 hPa apparently is the result of
the large emissivity of the sensor and the warmer vertical temperature structure observed in the upper
altitudes. We find in Figure 2c, the radiational error to be even larger at the sub-tropical site of San
Juan, Puerto Rico, on June 19, 1987 (e.g., -0.4°C at 100 hPa, but 2.5°C at 10 hPa). The layers at altitudes
below 50 hPa are in sunlight requiring a negative correction similar to Wallops Island. These results can
be contrasted to the White Sands Missile Range corrections obtained on June 17th, 1990 (Figure 2d).
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- 132 Daytime Corrections

Daytime corrections are more complex than nighttime corrections since the short-wave influence
modulates the long-wave influence discussed above. The correction profile is modulated by the different
amounts of short-wave error due to solar angle differences, cloud cover, and albedo. We find that the
daytime correction will differ at the same location at approximately the same solar angle due to the effects
of cloud cover. We demonstrate with the examples shown in Figure 3a through 3f the effect of solar
angles. The test data were obtained during February, April, and June but monthly differences are expected
to have little effect on the magnitude of the correction. Figures 3a-3f have a range of solar angles of from
8 degrees to 75 degrees at 100 hPa and a change in the correction from -0.6°C to -2.5°C. It is clear from
these examples that following the maximum correction (usually near 30 hPa), the correction begins to
decrease. If twilight is encountered, as in the example in Figure 3f, the correction becomes positive as
the terminator is crossed and increases as the radiosonde ascends into nighttime.
3.0 Conclusions
The existence of a measurable radiation error and of differences in radiation error between different
sensors has been demonstrated. Proper use of this information will result in a significant increase in the
usefulness of upper air measurements, certainly by making them more accurate.
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- 133 Results obtained with the NASA reference radiosonde show that rod-thermistor nighttime temperature
measurements must be increased while the daytime measurements must be decreased. This is generally
true, but exceptions have been noted to occur. It also was shown by the measurement data that the
correction profile varies with altitude. These exceptions are caused by the background infrared and solar
environmental conditions, i.e., cloud cover, albedo, surface temperature, vertical temperature structure, etc.
Thus, the mean corrections will improve the data consistency for use in analysis products, but have
sufficient variability, or uncertainty, that direct corrections would be more valuable when comparing
radiosonde types, or when reliable temperatures are required for known research applications.
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LINK RADIOSONDES FOR FUTURE WXO RADIOSONDE COMPARISONS
J. Nash
Meteorological Clf.fice,

Bracknell

The performance of the link radiosondes in Phases 1 to 3 of the WJ:O radiosonde
comparison is reviewed. Results from additional tests involving the UK RS3 and
AIR Intellisondes are used to provide supporting evidence on inconsistencies in
calibration and in infrared radiation errors. Possibilities for the future WKO
Radlosonde Comparison Program are outlined. The potential is considered of the
operational Swiss SRS-400 radiosonde and a "three thermistor" USA radiosonde as
link or reference radiosondes.
1.

Introduction
When the WXO Rad.iosonde Comparison Program recommenced in 1984, it was
split into more than one phase to allow a thorough investigation of not nore
than 6 radiosonde types in each phase. Problems of radiofrequency interference
between radiosondes operating at sindlar frequencies were limited by suitable
choice of participants for .a given phase. Radiosonde systems with nonportable
ground equipnent, e.g. the llK RS3 and the USSR AVK-1 systems participated at
host sites in different phases. The number of visiting team members at each site
was limited to less than 20 so that provision of accommodation and suitable
facilities did not becomE! too large a financial burden for the host during the
test. Phase 1 was hosted in the United Kingdom in 1984, Phase 2 in 1985 by the
USA and Phase 3 in 1989 by the US..<m. The tests are to be completed in 1992 when
Japan hosts a RAII/RAV Comparison. Results from the different phases must be
linked to provide a comprehensive picture of the systematic biases between the
observations of all widely used radiosonde types. These data are required far
numerical weather prediction, climatology and temperature remote sensing.
Link Radi..o.a~
Radiosondes able to measure temperature at a given height to :t 0.1 K in
all circumstances would have provided ideal reference observations for the
different phases. Reference radiosondes with this type of specification were
tested by WKO between 1968 and 1972. The temperature sensors were all made from
very thin wire. Systematic biases between si111Ultaneaus reference radiosonde
temperature observations in four separate VMO comparisons were substantially
larger than 0.2 K in about half the data sets. These systematic biases did not
increase as pressure decreased from 100 to 10 hPa. The standard deviations of
the differences at a given level were between 0.3 and 0.7 K, see Hooper<2>.
With hindsight, these standard deviations were too large for true reference
quality observations. For instance, t.he standard deviation of differences between
simul taneaus observations by t.he OK RS3 and Vaisala RS80 in 1989--91 have
usually been between 0. 1 and 0. 2 K from the surface up to 20 hPa. The reference
radiosondes were not used subsequently in WJ(() comparisons, Huovi1a<3>.
2.

The U.K. RS3 radiosonde was flown in a VKO Reference Comparison in 19'72,
<2>. The RS3 had a very thin tungsten wire temperature sensor designed to give
measurements of reference radiosonde quality at night. The speed of response of
the sensor was very fast to ensure that thermal lag errors were always much
less than 0.1 K during a flight. The tungsten wire absorbed too much solar
radiation to provide reference quality observations in daylifihL The RS3 began

- 135 operational use in 19'/8 and it was soon found that the random errors in the RS3
temperature and geopotential height observations were too large. The fault was
traced to a problem in the electrical connections to the temperature sensor and
was rectified in early 1981. This illustrated the importance of regular
operational use or large scale deployments if all the errors in potential
reference radiosonde designs are to be identified and eliminated
The RS3 system was not portable and could not be used to link the phases
of the WKO Radiosonde Comparison. Instead, Finland and the USA volunteered to
provide similar radiosondes for each ·phase. These radiosondes ,Vaisala RS80 and
VIZ 1392, had temperature sensors typical of the two types most widely used in
the Global Observing System since 1984. The link radiosondes produce operational
temperature and geopotential heigh.t observations of good reproducibility. 20
comparison flights should have allowed the syste:ua.tic error of the radiosonde
temperature sensor to be quantified with a standard error of less than± 0.1K
<2 s.d.) between the surface and about 30 hPa.
Reyie~ cf link radiosonde observatio~~
Long term support from the USA and .Finland to the WID Radiosonde
Comparison Program has enabled successful implementation of all three phases to
date, see Hash and Schmidlin <6> and Ivanov , et al.<4>. Comparisons between
link radiosonde temperatures at selected pressure levels are shown in Table 1.
The temperature observations diverged rapidly at pressures lower than 100 hPa at
night, but not always during the day. However, the consistency of the biases
between nighttime measurements in the three phases was similar to the
consistency found between earlier WMO Reference Radiosonde tests.

3.

Differences between AIR and Vaisa.la measurements in Phase 3 are included
in Table 1 as a check on VIZ :measurements. The AIR radiosonde used the same
temperature sensor as the VIZ radiosonde. The variation of AIR and VIZ
temperature errors as pressure decreases from 100 to 10 hPa was found to be
similar at night in SITE tests at Wallops Island. However, there was a
calibration bias [ AIR- V'IZJ of typically 0.4 Kat stratospheric temperatures,
<7>. Hence i t is deduced that VIZ nighttime observations between 150 and 30 hPa
in Phase 3 were probably low by 0. 3 ± 0. 1 K relative to VIZ 1392 performance in
the other WMO and SITE tests.
Table 1
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----·-·------·--1 ----·---------·--------------------·--1 ----·----------------------------1
I :NIGHT
I DAY ( solar elevation > 30°)
I
-------·--·----1 ------------.. -----------·------------1 ------·---·----------------------·--1

Pressure
<hPa)

I
I

Phl

Ph2

Ph 3

[Ph3ll

Phl

Ph2

Ph3

£Ph3J I

VIZ
VIZ
VIZ
*AIR I VIZ
VIZ
VIZ
*AIR I
-------------1 ------------------------------1 ------·------·--·------------------1
150
-0.3
-0.5
-1.1
-0.4 I 0.5
0.6
0.5
1.2

30
10

I

-1.1
-3.1

-1.2
-2.8

-1.8
-3.3

-1.0 I
-2.9 I

0.8
0.5

0.8
0.9

1.5
2.0

2.3
2.6

I

----·--------·-l------------------·------------l-------------·------------·-·--------1

* Subtract

0 . 4 ± 0.1 fron AIR data to make them equivalent to VIZ data.
Comparison of successive VIZ geopotential height observations shows
that day--night differences in VIZ measurements in Phase 3 were much larger
than in the other Phases. AIR observations had a very similar large daynight difference. This may have been due to higher back scattered solar
radi.ation or a bigger day-night variation in infrared conditions than in
Phases 1 and 2.
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Table 2
Cl:JDp.lu::1!2.WLbatlfeen simultaneous_ome.r.~ . .c.t... l..in.lLr:.adiosond.a
pressunL.Cb.fll..L_l_HZ:.:.-~laJ._,__..an.d, __ge_g..p_o:t.e_Iltia.J......heigh:L..<.ml_..l_~~J...

-----------l-----------------------1------------------------------------l
I [ VIZ-VaisalaJ

Pressure
<hP a)

pressure difference
day + night (h}la)
Ph 1
Ph 2
Ph3

I [ Vaisala -· radar]

I

geopotential height difference
day + night
(m)
Phl
Ph.2
Ph3
U[UKJ

-------------1 ---------------------------1 ·----· ----------------------------------------------1
700
1-0.4
-0.8
2.1
-10
-8
-17
-10
I
320
0.3
0.0
2.4
25 ±12*
9 ±4* -17 ±30*
I
100
0.5
0.2
1.3
40 ±25* 59 ±5*
13±100* 49±25*1
32
0.0
0.1
0.8
90
26
71
136
I
10
I 0.0
-0.3
0.8 I
94
16
243
380
I
-----------l-----------------------1------------------------------------l

*absolute error in the radar geopotential height observation,but not the
error in the observed difference. The standard errors (2 s.d.) introduced by
random height errors <mainly in the radiosonde observations at low pressures)
increased from ± 5m at 700 hPa, ± 20ID at 100 hPa to ±80m at 10 hPa.
*l Additional information from operational observati.ons in the U.K ..
The systematic biases between simultaneous link radiosonde pressure
observations are summarised in Table 2. Vaisala geopotential height observations
in the three phases arealso compared with simultaneous radar height
observations in Table 2. The three radars had quite different tracking accuracy
and should not be taken as equivalent. I~dar tracking errors did not increase
substantially as pressure decreased from 100 to 10 hl1 a, so the radar comparison
results are most si.gnificant for assessment of pressure sensor performance at
low pressures. It is deduced that Vaisala systematic pressure errors were
usually less than :!: 1.5 hPa at 100 hPa and were less than ± 0.8 hPa at pressures
lower than 32 hPa. At 10 hPa, Vaisaia pressure sensor perf'or111ance in Phases 1
and 2 did not differ by more than 0.2 hPa. However, in all comparisons since
1987 in the USA and UK ('1), Vaisala geopoten-tial heights have shown a more
positive bias < about 400 ± 100 .m> with respect to radar heights at 10 hPa, e.g.
see Table 2 for U.K. operational results. This indicates a difference between
1990/91 and Phases 1 and 2 of about -0.6 ± 0.2 hPa in Vaisala pressure
observations at 10 hPa. The VIZ pressure :measure:ments have ahrays been. less
reproducible than those of Vaisala measurements and have shown more scatter in
performance from test to test than the change in Vaisala observations <7>.
If radiosonde pressure observations were accurate to better than± 0.5 hPa
near the surface, ± 0.25 hPa at about 100 hPa and± 0.1 hPa at 10 hPa, reported
temperatures could be accurate to ±0.1 Kin the trop.ics and mid-latitudes.
Alternatively, geopotential h-eight observations need to be accurate to about ±
5.m near the surface, ± 16.m at 100 hPa, and :!: 50m at 10 hPa to achieve the ±0. 1 K
accuracy in reported temperature. The consistency of the present link radiosonde
pressure sensor observations has not been close to this standard.
4. EYIUuat ion of ni..ghtii.JttL. l..l.JJJt......tmuper~a:tu.x:.e..._u~Y.Il:tiol}.l;i__i.ILthe_Jl..Jt,_
The U. IL RS3 night time measurements have been compared. against bath Vaisala and

VIZ/ AIR observations in various tests between 1983 and 199L A selected summary
of results for lVaisa1a -- RS3J comparisons between 1984 and early 1991 are
presented in Table 3, A.ll data sets have IDore than 10 successtul twinflights.
Vaisala nighttime temperatures are corrected for infrared cooling by+0.3 K
at 30 hPa and +0.9 Kat 10 hPa for an ascent rate of 6 m.s- 1 • Without these
corrections but with Vaisala ther:ntal lafl' errors corrected. the [US3-Vaisalal
differences at 30 and 10 hpa fall wHbin ·.:t:O, ~::! K of' those at 150 hPa.
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Table 3
Conpar1.aruL. he.~Jil.l!IULtan.eous ll.b.6~.u:Ya:UJJlULQ..!.~x:a.1J.U:EL..JlU..
Uli.. ..RB.3..._-::-_..YJU..f2il..l.a.L.fcl.r.._~~d..-px:_e.saw:e.....Jm.nd.s......~

-·-------------1 -----------------------------·--------------------------1

Pressure <hPa)l 6T £U.K. RS3 - Vaisala RS80J

IIGHT

<K>

I

-----·-----------1 ------------------------------------------------------------1
16.84

5.87

2.90

6.90

9.90

12.90

2.91 I

--------------l----------------------------------------------------1
150
30
10

1-·0.4
1-0.6
1-1.4

-0.4
-0.6
-1.1

-0.7
-1.1
-1.6

-0.6

-0.8
-1.2

-0.5
-0.8
-1.4

-0.6

-0.6 I

-0.8
-1.2

-0.8 I
-1.4 I

-------------·-1 ------------------------------------------------------------I

The emissivity of the RS3 temperature sensor in the infrared is too small and
the heat transfer to the atmosphere too efficient to allow a significant
infrared heat exchange error in UKRS3 observations.Thus, it is concluded that
Vaisala infrared cooling errors are also negligible at these pressures and that
corrections are unnecessary. The systematic biases in Table 3 are :much more
consistent from test to test than those in the W:II:O Reference Radiosonde
comparisons. Furthermore, operational JOC:mi taring and additional comparison tests
during 1990/91 in the U.K. show that much of the variation in Table 3 was
associated with batch to batch variation in the Vaisala radiosondes. Observed
temperature biases from at least 10 Vaisala - RS3 twinflights at Crawley per
month are compared with variation in the bias of the Vaisala geopotential height
measurements relati.ve to ECM.VF first guess fields in Fig. 1. The relationship
between geopotential height bias and the temperature bias assumes that the
variation in Vaisala observations is due to cali.bration variations at about 220
K. Changes in Vaisala temperature sensor perfor~mnce from month. to month were as
large as 0. 3 K at about 220 K. A flaw in cal.ibration procedures in Helsinki has
been identified by Vaisala Oy and improved consistency is expected in future.
At night the VIZ/AIR temperature observations have significant infrared
heat exchange errors, Luers <5>. The change in the temperature difference [AIRUK RS3J between 150 and 10 hPa provides a measure of the infrared heat exchange
errors of the AIR ther.mistor, once thermal lag in the AIR measurements has been
compensated. This change is plotted in Fig.2 for each flight as a function of
atmospheric temperature at 10 hPa. Observations were obtained in winter 1990 and
1991 and also in September 1990. For a 10 K change in atDOspheric temperature at
10 hPa, the infrared error changed by about 0.? K on average. At 100 hPa, the
range of observed temperatures in the tests was smaller but the sensitivity of
the infrared errors to temperature change appeared to be about one third that at
10 hPa. Mean temperature profiles in Phases 2 and 3 of the VKO comparison were
very similar so that infrared errors at 10 hPa were also similar. This was
fortunate, but the variat:ion in temperature observations introduced by infrared
heat exchange li.m:i ts the effectiveness of VIZ/ AIR as link radiosondes.
5. M ..lH'e plan§

Hew radiosonde designs are proposed in China, CIS, India, Japan and USA.
Several of these s.hould be in regular operation by 1996/?, when another :major
comparison will probably become necessary. Subsidiary tests :may be necessary if
monitoring results suggest significant errors in specific national networks.
In 1990 the Swiss Meteorological Institute deployed a new operational
radiosonde, SRS--400, IIoegger et al. <1>. This has a very fine wire therl!IDcouple
sensor and a water hypso:meter pressure sensor. Thus, the SRS-400 has good
potential as a nightti:me temperature reference radiosonde. IDproved pressure
sensor performance at low pressures would also be an advantage over current link
radiosondes. Initial design faults have been identified during operational use

- 138 and rectified. The 5'RS-400 will be tested against the UIC RS3 radiosond.e in the
PREFRS <Potential Reference Radiosonde ) test at Crawley in February 1992.
The PREFRS test will also evaluate three thermistor radiosonde
observations, Sch:midlin<8>. If successful, these radiosondes will rectify the
variation introduced by the infrared heat exchange errors in current operational
temperature observations in the USA. The 3 thermistors should provide valuable
reference tenperature observations both at night and in the day.and also
esti:mates of the radlation :O.elds influencing the radiosondes during flight.
The Vaisala RSBO will remain a valuable link rad.iosonde, as long as its
limitations are recognised when used in comparison work.
It is probable that these three radiosonde types will have to provide the
:main link between the current w'MO Radiosonde Comparisons and the next set of
large scale tests. In the long term, i t nay prove cost effective to fly the
potential reference radiosondes :from a U.mited number of sltes within various
operational networks to provide high quality standards for checking the
performance of the cheaper operational rad.iosondes used in the national network.
References:
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PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW DIGITAL RADIOSONDE SYSTEM DFM 90

Albert Heuberger, Ludwig Wallrapp, S. Geiselbrecht, G. Ulbricht, S. Couronne
Fraunhofer-Institut fiir Integrierte Schaltungen
Wetterkreuz 13
D-8520 Erlangen

1. Introduction
The new DFM Digital Elexible and Modular radiosonde system has been developed for the use in
operational upper air soundings as well as in scientific applications. The radiosonde provides a
standard PTU configuration and, in addition, up to 5 capacitive and 5 resistive sensors with a user
selectable configuration of additional sensors. This article describes the principles of operation and
the results of a comparison with the radiosonde of the German weather service (DWD).
2. System description
The basic concept is the same as previously described in /1/, /2/ Major improvements concerning the
RC oscillators for data acqisition, the pressure sensor itself and the housing and mounting have been
made.
2.1 Radiosonde
All important functions are controlled by a microprocessor :
- Initialization before launch: Calibration data and configuration information for the sensors
are carried in a non-volatile memory (EEPROM) on the sonde and are transferred to the
ground station by an electrical interface right before launching
-Evaluation of the sensor dependent output frequency of two oscillators for data acquisition
- Flexible sensor configuration
- Generation of the digital modulation signal with error protection code
- Control of the narrowband (PLL synthesizer) and broadband 400 MHz transmitter
Fig. 1 shows the radiosonde with housing. Data acquisition board and the telemetry transmitter board
are mounted in sandwich configuration.
2.1.1 Pressure
For pressure measurement an improved Graw capacitive aneroid capsule is used. The inherent
sensivity to orientation and acceleration is reduced by a special mounting technique. Further the
temperature coefficient and its dependency on the pressure can be kept very low and reproducible due
to modifications to the fabrication process.
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Ai1

!wmiditv scnsnr

Fig. 1 : Photograph of the radiosonde with housing
The capacitance-to-frequency-converter is adapted to the single-ended capacitance output of the
capsule, i.e. the outer diaphragm can be grounded. The principle of this capacitance measurement is
accumulation of charge by switching from ground to supply voltage. A further advantage of this low
impedance measurement is a low sensivity to noise or RF telemetry power. The accuracy of the
oscillator is increased by two reference capacitances.
Calibration is performed at different temperatures. The pressure dependency of the temperature
coefficient is stored in the EEPROM in terms of polynomial coefficients.
2.1.2 Temperature
For temperature measurement a white coated, freely exposed bead thermistor is used. Although it is
potentially sensitive to parasitic shunt resistances, it has been chosen because of its high accuracy,
fast response and and low radiation sensivity due to the small surface.
The resistance-to-frequency-converter also uses two reference resistors to maintain the required
stability. It should be noted that this oscillator is also suitable for metal film temperature sensors (e.g.
platinum or chromium) with a 0°C resistance of more than 500 Q. With a Pt-1000 temperature sensor
an accuracy of 0.1 °C with a maximum power dissipation in the sensor of 10 )lW can be achieved.
As opposed to other radiosonde systems an absolute resistance measurement is possible to simplify
the adaptation of user specific sensors. For example, if the temperature/resistance transfer function
for a specific sensor is given, the temperature can be evaluated without the usual procedure of
introducing an additional resistance/frequency transfer function of the data acquisition system.
The advantages are that the sensor can be calibrated seperately from the data acquisition system and
standard sensors like PT-1000 or equivalent can be used.
This feature is realized by a special calibration technique without any additional expense in hardware.
2.1.3 Humidity
For humidity measurement a carbon hygristor and one resistance channel is used as shown above.
The sensor is mounted in an air duct to prevent wetting by raindrops. It comes along with the sonde
in a sealed package and has to be inserted before launching.
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The determination of wind speed and direction is implemented by using the Omega VLF
radionavigation system at 13.6 kHz in a differential mode. In the narrowband VLF receiver on the
radiosonde the advantages of switched capacitor filter technology (high selectivity and stability) are
utilized.
A multi-frequency Omega system including the Russian Sigma system is currently under
developement.
2.1.5 Other Parameters
The nature of the resistance-to-frequency-converter also allows an alternative measurement of
(negative) voltages. Adaption of ranges is achieved easily by resistive dividers. A typical application
can be monitoring of supply voltage etc.
Additionally a special input for frequency measurement is provided. This feature is very useful for
adaptation. of sensors with frequency output, e.g. ozone sensors.
The multi-channel measurement cabability of the radiosonde is summarized below :
parameter

(number)

range

sensor

a~~yrac~

temperature (1)

thermistor (NTC)

-80 ... +60 °C

±0,2 oc

pressure·

capacitive capsule

5 ... 1000 hPa ·

±0,5 hPa (<200 hPa)

(1)

rs;solution
0,01 oc
O;OlhPa

±1,0 hPa (>200 hPa)
humidity

(1)

resistance

(4)

capacitance
frequency

0,01%

500 n ... 200 kn

±5%
±0,2n1)

(5)

20 ... 300 pF

±5fF

0,02tF

(1)

15 bit
8 bit 3)

15 bit

voltage pos. (1)

13 Hz ... 400 kHz
2)

voltage neg. (5)

2)

8 bit 3)

15 bit

1) referred to

carbon hygrystor

5% ... 100%

o,o04 nl)

15 bit

1000 Q 2) depends on resistive divider 3) depends on voltage regulator

2.2 Ground statiQn
The ground station GK-90, as indicated in Fig. 2, contains all necessary systems for automatic
reception and evaluation of the radiosonde data according to the sensor configuration.
The received data are processed by an integrated, menu driven software package (see Fig. 3). The
user has access to the flexibility of the radiosonde via configuration software, which allows him to
define and calibrate up to 3 additional resistive or capacitive sensors and one frequency.
VLF

UHF

t"''ll---9round values

Keyboard

Fig. 2 : Block diagram of the ground station
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rrmdata PTU

Fig. 3 : Data processing software
3. Performance
The radiosonde has been tested with more than 20 night/day soundings together with the standard
radiosonde of the German weather service at the sounding station (AFE OberschleiBheim, Munich).
The accuracy of PTU and wind measurement of the DFM 90 has been validated to be well within the
WMO requirements.
As an example, Fig. 4 shows anT vs P plot for a typical sounding (04.07.91 12.00 GMT) of the
DFM 90 and the DWD radiosonde (RS 80).
The curve indicates good agreement between the two temperatures and, together with a cycle time of
1 sec, a faster response of the bead thermistor. Pressure difference is below 0,25 hPa and there is no
filtering or smoothing applied to the DFM temperature data.
The correction for radiation error is based on empirical tables accounting for height and incident angle
of the sun. The radiation error (2,5° C at 10hPa) is roughly the same as has been found out by
laboratory measurements /3/.
During the test soundings no significant differences in humidity measurements below 100 hP a level
could be observed. Above 100 hPa level humidity measurement is determined by the well known
limitation of the the carbon hygristor' s response to a minimum of 20 % even in the absence of any
humidity.
Testing and optimizing the sonde has been aided very much by its multi-channel capability. For
example, to find out the best mounting and position of the temperature sensor up to five temperature
sensors were used simultaneously
The wind data typically show a 1.75 m/s rms error (U,V components) compared to the Gematronik
balloon tracking radar. As a consequence of the 3 min smoothing for the Omega wind (compared to 1
min for the the radar), the measured profile of the DFM 90 does not resolve the complete fine
structure of the radar's wind profile.
Ozone soundings with additional temperature monitoring of the pump have been performed with the
OSE-4 ozone sonde (developed by the meteorological service of the former GDR). The accuracy and
speed of the DFM 90 data acquisition showed a great improvement in the vertical resolution of the
ozone profile.
4. Other applications
The data acquisition system of the radiosonde can also be extended by a display/memory module to
an autonomous measurement system. An additional microcontroller takes on the task of computing
the physical values, displaying them on a liquid crystal display (LCD) and of storing the data in non
volatile memory (128 kByte EEPROM).
Data acquisition and storage are controlled by a real time clock. To save battery power, the system is
switched off between these configurable measurement cycles.
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Fig. 4 : Plot of Temperature vs Pressure --- DFM 90 -- RS 80 vert.: 10 • C /div hor : log P (hPa)
The display/memory mcxlule can easily be dismounted and connected to another computer in order to
transfer the collected data for further processing.
Several applications are possible :
-Precision barometer/thermometer (e.g. for ground values)
- Miniature weather station for temperature, humidity and wind with data logger
- Monitoring of environmental conditions for storage or transport
5. Summary
The performance and test results of the newly developed radiosonde system DFM 90 have been
shown. The accuracy of PTU and wind measurements is within WMO requirements. In standard
PTU/wind configuration the radiosonde is a cost effective instrument for operational use Because of
its short measurement cycle, its flexibility and multi-channel capability it is also a valuable tool for
complex scientific applications.
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Abstract
A thin-film type sensor with a low radiation error was developed within a project, funded by the
BMVg of Germany. The sensor is described. To prove the radiation error, a simulation chamber
for the laboratory was developed. The specifications of the chamber are presented. Results of
temperature tests in the chamber are shown. A measurement of the radiation error carried out in
the laboratory is compared with in-flight results.

!.Introduction
The general intention of the project was to elaborate a concept for a "radiosonde of new
technology". For the temperature measurement with an accuracy of ±0,2K the existing
solutions were thought to be not exact enough due to the radiation error. A better sensor was
attempted to be developed. In consequence of theoretical estimations minaturization was not
considered as a solution because of handling problems of a sufficient small sensor. Therefore the
conditions of absorption and heat contact to the air were explored. Materials with high
transparency have nearly no absorption, glass e.g. for the greatest part of the solar radiation. To
pick up the temperature of the glass (or comparable substrate materials) a resistor consisting of
thin metal lines deposited by thin film methods on the glass substrate were planned. Geometric
and material parameters were varied to minimize the absorption and to optimize the heat transfer
to the environment.
The second great problem of the project was to prove of the radiation error. Because of the time
restrictions of the project a concentration on intercomparing tests in space was not possible.
Additionally,. test conditions with an accuracy at least equal to the specified accuracy of the
tested sensor were required from the point of view of measuring technique. Therefore it was
decided - despite the expected problems to be solved - to build a test chamber in the laboratory.
A test chamber has the additional advantage that the simulation parameters can be changed
independently so that the specific reaction of the sensor can be studied. For example to confine
the solar radation locally and to switch it off opened the possibility to establish reference
conditions. The specifications of the chamber are given in chapter 3.
The simulation chamber was developed in cooperation with an industrial partner (WEISS
Klimatechnik).

2.

Description of the sensor layout.

Fig. 1. shows the principal configuration of the sensor and the mounting facility which was used
for the test in the simulation chamber. The sensor chip consisted of a transparent substrate and a
restive metal path in form of a maander. The dimensions of the sensor were about 20*8*0,5
mm3. The varied parameters were the substrate material (glass, quartz or sapphire), the form of
the resistor paths (Ni) and the covering film of the resistor (Cr in its function as a good radiation
reflector).
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3.

Description of the simulation chamber.

A sketch of the simulation chamber is shown in fig. 2. A cylindrical vacuum vessel which is
thermally isolated against the surrounding is temperature-controlled via a tube system through
which a liquid of a defined temperature is pumped. Inside the vessel a second chamber is
mounted which is again controlled to the same temperatur as the outer walls. The inner chamber
has a special prepared black surface to avoid reflections of the solar radiation and to provide a
maximal radiation equilibrium in the infrared. Two shutters at opposite sides of the chamber
allow to open a transparent window to couple in the solar radiation and to monitor the radiation.
The shutters are temperature controlled too. A ventilator which is driven by a revolution
controlled motor (M) produces wind velocities up to 5 m/ s in a channel of at least 10 cm
diameter around the chamber axis. The temperature controlled sphere protects a possible radiation input in the chamber coming from the ventilator. The wind velocity was calibrated with
a laser anemometer. The system is able to guarantee (under stationary conditions) an air
temperature inside a volume of about 1 dm3 of ± 0.1 K in the pressure range down to 5 hPa.
The temperature gradient between all parts inside the chamber is below ±0,2 K.
The light source for the solar radiation is a metal vapour lamp with a similar energy distribution
of radiation as the sun.

Data of the simulation chamber:
Test volume at disposal:
Minimal pressure:
Temperature:
Humidity:
Wind:
Solar radiation:

4.

Cylindrical, diameter and length about 50 cm
2 hPa
- 70°C to + 40°C, accuracy ;5; I ±0,2 I K
Above ooc 5% to 95% and dew-point above 2°C, below ooc no
simulation until now except constant 100%
0 to 5 m/s in a channel of about 10 cm diameter, for higher
pressure than 10 hPa up to 9 m/ s
In a channel of about 5 cm diameter 1.35 kW/m2; restriction: wind
and solar radiation directions perpendicular; that means a certain
complication for a test of not axial symmetric sensors.

Measuring results.

4.1 Remarks concerning calibration
All used temperature sensors, thermoelements, resonant quartz sensors and thinfilm sensors were
calibrated inside the chamber under stationary conditions relative to a precalibrated quartz thermometer during the absence of solar radiation. To monitor the simulation conditions inside the
chamber in the vicinity of the test sensor several thermoelements were mounted, some of them
outside the illuminated area of the solar radiation. The energy input by switching on the
radiation beam did not change the temperature inside the chamber.

4.2 Measured radiation error
Compared to all tested sensors the thinfilm sensor (according to fig. 1.) with the following
properties had the lowest radiation error: glas substrate, Ni-resistor covered with a Cr-film,
maanderpaths 201-'m broad and 0,5J.tm thick with a distance of 300J.tm. Typical results are shown
in fig. 3. The measuring arrangement is indicated in the upper right part of the figure. Curve 6
shows that during radiation the temperature does not rise. The thermoelement illuminated by the
sun (curve 3) is heated very strongly. The thinfilm sensor with the fine maander (curve 4) has a
radiation error below 1K (pressure 9 hPa). The thinfilm sensor with 100J.tm distant maander
paths (curve 8) has a radiation error of about 2K.
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The direction of radiation was parallel to the normal of the sensor plane. In this position the
radiation error has a maximum. The dependence of the radiation error on the incident angle of
the radiation is shown in fig. 4. (parameters: glas and quartz substrate, air temperature -40°C
pressure 5 hPa, wind 0 or 4,5 m/s respectively).
If we come back to curves 4 and 8 of fig. 3. and realize that the difference in the measured
tempertures is caused by the radiation, this difference can be used to reconstruct the genuine
temperature.

The curves in fig. 3. also give information about the time constant. Even the very thin
thermoelements have 199-constants of about 80s at a pressure of 9 hPa and a wind of 5 m/s, the
thin film sensor around 50s. A reduction of the time constant is possible by using a thinner
substrat (here 0,5 mm).
In order to rate the performance of the developed thin film sensor a first comparison was made
in the test chamber with a thermistor which is used on radiosondes. The result is shown in fig.
5. The thermistor, a white coloured spere of about 0,5 mm diameter with two contacting wires
had a radiation error of about lK (pressure 25 hPa, wind velocity 6 m/s). The radiation error of
the thin film sensor is clearly lower. (In fig. 5. only the relativ change of the curves has to be
taken in account). The time constants are comparable. The radiation conditions are comparable
with that around noon.
Data are available from comparative measurements on July 4th, 1991, 13:00 UTC in Munich
between the V AISALA RS 80 son de and a new sonde developed by Dr. GRAW Mefigedite
GmbH & Co. The Dr. GRAW sonde carried a thermistor of the above tested type. At the 25
hPa level raw data of the Dr. GRAW sonde were about 2K higher than the radiation corrected
values of VAISALA. This difference corresponds very roughly with the measured radiation
error in the laboratory. A more exact statement is not appropriate as detailed informations for a
serious comparison are not available.

5.

Some consequences for a new radiosonde

No chance is seen to reduce the radiation error below the specified measuring accuracy of 0,2K.
A correction will be necessary in any case. A double sensor seems to be a solution. A new telemetry system should provide a couple of different channels to be flexible in using new sensor
in the future. Integrated electronics allow such a flexible solution. A flat sensor mounted on a
sonde mounted in vertical position can further reduce the radiation error specially in the critical
case of high sun elevation.

6.

Conclusion.

The presented thin film sensor promises minimal radiation errors. The limits of development
especially concerning the substrate transmissivity, the dimensions and material of the
manderpaths are not yet reached.
The test chamber in its actual development status provides new means to calibrate the radiation
error, the temperature time constant and the dependence on pressure and wind velocity. A
completion to simulate the whole humidity range is possible, but not yet done.
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Fig. 1
Configuration of the thinfilm sensor
and its mounting facility

Fig. 2
Configuration of the simulation chamber
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SOLAR AND INFRARED TEMPERATURE CORRECTION STUDIES WITH A
SPECIAL V AISALA RS80-RADIOSONDE

V. Antikainen and H. Turtiainen
Vaisala Oy, Finland

1

INTRODUCTION

The radiation error is undoubtedly the largest error component in radiosonde temperature
measurements. The error results when a temperature sensor is cooled below or heated above the
ambient air temperature by radiative heat exchange. The radiation error has two independent
components: solar and infrared radiation error. The magnitude of the solar component, caused by the
heating effect of solar radiation, depends mainly on solar elevation angle. Ascent rate of the sonde
and albedo have some effect also. The infrared component is determined by the infrared (thermal)
radiation balance between the sensor and the atmosphere. Its magnitude varies more than that of the
solar component, depending in a complicated way on factors such as surface temperature, cloud
cover and temperature profile of the atmosphere.
Minimization of the radiation error has been one of the main design criteria of Thermocap®,
the temperature sensor of Vaisala RS80 radiosonde. It is achieved by small sensor dimensions and
by coating the sensor with a highly reflective aluminum coating. A specific feature of Thermocap® is
that the infrared component of the radiation error is much smaller than the solar component. This has
made it possible to develop a relatively simple and still accurate radiation correction scheme, in which
the magnitude of the correction is determined by the solar elevation angle and the ascent rate of the
sonde. In Vaisala sounding systems the radiation correction is done automatically in the ground
equipment.
The radiation correction of RS80 has been developed using several different experimental
techniques. These include:
- comparison with a thin wire reference sensor using dual :flights
- comparison with a blackened sensor using dual :flights
- day-night height differences of constant pressure level surfaces
-international radiosonde intercomparisons.
The final adjustments of the correction table have been based on the day-night height differences of
constant pressure levels from the Finnish sounding stations. An example of this data is shown in fig.
1: monthly averages of day-night height differences at 100 hPa level from 1984 to 1990. It can be
seen that the average day-night difference has been constant since 1984 and the standard deviation of
the difference has decreased. This shows that the radiation error of RS80 has not changed, while the
repeatability of the sonde has constantly improved.
2

THE RS80/3T-SONDE

Schmidlin et. al. [1 ,2] have developed a special radiosonde for radiation error studies. The
measurement method is based on the use of three temperature sensors, identical except for their
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coatings. The different spectral responses of the sensor coatings enable computation of radiation
errors from the sounding data. In V aisala it was felt that the three-sensor method would complement
the techniques used to study the radiation error of RS80-sonde in a useful way, and perhaps even
help to refine the existing radiation correction table. Therefore RS-80/3T, a special version ofRS80radiosonde with three temperature sensors, was developed.
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Fig. 1. Monthly averages of day -night height differences of the lOO hPa constant pressure level of the
Finnish sounding stations,1984-90.
The temperature and the humidity sensors of RS80-sonde are installed in a sensor boom
projecting out of the sonde body. The whole boom is coated with a reflecting coating. The modified
sonde, RS80/3T, has three sensor booms with different coatings, see fig. 2. The measuring
electronics is identical with the standard sonde, except that the humidity and internal temperature
sensors have been replaced by two extra temperature sensors. As RS80/3T has no internal
temperature sensor, which in the standard sonde is used for temperature compensation of the pressure
sensor, the accuracy of the pressure measurement is somewhat decreased. However, the accuracy
(approx.± 2 hPa) is sufficient in this application.
The sensor coatings must be selected so that their emissivity and solar absorptivity have a
sufficient spread. The coatings used in RS80/3T-sonde are 1) standard Thermocap® coating, 2)
aluminum paint and 3) black paint. The emissivities and absorptivities of the coatings, determined by
laboratory measurements, are shown in table 1.
The computation of the true air temperature and the radiation errors is based on the heat
transfer equations for the three sensors. These can be expressed as [1]:
, where i

= 1,2,3

(1).

His the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/K); T is the true air temperature (K); Tt. Tz
and T3 are the temperatures of sensors 1, 2 and 3 (K); q, E2 and E3 are the emissivities and 'Yl· "f2 and
'Y3 the solar absorptivities of sensors 1, 2 and 3, respectively; A is the area of the sensor (m2); R and
S are the incident powers of infrared and solar radiation (W), respectively; and cr is Stefan-Boltzmann
constant.
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Table 1. Emissivity E and solar
absorptivity y for the three coatings
used.

y

Coating
Standard
Aluminum paint
Black paint

0.02
0.26
0.50

0.12
0.27
0.75

Fig.2. RS80/3T-sonde.
The convective heat transfer coefficient H can be computed with sufficient accuracy using
expressions [3 ,4]:
H=kNuA/2r

(2)

Nu = 0.184 + 0.324 Re0.5 + 0.291 ReX
x = 0.247 + 0.0407 Re0.168

(3),

where k is the thermal conductivity of air (W/Km), Nu is the Nusselt number, r is the radius of the
sensor (m) and Re is the Reynolds nwnber.
We then have three equations and three unknowns (T, R and S), permitting us to solve the
true air temperature:

T=

(H-&:tATl}rl

Et

(H-&:2A~}r2

Yl

E2

Y2

E3
H EtYt

Y3

(H-&:3Alj}r3

H E2Y2
H E3Y3

(4).

When T is known, the radiation enors of the three sensors can be computed simply as
differences between the sensor and the true air temperature.
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3

PRELIMINARY SOUNDING RESULTS

The first series of soundings with RS80/3T consisted of twelve flights, four of them during
night. The solar elevation angles in the daylight soundings - due to the time of year (October) - were
low, varying from 5° to 25°. The balloons used were Totex 1200 g, the average ascent rate being 5-6
m/s. The ground equipment consisted of an antenna, a 400 MHz receiver, a Vaisala PP12A PTUprocessor and a Macintosh II - microcomputer with a special software written for the RS80/3Tsonde. A summary of the results is shown in table 2.
Table 2. Results of the first sounding series of RS80/3T. The upper value is the measured
radiation error, the lower (in italics) the value indicated by the RS80 correction table. The values
shown in bold are statistically more representative (three or more soundings) than the values shown
in plain (one or two soundings).
solar
elev.

p (hPa)
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7
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-1.1
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0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
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0.0
0.3

0.0
0.4

0.0
0.5

0.0
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5

0.0

0.2
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1.0

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the first series of soundings - due to the small number of flights and the limited
range of solar elevation angles covered- are by no means definitive. Yet the repeatability of the
results is good enough for drawing some preliminary conclusions concerning the radiation correction
ofRS80.
In general the results of the daylight soundings are in good agreement with the existing
radiation correction table. At pressures above 10 hPa the measured radiation errors are slightly lower
than the correction table indicates. More flights are needed to ascertain if this is purely statistical
variation or resulted from e.g. the thermal wake of the balloon.
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The measured night radiation errors are smaller than the values of the correction table. This
suggests that the infrared radiation error of RS80 may be even smaller than has been assumed. If this
is true, there is a small systematic error in the nighttime temperatures of RS80 above 50 hPa. On the
other hand, a practically negligible infrared radiation error explains the fact that the relatively simple
radiation correction method of RS80, based on solar elevation angle and ascent rate of the sonde,
gives results with very good repeatability. What a great benefit this is, becomes obvious when
compared with a sensor with a high infrared radiation error. Luers [3] has studied the radiation error
of a rod thermistor coated with white paint and finds that it may vary more than 2 °C, both at night
and at daylight, depending on factors such as surface temperature and emissivity, cloud cover and
atmospheric temperature profile. For example a change of 10 °C in the atmospheric temperature at 10
hPa level causes a change of 0.7 °C in the thermistor, while the corresponding effect upon
Thermocap® is less than 0.02 °C. In practice this means that it is not possible to develop a simple,
generally applicable radiation correction for a thermistor coated with paint, because the magnitude of
radiation error depends e.g. on season and on geographic location.
The soundings will be continued to attain better statistics and to cover the whole range of solar
elevation angles. Especially the night radiation error will be studied under different conditions
(surface temperature, cloud cover, higher stratospheric temperature) to confirm the findings of the
first sounding series.
It should be noted that the possible effect of the thermal wake of the balloon is not observed in
the three-sensor soundings. By contrast, when radiation error is studied using day-night height
differences, as was done in developing the RS80 radiation correction, the thermal wake component is
included. Therefore it will be necessary to complement the three-sensor studies with measurements of
the thermal wake effect before making any modifications to the radiation correction table. An
additional series of test sounding for this purpose has been initiated.
The RS80/3T-sonde was found to be a good tool for infrared and solar radiation correction
studies. However, the potential uses of RS80/3T are wider: the proven good performance and
repeatability of Thermocap® combined with the three-sensor method to eliminate radiation error make
it useful in all applications where exceptionally accurate atmospheric temperature measurements are
needed - e.g. as a temperature reference sonde.
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EVALUATION OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS FROM
3-THERMISTOR REFERENCE RADIOSONDE
James K. Luers
University of Dayton Research Institute
Francis Schmidlin
NASA GSFC/WALLOS Flight Facility
The multi-sonde radiosonde has been developed at NASA Wallops Flight Facility as a reference
instrument to measure the temperature of the atmosphere [1]. The instrument utilizes three rod
thermistors, each prepared with a different surface coating, to deduce the temperature of the air. The
white (standard), black, and aluminum paint coatings each have different absorption and emission
properties. Thus, each thermistor provides a somewhat different temperature measurement as the
radiosonde rises through the atmosphere. The three different temperature measurements allow a system
of heat balance equations to be solved simultaneously for the temperature of the air m, and for the solar
(S) and infrared irradiation (R) of the thermistors [2].
The heat balance equation for the standard rod thermistor (used in most National Weather
Service radiosondes) has been derived by Luers [3] as:
4

2

clT
= mc __
s

dfW

-H(Ts -T) A -aesATs +esR +asS +21trwkw-d Is

1=0

dt

(1)

A similar derivation for the aluminum and black rod thermistors with solar absortivity aa, ab and
emissivity ea, eb respectively, gives two additional heat balance equations (Eq. 2 and Eq. 3). The
Convective heat transfer coefficient isH, T5 , Ta, Tbare the temperatures of the standard, aluminum, and
black thermistors, l, m, A, and C, the length, mass, crosssectional area, and specific heat of the
thermistor, and TW' rw, and~ the temperature, radius and thermal conductivity of the lead wires.
The air temperature, T, is determined by solving Equations 1-3 simultaneously for the unknowns
T, R, and S. The temperature correction is then calculated for the standard thermistor as ~T = T5 -T.

1.

The 3-Thermistor Radiosonde

The error in the measurement of the temperature correction, ~T, using the 3-thermistor
radiosonde arises as a result of errors in each of the parameters in Equations 1-3. The error in the
temperature correction resulting from errors in the first four terms of Equations 1-3 was determined by
introducing perturbations of specified amounts -into each parameter and assessing the effect on the
calculated value of ~T. The results are shown in Table 1.

~
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TABLE 1
A THREE EQUATION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: DAY FLIGHTS
Error in Temperature Correction for Standard
White Thermistor Resulting from Errors in Other Parameters (0C)
AIt
(Km)
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0.1
0.1
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0.3
0.3
0.3

<O.t
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

±·05

A

The remaining sources of error come from the last two terms of Equations 1-3, the conduction
term, and the lag (unsteady state) term. Although the magnitude of the conduction and Jag terms are
significant when compared to other terms in the equations, it can be shown that errors in the calculation
of these terms make a negligible contribution to the error in of the correction ilT.
The sensitivity analysis results indicate that the significant sources of error in the temperature
correction arise from errors in the temperature measurements, Ta and Ts, and for the day flights, the
solar absorbtivity of the aluminum thermistor, aa. The sensitivity of the absorbtivity of the aluminum
thermistor to the temperature correction requires that its value be known to an accuracy greater than
±0.05 from laboratory testing. The error in Ta and T9 are generally random in nature and can be
smoothed with altitude to derive an accurate mean correction. The resulting smoothed temperature
correction profile should be accurate to ±0.3°C.

2.

Model Predicted Temperature Correction

The temperature correction for the standard radiosonde thermistor can also be estimated by a
modeling technique. The solar and infrared energy irradiating the thermistor under the environmental
conditions that exist during a radiosonde flight are predicted using the LOWTRAN7 atmospheric
transmission code. These predictions of R and S are then used in the heat transfer equation for the
standard thermistor (Equation 1) to solve for the atmospheric temperature (and thus the temperature
correction).
The total radiation absorbed by the thermistor, £5 R+a 5 S, including both the solar and infrared
components, is given by:

esR +ass=

[Je JI(A.,S,~)a.(A.)Ap(S)a'AdSd~

(4)

lJ>

where: I(A.,e,q,) is the intensity of radiation of wavelength A. irradiating the thermistor from the
direction whose azimuth angle is q,, and elevation angle is e, a(A) is the wavelength dependent
absorption coefficient of the U1ermistor and Ap(8) is the average presented area of the cylindrical rod
thermistor during one revolution as viewed from the direction e.
The wavelength dependent absorbtivity of the standard radiosonde thermistor has been
determined from laboratory measurements. The average presented area is calculated to be that of a
cylinder as a function of view direction. The intensity of radiation I(A.,e,q,) is derived by running the
LOWTRAN7 atmospheric transmission code under the specified environmental conditions associated
with the radiosonde flight.

3.

Radiation Temperature Errors
The LOWTRAN7 atmospheric transmission model calculates the irradiation of the thermistor as

a function of wavelength at a given altitude from a specified direction, as a function of environmental
conditions. The total irradiation of the thermistor is calculated by integrating the irradiation along all
azimuths and elevation angles and over all wavelengths. Details of the method are described in Luers
[3]. The LOWTRAN7 input consists in specifying, environmental parameters that define the earth
atmosphere and surface. The basic parameters that must be specified are atmospheric profiles of
pressure, temperature, humidity and ozone, the ground temperature and albedo (for each wavelength
band), the solar zenith angle, and the profiles of aerosols in the boundary layer, troposphere, and
stratosphere. These parameters can be specified directly, or default standard atmosphere type profiles
that are built into the code may be used. Optional input allows the program to calculate irradiance
under cloud cover conditions including cirrus clouds.
A sensitivity analysis has been conducted to establish the influence of all parameters in
Equations 1 or 4 on the predicted temperature correction. The results are summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4
ERROR IN TEMPERATURE CORRECfiON FOR STANDARD (WHITE)
THERMISTORS RESULTING FROM ERRORS IN OTHER PARAMETERS
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*Minimum versus Maximum Profiles
The error associated with the cross sectional area of the thermistor (A) and the heat transfer
coefficient (H) may contribute 0.1 to 0.2 degrees to the error in the temperature correction when the
correction (.1T) itself is large (several degrees). Several other variables may also contribute 0.1 to 0.2 to
the error in the correction. The most significant factors that could influence the error are poor estimates
of cloud cover and cirrus clouds. The temperature corrections may change by more than 1oc between
a clear and overcast day (or night) as well as a cirrus free versus heavy cirrus overcast. Since cloudy
parameters (especially cirrus) require some subjectivity in deducing, their contribution to the error in
the temperature correction could be significant. Nonetheless, on clear days this error source will be a
minimum and the modeling technique should be capable of predicting the temperature correction
accurately to perhaps 0.2° to 0.4°C.
In comparing the accuracy of the temperature correction derived from the modeling technique
with that measured by the multi-thermistor radiosonde, it should be noted that the parameters
influencing the error in the temperature correction are very different with the two methods.
Consequently, if agreement is good between the corrections derived from the two different methods,
there is good confidence that the profiles are measuring absolute temperature.
4.

Results

The temperature corrections for two night flights at Bismarck, North Dakota, and two day flights
at White Sands, New Mexico, are shown in Figures 1-4. Figure 1 shows a Bismarck night flight under
clear sky conditions with a surface temperature of 251 oK. The predicted temperature corrections, using
LOWTRAN7 to estimate the radiation environment for the nighttime conditions, show the very same
trends as the 3-thermistor measured corrections. The noise in the measured profile is the result of the
random error in the temperature measurements of the VIZ analog sonde. A bias of 0.2° to 0.3°K exists
between the two profiles. The cause of this small bias is not yet known, but could be a calibration error,
error in the emissivity of the aluminum sensor, or an error in any of the other parameters of Tables 1
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measurement accuracy of each system. Further analysis is underway to identify and remove this small
bias.
Figure 2 is a Bismarck night flight with a 9/10 altocumulus cloud deck. The cloud top
temperature was interpreted from the radiosonde profile to be 243°K. Using this value in the
LOWTRAN7 model as the lower boundary, the predicted temperature error is shown to agree very
favorably with the 3-thermistor measured profile.
Figures 3 and 4 show the temperature corrections for two summer day flights at White Sands,
NM. For the clear day flight of 14 June 1991, the predicted and measured profiles agree very favorably
up to 20 km. Above 20 km, the predicted correction shows a bias of 0.2~ to 0.4° from the measurements.
Though the cause of the bias is not certain, it more likely is the result of an inaccurate estimation of the
radiation budget in the prediction technique than an inaccuracy in the 3-thermistor measurements. Even
though the discrepancies are within the theoretical error tolerances of the two systems, further analysis
is underway to identify the error sources and correct as best possible. For example, improved estimates
of thermistor dimensions, a more accurate heat transfer coefficient, or a more accurate thermistor
calibration may further improve these comparisons.
Figure 4 shows the correction profile comparisons for a day flight with 9/10 altocumulus cloud
deck. The cloud top temperature was deduced to be 279°K. The model predicts the temperature
correction to be about 0.4°K above that measured by the 3--thermistor radiosonde at altitudes above 15
km. Again, both profiles show the same trends in the data. The predicted correction could be
overestimating the irradiation of the thermistor if there is a cirrus layer above the altocumulus deck.
5.

Conclusions

The 3-thermistor sonde and prediction model show agreement within the theoretical accuracies
of the two systems when predicting the temperature correction of the standard VIZ rod thermistor. In
both day and night flights, under clear and cloudy conditions, the two techniques agree on the
temperature correction to within 0.4°K. The largest source of error is known to be in predicting the
radiation environment of the thermistor under partially cloudy and cloudy conditions with and without
the presence of cirrus clouds.
The 3-therrnistor radiosonde should perform with equal accuracy in measuring the temperature
correction under any cloud condition. Recent inprovements to decrease the noise error in the
temperature measurements of the 3-thermistor radiosonde by utilizing digital electronics promise to
further improve the capability of the 3-therrnistor radiosonde. Ultimately with this new system the 3thermistor radiosonde should be capable of measuring temperature, at any altitude, (0-35km) to an
absolute accuracy of 0.2K and possibly even better.
6.
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BACKGROUND
Members of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) recognize that it is
of prime importance to provide high quality and compatible meteorological and
hydrological data.
International and regional intercomparisons are one important
method to evaluate and compare the accuracy and performance of meteorological
instruments and new methods of observation.
The WMO Solid Precipitation
Measurement Intercomparison,
initiated in 1985, was one such international
intercomparison.
Its goal was to assess national methods of measuring solid
precipitation against methods whose accuracy and reliability were known, including
past and current procedures, automated systems and new methods of observation.
Countries which have participated in the experiment, and submitted data for
analysis for at least one winter season, include: Bulgaria, Canada, China,
Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, India, Norway, Russia, Sweden,
United Kingdom, USA, and recently, Romania.
The Intercomparison was designed to: determine the wind related errors in
national methods of solid precipitation measurement, including consideration of
wetting and evaporation losses; derive standard methods for correcting solid
precipitation
measurements;
and,
introduce
a
reference
method
of
solid
precipitation measurement for general use to calibrate any type of precipitation
gauge. Unlike some WMO intercomparisons, this experiment is being conducted by
Members at sites selected in their own country or region.
Field studies were
started by some countries during the 1986/87 winter.
The last official field
season was to have been 1991/92. However, warm winters in several countries have
resulted in a reduced number of snow events; thus, the organizing committee agreed
to extend the intercomparison to 1992/93 to have a larger data base of solid
precipitation measurements.
The committee aims to complete the final report for
WMO during 1993.
It is expected that some countries will continue the
intercomparison to meet their own needs.
Determination of the reference standard for the snowfall intercomparison was
critical. After reviewing all possible methods (bush shield, double fence shield,
forest clearing, snow board measurement, dual-gauge approach) the organ1z1ng
committee designated the octagonal vertical double-fence shield (with Tretyakov
gauge) as the Intercomparison Reference (DFIR).
Specifications are given in
(2, 11).
An artificial shield was selected, since natural bush sheltering could
not be found in all climatic regions which should be studied.
Continuing
assessment of the DFIR as a reference standard is required, particularly if

- 162 results of this intercomparison are to be used to correct winter precipitation
measurements to create spatially and temporally compatible data sets.
REVIEW OF THE INTERCOMPARISON
A summary of the progress by each reporting country is given in (12).
Initial research results are also available in (3,4,6,8,10).
A brief summary of
significant results is given here to provide the scientific community with an idea
of the magnitude of differences in measurements between precipitation gauges.
One evaluation station has been operated in Germany at Harzgerode since
December 1, 1986. Initial results for the first four winter seasons show the
percentage catch of the Hellmann gauge (German National Standard) to be between
46% (snow only) and 96% (rain) compared to the DFIR (Table 1). For snow only
events, the unshielded Hellmann gauge measured 23%-67% of the DFIR.
Table 2
summarizes the mean catch by wind speed class for snow only events.
For the study
period 21% of the precipitation was snow only; 49% occurred as mixed snow and
rain. The need to assess the performance of gauges during mixed precipitation
events is recognized as an important challenge for all participants.

Table 1: Percentage catch compared to DFIR for selected
precipitation gauges at Harzgerode, Germany (December-March

1986-1990) (12).
I Precipitation
I
Type
I

I Number I
I of cases I
I
I

l_______ l

TRET
%

HELLM I HELLM
unsh. I sh.
%
%
I

AUTOM.
gauge
%

METRA
%

I______ I__________

I
I
I
!Snow
I
67
I 62.9
46.0
!Snow with rain I
45
I 69.7
64.0
!Rain with snow I
69
I 91.8
92.4
!Rain
I 139
I 92.4
96.1
I
I
I
Note: TRET-Tretyakov;HELLM unsh.-Hellmann
Hellmann shielded; AUTOM. gauge-Automatic

I
I
I
I
I

65.1
76.7
96.8
99.0

42.9
58.5
89.4
93.6

39.0
52.3
83.5
90.2

1---,--- ______

unshielded;HELLM sh. gauge; METRA-automatic gauge.

Table 2: Percentage Catch of Comparison Gauges Relative to DFIR (%)
as a Function of Wind Speed for Snow Only Events, Harzgerode
Germany,December-March 1986-1990 (12).
!Mean Windl Number Mean Airl TRET
HELLM IHELLM
AUTOM.
METRA
Speed lof cases
remp I
unsh I sh.
gauge
%
%
(m/s)
I
(°C)
I %
%
I %
I
I _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

I
I
I o.o-1.0 I
I 1.1-2.o I
I 2.1-3.o 1
I
I
I

I

3.1-4.0
4.1-5.o
>5.1

1
1
1

I

2
17
17
21
8
2

I
-12.9 I 85.7
-6.3 I 85.7
-4.3 I 82.8
-3.2 1 49.3
-2.5 1 54.3
.6 1 32.6
I

I
57.1 I 85.7
0.0
57.1
67.2 I 88.5
57.0
60.2
64.6 I 73.7
55.5
59.2
40.9 1 63.6
30.7
30.5
29.5 I 48.2
41.7
24.2
22.8 I 47.8
26.1
19.6
I _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- 163 Finland has operated the test site at Jokioinen for the intercomparison of
the national gauges from the Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden.
Twenty-one gauges are being tested at this site (12).
Sums of solid
precipitation over 12 winter months (1988-1991) showed differences up to 39%
compared to the DFIR.
The results show that for the unshielded Hellmann gauge
used in Denmark, the deficit is higher than the deficit for the other countries'
shielded gauges.
This is similar to the results for Germany.
Wetting loss and
evaporation from the gauges were also assessed. Wetting losses for different types
of gauges varied from 1. 8% to 9. 5% in the twelve monthly sums for all cases and
from 0.0% to 4.0% for precipitation intensities >5.0mm/12h (12).
Mean daily
evaporation from the gauges during rainless days was in general less than lmm/12
h. In April, however, it could exceed lmm/12h (5).
Table 3: Ratio of gauge catch compared to DFIR (%) for sums of
precipitation for 12 winter months (1988-1991) for selected gauges
at Jokioinen Finland (12).a:all events(370);b:events>5.0mm/12h(37).
TRET
a b

jTRET unshj

NOR

I DAN I
I a b I
l _ _ l_ _ l
I
I
I
90181 83166 701
I
I
I

jWILD unshjWILD sh. jTRETSFj SMHI
a
b I a
b I a b I a b

I a
b I a
b I
___ l _ _ _ l _ _ l
I
I
I
83 84 I 65
68 I 76 78 1
__I
I
I

61

64

I
I

1 71

I

I
I

73 188

I

Note: TRET - Tretyakov; NOR - Norwegian gauge with wind shield;
TRETSF - Finnish prototype with wind shield; SMHI - Swedish gauge
with wind shield; DAN-Hellmann without wind shield; WILD-Wild gauge.
Much of the historical research on the accuracy of precipitation
measurements was conducted in Russia at the Valdai experimental station by the
State Hydrological Institute. The design and experimental results supporting the
use of the DFIR as a reference standard came from research at this station.
To
check the measurements of the DFIR, precipitation is also being measured by a
Tretyakov gauge installed in a protected plot in nearby bushes which are cut
periodically at the height of the orifice.
These values are the closest
measurement of true at this site. Monthly precipitation totals for rain and snow
for the winter months for 1988 to 1990 are given in Table 4.
The DFIR measured
3. 5% less than the Tretyakov in the protected plot.
The Canadian Nipher gauge
measured 87% of the DFIR; the Tretyakov recorded 82%.
Future analysis will
separate storms by precipitation type and wind speed.
Table 4. Monthly precipitation (rain and snow) totals (mm) measured
by different gauges at Valdai Russia, 1988-1990 (12).

I
I
I

Gauge Type

I
I
I

Nov

jTretyakov in bushes! 110.9
jTretyakov in DFIR I 104.7
ITretyakov gauge
I 76.6
!Canadian Nipher
I 90.7
IHellmann (Poland) I 53.4
I
I

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

125.6
121.6
98.2
108.5
70.1

180.7
174.0
140.3
151.8
101.9

131.1
127.3
105.8
110.3
96.9

134.7
130.0
113.9
111.5
100.0

40.4
40.1
36.0
34.1
34.0

- 164 Canada has operated six evaluation stations in different climatic regions.
Initial results are reported in (1,3,9).
Special consideration has been given to
assessment of the accuracy and performance of automatic gauges.
In Canada, the
use of weighing recording gauges is presently the most practical method of
measuring annual precipitation at auto-stations.
Heated tipping bucket gauges
were not a feasible alternative for winter precipitation measurement in areas
where the temperatures fell below 0°C for prolonged periods.
The use of an
acoustic snow depth sensor, in conjunction with a precipitation gauge, was found
to be effective in providing additional information on type and timing of
precipitation.
FUTURE EFFORT
Future efforts of the Committee and considerations for WMO Members are given
in (12).
A digital archive of all of the measurements has been compiled for use
by all participants.
Initial analytical efforts by participants have been with
their own data.
Data from the same type of instrument at different sites will be
combined for subsequent analyses.
Events of rain, snow and mixed precipitation
will be analyzed separately to derive systematic wind-related errors.
The minimum
DFIR measured value for an event to be included in the comparative statistical
analysis is 2.0 mm.
Time steps to be assessed are 12 h, daily, storm or event,
and monthly.
Wind speed and temperature (at gauge height) will be regressed
against the ratio of gauge/DFIR.
Initial results should be compiled by late 1992
for review.
The committee also discussed the implementation of proposed correction
procedures, including their application to global data sets.
Russia is the only
country to implement some type of correction procedure for systematic errors in
the precipitation observations.
Corrections are made for wetting losses and
monthly adjustment coefficients have been developed to adjust for changes in gauge
type.
This is an important first step in preparing homogeneous time series.
Correction for undercatch due to wind for individual observations remains a
challenge for everyone. On a global basis, future precipitation research will
require correction of monthly totals in addition to long-term averages. To remove
gauge induced biases, efforts like those of Legates (7) must be made.
This
Intercomparison should provide the climatological community with correction
procedures to minimize the systematic errors.
Procedures must take into account
the type of gauge and shield (if any) used,
the measurement technique,
precipitation type and variation in wind speed.
Estimates of the accuracy of a
particular gauge correction procedure
must be provided and a sequence of
correction procedures, including simplified ones in case data are missing, should
be available.
Procedures for correcting daily and monthly accumulations, as well
as storm totals, must be developed.
Results of this Intercomparison, together
with the necessary metadata, should provide the scientific community with the
capability to derive niore accurate and representative spatial and temporal time
series.
Implementation of correction procedures should be done by Member countries.
Each country should plan a demonstration project to test how the procedures might
be implemented in their country for historical and current data sets.
In order to
understand future changes in methods of observation, the Organizing Committee
feels
that it would be very useful to establish National and Regional
Precipitation Centres.
Such Centres would have the task to compare national or
regional methods of precipitation measurement against standardized reference
instrumentation.
The reference station should be equipped with a pit gauge for
rain and a DFIR for snow. Suggested terms of reference for such Centres are given

- 165 in (12).
If homogeneous precipitation time series are to be developed, not only
are corrections for systematic errors necessary, but on-going intercomparison of
methods of observation by Members will also be critical.
WMO Members should
consider the benefits of such Centres.
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INTERCOMPARISON RESULTS OF TWO TYPES OF
FREEZING RAIN SENSORS VERSUS HUMAN OBSERVERS
R.A. Wilson, R. Van Cauwenberghe,
Atmospheric Environment Service,
Downsview, Ontario, Canada.

1.1ntroduction and Background
lntercomparison of Freezing Rain sensors with human observers has been conducted over the past
several years in an effort to find a suitable sensor for use in an automated weather station environment.
Evaluation of different types of freezing precipitation sensors indicated that sensors manufactured
by Rosemount, Inc., showed the most promise. More recently (winter season of 1990/91) a freezing
precipitation sensor manufactured by lnstrumar, Inc., has been evaluated, and also gave promising results.
Collaborative efforts, between the Atmospherice Environment Service (AES) in Canada and the
National Weather Service (NWS) and Department of Transportation's Transport Systems Center (TSC) in the
United States, have resulted in an evaluation of these sensors at various locations in the U.S. and at St.
John's, NFLD., in Canada. Test results discussed in this paper were from the St. John's test site and
involved two new design (engineering prototypes) Rosemount Model 872C sensors, one standard
commercial design Rosemount Model 8728 which was modified by AES to allow frequency signal monitoring
and heater activation by remote user, and one lnstrumar Model IM101 sensor. All four sensors were
mounted within two meters of each other on a horizontal trestle at approximately three meters height. Data
was gathered and logged each minute by the site computer.
For the purposes of this report, the Rosemount Modei872C sensors will be referred to as ROS1 and
ROS2 on the graphs, while Rosemount Model 8728 (modified by AES) will be ROS/MOD. The lnstrumar
Model IM101 will be referred to as INSTR.
2.Sensor Description
The Rose mount sensors (Models 872C and 8728) all use a 'mass loading' approach to ice detection.
This involves a six millimeter diameter rod which mechanically vibrates, along its longitudinal axis, at a
resonance frequency of approximately 40,000 Hertz. A feedback coil, which is part of an internal
Magnetostrictive Oscillator circuit, is used to measure vibration frequency. Whenever precipitation freezes
to the probe, it becomes part of the total mass resulting in a proportionately lower vibration frequency.
Deicing of the probe is accomplished by means of a remote user 'deice request'. Hardware design changes
between the newer Model 872C and the older Model 8728 were aimed at increasing probe sensitivity, faster
deice cycling and improved data communications. As a consequence, the Model 872C has ultra thin-wall
probe construction allowing very fast response to deicing heaters and subsequent return to ambient
temperature when the heater is turned off. Increased sensitivity is also achieved since a given droplet of
freezing rain, for example, will contribute a significantly higher proportion of the overall mass ofthe probe.

- 167 The raw data from the three Rosemount sensors was processed by means of several software filters
and differentiators as well as some sequential logic. This processing eliminated occasional spikes, data loss
and other abberations, and provided continuity during de-ice cycles and short term cessations of accretion.
The lnstrumar approach to icing detection (ref 2) is to measure surface electrical impedance and
surface temperature of a probe tip shaped like a thin pencil type cylinder. A helical two electrode structure
wraps the probe tip and provides for a measurement of electrical potential. This measurement, when taken
in conjunction with the surface temperature, provides the necessary information to determine if precipitation
is on the probe and also if it is freezing. Heat is applied to the probe in an attempt to de-ice the tip and then
the impedance signal is checked for valid 'ice on probe' signatures. The probe tip is covered with material
which has very good thermal conductivity to allow rapid deicing cycles.
An algorithm was developed which embodied the 'characteristic footprints' of numerous confirmed
icing events and as a result, the sensor can discriminate real icing signatures from false icing signals caused
by contamination on the probe. The algorithm automatically determines de-ice cycles and if icing is detected
sends an appropriate message to the remote user via RS232 communications link. On site visits were made
by the manufacturer for calibration and adjustment of the sensor during the course of the icing season.
3.TEST DATA RESULTS
TOTAL NUMBER OF DAYS WITH ICING EVENTS

During the period from January to
May 1991, the observer reported icing
activity on 42 of the days. The four sensors
indicated a slightly higher incidence of
icing activity, mostly due to icing in fog
and wet snow when the ambient
temperature was at or near zero degrees
Celsius. This type of false icing activity has
been noted (ref 1) in previous field testing.
Rime icing in fog is entirely valid.
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!

Figure 1: NUMBER OF ICE DAYS

The
total accumulated icing
duration for the site is noted in Fig 2, and
indicates very good agreement between
the observer and all four ice sensors.
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The lnstrumar sensor missed a few
icing events due to late deployment and
one unserviceable period of two weeks.
When normalized the total is very close to
that of the other sensors.
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Figure 2: TOTAL ICING MINUTES
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- 168 AVERAGE START TIME DIFF FROM OBSERVER
ST. JOHN'S - 1gg1

a
7

Average start time difference
of the sensors versus the observer
indicate that ROS1 and ROS2 detect
icing earlier than the observer, while
ROS/MOD and INSTR detect icing
slightly later than the observer. lt
should be noted that ROS1 and ROS2
have different values. Since ROS1 and
ROS2 were identical sensors located
adjacent to one another, it is assumed
that the difference is due to
manufacturing tolerance and possibly
some influence of non-linear probe
response (ref 3).
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Figure 3: AVERAGE START TIMES

AVERAGE STOP TIME OIFF VS OBSERVER
ST, JOHN'S - 1991

Average stop time of all four
sensors was slightly early compared to
the observer.
ROS1 and ROS2 again show a
significant difference in their relative
average stop times, similar to that
noted for their average start times. lt is
not clear at this point if this type of
relative dispersion between identical
sensors will hold true for the whole
population of a given production run.
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- 169 Histograms comparing the start time difference and stop time difference between the sensors and
the observer are presented in Figures 5 through 8. Since the three Rosemount sensors had very similar
distributions, only the histogram for ROS1 is shown along with the lnstrumar IM101.
Figures 5 and 6 show that both sensors had start time differences centered about the zero (0 +/1o minutes) minute bin. The Rosemount sensor detected slightly early starts and also had a fairly strong
peak in the "early" by 81 minutes or more bin.
Figures 7 and 8 show that both sensors had stop time differences centered about the zero minute
bin. The lnstrumar sensor detected slightly early stop times, and both sensors exhibited a peak in the "early"
by 81 minutes or more bin.
lt should be noted that these histograms were for all observed icing events which included intensities
of light and very light (trace) freezing drizzle. Observer to sensor differences in both start and stop times
were very high during these conditions. If these events are ignored, the agreement between observer and
sensors, as well as sensor to sensor, is much better.
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4.CONCLUSION
The following conclusions can be drawn from analysed data and results from the 1991 icing season
at the St. John's test site.
o
Average start and stop time differences with respect to the observer indicate that all four sensors
did a credible job given the wide range of freezing precipitation types and intensities.
The variance noted between the two new design Rosemount sensors (ROS1 and ROS2) indicates
o
that repeatability of results between sensors from the same production process may depend on design
characteristics (ref 3) and manufacturing tolerances. Since most of the variability occurred during light or
very light (trace) events of freezing rain or drizzle, then these differences may be insignificant. lt should be
noted that NWS observed some self-heating effects of the sensor which caused missed accretion episodes
in calm wind conditions. lt is possible that this phenomena caused part of the noted variability, however the
wind at St. John's was light to moderate for the entire observation period. A design modification by
Rosemount now thermally isolates the probe tip from the sensor main body.
o
All four sensors missed a couple of 'trace' events noted by the observer. Also, the four sensors
occasionally gave various forms of 'false' icing in fog and/or wet snow when the ambient temperature was
around zero degrees Celsius (ref 1).
o
All four sensors exhibited a lot of 'sensor breaks' during the course of the various icing episodes
indicating that the precipitation was very intermittent in character. These breaks tended to be very short lived
and were typically around five minutes or less duration. This will impact on algorithm development for the
determination of present weather categories for automatic weather stations.
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The WMO Automatic Digital Barometer Intercomparison.
Results and discussion.
Jitze P. van der Meulen.
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
de Bilt, Netherlands.
1. Introduction.
The first WMO Automatic Digital Barometer Intercomparison was held in De Bilt, the Netherlands at the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute from begin 1989 to July 1991. Thirty-three instruments of 14 different designs
were entered by nine Members of WMO.
As was demonstrated already (see ref. [1]) the accuracy and stability of modern automatic digital barometers
are of the same order or even better than the traditional barometers. One of the great advantages of automatic
barometers is the feature that these devices can be read out easily with a digital display and without necessary
corrections. Misreadings and erroneous calculations are prevented. Moreover digital barometers are ideally suited
for unattended operation on remote locations (e.g. at automatic weather stations), because of easy data
communication with computerized data acquisition systems. Another important issue is the ability to transport
automatic digital barometers with much less precautions than mercury barometers. Portable automatic digital
barometers with low drift, shock proof and the same accuracy as a reference standard mercury barometer, are as a
matter of fact an ideal portable standard barometer.
Because of these new developments and the appearing on the market of a large number of instruments, an
intercomparison of automatic digital barometers was felt to be necessary. Moreover the results of such
intercomparison should also answer the important question if digital barometers can replace in the near future
mercury barometers as station barometers and as travelling standards.
Procedures, results and conclusions are published in detail by WMO (see ref. [2]). This paper contains a brief
summary of the results of the intercomparison.

2. Objectives of the Intercomparison.
A number of objectives were stated beforehand. The two main tasks can be summarized als followes:
1
2

Evaluation of the overall performance,
Determination of possible use as travelling standards.

In order to meet the stated objectives the following items were investigated:
a repeatability, accuracy and hysteresis (with respect to CIMO recommendations),
b long-term stability (relevant for determination of the period between calibrations/adjustments),
c dependence on environmental impacts (temperature effects)
d mechanical effects (shocks and transportability, pressure differences during shipment by air)
e other influences (electrical)
f signal output (digital read-out, units (hPa), input to data acquisition systems)
g unattended operation (maintenance and serviceability)
h calibration (and adjustment) procedures
handling of instruments for operational purposes (easy replacement, recalibration, transport by road, by air).

3. Participating instruments and their operating principles.
A list of all the participating instruments, their type, form of output and the identifying acronym used
throughout this paper is presented in table 1. In principle there are two main categories of sensor-types used inside
the automatic digital barometers:
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Sensors measuring any displacement or deformation due to the force of air pressure to a vacuum-cell.
Sensors measuring the density and temperature of the air from which pressure is calculated.

Barometers of the first category use different sensor technologies. For instance: Integrated circuits, aneroid
capsules, piezo-electric quarz crystals. Barometers of the second category use resonators (cylinders or vibrating
strings). All barometers use a microprocessor to calculate the pressure. As a matter of fact all sensors are sensitive
to temperature variations. It is possible to distinguish the necessary temperature compensation into three groups:
•
•
•

mechanical compensation: Differential measurements, or by using special materials.
measuring the temperature as well: The microprocessor will calculate pressure by taking the temperature
information into account.
By thermostating the whole sensor at a constant temperature.

Although hysteresis is a collllllon problem for mercury and aneroid barometers the sensor technologies used in the
modem digital barometers are not likely to give arise to hysteresis.
A very special issue is the ability to adjust a barometer on base of calibration. It was found that all types of
barometers need different adjustment procedures (for some transmitters adjustment is not possible). In general the
following procdures were recognized:
•

•
•
•

Digitally: Correction of offset and gain by using parameters stored in (E)EPROM. These parameters can be
reprogralllllled directly, or by direct collllllunication with a terminal or computer, or externally by an EPROM
prograllllller.
Manually: By adjustment one or more potentiometers or switches.
On base of automatic calibration: Zero and span are calculated and stored in memory on base of a set of
calibration data points entered manually.
Manually: By adjustment the offset digitally stored in memory using push buttons.

4. lntercomparison procedures and results.
To meet the goals as stated by the objectives the following actions were carried out:
•

•
•

Monthly calibration of the instruments in a range from 950 to 1050 hPa and at room temperature. On base of
calculations of the offset as a function of pressure it is possible to get informed about the long term stability.
The barometers were compared to a reference standard (Fuess Muller 2k) and a working standard
(Paroscientific Digiquarz model 760). The combination of both standards makes it possible to determine the
standard error of a reading from any barometer with an precision of 0.01 hPa. By calibrating at fixed and stable
pressure points with increasing pressure values and with decreasing values as well, hysterisis can be
demonstrated. (Note that a calibration does not imply any adjustment)
Calibration of the barometers in the temperature range from 0 to 40 °C (pressure range: 950 to 1050 hPa) to
investigate the temperature dependency.
Overall performance tests. During the intercomparison all barometers were on power and read out automatically
by a computer while pressure was varied continuously with 950 to 1050 hPa. Any discontinuities or failures
were registered. Effects caused by external influences, like shocks or low pressure as in air-transport or power
supply variations were investigated too.

Results of these investigations are reflected in table 2. Definitions of the used terminology (e.g. repeatability)
are from the International vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology, VIM (see App. B in ref [2]). Some
instrument specific collllllents are in the notes of this table.

5. Conclusions and recommendations.
The findings of the Intercomparison can be sullllllarized by the following general statements. Of course these
statements are based on the results of the followed procedures and with respect to the submitted barometers only.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

The operational reliability of most of the instruments submitted in the intercomparison was very high.
The repeatability taking hysteresis and drift into account is very good for many submitted instruments. Most of
these barometers showed a repeatability of ± 0.2 hPa (or better).
Compared to the KNMI reference some submitted barometers showed offsets larger than 0.3 hPa at the
beginning of the intercomparison. Presumably caused by improper calibration and adjustment.
A large number of barometers suffer from temperature dependency (larger than 0.3 hPa in the temperature
range from 0° to 40°C).
Some barometers are un-adjustable and some are offset adjustable only. A number of barometers can be readjusted by reprogramming a set of parameters, to be used by its microprocessor, into an (E)EPROM.
No instruments showed significant effects caused by the transport test and the power-supply test. Only the
barometers LE1, LE2, ME1, ME2 and ME3 showed a significant effect due to low pressure conditions.
A few barometers did not work correctly at high temperatures (40°C, 95%RH).
No general standard for digital output is used (IEEE 488, RS232 with handshake, RS232 without handshake or
frequency output). Also quite different formats are used. For one type of barometer, indicated as micro
processor digital barometer, it was necessary to start any output of data manually. Therefore it is stated that not
all automatic digital barometers can be used in automatic weather stations.
Many barometers are suitable to work in a wide range of DC voltages as power supply.

b. Recommendations
1

2

3
4

5

6
7

Manufactureres should take care of proper calibration and adjustment of each barometer before shipment. It is
necessary to calibrate any barometer upon receipt to control or re-adjust the calibration setting. Such calibration
as well as the control of appropriate working has to be repeated regularly.
If choosing for a barometer one should take great care of the possibilities how to calibrate and re-adjust such a
barometer. It is recommended to investigate first the possibilities of its own calibration facility before any
decision is made.
There are some barometers which can be used as travelling standard. These instruments showed excellent long
term stability and repeatability and did not suffer from transport and low pressure effects.
Since many barometers suffer from insufficient temperature compensation one should take great care of it. The
manufacturers or calibration laboratories, responsible for adjustment of barometers should also take care of
proper temperature compensation or improve the calibration as a function of temperature.
In order to use barometers as automatic measuring devices, these instruments should make use of
communication interfaces with international standardized protocols and formats. It is strongly recommended to
confirm very strictly to the international agreements on digital communication. The WMO should make
attention to its Members to recommend its manufacturers to do so.
It is recommended, for barometers to be used in automatic measuring systems, to be suitable for power supplies
in a wide range of DC voltages (e.g. 5 to 28 V DC).
Any decision when choosing for an new appropriate automatic digital barometer, must not only be based on the
stated instrument specifications but also on the environmental circumstances and maintenance issues.
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Table 1. List of participating instruments.
power
supply

[1]

display
[2]

Norway [Nl
Norway [Nl

RS232 [5]

[5]

-6 and -9 VDC

Netherlands [USA]
Netherlands [USA]
Netherlands [USA]

RS232,
TTL serial,
or Parallel.

No

+11 .• +16 VDC and
-11 .. -16 VDC

United Kingdom [UKJ
United Kingdom [UKJ

RS232 [4]

Yes

110(120)/
220(240) VAC

United Kingdom [UK]
United Kingdom [UK]

RS232
RS232/IEEE488

Yes

110/220 VAC

LEEM Barometre a ruban vibrant

France [Fl
France [FJ

Binairy [6]

Yes

220 VAC

ME1
ME2
ME3

MeteoLabor barometer GB 1

Netherlands [CH]
Switzerland [CH]
Switzerland [CH]

Binairy

Yes

12 VDC ±20%

NA1
NA2
NA3

Nakaasa Digital Barometer F-451-Z4

Netherlands [J]
Japan [Jl
Japan [Jl

IEEE488 [8]

Yes [9] 85 .. 264 VAC
12 VDC ±10%
12 VDC ±10%

PA1
PA3
PA4

Paroscientific Digiquartz 1015 A
760-15 A
760-15 A

Netherlands [USA]
Norway [USA]
Norway [USA]

RS232
RS232

No
Yes

5 •. 25 VDC
220 VAC [1 0]

RU1
RU2

Rusk a portable pressure gauge 6200-861 United Kingdom [USA] RS232
United Kingdom [USA]

Yes

220 VAC

S31
S32
S41
S42

Setra dig. pressure gauge model
model
Setra dig. pr. transduc. model
model

United Kingdom [USA] RS232
United Kingdom [USA] RS232
USA [USA]
RS232
USA [USA]
RS232

Yes
Yes
No
No

110/220 VAC
110/220 VAC
5 VDC ±1%
5 VDC ±1%

United Kingdom [UK]
United Kingdom [UK]

[3]

[3]

+15, 0, -15 VDC

Netherlands [SF]
Finland [SFl
Finland [SF]
Denmark [SF]
Denmark [SFl

RS232

Yes

10 •• 28 VDC

abbreviation:

manufacturer and type

AN1
AN2

Aanderaa Air Pres. Sensor 2810

AI1
AI2
AI3

AIR Intellisensor

CA1
CA2

Casella

DR1
DR2

Druck

LE1
LE2

~P

[1]

DB-1A
DB-2A
DB-1A

Digital Barometer W2116
DPI 140

370
370
470
470

S01 [3] Solartron air pr. transduc. 3088
S02 [3]
VAO
VA1
VA2
VA3
VA4

Vaisala digital barometer PA 11

participating
country [manufactured i nl

form of
output

[7]

[11]

NOTES:

[1]

For all devices (unless otherwise indicated): Baudrate selectable (RS232) or address selectable (IEEE488).
Some devices have a simple RS232 output form (e.g. no handshake and TX only).
[2] For most devices a separate display is available as an option.
[3] Together with interfacing unit (Campbell Scientific CRlO measurement module) with display and RS232
output (provided by the Participant). Both sensors are combined with one interface to one measuring system.
[4] Mono-directional RS232: As print out only (for control, archive purposes), manually triggered.
[5] Together with Aanderaa sensor scanning unit, type 3010 with display and with RS232 and binairy output.
[6] Puis-array upon request (trigger); opto-coupling interface required for datacommunication. Conversion of puis
count into hPa units using device specific formula necessary.
[7] Three types of codes (bit array, BCD and ASCII); for RS232 (in ASCII mode) an amplifier is necessary
(0 .. 0.5 V --+ O.. SV).
[8] IEEE Address N2J only. (The Participant provided new EPROMs with different IEEE addresses for this
intercomparison).
[9] Second display with 'sea level pressure'
[10] To charge batteries only.
(11] Limited baudrate: only 300 baud.
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Table 2. Results,· general performance.
Instrument

AN1
AN2

correction at
beginning of
intercomparison
[1, 21
(hP a)
+ 0.7
+

AI 1

A12
Al3

Long term
stability

temperature
dependency

[31 (hPa)

[4]

(hPa)

pressure
sensitive
error
[51 (hPa)

repeatability

Hyste~esis

[61

[7]

0.6 [8]
0.4 [10]

0.3
0.5

0.4
0.8

±

0.7
0.00 [111
0. 00 [111
0.00 [111

0.3
0.1
1.4 [121

0.1
0.3

0.05
0.35
0.1

± 0.07
±
±

CA1
CA2

- 3.6
- 0.5

DR1
DR2

- 0.07
- 0.02

LE1
LE2

+ 1.2

+53.6

ME1
ME2
ME3

0.0
- 0.9
+ 0.3

[11]

NA1
NA2
NA3

0.0
. 0.2
- 0.2

3

±
±

0.3
0.3

0.8
1. 1

0.1
0.4

< 0.1 [131
< 0. 1 [131

0.3
0.4

0.08
0.09

± 0.07

0.3
2.3 [14]

0.3
0.4

0.2
2.7

± 0.16
±

0.18

0.5 [15]
0.4
0. 7 [161

0.6
0.9
0.6

0.06
0.07
0.10

±
±
±

0.10
0.16
0.09

[111

0.2
<0.1 [13]
< 0.1 [131

0.4
0.0
0.1

0.11
0.09
0.08

0.11
0.08
± 0.08

PA1
PA3
PA4

0.00 [11]
- 0.03
- 0.01

1.5 [17]
<0.1 [13]
<0.1 [131

0.15
0.04
0.07

0.04
0.11
0.05

±

RU1 [7]
RU2

- 0.07
0.00

< 0.1 (13]

0.4
0.4

0.4
0.08

S31
S32
S41
S42

.
.

0.23
0.18
0.19
0.13

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.15

S01
S02

- 0.03
0.00

0.2
0.45

0.11
0.12

VAO
VA1
VA2
VA3
VA4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
+ 0.1

0.4
0.35
0.8
0.8
0.5

0.19
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.18

Notes:
[ 1]

[2]
[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

0.3

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.06

0.2
0.3
0.2
0.15
0.1
<0.1 [131
[11]

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1

:!:

(hPa)
[9]

[91

0.09
0.14

3.6 [121
0.5

±

(hPa)

0.4
0.13

0.25
0.15

0.05

- 0.03
- 0.02

±
±

± 0.05
±

0.05
0.05

±

0.7

± 0.05

[91

± 0.05
±
±
±
±
:!:

0.05
0.09 [181
0.18 [181
0.07
0.07

0.11
0.09
0.09
± 0.10
± 0.10

:!:
±
±

for P = 1000 hPa and on 04-APR-1990 (begin of intercomparison).
With respect to sensitivity of each barometer (i.e. number of decimal digits)
Period: 04-APR-1990 to 10-JUL-1991. Maximum change of the correction value for P = 1000 hPa.
Temperature range: 0° to 40°C. Maximum change of the correction value for P = 1000 hPa.
Maximum change of the pressure related part of the correction function C(P) = Prer- P.
Defined to as two times the experimental standard deviation s of the data points to the calibration curve (for
each calibration, N =44). This quantity is, in principle, equal to the overall uncertainty of measurement.
The highest value observed throu~hout the intercomparison is presented.
"--" indicates: not observed w1th respect to accuracy of reference.
Until transport test: 0.3 hPa.
Not to be determined within accuracy limits of barometer.
Until transport test: 0.2 hPa.
Adjusted at the same location just before calibration.
Continuous strong drifting.
No significant deviation observed within limits of accuracy of reference system.
Until low pressure test: 0.3 hPa.
Until low pressure test: 0.2 hPa.
Until low pressure test: 0.3 hPa.
Significantly drifting as from september 1990.
After 17-APR-1990 both S41 and S42 typically± 0.05 hPa

LONGWA VE RADIOMETER COMPARISON IN HAMBURG 1989/1990
K. Dehne, U. Bergholter
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium Hamburg

1. Introduction
The term "longwave radiometer" is often used to denominate instruments measuring terrestrial radiation within a
wavelength range starting at the longwave limit of the solar energy range (at about 3 J.Lm). By definition pyrgeometers
belong to the group oflongwave radiometers. Also pyrradiometers are usually ranked with that group if they are applied
to derive longwave energy by separating the solar energy contribution from the measured total energy. In both cases
the radiometers have a field-of-view angle of 180°, which is necessary to monitor the climatologically important radiant
energies received from the upper or lower hemisphere, A (atmospheric or downward thermal radiation) orE (surface
or upward thermal radiation), respectively.
The measurement uncertainty in A derived from both radiometric procedures is in the order of 10% and is relatively
high compared with other radiation quantities. To reduce the uncertainty which is mainly caused by the imperfect spectral
transmittance of the domes and by calibration problems [2], international intercomparisons of longwave radiometers
have been stimulated by the terms of reference of the CIMO Working Group on Radiation and Turbidity Measurement
(see Rec. 6 of CIMO X).
The international comparison on which will be reported here was a contribution to the research work within Task 9
of the IEA Solar Heating and Cooling Program because of the importance of A for estimating solar collector efficiency.
The main objectives were to fmd out the state-of-the-art of the internationally used procedures and to recommend
procedural improvements for reducing the measurement uncertainty.

2. Participating Radiometers
The participating radiometers are listed with their temperature sensors and ventilation devices in Tablel. The type
of evaluation formula which is recommended by the owner is abbreviated by roman numbers which are explained in
clause 4.1. Totally 6 countries participated with 6 pyrgeometers and 2 pyrradiometers. One of the 5 Eppley PIRpyrgeometers is modified by J.S. Foot (M.R.F., Farnborough) to reduce the thermal gradient effect [3]. The pyrradiometers
were radiation balancemeters. The downward looking receiver surface of the type CN-1 was covered by a metallic cap.

Table 1: Participating longwave radiometers
type

N2

temp.-sensor
body
dome

Canada
AES
Japan
EKO
MOH FRG
NASA USA
SMHI Sweden

FIR (Ep.)
MS-200
FIR (Ep.)
FIR (Ep.)
FIR (Ep.)

12120
S88047.3
26095 F3
26181 F3
27184 F3

YSI-th.
YSI-th.
YSI-th.
YSI-th. YSI-th.
YSI-th. YSI-th.

MRF

UK

J'IR-Foot

H127

YSI-th.

-

AES

Canada

CN-1

659-X

YSI-th.

MOH

FRG

"Schulze"

755

Pt-100

-

MOH

FRG

CMll

88 2043

-

-

group

owner

Pyrgeom.

Pyrrad.

Pyranom.

country

-

ventilation
system

Type NARC
TypeEKO
Type MOH

Type SMHI

Type MOH
(Lange)
Type MOH

formula"l for
evaluation of
atm. heat rad. A
A=
A=
A=
A =
A =

l+ll+ill
l+ll+ill
l+ll+ill
1+11-ill-IV
1+11

remarks

sun shaded by disk
(Oct 1989 - Mar 1990)

A= 1+11
A= 1+11-ill

lower side of sensor
covered by a cap

A= 1+11-ill
"l see clause 4.1
for measuring G

A reference instrument was not available. For evaluation of relative values the PIR of SMHI was used as acting reference
because it was shaded during 6 months by a sun-following disk. The pyranometer was used to obtain global solar radiation
values for the evaluation of A (see clause 4.1).
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3. Comparison Facts
Site: The comparison was accomplished at the Meteorological Observatory Hamburg (53°39'N; 10°07'E; h=49m).
The radiometers were installed at the measuring field on the flat roof.
Duration: The main period of the comparison was the interval of the 8 months from August 1989 to March 1990.
Climate: The Hamburg climate is maritime with infrequent calm conditions and strong variability of cloudiness.
The winter was especially mild (no snow cover).
Data acquisition: The raw data (mV, K) were measured every 30s with a microcomputer controlled scanning digital
voltmeter and stored on a disk.

4. Results
4.1 General
The main results of the comparison are the differences between the A-values derived from the different radiometers
and the A-variation with meteorological conditions, integration intervals and the evaluation parameters and procedures
used. In this paper only some examples are presented; more detailed information and discussions are given in [2].
The general formula to derive A from a) the radiometer signal V and the radiometer temperatures T8 and T0 (body and
dome respective! y), b) the radiometer responsivities RL and Rs (longwave and shortwave), and c) the global solar radiation
G, consists of 4 terms:
(1)

c equals to R 5 /RL for pyrradiometers or, for pyrgeometers to a correction factor < 0,1. k is an estimated correction
factor (::::;; 5) [3], or zero if T 0 is not measured. Since the differences between A-values are expected to increase with
the number and the uncertainty of effective evaluation parameters, the meteorological conditions can be used to classify
the requirements on the measuring technique. For example, during a foggy night the well-determined term II dominates
the A-values, while at a clear sunny noon all terms contribute to the result and generate a relatively high level of
uncertainty.

60
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2

55

1 2. Dec. 1 989

50

Radiometer

1-----1

No. 1: Fyrrodiom.
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40

5

5
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6

6
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1.40H
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EKO

8· ..... -8

No. 8: f'yn;Jeom. "foo\"
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4.2 Daily and seasonal courses of A-values
Fig. 1 shows the measured half-hourly A-sums in J · cm· 2 of a foggy December day and a sunny March day for
all radiometers. The foggy day starts with a large spread of about 10 J · cm·2 between the early morning curves since
the values of non-ventilated instruments are too high by 25% because of dew deposition on their domes. During the
foggy night periods the maximum spread is reduced to about 1 J · cm·2 (if curve No. 7 is not considered). In the course
of the March day the curves indicate the change from an overcast night to a clear morning and a sunny noon with well
known peaks for some clouds and one single "dew-peak" (No. 2) and two "sun-peaks" (No. 7).
The maximum spread of the curves around UTC-noon is about 6 J · cm· 2 (Q, 12 per cent) corresponding to worse
conditions as mentioned in clause 4.1.
The seasonal courses of decadal means of daily A-sums for all radiometers are shown in Fig. 2. The daily A-sums of
the pyrgeometer of SMHI (without numbered points, displayed in J ·cm·2 , right scale) are used as a reference to calculate
the relative values A,..1• The maximum spread between the relative curves is about 6 %, if the No. 7-values are not
considered because of dome problems (EKO has developed now a pyrgeometer using a new measuring principle).
In the case of decadal means of A-sums including only the hours between 10 and 14 UTC the spread is first of all enlarged
in the summer months.
If A-values disturbed by dew and rime (or holes in the filter layer of the dome) are eliminated, the worst case maximum
deviations between the results of the radiometers compared in Hamburg are:
hourly sums (around sunny noons)
: 15 per cent
daily sums
: 8 per cent
: 6 per cent
decadal means of daily sums
The best case maximum deviations between hourly A-sums - obtained at foggy nights - are 2 per cent.
Generally the A-values determined from pyrradiometer outputs are not separated systematically from the group of
corresponding values of the pyrgeometers. The values of the AES-pyrradiometer deviate from those of the pyrgeometers
by less than 5 per cent.
The A-values of the Foot-PIR show a remarkable agreement with the results of the other radiometers although the values
are derived without use of any correction term.
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Seasonal courses ofdecadal means ofdaily sums ofatmospheric thermal radiation related to the corresponding
values of the PIR of SMHI (Curves are numbered as in Fig.J,· units of the reference curve: right scale)

4.3 Focussing of daily A-curves by fit of evaluation parameters
For the fitting procedure A-data from the PIR of SMHI were taken as a reference and the A-data of the other
radiometers were evaluated by the formula A = I + Il -Ill (see eq. (1)). At first the respective Rt. values were fitted
to meet two clear night values of the reference. Then the respective c-factors were determined to meet the reference
value of a sunny half-hour at noon.
For the example of 29 March the focussing effect of the procedure at the day of fitting is evident when the curves of
Fig. 3 are compared with those of Fig. 1. Excluding the erroneous peaks the focussed curves for the PIR radiometers
and for all radiometers agree within 1 % and 7%, respectively.
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The effect is also strong (or at least remarkable) if the fitted parameters are applied to evaluate the A-values of other
days. For sunny days about 5 weeks and 5 months before the 29 March it was found that the curves of the FIR-radiometers
agree within 2 and 2.5 per cent, respectively, and all curves within 7 per cent. The remaining maximum spread between
focussed seasonal curves of decadal means of daily sums is only 1.5 per cent (mostly 1 per cent) for tht: group of PIR
radiometers and within 4 per cent (mostly 2 per cent) for all curves.
From these results it may concluded that the precision of the PIR radiometers is high and the calibration factors and
correction factors are important sources of uncertainty.
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4.4 Study of the dependency on evaluation parameters of A-values
The effect of variation of the parameters Rr_, R5 , k and c (see clause 4.1) was performed as a "computer experiment"
with the raw data. In the following only few examples of the outcome are listed.
For the PIR-values around the noon of the 29 March was found:
a) The percentage deviation ..:lRL causes not more than 0.5 · ..:lRL percentage deviation in A.
b) The c-factor affects a percentage decrease of A by 200 ·c.
c) The effect of the k-factor is very small here(but larger during the clear night: an increase ofk to k + 1 corresponds
to an increase of 0,8 per cent in A).
The effect of Rcvariations on the decadal means of daily sums for the PIR of NASA is shown in steps of 5 % in Fig.4.
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4.5 Correlation between ambient air temperature and corresponding measured A-values
Fig. 5 shows the dependency between the ambient air temperature (L'.T-intervals: 2K) and the mean of the corresponding
A-values for all radiom75 -.~r------------.--------------,------------~----,
eters and the total comJ/cm 2
parison period. With the
70 -~~-------------+-------------1-----------=~,-~~~
exception of two extreme
curves at summerly temperatures the spread of
the curves is only 2 to
3 J · cm·2 (equivalent
to 10 to 15 W · m·2).
The mean of these curves can be approximated
by a cloudiness amount
modificated Swinbank formula [ 1]. The standard deviation for the
single curves in the
temperature range between 5 and 15 deg C
15
+5
--5
25
is equivalent to
30 W · cm·2 • The cor- Fig.S Relationship between the ambient air temperature Ta (width: 2K) and the correspondig
mean values of A-data of the total period (expressed by haljhourly sums; curves are
responding variation
numbered as in Fig.l)
coefficient is about 10%.

oc

5. Comparison of calibration results
Calibration values of the participating radiometers are only measured at the National Radiation Centre of the AES,
the Met. Observatory Hamburg of the DWD and the respective manufactures of the radiometers. Not only the values
of the different laboratories scatter strongly, but also the results of different methods used in the same laboratory.
For instance, the method officially used by MOH gives longwave responsivities which exceed those of the official AES
method by 4 to 10 per cent. In any case the MOH-values are higher, compared with results measured at Eppley and
EKO by 4 to 13 per cent and 4 per cent, respectively. But the MOH results for the Foot-PIR vary only within± 2 per
cent when different methods are used. This may be explained by the small thermal gradient effect of the Foot-PIR. The
larger differences in the calibration results of other radiometers are probably caused by the individual thermal gradient
sensitivity of a particular type of radiometer to a specific calibration procedure.
6. Recommendations
To improve the longwave radiometric accuracy which is a main requirement for the instruments used at BSRN stations
the following measures are recommended:
a) Ventilation of the domes of the radiometers,
b) screening of the direct solar radiation from the domes of the radiometers,
c) improvement of calibration procedures adapted to the function principle of the radiometers as well as changes in
radiometric design with regard to the calibration procedure to be applied,
d) development of a longwave reference radiometer.
References:
(1) Czeplak:, G.; Kasten, F.: Parametrisierung der atmospharischen Wiirmestrahlung bei bewolktemHimmel. Meteorol.
Rundscbau, 40, No. 6, 184-187, (1987)
(2) Dehne, K.; Bergholter, U.: lEA comparison of longwave radiometers. Final Report, to be published 1992 (ID-No.:
IEA-SHCP-9F -3)
(3) Foot, J.S.: A new pyrgeometer. J. Atmos. and Oc. Technology, 3, 363-370 (1985)
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In ~ccordance with the recommendations of the CIMO (WMO-No. 727, Rec. 7 and
12) given at its Tenth Session, Brussels, 1989, the following activities have
been carried out:
a) a dew point hygrometer was calibrated with the help of the two primary
standards - that is with a gravimetric hygrometer and a humidity
generator - with the intention that this instrument may be used as an
operational reference instrument at low temperatures;
b) further determinations of the psychrometer coefficient of an Assmann
psychrometer were carried out using a gravimetric hygrometer;
c) calculations of new coefficients in the vapour pressure formulae for
water and ice, based on the new International Temperature Scale 1990
(ITS-90), were carried out;
d) new Aspiration Psychrometer Tables were prepared on the basis of the
formulae given in the Annex to Recommendation 7,
e) Chapter 4 "Measurement of Humidity'' of the "WMO Guide to Meteorological
Instruments and Methods of Observation" sixth edition, was prepared
commonly with the Rapporteur on Hygrometry K. HEGG (Norway).
In the course of the year 1991, in the laboratory of Instrumentenamt Potsdam,
Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD), and the humidity laboratory of the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Berlin, numerous comparisons were made between a
dew point hygrometer "THYGAN" of meteolabor ag, Wetzikon (Switzerland), an
Assmann aspiration psychrometer, type 11c, Rossel MeOtechnik Dresden (Germany),
some electrical hygrometers, and the primary standards of the PTB (gravimetric
hygrometer and humidity generator).
Two dew point hygrometers THYGAN (cooled mirror) had turned out to be reliable
instruments in the course of the WMO International Hygrometer Intercomparison
carried out from 1985 to 1989 in Oslo, Norway /4/.
One of these two instruments (No. 96) had been placed at our disposal by
Schweizer Meteorologische Anstalt, Payerne. As Assmann aspiration psychrometer
our Standard Assmann Psychrometer (SAP) No.512350 (thermometers Nos. 4340 and
3903) was used, because it had already been used in the course of the WMO
Assmann Aspiration Psychrometer Intercomparison 1987/88 /5/ and in the course of
the comparison with the gravimetric hygrometer /7/.
The gravimetric hygrometer was used for laboratory measurements under room
conditions. Th~ humidity generator, with connected constant temperature chamber,
could be used for measurements in the ranges: temperature -10 to +30 °C,
relative humidity 10 to 95 %, dew point temperature -32 to +30°C. The
gravimetric hygrometer (Fig. 1) works as an absolute basis in terms of the
mixing ratio. In the course of the measuring operation, air is sucked into an
evacuated cylinder. By means of a needle valve the flow rate can be regulated.
In the flow train there are three U-tubes filled with Mg(Cl04)z and anhydrous
PzOo which absorb the water vapour. The mass of the water vapour absorbed is
determined directly by weighing the U-tubes before and after the filling cycle.
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The mass of the dry air is indirectly determined on the basis of its density and
of the volume of the collecting cylinder. The exact volume of the cylinder is
determined before the assembling of the whole apparatus. To determine the
density, one has to measure the pressure and the temperature of the dry air
collected. As with decreasing mixing ratio a greater volume of air has to be
collected, there are two cylinders of 0.03 m3 used that may be alternately
filled and evacuated and that are completely submerged into a thermostatic bath.
13

Fig.1: Schematic diagram of
the gravimetric hygrometer
after G. SCHOLZ /2/
1 U-tubes, 2 drying train for
purging, 3 shut-off valve,
4 cylinder, 5 barometer
connection, 6 vacuum
connection, 7 needle valve,
8 resistance thermometer,
9 inlet for moist air,
10 vacuum valves, 11 3-waycock, 12 thermostatic bath,
13 vacuum gauge

Fig.2: Schematic diagram of the humidity generator after G. SCHOLZ /3/
The schematic diagram of
the humidity generator is
to be seen in Fig.2.
Compressed air with the
help of reduction and
control valves, is
2
regulated on a constant
pressure between 0.1 and
0.5 MPa and sent through a
humidifier (3) and a
saturator (4) both
embedded in a thermostat
(2). The air, in the
saturator, is adapted
to the temperature of the bath that is regulated to a few Kelvin lower than the
temperature in the humidifier. Excessive condensat can be drained off. Having
passed the saturator, the air by a reduction valve (5) is expanded to
atmospheric pressure and is led in a test-chamber (6) embedded in a thermostat
(1). The temperatures of the saturator bath and the test-chamber bath can be
regulated independently. The exit of the test-chamber is open against the
laboratory. Using the ·values of temperature and pressure of the test-chamber,
other humidity measures, such as relative humidity or dew point temperature, can
be calculated. For that aim the new vapour pressure formulae after D. SONNTAG
/6/ are used.
THYGAN is the abbreviation of 7hermo-Hygrometer Automatic Network. The
instrument (Fig. 3) consists of an instrument case (1) and a roof (2) for
protection against rain. A beatable ventilator (3) sucks air through the
instrument with 4 m/s (1 m3 /min). The main part of the instrument is the dew
point mirror assembly (4). The mirror has a diameter of 2 mm and is made of
copper covered with some galvanic layers. It is cooled and heated with a Peltier
element. Its temperature is measured by a copper-constantan thermometer. The dew
detection is optical. Water and ice on the mirror may be distinguished with the
help of an optical system. Periodically the mirror is automatically cleaned with
a mechanical wiper. A heated copper-constantan thermometer (5) is used for
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Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the dew point
hygrometer "THYGAN", type VTP 6 after
P . RUPPERT I 1/.
measuring the air temperature. The control and
measuring electronic is located at (6). (7) is
an instrument case heater. The instrument is
controlled by a micro-processor. Measurements
are taken at 10-minute intervals, each lasting
40 seconds. During a part of the rest of the
time, the mirror-thermometer and the airthermometer are heated in order to prevent the
formation of condensed water or ice.The
accuracy of temperature measurement is !0.2 K
in the range -so to +S0°C. The maximum
temperature depression of the Peltier element
is 4S Kat 20°C. Further details see /1/.
Table 1 shows the results of the measurements in the laboratory at the
temperature t=24.S °C and dew point temperatures td from 10 to 1S °C. Atd is
the mean difference between the gravimetric hygrometer GH, the Standard Assmann
Psychrometer (SAP) and the THYGAN (THY). The standard deviation is denoted with
s, and n is the number of measurements.
Table 1. Results of the measurements under laboratory conditions

THY-GH
THY-SAP
SAP-GH

A td [K]

s [K]

n

s/Vn

-0.08
0.06
-0.12

o.os

0.06

37
32
30

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.06

Normally, the main canal of the THYGAN, with a cross-section area of 42 cm 2
and an air flow of 4 m/s, is passed by a volume flow of 1 m3 /min. However, the
humidity generator (HG) maximally gives a volume flow of 0.01 m3 /min only.
Therefore, the THYGAN was set in a chamber with controlled temperature, and the
dew point mirror case was directly connected with the tube of the humidity
generator. As the dew point mirror case is not firmly closed, the velocity of
the air flow over the dew point mirror could not exactly be determined. On the
other hand, it is also not exactly known which part of the 1 m3 /min flows over
the dew point mirror using the by-pass way. The results of the measurements are
given in Table 2.
Table 2. Dew point temperature td and dew point temperature deviations ~td
(THY-HG) at a volume flow of 0.01 m3 /min at different temperatures t and
relative humidities U.
t[°C]:

-10

U[%]
9S

td
A td
-11 -0.2S
0.26
-18
-24 (-0.9S)
-32 -0.26

so

30
1S

0

A td
td
-1 -0.17
-9 -0.13
-16 -0.18
-24 (-0.91)

10
td
9
0
-7
-16

20

A td
-0.06
-0.10
-0.06
0.00

td
19
9
-2
-7

30

A td
-0.11
-0.04
-0.03
0.00

A td
-0.12
-0.07
11 -0.01
1 -0.01

td
29
18

Below td=-20°C there can be a water-ice mixture on the mirror and the velocity
of the air streaming over the dew point mirror can be too low for such
temperatures, values in "()''. Table 3 gives the deviation of the dew point
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pressure. The deviations of the dew point temperatures given in Table 2 for a
volume stream of 0.01 m3 /min are within the dew point temperature deviations
shown in Table 3. If the volume stream is lower than 0.01 m3 /min, there are
increasing negative deviations of the dew point temperature with decreasing dew
point temperature. The deviations of the air temperature were within the given
accuracy.
The dew point mirror instrument "THYGAN" can be recommended as a reference
instrument for the whole temperatur range including temperatures below 0 °C.
Table 3: Deviation of 6 td
in K at different td
resulting from a deviation
in the vapour pressure of
0.1 hPa..

0.31
0.44
0.62
0.89
1.30
1.91
2.62
4.15

-5
-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
-40

For the Standard Assmann Psychrometer (SAP)
described in /5/, according to Table 1, a mean
dew point temperature deviation of -0.12 K from
the gravimetric hygrometer (GH) was reached.
This corresponds to a deviation of the wet bulb
temperature of -0.06 K.
The determination of the psychrometer
coefficient A gives a value of 6.48*10-4K- 1
with s=0.08*10- 4 K- 1 and n= 30 at a wet bulb
temperature tw=17 °C. The wet bulb depression
was 6.5 K. The standard deviation of the mean
value is s/Vrr =0.03 K.
The psychrometer formula after WMO /8/

0.22
0.16
0.12
0.09
0.07
0.05

0
5

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

0.04

e'=e'w(tw) - 6.53*10- 4 *(1+0.000944*tw)*p*(t-tw)

0.03
0.03

gives for tw =17 °C a value of A=6.63*10- 4 K- 1 .

e' is the vapour pressure and e'w(tw) the saturation vapour pressure at the wet
bulb temperature tw of moist air. The difference ~A=(6.63-6.48)*10- 4 K-1 =
0.15*10- 4 K-1 is within the tolerance of the determination of A and corresponds
to a deviation of the wet bulb temperature of -0.05 K. A comparison between HG
and GH also yielded a deviation of ~td=i0.1 K, which means, on the other hand,
a deviation of the wet bulb temperature of !0.05 K.
Further measurements for the determination of A at higher tw are planned
because 1-[ew'(tw)/p], a factor for A, may be important in this range.
In WMO /8/ vapour pressure formulae were given according to the International
Practical Temperature Scale 1968 (IPTS-68). For our calculations, the new values
according to International Temperature Scale 1990 (ITS-90) calculated by
D. SONNTAG /6/ in hPa are used:
Reference formulae:
173.15
ln

~

T

~

373.15 K (-100

ew(T)=-6096.9385*T-

173.15
ln et

~

T

~

1

~

t

~

+100 °C):

+16.635794-2.711193*10-

273.16 K (-100

~

t

~

*T+1.673952*10-~*T 2 +2.433502*ln

+0.01 °C):

(T)=-6024.5282*T-1+24,7219+1.0613868*10-

-0.49382577*ln T
Approximation formulae:
-45 ~ t ~ +60 °C:
17.62*t
ln ew(t) = ln 6.112 + --------243.12+t

2

2

*T-1.3198825*10-~*T 2

243.12*ln(e/6.112)
td

= -------------------17.62-ln(e/6.112)

T
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£

t

£

ln et(t)

+0.01 °C:

= ln

22.46*t
6.112 + ---------272.62+t

272.62*ln(e/6.112)
tf

= -------------------22.46-ln(e/6.112)

ew and et are the saturation vapour pressures in regard to water and ice in the
pure phase. In our temperature- and pressure-range it exists the relation
e'w = 1.0047*ew and e't = 1.0047*et.
The new Aspiration Psychrometer Tables of ''Deutscher Wetterdienst" were also
calculated on the basis of the above mentioned formulae and of the psychrometer
formula for the ice bulb temperature tt
e'=e't(tt) - 5.75*10- 4 *p*(t-tt).
These tables will be published by Verlag Vieweg & Sohn, Braunschweig, in the
second half of the year 1992.
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SUNSHINE SENSOR CALIBRATION
John M. Cook
ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
ENVIRONMENT CANADA

1.

Introduction:

The specifications for electronic sunshine sensors have changed through the years. In the sixties, the primary requirement
was for a replacement for the Campbell Stokes for use with automatic weather stations. At the time, sunshine threshold was defined
as the appearance of distinct shadow, or as the visible presence of the disc of the sun. Emphasis was placed on the continuity of record
with Canada's existing 400 Campbell Stokes sunshine recorders.
WMO (ref 1, 1971) defined an interim reference sunshine recorder (IRSR) which was a Campbell Stokes style of recorder with
an average threshold of 210W/rrf . In 1981 Cl MO-VIII recommended that the reference instrument for sunshine be a pyrheliometer with
a threshold of 120W/rrf (ref 2). This reference was followed in the WMO comparisons in Hamburg in 1988/1989 (ref.3), with some
selective elimination of rapid transitions.
In 1983 WMO (ref.4) mentioned that several specialists were recommending a value of 200W/rrf and that more recently
105Wjrrf has been proposed. This publication changes ref.2 CIMO-VIII recommendation of the use of 120W/rrf using a pyrheliometer
as a standard, with the sun near the horizon as a source. This last wrinkle makes the calibration more specific, but puts into question
comparisons with the pyrheliometer with the sun other than near the horizon.
Each change in the above WMO recommendations has been to increase the amount of sunshine recorded. This trend causes
greater and greater differences over the amounts recorded by the existing Campbell Stokes recorders.
This paper will review the data gathered in Toronto Canada on long term comparisons with the AES electronic sunshine
sensor, and the (RF-8 sun-tracking) pyrheliometer, with reference to the Campbell Stokes. Other problems of calibrating a sunshine
sensor are also discussed.
2.

Campbell Stokes:

SUN'S PATH
SPHERICAL LENS

The limitations of the Campbell Stokes recorder include variations in card
burn characteristics with material temperature and humidity, and inconsistencies in
ARD e~nd
OLDER
the interpretation of the card burns. lt is implied that an electronic sensor would
i"':j---J-+----===~
give more accurate and repeatable data. Emphasising compatibility with the
Campbell Stokes would ensure continuity of archived data. The official procedure
for interpreting the burn is devised to overcome the Campbell Stokes fundamental
LOW 5UN ANGLE EFFECT5
limitations (ref. 1). The burn has a finite diameter, which varies with solar intensity.
ON CAMPBELL 5TOKE5 BURN
With a clear sky, it is impossible to distinguish a 2 second burn from a 2 minute
burn. As a result, on a mainly clear sky, obstructing clouds of several minutes
Rgure 1
duration will not be detectable. The guidelines therefore emphasize the reduction
of the time of sunshine to compensate for the inherent over-reading. The exception
is near sunrise and sunset, where the emphasis is to register even a trace of burn. The Campbell Stokes card and holder will obstruct
the lens's view where the arc of the sun's path approaches or exceeds 180 degrees (see fig.1).
Tests conducted in the '70s with the AES electronic sensor set for a 210W/rrf threshold, gave total sunshine hours within 5%
per month, and 2% per year of the Campbell Stokes data.

f

3.

120W/rrf Threshold:

Lowering the threshold is troublesome, as the data from the sunshine sensor and the RF-8 deviate at lower signal levels.
lt is implied that the ideal sunshine sensor is an RF-8 sun tracking pyrheliometer (in ref.2 and ref.3), an expensive instrument
whose data is not continuously collected on any of the 50 stations of Canada's Radiation Network. The sensor's availability for cross
county comparison tests are very limited. Hence our comparison tests to date have been only at A.E.S. Downsview, Ontario, Canada.
The principle of operation of the RF-8 is significantly different from the electronic sunshine sensor. Data differences vary with
local cloud and solar elevation. A threshold selected from long term comparisons at one site, can be quite different from the ideal
threshold setting at another site. The sunshine sensor threshold (SS CAL 1) yields good comparisons with RF-8 at (120Wjrrf) in long
term tests at Toronto. This same sunshine sensor threshold, yielded an apparent RF-8 threshold of 180W/rrf in Hamburg (ref.3).
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RF-8 vs. Sunshine Sensor vs. Calibration:

RF-8 (ref.5) measures direct solar radiation in a field of view of 5' around the sun's 1/i' disc by means of a
thermopile in a black body. The sunshine sensor scans most of the sky with 8 silicon photocells, whose output is processed to yield
a value that may be described as sky contrast. The effect that makes the significant difference is diffuse radiation from clouds. A sensor
that scans the whole sky will see the diffuse radiation. One that only looks in the immediate vicinity of the sun will not (RF-8).
Processing the sunshine sensor outputs as a peak reading above the average value tends to reduce the effect of diffuse
radiation, and provides a better correlation with RF-8 than only reading the brightest portion of the sky.
Processing the cell data as a vector produced field data almost identical to the above algorithm. Variations were consistent
with deviations from the cosine response of the individual cells (figure 2).
Since the RF-8 and the sunshine sensor measure different parameters, the only method of "calibrating" the sunshine sensor
is empirical. The calibration by comparison to the RF-8 can be done in the short term, under selected slow transition conditions, or it
can be done under long term comparison tests in one or more locations. The likelihood of unanimous agreement is unlikely.
If the RF-8 is to be the international standard for sunshine measurements, then the RF-8 should be used for measuring
sunshine. If sky contrast is the definition of sunshine, then reproducible laboratory calibration techniques should be agreed upon.
5.

Calibration. Angular Response:

A computer controlled apparatus that can rotate the sensor a full 36CP in azimuth, and 0 to past 9Ci' in elevation was built.
A light source subtending an arc of 0.5' was used to simulate the sun's angle. The light source was a slide projector with a
plain tungsten bulb. The sensor's gain was increased by 10 to compensate for the lesser intensity.
The test area was painted flat black, with black velvet cloth draping everything within 2 meters of the sensor.
SUNSHINE OUTPUT

VS. AZIMUTH

Figure 2 shows a
sensor's variation in output
versus azimuth at an elevation of
46'. The variations are due to
deviations from cosine response
of the diffuser-photocell
configuration.

SUNSHINE OUTPUT VS. ELEVATION

Figure 3 shows the
sensor's response versus
elevation. Most of the ripple in
figure 3 is due to glass globe
imperfections.
Rgure 2
6.

Threshold Calibration:

Once the desired threshold was determined empirically from long term field tests, the model sensor was used to set up a
threshold calibration procedure. A 500 watt Quartz Halogen bulb was distanced to the threshold light level of the model sensor. The
sensor to be calibrated was then installed in the calibration jig, and the calibration of each individual cell as well as the threshold is set.
The calibration constants are held in a non-volatile electrically programable memory (EEPROM) within the sensor, so they can be
changed without having physical access to the sensor circuit. This feature is necessary in a hermetically sealed sensor design.
7.

Field Test Setup:

The RF-8 sensor output was amplified, converted by an analog to digital converter (A/D) and fed into a personal computer
(P.C.). The electronic sunshine sensor communicates with the system via serial ASCII as well as having a contact closure for each 0.001
Hour (millihour) of accumulated sunshine. In our test setup, the P.C. polled each cell of the sunshine sensor for its calibrated output.
These were sampled 10 times per minute. Sunshine value was calculated using 2 algorithms at each sample. The averaged 1 minute
values of RF-8 and the sunshine sensors were saved on disk. This compromise enabled adequate data analysis without an
overwhelming amount of data.
8.

Field Result Analysis:
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On a day with sunrise and sunset obscured (figure 6 & 9), the sunshine sensor reads higher midday due to diffuse radiation
from clouds at higher solar elevations.
In conditions of threshold transitions in mid-morning and mid-afternoon, (figure 7), the X-Y pattern (figure 10) results.
On October 14 (figure 8), when the X-Y graph (figure 11) showed wide scattering, the data was broken down into blocks of
1Cf' elevation increments. The 0-1Cf' solar elevation data concurs with the sunrise sunset data of figure 5. The 20-3cf' solar elevation
data agrees with the mid-day data of figure 9. The 10-2cf' solar elevation data falls in between, similar to figure 10. These data patterns
imply more diffuse radiation with higher solar elevation. The increase in diffuse radiation with solar elevation may be attributed to the
greater solid angle subtended by the reflections both from the sides of clouds, and diffusion through the clouds.
9.

Accumulated Time vs. Threshold:

Since the data was processed a minimal amount before being stored, we were able to get the results of different threshold
settings for the sunshine sensor (80, 120(CAL 1), 180, 210 and 240), and RF-8 (120 and 210 Wjrr?-). In the graphs shown below(Figure
12, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17), the X- axis is the threshold setting of the sunshine sensor (120=88 CAL1). TheY axis is the% difference in
accumulated monthly time of sunshine compared to RF-8 at 120W/rrf.
In figure 12, the lower horizontal line represents the amount of time (-9%) accumulated by the RF-8 above the threshold of
210W/rrf. If the sunshine senor were set to a threshold of 80 on the X axis, the time accumulated in October would have been + 10%
higher than the RF-8 accumulated with a threshold of 120Wjrrf shown by the upper horizontal line. The non-linear response of
accumulated time to threshold can be seen on the data set.
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%SUNSHINE >120W/•q.m RF-8, 1990-91
100
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Figure 18 shows the duration of sunshine measured by RF-8 above 120W/rrf
versus maximum astronomical sunshine as a percentage.
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Figure 19 compares the minutes of sunshine accumulated per day with the RF-8
threshold set at 120W/rlf, and the sunshine sensor set to the CAL 1 threshold for the
duration of the data.
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Long Term Results:

Two sunshine sensors were set at the original SS CAL 1
threshold. The RF-8 data was processed with a 120W/rrf
threshold.
The adjoining table summarizes the monthly
differences in accumulated times:
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Conclusion:

Of the various standard Radiation fields, the sun tracking pyrheliometer (RF-8) data is closest to sunshine, but is currently not
a viable network sensor because of its cost. Electronic sunshine sensors cannot be expected to perform identically to (RF-8), as they
measure different parameters. RF-8 may be assumed to follow the definition of sunshine being the visible presence of the disc of the
sun, while the sunshine sensor follows the definition as the appearance of distinct shadow. Sunshine sensors are affected by diffuse
radiation, while the RF-8 response to it is minimal. 'Real time' sunshine data is of high value to many users especially in the agricultural
field, where sunshine data has been traditionally used because of its availability, and more direct relation to horticultural processes, which
do respond to diffuse radiation, and do "track" the sun.
12.

Recommendation:

If data record continuity with the Campbell Stokes sensor is of primary consideration, the threshold should be increased to
correspond to 210W/rrf as compared to RF-8 on a long term basis. For the data set in this paper, the accumulated time would be
reduced 9% from the Cal1 threshold.
If the data is to compare to long term data recorded from an RF-8 set to a 120W/rrf threshold, the CAL1 setting gives
satisfactory results.
If the threshold is set to 120W/rrf as read by an RF-8 with the sun near the horizon as a source, the total time accumulated
with the data set used in this paper would be 11.5% higher than with the CAL 1 threshold.
The 3 above mentioned thresholds are known and can be readily set on the A.E.S. sunshine sensor. Only after a calibration
method is agreed upon and universally implemented can data from sunshine sensors be compared.
12.
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METHOD-FIT FOR RADIANCE - AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION OF SPECTROMETERS
AND SUNPHOTOMETERS
U. LEITERER AND M. WELLER
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany
Meteorologisches Observatorium Lindenberg
carefully and regularly calibrated sunphotometers are
unavoidable to identify long term trends of spectral aerosol optical
thickness for the numerical simulation of the global climatic change.
In addition to their role in the.climate system also in the field of
remote sensing and global change the atmospheric aerosols play an
important mostly masking role as they affect parameters characterizing the atmosphere and the underlayingearth surface. Such
parameters are surface temperature, ozon profile, surface albedo
resp. surface reflectance and quanti ties such as the vegetation
index.
With this paper we would like to present a method for calibrating and
controlling sunphotometers resp. pyranometers succesful applied in
remote sensing, quality assurance and quality control and for aerosol
monitoring in different regions of the earth.
We start with the basic idea of the procedure consisting in the
attempt to transmit the WMO recommended well known radiometric scale
of the extraterrestrial solar irradiance spectrum to a laboratory
standard of irradiance and radiance /1/; /8/; /5/; /6/.
This is directly done by means of a sunphotometer which itself has
to be calibrated for spectral irradiance and radiance measurements
/7/.
Decisive for this objective are sunphotometers with following characteristics
first:
Small field of view angle of about 1° so rema1n1ng under the limit
of 2, 5° giving by the WMO and restricting the part of the sunaureole-radiance.
second:
The dynamic range (volume) should cover 106 to allow direct sun disk
as indoor measurements,~too.
third:
The filter half-width and the central wavelength of each channel has
to be carefuly selected in dependence of the devices special task.
Fourth and finally
The photometer should have two different attachments, one (objective)
for irradiance and radiance measurements of small punctiform (sun)
or areal sources and one (diffusor) for irradiance measurements over
2 steradiant.
Why such extended requirements? The answer is to overcome following
difficulties.
First:
Not all countri'es can afford the WMO recommended high mountain
calibration via the well known Langley plot.

- 192 Second:
The short time variabilities /2/ of the atmospheric aerosol optical
thickness restrict the accuracy of comparative measurements with
sub-standards of comparison under normal low-land field conditions.
Third:
In contrast to a lamp illuminated BaS04-laboratory standard /5/ the
fissured sun spectrum complicates a field calibration procedure for
sunphotometers commonly equipped with filters of different half width
resp. with different spectral resolution. The disadvantage of our
method is the necessity to take into consideration the differences
in the energy distribution between the sun and the calibration lamps.
Now we would like to draw the attention to the main steps of the
announced calibration method.
step one is the determination of the photometer output U0 p
(commonly measured in voltages) for a known extraterrestrial spectral
solar irradiance E0 for each absorption-free channel by means of the
Langley plot under stable atmospheric conditions in high mountain
regiones /4/. so the calibration factor K~ for irradiance measurements of near punctiform sources with a 1° degree sun-objective is
given by equation (1)

(1)

Eo
Uop

1.J.Wcm- 2 nm- 1 v-~

The sun irradiance after passing the atmosphere of airmass m /3/ and
detected by the sunphotometer produces the signal
.,

(2)

Ep :;;: Up(m)

x

KEP

1.J.Wcm- 2 nm- 1

The second step is the inference of spectral calibration
factors for the 2 1f -FOV receiver attachement destined for the·
measurements of the global irradiance. For that the photometers 1°
FOV-sun objective is directed to the sun and UP (m) is measured.
After that at the same air mass m the 2 n receiver is directed
·~erticaly to the sun.This yields the signals U~~ and Uw~ ,measured
with and without shading the sun disc.
The difference of both signals

= U~~ - U80 ~ is now equated with EP = UP • K~, the sun
irradiance measured with the objective before.
So we get the calibration factor for the 2n-irradiance (diffusor)
measurements
Uu

( 3)

=

Ep
US.l.

1.J.Wcm- 2 nm- 1 v- 1

- 193 Now any measured global irradiances of different sources are linked
with the extraterrestrial solar irradiance. This is also the case for
our laboratory irradiance standard, consisting of a triplet of 230
Watt halogen tungsten lamps, th~ irradiances of which now can also
be expressed in parts of the sun irradiances. So the extraterrestrial
sun spectrum is preserved in the laboratory.
In order to derive the calibration factor for the spectral
radiance measurements with the 1° sun objective in the laboratory one
has to divide the calibration factor for sun irradiances K~ by the
effective solid angle~ expressed in steradiant and by an amplification factor d matching the enormous energetic differences between sun
and tungsten lamps

(4)

=

Eo x - 1U0 p

J.LWcm- 2 nm- 1 sr- 1 V- 1

<UXd

The solid anglew will be determined seperately for each channel.
Thereby we have to take into consideration that the relative differences between sun and lamps spectra require filter specific
corrections coming to a shift of the effective central wave length
and that the
great absolut differences between the sun and the lamp irradiances
make unavoidable a linear amplifier with a high dynamic range.
After this procedure we have described both quantities sun irradiance
and sun radiance are preserved in the laboratory transfering the
equivalent sun values to a BaS04-standard.
Rearranging the last equation to

(4a)

Eo
KLP

1

X--

V

<UXd

it is obviously that we are able now to retrieve the spectral extraterrestrial signal U0 p for sunphotometers from the BaS04-standard
information Uwp and ~· This means one can calibrate such devices in
the laboratory but relating to the sun. Costly procedures of more
than one basic field calibration under high mountain conditiones can
be avoided. Also absorber influenced channels no allowing the application of the Bouguer Lambert's law and therewith of the Langley plot
can be calibrated now. For a spectrometer with about 40 aquidistant
channels in the visible and near infrared region nearly 50 % are
absorber influenced, so the submitted and tested method is especially
welcome.
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NEW INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASUREMENT OF PRECIPITATION AT SEA
L. Hasse, M. Grossklaus, H.-J. Isemer, and K. Uhlig
Institut fur Meereskunde, Kiel, Germany
Introduction
Determination of precipitation at sea is an important part of the WCRP and
GAW. Both, numerical models and satellite remote sensing methods can be used to
estimate global coverage of precipitation at sea. However, with advanced
methods, ground truth from sea is wanted more urgently. Also, for the GAW,
reliable measurements of precipitation at sea are required. Atmospheric
chemists have been very successful in measuring the concentration of admixtures
in rain water. In order to calculate the flux of admixtures from the atmosphere
to the ocean, both, the concentration in rain water and the amount of rain need
to be known. There are more than 7000 Voluntary Observing Ships. Typically each
day 2000 to 3000 ships collect meteorological data 8 times a day. If only a
fraction of these would measure rain, we would have a sizable and welcome
amount of information on precipitation at sea.
1.

Unfortunately, conventional rain collecting instruments fail when used at
buoys or ships (Olbruck, 5). While difficulties from platform motions to
quantify collected water amount can be overcome by suitable gauging devices,
the flow distortion problem remains. This problem stems from the rather high
flow velocities around rain gauges at ships, that may result from addition of
wind and ship velocities. This yields to two sources of biases:
(i)
The flow around the ship or buoy superstructure may
induce spurios vertical velocities at the location
of equipment, leading to under- or overcatch.
(ii) The flow around the raingauge for most conventional
types of raingauges tends to carry the rain above
the orifice of the gauge, leading to a wind speed
dependent undercatch.
Of these two sources of error it is hoped that the first one may perhaps
be easier to deal with (Austin and Geotis, 1). The detrimental effect of flow
distortion from the ships superstructure could be alleviated somewhat by
suitable siting of the instrument, say above the flying bridge, where the flow
might be expected to be horizontal. Also, the measurement technique itself
could make the instrument less susceptible to local up- or downdrafts. At the
same time, the instrument design m~st minimize velocity dependent errors of the
instrument itself (Sevruk, 6; Folland 2).
In the marine meteorological department of Institut fur Meereskunde,
Kiel, we have therefore started to develop ship raingauges of improved design.
Two types, based on a mechanical and an optical measurement technique; have
been constructed. We will report on these instruments in the following.
2.

Mechanical ship raingauge
The high relativ flow velocities at a cru1s1ng ship in a wind field at sea
may carry the rain almost horizontally over the ship. Hence, in our design, the
conventional horizontal orifice of a raingauge has been supplemented by a
cylindrical vertical collecting surface. Additionally, the local flow velocity
is measured by a cup anemometer. A sketch of the instrument is given in figure
1. The water amount from both surfaces is collected separately, and measured by
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forming and counting drops of calibrated size.· Other types of recording, that
are insensitive to ship motions, would be acceptable also. Note that the shape
of the instrument resembles the "champagne glass'' configuration suggested by
Folland (2) in order to reduce the undercatch resulting from flow distortion by
the gauge itself. The horizontal orifice would measure rainfall like any
landbased conventional raingauge. The vertical collecting surface measures
liquid water content in the volume of air defined from the crossection of the
gauge and the local relative windspeed. From the liquid water content of the
air, the rainfall rate can be estimated by assuming a Marshall-Palmer (4)
raindrop size distribution. From the informations of the two collecting
surfaces, considering local flow velocity, an empirical calibration of the
instrument is feasible.

10 cm

Figure 1: Sketch of mechanical raingauge. Left half is the view from the side,
right half shows the cut. The instrument has a cylindrical cross
section (80 mm diameter). The horizontal orifice at the top is tafen
from a standard weather service type Hellmann raingauge of 200 cm
size. The vertical collecting curface consists essentially of the
cylinder (125 mm height) above the rime. The water amount intercepted by both surfaces is collected each by a cone and fed to a
gauging unit in the lower part (not shown here). Counts are recorded
either with a PC or with a data logging unit.
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The instrument has been tested against a distrometer during a research
cruise and now undergoes a long term field trial at R.V. METEOR. In order to
deal with ship roll motions in a seastate, the instrument is suspended to swing
freely around an axis parallel to the ships long axis. Collecting at the
vectical surface will be rather insensitive to up- or down-drafts. The catch by
the horizontal orifice, on the other hand, will be influenced by local up/or
downdrafts, depending on the drop-size distribution. This requires to place the
instrument high up above the superstructure of the ship in order to minimize
influence of local ship induced vertical velocities.
3.

Optical disdrometer
Preliminary tests with an optical rain indicating device (manufactured by
Rudolph Logic Systems, 3202 Sarstedt, Germany) showed that it is feasible to
measure individual raindrops and record these on a standard PC (compatible AT).

-·i
10 cm
Figure 2: Optical disdrometer. Slant view (top) and vertical cross section
(bottom). The instrument consists of (from left to right):
electronics unit and light shopper, field of light emitting IR
diodes, diffusor plates, window, sampling volume, collecting lens,
baffle, collecting lens, photo detector, and amplifier.
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The basic idea is to measure the size of a raindrop from its light extinction,
obtain a dropsize spectrum and calculate the contribution to the rain rate for
each drop, assuming that it will have the terminal velocity as determined from
its diameter. The disdrometer essentially measures the probability of drops of
given size per volume, that is needed to calculate the rain rate. This type of
measurement was employed by Illingworth and Stevens (3).
However, their instrument is fairly sophisticated and the evaluation to obtain
a rain rate is difficult. In order to have a design that could be used on VOS,
we prefer a slightly different technique. Our optical disdrometer is depicted
in figure 2. The sampling volume consists of a cylinder of infrared light of
about 120 mm length and 21 mm diameter. The cylinder is kept perpendicular to
the local flow direction by a wind vane. Because of the circular cross-section
of the cylinder, the geometry for a transsecting drop is independent of its
vertical component. Hence, vertical velocities induced from flow distortion by
the ships superstructure will not falsify the measurements. Care has been taken
to ensure homogeneity of light in the sampling volume and to eliminate
sensivity to background illumination. At present the prototype #2 of the
instrument is subjected to renewed field trials.
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APPLICATION OF ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGES LOCALIZATION TO THONDERS'.OORH NOWCASTING

P. Richard
DIMENSIONS, Pare des Algorithmes, 91194 Saint Aubin, FRANCE

I

INTRODUCTION

Aviation,
aerospace centers,
electric
power
network operations,
and
meteorology are examples of recent operational applications of a new technology
for early detection, monitoring, and nowcasting of thunderstorm phenomena.
This technology, has been developped by the French National Aerospace Research
Agency
(ONERA) and is now industrialized and marketed as SAFIR system
(thunderstorm monitoring and lightning warning system) by the Dimensions
company.
Based on the total detection of the electric activity of
thunderclouds it
enables early detection and nowcasting of thunderstorm phenomena where previous
techniques based on Cloud
to Ground lightning detection where ineffective. It
also reveals to complement efficiently radar measurements in particular in the
identification and nowcasting of severe thunderstorm cells.
This paper will
present the principles of this technique and
illustration of its capabilities
through examples of thunderstorm situations.

I I PRINCIPLES

l.HAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THONDERS'.OORM ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT

During its development a thunderstorm cell presents very strong updrafts
carrying up precipitation particles such as ice crystals, supercooled droplets
and graupels. The main electrification process of the thundercloud is due to
the charging of graupels and ice crystals by collisions and to their
separation by differential vertical motions within the cloud. These processes
result in a tripole electrical structure with a
main negative charge around 6
km at the -15°C level, a positive charge in the upper part of the cloud from 8
to 12 kilometers and a small
positive charge at the cloud base • Winter
thunderstorms have a similar structure over a smaller vertical extent •
The electric field can reach several hundred kilovolts per meter
within the
cloud. The initial electrification phase can last less than 10 rnn. The active
phase
starts when the lightning initiation conditions (strong electric field
and high density of hydrometeors) exist within the cloud. The activity is made
of Intra-Cloud
discharges occuring between the main negative and the upper
positive charge regions. This Intra-Cloud activity has been observed to be well
correlated with the
development of the cell, it peaks during the thundercloud
maximum vertical development (figure 1).
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Cloud to Ground lightning activity
usually starts 5 to 35 minutes after the
Intra-Cloud lightning activity. It peaks during the decay of the thundercloud
and is preceded by a decrease of Intra-Cloud lightning activity. This is due
to the descent of
precipitation particles below the main negative charge
layer. In severe thunderstorms
the decay can also produce strong downdrafts
and intense precipitations at ground level; these severe phenomena have been
observed to follow the peak
Intra-Cloud activity with a delay of 5 to 10
minutes.
Intra-Cloud lightnings is by far the principal electrical
manifestation of
thunderstorms. They typically represent 70 to 90% of the total lightning
activity of a thundercloud and can reach 99% in severe thunderstorms.

Development
-beginning of
electrification
mechanisms

-beginning of active
phase
- mtra-cloud
lightning activity
-strong updrafts

Decay

Maturity
-intense Intra-Cloud
lightning activity
-peak vertical development
-mtense convective activity
-internal severe phenomena

-decay of Intra-Cloud
lightning activity
- Occurence of severe
phenomena on the ground
Cloud to Ground lightning
heavy rainfall
bail • downburst

Figure 1: MAIN CHARACfERISTIC PHASES OF THUNDERSTORM ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT
2 .APPLICATIONS TO THUNDERSTORM MONITORING

AND LIGHTNING WARNING

The basic principle is that all along the development of a thunderstorm cell,
the total electrical activity (production of Intra-Cloud and Cloud to Ground
lightning discharges)
is closely
related to the different stages of
development of the cell and to its severity.
The electrical activity of a thunderstorm can in consequence be
used for
achieving thunderstorm early detection and lightning hazard early warning, and
for evaluation of potential thunderstorm hazards.
The Applications and capabilities of total lightning detection in the field of
thunderstorm monitoring and lightning warning can be summarized as follow:
Early thunderstorm detection and warning capability
Intracloud discharges are the first signs of the electrical
development of a
thunderstorm, they can occur up to lh30 min before Cloud to Ground strikes.
Localizing
these
discharges
provide
early
warning
of
thunderstorm
developments and lightning strike hazards.
Efficiency of thunderstorm monitoring
Compared to Cloud to Ground location techniques the
additional detection of
Intra-Cloud activity usually represents a
ten-fold
to hundred fold
improvement in
the monitoring efficiency, due to the very high proportion of
Intra-Cloud activity (up to 99%).
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several tens of
kilometers, the localization and analysis of
these discharges enable to
delimit
the electrically active
areas
and to estimate the stage of
development of the thunderstorm. These observations can be projected at short
term in the future in order to nowcast thunderstorm location and activity
level.
Identification of severe thunderstorm cells
A close correlation exists between the convective state and
severity of the
thunderstorm
and the characteristics of its lightning activity.
Maximum
vertical development of the thundercloud coincides with the maximum in
intracloud flash rate.
The severe phenomena occuring at ground level during
the thunderstorm decay such as high density of Cloud to Ground flashes,
intense precipitations, and strong downbursts, occur 5 to 10 minutes after the
peak in IC flash rate. The Real-time localization and monitoring of total
lightning activity is thus a tool for the early detection of potentialy severe
thunderstorm cells.

III REAL TIME OPERATIONAL APPLICATION
l.SAFIR SYSTEM TECHNICAL PRINCIPLES

A SAFIR system basic configuration is made of 3 detection
stations and a
central
processing station. Each detection
station performs the angular
localization of lightning discharges by using VHF interferometric technique
.Thanks to this technique the SAFIR
system is the only operational lightning
localization system
capable to locate and precisely analyse the total
electrical activity of thunderstorm cells.
Data are transmitted to the central station where the spatial
locations of
discharges are calculated by triangulation technique. The central station
performs the real-time processing
and display of informations. It can then
transmit it
to remote displays or warning terminals.
The coverage of a basic system is 300 by 300 km with distances between
stations
of about 120 km. The locating accuracy is typically 1 to 2
kilometers. Configuration, coverage and
location accuracy are adaptable to
users requirements.
2.SAFIR SYSTEM OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS

The real time display functions (figure 2) are:
mapping of total lightning activity;
location and structure of each discharge
is displayed on a background map
with calor coding of the time of occurence and type of lightning (IC or CG).
- Density mapping of electrical activity;
the spatial and temporal density of flashes is displayed with 2x2 km pixel.
This type of processing enables the user to identify the most active areas
and to evaluate their severity.
Nowcasting of cells evolutions;
the real time process automatically detects, tracks and analyses each cell.
It derives a synthetic display of the present situation and of short term
forecast (=<30mn) in terms of position and severity for each thunderstorm
cell. For
sensitive sites, the
system can warn automatically the user
of an approaching thunderstorm.
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MAPPING OF TOTAL LIGHTNING ACI'M'IY

DENSI'IY MAPPING OF ELECI'RICAL ACT!Vl'IY

NOWCASTING OF CELLS EVOLUTIONS

Figure 2: SAFIR SYSTEM REAL-TIME DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

IV EXAMPLES OF SEVERE STORM SITUATION AS OBSERVED WITH SAFIR

A good illustration of the interest of total lightning
detection for
thunderstorm monitoring is given by the case of a severe thunderstorm which
occured in the Paris area on August 22, 1991 (figure 3). This thunderstorm
propagated during about 4 hours and produced severe weather over a distance of
200 km. During its propagation it first produced several tornados and
downbursts,
then strong wind and heavy rainfall and finally hail in its final
stage (measurements on the ground along the path of the thunderstorm gave peak
wind velocity of 122 km/hand peak rainfall rate of 5.2 mm in 1 min).
As already observed in other cases of severe storms this thunderstorm produced
very few Cloud to Ground lightning flashes (about 33) as can be seen on the
data collected by the Meteo-France LLP system. On the contrary the SAFIR system
operated by Meteo France revealed a very intense Intra-Cloud activity all
along the path of the thundercloud (about 6800
flashes). From these
measurements the Intra-Cloud activity
represents about 99.5% of total
activity, it started more than 1h30min before the first Cloud to Ground flash.
Most important, the Intra-Cloud activity also preceded by more than one hour
the most severe phenomena. These phenomena were very well correlated, spatially
and temporally, with the electrical activity of the thundercloud, in particular
the tornado J downburst phase was preceded by a sharp increase in lightning
density. The rainfall map as well as the wind velocity
map also shows a very
good correlation with the lightning density distribution.
This example confirms that in severe storms the total lightning
activity is
nearly exclusively made of Intra-Cloud flashes and that this activity can be a
powerful! tool for the early detection and nowcasting of such dangerous
situations.
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3b: CLOUD TO GROUND LIGHTNING ACI'M1Y
(data llom LLP system I Mt!tt!o France)

Intra-Cloud activity represents 99,5% of total activity, it starts more than lh30min
before first Cloud to Ground Oash and shows a very good spatial and temporal correlation
with the most severe weather phenomena produced by the thunderstorm (tomadoldownburst,
heavy rainfall. hail).
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SEVERE STORM OCCURENCE ON AUGUST 22, l9911NTHE PARIS AREA.

OUTDOOR TECHNIQUE TO ESTIMATE THE SOIL HEAT
CONDUCTIVITY FOR ATMOSPHERIC USE
Bert Heusinkveld (*), Wilko van Loon (**), Anton Jansen (*)
*Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of Meteorology, Duivendaal 2,
NL-6701 AP Wageningen, The Netherlands.
**Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of Physics, Agrotechnion, Bomenweg
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Abstract.
In heat balance studies at the earth's surface the heat flux into the soil is of increasing
importance. To obtain reliable estimates of soil heat fluxes, the soil heat conductivity has
to be measured. This conductivity is very dependent on the soil constituents, the
temperature of the soil and the soil humidity.
A probe has been designed and measurement technique developed to obtain direct results
outdoor. Attention will be focussed on atmospheric and field conditions under which these
soil fluxes will be of great importance.

1. Introduction
In the following article a method is described to measure the thermal conductivity of
porous materials using a Campbell data logger in addition with a special designed probe.
A personal computer is used to analise the logged data after a measurement has been
performed.
With reference to the portability of the Campbell datalogger, measurements can be
performed under field conditions.
2. Description of the probe
The conductivity probe consists of a heating element and a thermocouple pair embedded
in an epoxy-filled piece of stainless steel tubing. The thermocouple is a constantanmanganine junction, both 0.1 mm thick. The hot junction of the thermocouple is placed
very close to the heating wire; the cold junction is situated at the end of the probe and is
considered to keep at its original ambient temperature.
The heating element wire is connected to a precision resistor, which acts as a reference
resistor in order to measure the power dissipation inside the probe. The wires from the
element and the thermocouple are connected with extension wires which should be
attached to the Campbell datalogger (fig.l).
One measurement takes about 200 seconds, during which the datalogger sends a current
through the heating wire inside the probe, and logs the differential temperature at
predetermined intervals. So in short, the temperature response is measured of the probe to
a suddenly starting constant energy dissipation inside the probe.
Before measurement starts, absolute temperature is measured. Thermocouple voltage over
temperature depends on the soil temperature, this factor is calculated by measuring the
absolute soil temperature with an AD590 (Analog Devices absolute temperature sensor).
The thermocouple differential temperature measurement has a resolution of 0.010 centigra-
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The power dissipation is determined by measuring the voltage over a reference resistor.
When resistence of the heating element is known, power dissipation in the heating element
can be calculated from this measured voltage.

thermocouple soiltemperature

_ thermocouple heating

~~~~~

E

copper (dEfential temperature)
copper

absolute temperature
L - - - - - - + U heater
Ground
(R ref. external)
L - - - - - - u ref. (power dissipation inside probe)
Fig. 1 Meteorology Conductivity Probe

The advantage of this needle is that only a differential temperature rise m the soil is
measured. There is no cold well compensation necessary.
The logged data can be used to calculate thermal conductivity (k) using the following
equation (de Vries and Peck, 1958):

where q is the power in Watts per metre required to heat the probe from one temperature
(T1) to another (T2 ) in the time period t2-t1 seconds.

2. Calibration measurements
To evaluate the used model, calibration measurements were performed for several
temperatures. For that goal a measuring cylinder filled with the calibration material and
supplied with a probe along its axis was placed into a thermostatic bath.
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Figure 2. Plot of the differential temperature rize during
measurement.
The temperature of the bath was controlled with a stability of less than 0.01 K. Because
these measurements require homogenious calibration material with a well known heat
conductivity, a dilute agar gel of 0.4 mass percent was used, which has thermal parameters
almost equal to those of pure water. The heat capacity of water can be found in literature
(Powell et al. [1966]) and is 0.560+ 19xl0-3T, with T in °C. Figure 2 shows a computer
analyses of the collected temperature response of the probe. The drawn line shows a
function fit by least squares. Due to the influence of the needle metal (not infinite small),
first few datapoints were skipped, because these points are not very reliable.
The accuracy is around 5% of the measured value. At the present moment there are new
developments to increase accuracy through noise reduction of the temperature measurements.
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INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENT STANDARDS FOR COMPARABILITY
Thomas J. Lockhart, CCM
Meteorological Standards Institute
Fox Island, Washington 98333, USA

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY
There are many meanings for the word "standard." It is because of this fact that the International
Standards Organization (ISO) has chosen to exclude meteorology from its sphere of interest. The
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) adopted "standards" for data used in synoptic analysis,
weather forecasting and airport operations. In fact, the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation (CIMO) of WMO published a Guide to Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practices (No.8 TP3) in 1946 and keeps it current through revisions. These are the WMO "standards." For
comparability, CIMO uses the method of field intercomparison to establish either consensus or
authoritarian estimates of the accuracy of commonly used meteorological instrument systems.
Many governments maintain standards organizations. In the United States, the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST, formally NBS) develop and maintain instruments with calibrations traceable to international standards for mass, length and time; a research and hardware dependent
activity. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) establishes and maintains standard
methods and practices, a documentation and communication activity. ANSI draws largely on the products of private organizations with approved standards writing procedures, such as the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM), the American Society for Quality Control (ASQC), the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and many others.
There is a continuing need for unambiguous consensus standard methods and definitions for
many meteorological variables. Whenever an instrument or sensor is accompanied by a set of specifications, there needs to be a recognized method by which it can be determined whether or not the specifications are met, as advertised. The lack of such recognized methods was the reason that the
American Meteorological Society (AMS) Committee on Atmospheric Measurements chose to endorse
the establishment of a sub-committee on meteorology within ASTM. The sub-committee, D-22.11
meteorology, was formed in 1973 under Committee D-22 on Sampling and Analysis of Atmospheres.
ASTM is a private organization and perhaps the largest standards writing organization in the
world. Its international membership is open to all who choose to join. The officers and members of
ASTM, at every level, are unpaid volunteers. Only the support staff is paid. The work done in technical committees is really supported by the employers of the volunteers. The self-interest of the
employer, which justifies the expense of the technical participation of the volunteer, may be described
by one of the following reasons.
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be appropriate to the regulatory goals. Or the government may have an operational role, such as the
National Weather Service (NWS), and they want the measurements to be accurate. Or the government
may have an educational role (NIST and ANSI) and they want to be sure that standards are written
correctly.
The manufacturer wants to make products which meet market requirements. When standards are
published, the manufacturer wants to be sure the standards will favor or allow the products to be used.
Some manufacturers support the desire to improve quality both within their organization and within
their competitive field. Some manufacturers want only to be sure that they have an even chance at
future business.
The user may be in some level of government or in the private sector. A consultant firm, providing service to industry, needs to know about the standards that are being written so current advice can
be given to the client. An industrial organization will want to know what instruments are acceptable to
regulatory bodies. An educational organization will want to know what to teach to their students.
There is also a self-interest to the individual volunteer, whether expert or novice. There is an
opportunity to contribute to ones field, to learn new technology, to meet recognized experts or people
from other fields and to make new friends. Work contributed anonymously to the standards writing
process can increase the value of an individual to the employer and also to the individual. The existence of the standard adds value to the technical field.
The operations of a large open consensus standards writing organization requires a large staff. If
the organization is in the private sector, it must find a way to make money to pay for the staff work.
ASTM makes money from the sale of standards, publications and from membership dues. The larger
the consensus body the more useful the standard. There is a hierarchy of standards organizations.
ANSI agrees to adopt standards from other organizations which meet its requirements for due process.
ASTM meets these requirements and therefore ASTM standards become ANSI standards. The due
process requirement includes an open membership, a ballot procedure which gives consideration to
single negative votes, re-balloting of active standards every five years, and a system of documentation
for the ballot and meeting processes.
When the AMS was considering whether or not to begin a standards writing operation, an ad hoc
committee was formed to look into the question. The chairman of the committee was Waiter Hoehne, a
National Weather Service (NWS) employee. One member was Saburo Hasegawa, an NBS employee.
Another member was the author, at that time chairman of D-22.11 and an employee of Meteorology
Research, Inc., a manufacturer and consultant organization. The committee report to AMS suggested
that the structure necessary to do credable standards work would require a large staff. It was recommended that the staff work remain with ASTM and that AMS keep a technical liaison with D-22.11 to
assure competent standards. AMS accepted the report and recommendations.
A similar relationship is recommended between WMO/CIMO and ISO in the international community.
STATUS QUO AND FUTURE
In the WMO WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAMME 1992-2001, THIRD WMO
LONG-TERM PLAN, PART I, Volume 1 (draft of August 1990), paragraph 186 uses ISO as an example organization with which WMO, through CIMO, intends to keep close liaison. This welcome commitment is what was hoped for by many measurement scientists, from Europe and America, at
TECIMO 11 (Mexico City, 1981).
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ISO/fC146. It works through ANSI with ISO Technical Committee 146 "Air Quality." The scope of
TC 146 is "Standardization in the field of air quality, including definitions of terms, sampling of air,
measurement and reporting of air characteristics." Excluded are "limits of acceptability for air quality."
TC 146 is organized into four sub-committees. These are:
SC 1 Stationary source emissions (NNI) with seven work groups,
SC 2 Workplace atmospheres (ANSI) with five work groups,
SC 3 Ambient atmospheres (ANSI) with twenty work groups, and
SC 4 General aspects (DIN) with six work groups.
There are 22 participating countries and 30 observer countries on this committee. The Secretariat for TC 146 is Kommission Reinhaltung der Luft, im VDI und DIN, Postfach 1139, D-4000 Dusseldorf 1. The current chairman is Mr. C.A. Aronds, Netherlands (1985). Their last plenary meeting
was September 1989.
There are nine standards currently within the authority of D-22.11. These ASTM standards are
listed here as 1 through 9.
1.
1977: Std. Methods for Measuring Surface Atmospheric Pressure, D 3631-84 (reapproved
1990).
2.

1982: Std. Definitions and Terms Relating to Humidity Measurements, D 4023-82a (reapproved
1990).

3.

1983: Std. Method of Measuring Humidity with Cooled-Surface Condensation (Dew Point)
Hygrometer, D 4230-83 (reapproved 1989).

4.

1984: Std. Practice for Determining the Operational Comparability of Meteorological Measurements, D 4430-84 (reapproved 1990).

5.

1984: Std. Test Method for Measuring Humidity with a Psychrometer (the Measurement of
Wet- and Dry-Bulb Temperatures, E 337-84 (reapproved 1990).

6.

1985: Std. Method for Measuring Wind by Means of Wind Vanes and Rotating Anemometers,
D 4480-85 (revision in ballot).

7.

1985: Std. Practice for Maintaining Constant Relative Humidity by Means of Aqueous Solutions, E 104-85 (reapproved 1991).

8.

1990: Std. Test Method for Determining the Performance of a Cup Anemometer or Propeller
Anemometer D 5096-90.
9.
1992: Std. Test Method for Determining the Dynamic Performance of a Wind Vane (draft No. 9
in ballot).
The current chairman ofD-22.11, Professor John T. Snow ofPurdue University, has groups
working on drafts of the following standards:

A Standard Test Method for Determining the Performance of a Sonic Anemometer.
A Standard Practice for Measuring Surface Wind and/or Temperature by Acoustic Means.
A Standard Practice for Measuring Air Temperature with Electric Thermometers.
A Standard Test Method for Determining the Relative Quality of Aspirated Radiation Shields.
A Standard Practice for Aligning Wind Vanes to True North Using Solar Sightings.
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Observing Systems Branch, NWS), was asked to discuss in a CIMO meeting early last year the
possibilities of CIMO working with ISO. He reported a positive reception to the idea, both generally
and from the President of CIMO. The CIMO recommendation was that ISO take the initiative in forming the appropriate working group, sub-committee or committee.
Dr. Harry L. Rook (NIST), Chairman of ASTM Committee D-22, took to a September meeting
in Tokyo of ISO TC 146, a request from D-22.11 to expand their scope of work to include meteorological measurements. He reported that the subject was already under consideration. By the time this
paper is presented, the organizational direction and details may be known.
There were questions which arose prior to EC-42 regarding the adoption of instrument specifications and standards. Several of us from D-22.11 looked at the proposals and had similar reactions.
Using wind as an example, there are no definitions for the proposed specifications. There are no
standard test methods which anyone might use to determine whether or not a candidate meets the recommended performance. These are simple problems which should be resolved by a consensus of
knowledgeable meteorological instrument specialists. Once these details are known, anyone from any
country can describe instrument performance unambiguously. The range of recommended damping
ratios of a wind vane should be published by CIMO. The standard method for determining the damping ratio of a wind vane in a wind tunnel should be published by ISO.
If ISO establishes a group charged with creating standards for the performance of meteorological
instruments, CIMO should ask its members to support this effort with their experts. Meteorologists and
engineers with experience in calibration, testing and standards writing should come together to take
whatever is available internationally and translate it into a form which meets the needs of the group. A
body of consensus standards will put an end to the questions about the meaning of performance specifications.

AUTOMATED COMPLEX OF PASSIVE AND ACTIVE RADIOTECHNICAL
EQUIPMENT FOR THUNDERSTORMS INVESTIGATION
Galperin S.M., Stasenko V.N., Shchukin G.G.
l.I. VoeikoV Main Geophysical Observatory
St.Petersburg, USSR
Thunderstorm research at MGO field experimental base in
St.Petersburg district conducted for more than 15 years. In MGO meteorology department there are carried out comprehensive investigations
of convective clouds with associated dangerous weather events, especially thunderstorms, with the help of groundbased multiwavelength radar
complex and research aircraft.
We are capable to investigate:
- cloud and precipitation areas using weather radars ( ~ = 0,8; 3,2;
10 cm) and combined radiometers ( A
0,8; 1,35; 3,2 cm) for their
evolution regularities determination;
- electrical state of convective cloud throughout the whole lifetime
period using radars capable of ionized lightning channels detection
( ~ =11, 35, 200 cm with vertical and horizontal wave polarization),
magnetic direction-finders, flash counters, lightning flash (LF) em
radiation recording (from 0,3 kHz up to 150 MHz) systems and aircraft
electrical flux meters;
- to steer research aircraft on cloud being studied.

=

ORGANIZATION OF EXPERIMENT
The complex multiwavelength sounding accomplished when all the
radars transmit pulses simultaneously. There is no problem with radar's interference when pulse repetition frequency exists as the noise
factor. All experimental units have State time synchronization with
1 ms accuracy.
Various em radiation recording systems are used to distinguish
what type of LF (cloud or ground) have determined radar returns. One
of them is the LF waveform analyser (0,3 - 50 kHz frequency band). Set
of tunable receivers in MW and SW bands are used too. Comparison of .
amplitude fluctuation regularities obtained from pulse to pulse LF radar registration with waveform and temporal sequence of atmospherics
received at different frequences enable us to interpret radar derived
information and than to check on the results of various type directi-on-finder (DF) system test.
Radiostation with fixed frequency operation for automatical
control aircrafts position was used. Flying laboratories can detect

- 213 the base dir~ction in ~ 400 km range easily: Decimetre- and metreband radars for craft steering on cloud being studied were used too.
In some experiments onboard equipment was switched on by ground based manager commandSOME FEATURES OF THUNDERCLOUD REMOTE
OBSERVATION
Application of various type remote sensors for thunderstorm
monitoring is necessary to detect pre-thunderstorm cloud stage more
exactly i.e. to fix electrically dangerous stage for aircraft. It can
be assumed that the pre-thunderstorm cloud stage should be restricted
by moments of intensive charge separation and lightning discharge appeareance. Duration of this stage of cloud development has not yet
been determined due to the following circumstances:
1. It is difficult to determine the start of charge separation in
a cloud by remote radiotechnical observations.
2. The moment of first LF registration varies practically for different research equipment and techniques applied.
In the recent two decades an opinion exists that the pre-thunderstorm stage of cloud may be established by em registration at frequencies above 1 MHz,which appears 10-15 min before the first LF
(Zonge, Evance). Our experiment did not confirm for the present this
opinion and radars operating in·metre and decimetre wavelength range
still define the moment of a cloud transition to the thunderstorm
stage with highest accuracy. However, this question needs further
investigation.
Application of different wave polarization radars resulted in
the following conclusions:
1. Radars with horizontal polarization applied in the past did not locate all of thunderstorm discharges in a cloud. An additional application of metre- and decimetre band radars with vertical polarization
allowed to register respectively 17% and 13% of LF more. Therefore,
the rise of the l{ghtning number registered by radars made it possible
to conclude ·that the experiment carried out, reduced the time interval
between the real lightning appearance moment and the moment registered
by metre and decimetre wavelength radars. Possibility of further
rise of the registered discharge number by simultaneous operation of
additional various type sensors should not be excluded.
2. It also follows from the data that home production OF registers
only about 16-20% of the total LF number observed by metre wavelength
radar. An assumption that OF defines mainly vertical ground channels
is confirmed.
RADAR INVESTIGATION OF THUNDERSTORM CLOUD
Weather radar measurements of convective clouds were systematically (every 5-7 min) made in the 200 km-range over a period spannig
more than 5-6 hours. Measurements of reflectivity (Z) sampled each
2 km height layer. The horizontal and vertical gradients of reflectivity ( dz/dR, dz/dH ), maximum height (H), diameter (D) were obtained
for every convective cell and distance between the adjacent cells in
addition. According to radar ( X = 3 cm) statistical criteria growing
thunderstorm bearing clouds were identified, then decimetre- and metre- band radar aerials were steered at this azimuth and carried out
continuous LF appearance monitoring. Simultaneously the lightning ra-

- 214 diation recording devices were switched on too. The number of successive strokes in the LF were calculated by the number of pulses on ELF
records.
Continuous monitoring of a thundercloud with radars and aircraft permits to investigate its parameters evolution from the first
to the last LF, on the one hand, and relationship between weather radar information and LF rate, on the other hand. We obtained the averages and variations of convective cell radar parameters for every
5 min interval prior to the moment of start ( t c;. ) and just after the
end (tf ) of LF period, as well as for the whole flashing time.
Appearance of LF with 40-50 km dimension is a very remarkable
feature of thunderstorm process in multicell clouds. As usual, these
flashes take place at dissipating stage of thunderstorm and they demonstrate stepwise shape of its movement with AR~ and Atf increments.
In 80% of the cases .A Rf- value ( 8 km) is comparab !e with the average
dista~~e between adjacent cells in storm complex. And in 80% of the.
cases~~alue does not exceed 0,27 s. These time intervals are significantly greater than the time intervals between successive strokes in
multiple LF which are less than 0,1 s in 80% of the cases. The above
proves that the stepwise shape of flash movement in radial dimension
from radar is not linked with successive strokes of LF.
An assumtion appears that the stepwise movement of LF echosignals at .bRf for A tt depends on the successive appearance of
flashes in individual cells of multicell cloud, i.e. the appearence
of flash in one thunderstorm cell initiates the flash in the neighbour cell (some kind of chain reaction). This effect is particularly
distinct in frontal clouds where the horizontal components of lightning echo-signals can extend over 80-100 km.
'
According to results obtained during the field experiments
the horizontal dimension of lightning radar returns often exeeds 10 km
value due to intensive flash branching inside of thundercloud. That's
why almost the whole thundercloud volume is dangerous for aircraft
penetration. It is known that lightning echo duration ( t ) depends
on radars wavelength uzed: longer times obtained at longer waves.
It was founded that tHc.n'l ..$. 0,3 s,'t;;-t~ ~ 0,43 s and 't~otm ~ 0,62 s at
80% of cases. The duration of lightning em radiation portions simultaneously recorded at
=200 cm attained the value Lem ~ 0,72 s. Remarkable difference between tz, 0
and t'e"" exists. It highly probable
that downward moving stepped leader (before the first return stroke)
has significant noize level at 150 MHz and seldom forms distinguishable radar return.
At the last 3 year time period the main attention was devoted
to the lightning detection on ~ = 11 cm. The averages of radar cross
section of lightning discharges ( 61 ) were obtained for various
distanses
75-95
110-130
R km
131-140
IS m2..
18
45
16
2
It was founded that ~.fcm ~ 38 m at 90% of total cases with maximum
value - 76 m2 . Computerized processing of radar data promotes in weak
discharge detection when lightning em radiation noize filtering
occurs.
Du~ing data processing the coordinates of LF echoes and fields
of various intensity precipitation were compared. It was found that
58% of total number of lightnings were determined inside precipitation
area and 42% - outside. ~ispersion of flashes ouiside precipitation

A

(.V"i'

- 215 area of a moving cell showed that 11% of them spread to 5 km distance
in upwind direction and 89% were located downwind. About 80% of LF
were coincident with rainy areis where J ~ 10 mm/h and the rest with
zones of higher precipitation. Places of main lightning concentration
at downwind cell side in 80% of the cases were located with in 20 km
range from Jmax zone while in 20% of the cases LF were observed at
40 km distance on fast moving cold fronts. It should be noted
that in one certain cell as well as on different observation days the
described dispersion of LF in relation to precipitation varies depending on cloud evolution stage and type of weather conditions. This
question needs further investigation too. It is obvious that time spatial sequence of zones with different-reflectivity (rain intensity)
and main charge concentration, illuminated by LF, are of vital importance for services responsible for airtraffic safety maintenance.
At MGO experimental base were collected a number of radars
and other means for remote sensing of atmosphere. Due to a cerfain
metrological properties of our research facility here State tests of
some types home production DF systems were organized. There is no
analogue to that complex in USSR.
Combination of various types simultaneously operating sensors,
as the next step of our investigation is under way. We try to create
local computer network capable of data dissemination and exchange
between different informational sources.Computerized radars and radiometers will make a ring where additional participants of our experiments may be connected in.We plan to store central computer for experiment's manager to control data accumulation and change the plan of
experiment in operative mode.
First experimental data on relative position of rain, severe
turbulence,supercooled water content and lightning areas in thunderstorm clouds were obtained. As some kind of verification of the fixed
data flights of instrumented aircraft through Cb clouds whose height
did not exeed 6 km were provided in 1990 summer season for the first
time. There were in particularly onboard electrical field strength,
updraft and downdraft velocity measurements. During successive craft's
passes through the cloud ground based complex of active and passive
radiophysical means determined spatial dimentions of precipitation
area, turbulence (obtained by spectrum width measurement of noncoheher~nt radar fluctuating signal and subsequent ~alculation of Doppler
velocity spectrum) zone and supercooled water domain (obtained by
radiome~er with~= 3,2cm) and their evolution. All the data are under
process1ng now.
We are able to participate in the subsatellite experiment
dealini with dangerous weather event delineation or automatical cloud
type classification from the arbiter.
SUMMARY
MGO field experimental base is well instrumented and experienced thunderstorm research facility.An overall perfomance and accuracy
tests for different type thunderstorm sensots might be provided here.
Certain characteristics of lightning flash which triggers the sensor
and its waveform and respective frequency spectrum, in particul~rly,
might be obtained.

MONITORING OF ELECTRIC STATE OF THE ATMOSPHERE
AT THE SURFACE LAYER
V.P.Gordyuk, G.G.Shchukin and Ya.M.Shvarts
Main Geophysical Observatory
Karbysheva, 7, St.Petersburg 194018 Russia
With the view of solving some problems of the International
Geophysical Year (IGY) the recordings of atmospheric electric values
near ground were begun more than in twenty spots on the globe in the
late fifties. In the USSR. atmospheric electric recordings near
ground were included in the list of standard observations of ten
meteorological stations. Later to collect and to publish atmospheric
electric data, the World Data Centre on atmospheric electricity
(WDC) was established at Main Geophysical Observatory (MGO) on the
initiative of WMO. Unfortunately, nearly all atmospheric electric
stations, which were set up at that time outside the USSR had
functioned for a limited period of time, judging by issues of WDC.
And only in the USSR the atmospheric electric network had functioned
hitherto just because it was established by Meteorological Service
(MS) and the common manual on atmospheric electric measurements was
drawn up.We are noting it in the paper to accentuate the role which
could be played by such institutions as WMO, CIMO and National MS in
continuation of regular recordings of atmospheric electric values in
various spots on the globe in the twenty first century.
The main atmospheric electricity values are atmospheric electric
potential gradient V', polar air conductivities ~p and air-earth
electric current density J. Unfortunately, J was not measured at our
stations, and V' and ~P were measured at some stations only. V' and
.A p depend upon a distance from the ground and surrounding
conditions. The changes in the disposal of transducers of V' and Ap
were minimum or taken into account at four stations: Verkhnee
Dubrovo
VD
(near
Ekaterinsburg),
Voeikovo
V (near
St.Petersburg), Dusheti- D (near Tbilisi), Irkutsk- I. Then, the
series of data is supposed to be uniform at these stations. The
courses of the annual means of V' and .A = ~ +fi-- at these stations
are shown in Fig. 1. V' and :A. are expressed in relative units, The
relative value of V' or ) l was calculated as a ratio of the annual
mean of V' or )\
to the average value of recording under
consideration. Looking at Fig.1 one can note the common features to
all curves for V' and all curves for /\. . These are: an increase of
ft
and a decrease of V' during the years of nuclear weapon tests,
tendency of conductivity decrease during
the
ensuing years,
approximate constancy of V'
in the same years. The conductivity
decrease was noted at other places: Pavlovsk (near St.Petersburg)
1916-1940, Puna (India)
1935-1968, Bet-Dagan (near Tel-Aviv) -

- 217 1966-1974, Boulder 1967-1980, Helsinki 1977-1985, North Atlantic
1910-20
1960-70, for example. It seems that the tendency of the
conductivity decrease does not manifests itself in recent years. The
air electrical conductivity decrease is regarded by (Shvarts,
Oguryaeva,
1987) to be caused by the increase in the concentration
of aerosol particles of radius 0.01
0.2 mkm as a result of
anthropogenic pollution. The main source of pollution were located
not far from the meteorological stations where the recordings of V'
and J\pwere carried out (km or tens of km). Therefore the recordings
of V' and Ap were organized far from the pollution sources: (Mirny,
Antarctica, 1980-1989) and North Atlantic (Winter, Spring 1986-87).
The main results were published (Voskresensky et al.,
1988,
Vayushina et a1,1090). The same data from these papers are shown on
Fig 2. Judging by this and other data, the changes -of the electric
state of the atmosphere did not occur in recent one-two decades in
mildly contaminated areas.
Taking as a basis our experience of carrying out atmospheric
electric recordings we can formulate the first priorities of the
atmospheric electric state monitoring. These are: 1. a continuation
of routine recordings of the main atmospheric electric values at
surface layer at the places where the series of the recordings are
long and uniform. 2. the recordings of the same values at surface
layer at unpolluted areas. 3. the recordings of the same values at
some stations of Global Watch System. The latter is especially
important because, first,
the requirements to stations of this
system coincide whith those to atmospheric electric stations or
meteorological stations wich carry
out
atmospheric
electric
recordings. And, second, only in this case one can expect to have
long uniform series of atmospheric electric recordings at our
disposal in the future (XXI century),
Dr.Dolezalek claimed that the simultaneous recordings of V',~.
j would have some merits. First, there are meteorological conditions
when the equalities V'*..A = J or V'*.i\. = k*J are valid, k being
const. Consequently, an objective check of system for recordings of
V', A ,J can be used in the process of measurements. Second, the
hours
can be selected when global generator effects may be
identified. These are the hours when the above mentioned equalities
are holding. The values of k depend upon the installations of
transducers of V', ~p ,J. It is better that k would be equal
approximately to 1. A more detailed discussion of this important
problem excedes the limits of the paper. We repeat once more that J
was not measured at our stations which is a
shortcoming of our
recordings. To join meters in an automated or semiautomated set is
known to be reasonable. To record V', ~, and J, the semiautomated
set (AES) was developed by H.Tammet, V.Gordyuk and Ya. Shvarts. It
consists of meters of V', ;J\. r and J, controller, PC "ATARY" and a
control block.
Operations of measurements, data processing and data recording
are automated. Those of the meter checks are automatized partly
although there are possibilities of complete automatization. The
objective data analysis softw~re (meter checks and data selection)
are worked out.
A field-mill is used as a meter of V', an Gerdien's aspiration
device is used as a meter of J\p • In principle, these are usual
devices. However, special attention was paid to the check and

- 218 selfcheck of meters. The most oft-recurring trouble of conductivity
measurements is the insulation resistance reduction of a collecting
aspiration condenser plate and other components of an
input
electrometric direct current amplifier circuit. Gordyuk and Shvarts
showed that this defect can be revealed by the bias of ''zero" output
voltage of the above amplifier. This finding can be applied as the
method
of
field-mill
sensing
element
resistance isolation
selfcheck. This is accomplished by the check of an output direct
voltage of a preliminary field-mill amplifier (Gordyuk, Shvarts,
1986). The modern conductivity meter (Sokolenko, Shvarts,
1990)
includes the linear-changing voltage generator. This voltage U' is
applied to the plates of an aspiration condenser instead of work
voltage U if meter graduation of meter check is made. As a result,
the scale V; }{.i\.p). where V
- an output voltage, can be constructed
if a rate of change of V' is known. More detailed discussion of this
method can be found in (Svarts, Semenov, 1986).
And, at last we would like to draw your attention to the old
suggestions of prof. H.Tammet. The information capability of an
atmospheric electric station is regarded by (Tammet,
1977) to be
raised by means of employment of the combined measurement method of
electrical aerosol density 0 and ion formation intensity q... ,
Although the trial of the method was successfull (Semenov et
al.,1988),
the research work will be required for adoption of this
technique, The meter of (
, q. includes a meter of .i\.p , a feeble
radioactive source and an accumulator of the air (Semenov et al,.
1988).
In 1963 the Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR
has
entrusted the A.I. Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory (MGO) in
St.Petersburg with the functions of the Special Data Center on
atmospheric
electricity
for
servicing
the programs of the
International Year of Quiet Sun (1964- 1965). Later in 1965 it was
transformed into the World Data Center on atmocpheric electricity
(WDC) at the MGO. The responsibility of the WDC has been the
collection of data from the world network and widespreading them
among consumers. The first publication
has been made in 1966
with data for January 1964 and since the WDC acts till present.
The recent publication has been made in 1991 with materials for
December 1989. All publications for this period have been performed
in the form of printed brochures.
In 1988 the WDC has began to operate a data management system
and digital archive on the basis of the IBM-360/370 compatible
computer. The development of this system has been framed by the
general
concept
for
databases for various branches in the
meteorology and geophysics. The data files of this system have
sophysticated format although they are similar to the printed
brochure structure.
The fact that WDC has issued only the printed brochures
extremely restrains application of the atmospheric electricity data.
As the personal computers have become an important part in the
practice of scientific work the question of transformation of
existing printed materials and digital arcive into available form
for personal computer processing has arisen. The system for the data
widespreading using ·flexible 5.25" discettes has been developed in
the recent period.This system consists of two programs blocks. The

- 219 first one works on the IBM-370 compatible computer and
its
appointment is to copy archive data files into ASCII files on the
5.25" discettes and supply it with corresponding information about
station
characteristics
or
to
copy
archive files in its
sophisticated format. Then this discette is provided in the WDC with
the data managment program that allows to get ASCII files or digital
files and sent to the information consumers. It is implied that the
secondary digital archive on the base of the PC must be created.
The problems of automation of the data collection and data
presentation on the computer available carrier of information must
be solved in the nearest future.
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THE WMO SOLID PRECIPITATION INTERCOMPARISON:
CANADIAN ASSESSMENT
B.E. Goodison and J.R. Metcalfe
Canadian Climate Centre, Downsview, Canada
INTRODUCTION
In 1985,
the
World Meteorological
Organization
(WMO)
initiated an
international intercomparison to assess national methods of measuring solid
precipitation. Past and current procedures as well as methods suitable for use at
automatic weather and climate stations were to be assessed against a standard
method whose accuracy and reliability was known ( 4) . Canada recognized this
experiment as an opportunity to investigate, and hopefully provide solutions to
some of the challenges of winter precipitation measurement.
In 1986, Canada
initiated the installation of the first of seven evaluation stations with the WMO
reference standard gauge (DFIR).
These stations were situated across the country
in different climatic and physiographic regions.
After five years of continuous
data collection, three of these stations have been terminated.
An overview on current Canadian methods of solid precipitation measurement
is given in (5).
Several kinds of precipitation gauges, using different types of
shielding, were tested at these stations (5). This paper will focus on the
accuracy and performance of the Canadian Nipher Shielded Snow Gauge System, the
Atmospheric Environment Service (AES) national standard instrument for measuring
snowfall precipitation at principal observing stations.
It should be noted, that
at climatological stations (85% of the Canadian precipitation observing network)
daily snowfall precipitation is estimated from snow depth measurements using an
average density of lOO kgm-3 for all regions.
Yet, observations from the Nipher
gauge provide the core data set for most meteorological, hydrological and climate
change analyses. An accurate assessment of its performance is critical.
PROCEDURES AND INITIAL COMPARISONS
The DFIR, which uses the Russian Tretyakov gauge, was used as the standard
against which the Canadian Nipher gauge and other gauges were compared (4).
Both
the Nipher and Tretyakov gauges are non-recording and require manual observation.
Their contents must be melted and poured into a graduate for measurement.
Systematic errors related to wind, wetting loss and evaporation must therefore be
considered.
Previous
experimentation
(3),
and
recent
results
from
the
WMO
Intercomparison (5), confirm an average wetting loss for the Nipher gauge
collector of 0.15mm +/- 0.02mm.
Canadian tests also found the wetting loss for
the Tretyakov gauge averaged 0.20mm per observation.
Scandinavian tests (6) have
found the wetting loss for the Tretyakov gauge to be 0.1 to 0.2mm.
Since 1966,
Russia has routinely applied a wetting loss correction to each observation: 0.2mm
for liquid precipitation, O.lmm for solid precipitation.
Based on these results,
it was determined that 0.15mm should be added to each observation to correct for
the wetting loss of the Nipher gauge and the DFIR (with Tretyakov).
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Fig. 1 Event snowfall precipitation (mm) of Nipher Snow Gauge compared to DFIR at
six Canadian stations. Both gauges have been corrected for wetting loss.
First priority for analysis was "event" data, i.e. storm totals for snow
only events. Since the ratio of measurements from two gauges was the basis of the
analysis, consideration was given to the fact that even small measurement
differences between the two gauges could produce quite variable ratios for small
snowfall events. To minimize this problem, it was decided to use only snow events
greater than 3.0mm in the analysis of gauge catch (Nipher/DFIR) versus wind speed.
Figure 1 compares totals from the Nipher and DFIR for 156 events, after correction
of each observation within the event for wetting loss. The gauge measurements are
very similar; the correlation between the two is 0.98 (R2=.97). Wind speeds at 2m
(the height of the national gauge) during the events ranged from 0 to 8 m/s and
mean temperatures ranged from -25°C to +1.0°C. No bias has been observed in the
comparison of event totals from the different stations which could be directly
related to regional wind speed or temperature effects.
In 1981, AES began using a less expensive fiberglass Nipher shield as a
replacement for the original spun aluminum shield. Metcalfe and Goodison (5)
outlined the corresponding design and catch differences between these two shields.
Because the AES network and the Canadian Intercomparison stations have a mix of
the two types of shields, an attempt was made to compensate for this difference
(5).
Golubev (1) reported that the DFIR measurements are adversely affected by
wind speed, and based on gauge measurements in a sheltered bush site at Valdai,
require a correction for wind speed to estimate "true" snowfall precipitation.
Event totals from the DFIR were therefore adjusted using the Golubev equation
which considers wind speed, air pressure, mean air temperature and mean air
humidity.
Analysis of the Golubev equation showed that for the same site,
pressure and humidity have little effect and the correction equation could be
simplified to consideration of temperature and wind speed only:
P

=

P(meas.)x(l.0+0.005x(273/(273+T))2xw2)

P(meas. )= measured DFIR including wetting loss (no.of obs x 0.15 mm)
mean air temperature (°C)
T
w = wind speed at 3 m, DFIR gauge height

- 223 This correction results in an increase in the DFIR measurements, especially
at higher wind speeds; thus the ratio of Nipher to corrected DFIR decreases
compared to the ratio without the DFIR correction.
Figure 2 shows the ratio of
Nipher to corrected DFIR plotted against mean storm wind speed. On the same graph
the results from Goodison (3) of the ratio of the Nipher gauge to snowboard
measurements in a sheltered site (used as "true") are plotted for comparison. For
wind speeds up to 2m/s, the results are similar, generally within +/ -10% of
"true". However, at higher speeds, the current results indicate a catch ratio
lower than that found in earlier field studies. At this time one can only suggest
possible contributing factors to the difference, including: a larger data set;
observations from more than one site; a different minimum threshold for analysis
(Goodison (3) used Smm as the lower limit); the need to estimate catch differences
between the fiberglass and aluminum shields used in the current study; and,
different instruments for measuring wind speed.
Assessment of possible
contributing factors to the difference is necessary before applying any correction
procedure.
Similarly, snow only event data for the Tretyakov gauge were also analyzed
for comparison against earlier work done in Canada (3). Figure 3 shows the
results. The ratio of Tretyakovjcorrected DFIR, including wetting loss for both
gauges, is plotted against mean storm wind speed for three Canadian sites where
these gauges were eo-located. For comparison, the ratio of Nipherjcorrected DFIR
for the same events are plotted on this graph as well. The lower catch ratio of
the Tretyakov versus Canadian Nipher gauge is consistent with previous findings
(2,3).
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Fig. 2 Comparison of catch ratios, Canadian Nipher to "true" (corrected DFIR) for
WMO Intercomparison snow only event data >3.0mm (1987-1991), including correction
for fiberglass Nipher shield, and previous field results of Goodison (3).
CONCLUSIONS
Wetting loss is a systematic error which can be quantified and should be
included in the correction of any "can" type gauge which must be poured out to be
measured.
Canada must decide how to implement this correction for both historical
and new measurement. The Russian experience of applying the correction at the time
of observation must be considered for its applicability in Canada, and for that
matter in other countries.
Although the difference in measurement between
fiberglass and aluminum Nipher shields is small, it does contribute to creating an
inconsistent data base for temporal and spatial analysis.
Replacing all the
gauges in the network now with fiberglass shields is one option to minimize the

- 224 problem of a prolonged period of mixed instrumentation and creation of an
artificial non-homogeneous data base which will adversely affect climate analysis.
The catch characteristics of the Canadian Nipher Shielded Snow gauge are
very similar to the WMO reference standard (DFIR), for snow only event totals.
Matching totals were achieved over a wide range of temperatures and wind speeds,
and at a variety of sites (Fig.l).
These results reinforce our previous
contention that the Canadian national snow gauge is an efficient instrument for
measuring solid precipitation.
The WMO reference gauge (DFIR) should be corrected using the procedures
outlined above in order to best represent "true" snowfall.
However, this
correction does have to be re-assessed when all data from all participating
countries have been collected and reviewed.
The comparison of ratio of
Tretyakovjcorrected DFIR against mean storm wind speed lends credence to this
procedure as results obtained (Table 1) are comparable to the previous work of
Golubev (2) and Goodison (3). Even though Goodison used a different "true", the
results indicate that the DFIR or snow boards at a sheltered site provide a
suitable reference for measuring "true" snowfall.
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Fig 3.
Comparison of catch ratios, Tretyakov to "true" for WMO Intercomparison
snow only event data >3. Omm, at three Canadian stations (1987 -1991) and catch
ratios for Canadian Nipher to "true" for the same events.
TABLE 1.
Catch efficiency of the Tretyakov gauge versus mean wind speed based on Golubev
(2), Goodison (3) and WMO Intercomparison for snow only event data at six Canadian
sites.
Mean Wind Speed

2 mjs
4 m/s
6 mjs

Tretyakov Percent Catch

80%
60%
40%

If in fact the catch characteristics of the Canadian Nipher gauge and the
DFIR are similar, as demonstrated above (Fig.1), then their associated correction
coefficients should also be similar. However,
in comparing the ratio of
Nipherjcorrected DFIR (Fig. 2), it is obvious that the catch efficiency of the
Nipher is less when the DFIR is used as "true" compared to Goodison' s previous
snowboard work. This is particularly noticeable at wind speeds greater than 4mjs.

- 225 When compared to Golubev's (l) catch coefficient versus wind speed for the DFIR, a
similar result is observed (Table 2).
The reason for the lower catch coefficient
at higher wind speeds compared to the DFIR as "true" in light of the previous work
is not readily apparent.
Certainly with a high degree of confidence, we can say that at mean storm
wind speeds up to 2m/s no correction of the Canadian Nipher shielded snow gauge
measurements, except for wetting loss, is required to achieve the best estimate of
actual snowfall.
Further analysis of both daily and monthly data will continue,
in the hope of determining to a higher degree of certainty,
correction
coefficients for mean wind speeds over 4mjs.
The ultimate aim over the next five
years is to create a corrected historical precipitation data base and to implement
correction procedures for current observations.
TABLE 2
Catch efficiency of the DFIR and Canadian Nipher Shielded Snow Gauge versus mean
wind speed based on by Golubev (1), Goodison (3) and WMO Intercomparison at six
Canadian sites.
Mean Wind Speed
2 m/s
4 m/s
6 m/s

DFIRl

Nipher2

100%
95%
87%

+lOO%
100%
90%

Nipher3
100%
85%
75%

1 - observed by Golubev (l) at Valdai, Russia for a vertical fence (DFIR)
2 - observed by Goodison (3) at Cold Creek, Ont., Canada
3 - observed at six Canadian sites during WMO Intercomparison
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THE PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR THE DATA ANALYZING AND SUMMARIZING
OF THE FIELD COMPARISON OF DCP
G. XIQIN, Z. SHUER AND W. JINZHAO
ACADEMY OF METEOROLOGICAL SCIENCE

The field comparison of Data Collection Platform (DCP) means the comparison between DCP and
conventional instrument in natural condition. This comparison was conducted under unstrict condition, so
that the data provided by these two kinds of instruments were hardly to be unanimity. The reasons are as
follows:

e The constructions and proporties of the two kinds of instruments are different. The time constant is less.
e

In the comparison, the two kinds of instruments are impossible to sit in same place.

e

The methods between observing and data processing are quite different.

But statistical relationship can be obtained through processing the data by means of mathematic statistical
method, so that we can evaluate the measuring results of DCP.

1. FAULT STATISTICAL METHOD AND THE RATE OF RECEIVING REPORT
After setting DCP, the trial operation should be made about a month. During this period, the fault time
resulted from objective reason is not included. The statistical time is a year.
Table 1: The example of the rate of receiving report of DCP in Wulan

year
month

86

87

12

1

88
2

3

4

5

11

12

1

2

3

4

average

the rate of receiving report t%)
99.2

99.2

100.0

100.0

97.5

97.5

100.0

100.0

99.2

The rate of receiving report is calculated according to following formular:

The rate of receiving report (%) =

actual receiving report
. .

must be rece1v1ng report

x 100%

99.1

98.4

100.0

99.2

- 227 2. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF DIFFERENTIAL VALUE OF THE TWO INSTRUMENTS IN THE COMPARISON
There is no reference to compare in all parameters measuring of DCP, so that the approximate value of
their true value can not be obtained, therefore the accuracy of these measurements can not be got. And
during the measuring period, the elements change too fast to obtain their precision. So we have no way to
evaluate the measuring results.
But we can approximately consider that the measuring values of convetional instrument and DCP are
obtained in the same place and same time, the differences between them are relative stabilized. If the
conventional instruments are considered as conference, the differences appear as normal distribution
approximately.

3. THE EVALTUATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION FOR CONVENTIONAL INSTRUMENTS
As we know, the standard deviation of calibration differences for conventional instruments are as follows:
Pressure
Temperature
Relative Humidity (Psychrometer)
Wind velocity

± 0.1 hPa
± 0.1 ·c
±1%
± 1/2 (0.5 + 0.5 x wind speed)

The standard deviation of systematic error is less than tl,le half standard deviation of observational error.
Thus, if conventional instruments are used, the standard deviation cr of their observational error should be as
follows:
Pressure
Temperature
Relative Humidity
Wind velocity

± 0.2 hPa
± o.2 ·c
±2%

± 0.6 rn/s

4. THE EVALUATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION FOR DCP
We presume that stochastic process (t) indicates the true value of the elements; U(t), V(t) are the
measuring values of conventional instruments and DCP respectively; Y(t), Z(t) are the error value of them.
Y(t), Z(t) are independent and
U(t) = ~(t) + Y(t)
V(t) = ~(t) + Z(t)

(1)
(2)

lt is known from experiences, Y(t), Z(t) are normal stationary stochastic process. We presume that the
expected value of Y(t) is a1, the variance of it is cr2; the expected value of Z(t) is a 2, the variance of Z(t) is
0'22·

order X(t)

= U(t) - V(t) = Y(t) - Z(t)

(3)

So we know X(t) is still normal stationary stochastic process, and the expected value of
X(t)

= aLa2

(4)

This formular indicates the systematic error between conventional instuments and DCP.
The variance of comparing differences

- 228 We presume that the sample value of comparing difference is X1 , X2 , ... Xn. Here X2
the sample mean value X, considering the sample variance as the evaluation of Dx, so
Dx

=-

1

n

= U2 - V2 , presuming

_

L (Xj -X)2

(6)

-n-1 i=1

When the sample numbers are large, we substitute (6) into (5), change place of the term and extract roots.

cr2 =

-

1

n

L (Xi -X)2_ cr 12

(7)

-n-1 i=1

The standard deviation of every element of DCP in Tai Mountain is listed in Table 2 according to formular
(8). When Table 2 is calculated, we give up the error of more than ±3, as the probability of their appearance
is only 0.3%.
Table 2

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

±. 0.3

±.0.3

±.0.3

±.0.3

±.0.3

.±.0.3

±.0.2

±.0.3

±.0. 2

±.0.3

±.0.4

±.0.3

±. 0. 4 ±.0. 3
relative humidity (%)
±.14.7 ±.8. 4
wind velocity (m/s)
±. 2.1 .±.2.3

±.0.5

±.0.5

±.0. 4

±.0. 3

±.0.4

±.0.5

±.0. 4

±.0.5

±.0.5

±.0. 4

±.4.5

±.2.5

±.2.9

.±.1.3

±.2.0

±.2.8

±.3.1

±.4.1

.±.7.5

±.7.5

±.2.1

±.2.0

±.1. 8

±.1. 5

±.1.2

±.1.1

±.2.4

.±.1.4

±.1. 6

±.1. 6

element
pressure (hP a)
temperature

('C)

5. THE EVALUATION OF MONTHLV AVERAGE VALUE OF COMPARING DIFFERENCE
A) The error interval evaluation of monthly average value

The sample average value is ever used to evaluate the expected value of X(t), this is a point evaluation. In
order to know the approach extent of them, the confidence interval of expected value of X(t) should be got,
that is to say, the interval evaluation should be done. The less the confidence interval, the more approach to
expected value, the mean value X is, and the recording quality is higher. The upper and lower limits (Lu, Ll)
of confidence interval are as follows:
-

Lu = X + Z · -

cr

m

cr
L1 =X- Z · -

rn

(9)

(10)

Where X is the value of systemtic error reduction of difference mean monthly value; is bulk standard
deviation, the measuring standard deviation is used instead. Z is the critical value. The probability of the true
value of mean value fallen between Lu and Ll interval is 95%, Z is 1.960 provided by big sample condition.

- 229 B) The monthly change of difference mean monthly value
The change of mean monthly value of comparing difference is resulted from nonlinear stability of
meteorological sensors. The mean monthly value is corrected when it designes, and correction can be
obtained while calibrating. So through the monthly change of difference mean monthly value, can be derived.
Table 3
year
month

87
7

88
1

2

3

4

5

6

-0.6

-0.4

-0.4

-0.2

-0.3

-0.2

-0.4

±.0 .1

±.0.1

±0 .1

±0 .1

±0 .1

±0 .1

±0 .1

10

11

12

-0.3

-0.4

-0.4

±0 .1

±0 .1

±.0.1

8

9

mean monthly value difference

-0.1

-0.1

interval evaluation

±0 .2

....±.0. 2

Table 3 gives the example of wind velocity recording of DCP in Shanshan.
Because the change of difference mean monthly value is less, so it is trustful that difference mean monthly
value is used instead of the true value of it.

6. THE ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL AMOUNT AND WIND DIRECTION RECORDING
The frequency spectrum distribution of rainfall amount is non-normality, the differences of 95% fallen in
the range of accurancy is all right. Since tipping-bucket rain gauge is used in every DCP, man-observation
could lose rainfall amount, so the comparison should produce larger error. Therefore, the comparing
obvservation should start from a rainfall process. So called a rainfall process is from the beginning of the
rainfall to the end of it.
Since rainfall recording is less, it only needs to calculate annual rainfall amount to obtain the difference of
annual rainfall amount and percent provided by the two kinds of instruments.
For example, the statistic of annual rainfall amount provided by DCP on Tai Mountain in 1987 (Table 4).
Table 4

rainfall amount by
conventional instrument

(mm)

rainfall amount
by DCP {mm)

1102.4

difference

843.5

{mm)

258.9

error

{%)

23.5

As to wind direction, the wind direction measuring principal of contact anemorumbograph used in stations
and of DCP are quite different, the resolution of them are quite different either; and in natural condition, the
difference between the spatial and temporal contributions of wind direction is very large, so we can only get
their percent of coincidence.

Percent of coincidence (%) =

times of coincidence

x 100%

total times
The primary wind velocity of contact anemorumbograph is 2 m/s, the recording below 2 m/s is ignored in
statistic. A orientation of wind direction is 22.5.
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If the wind direction measured by DCP in the regular range provided by Table 5, the result of DCP should
be in accordance with the result of conventional instrument.
For example, Table 6 is a frequency table of wind direction coincidence in Tiebujia DCP.
TableS
wind direction

sign

north-northeast
northeast
east
south
west
north

NNE
NE
E

s
w
N

Table6
angle range
11.25. 33.75"
78.75"
168.75"
258.75"
348.75"

month

33.75"

7

6

8

9

rate of coincidence (%)
172.9 83.5 77.3 78.8

- 56.25"
- 101.25'
- 191.25"
- 281.25.
- 11.25.

10

11

12

72.9

82.1

82.8

7. MEASURING ACCURACY OF ALL ELEMENTS OF DCP
Synoptic meteorology requires the accuracy of AMS as Table 7.
Table 7

element

reqirement of accuracy

pressure
wind direction
wind velocity

.±.1. 0 hP a
.±.20.

temperature
dew point temperature
precipitation amount

"
.±.1 ·c
.±.1 ·c, above 4 ·c, .±.2 ·c, under 4 ·c
0.5 mm, under 5 mm, .±.10%. above 5mm

2 m/s, under 20 m/s
10%, above 20 m/s

The accuracy of the above dew point temperature (temperature range -10' - +40
psychrometer) average out ±6% (±3.4%, ±8.3%).

·c

of screen

The above accuracy is two times of the standard deviation, that is, the measuring points of 95% fall in this
range. When we determine the comparing differences according to the above requirements, the systematic
error should be eliminated beforhand.
·
·
Since conventional instruments are not standard instruments, the degree of confidence should be
considered as 95%. When the percent of pass for measuring resu~s of DCP is 95% x 95% = 90%, we may
consider that they agreed with the requirements. For example, the percent of pass for all elements of DCP in
Qijiaojing (Table 8).
TableS

year
month
pressure pass rate (%}
temp. pass rate (%)
RH pass rate (%}
wind velocity
pass rate (%}

87
7

8

9

10

11

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
95.9 94.8 98.3 97.4 87.3
96.7 98.3 98.3 88.0 64.7
55.1

96.6

92.4

89.7

96.1

12

88
1

2

3

4

5

6

99.0
92.0
77.9

99.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
84.0 89.0 97.0 95.5 96.6 88.2
71.0 71.6 56.1 73.4 89.7 100.0

98.2

92.5

95.4

83.8

95.5

93. 1

94.1

THE EFFECT OF BIRD PROTECTING RING ON WIND FIELD DEFORMATION
ABOVE A PRECIPITATION GAUGE
B. Sevruk, V. Nespor and R. Spiess
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH Zentrum, CH-8092 Zurich,
Switzerland
Abstract: Wind tunnel investigations and numerical simulations of wind field
above precipitation gauges showed similar results. The comparison has been
made for three wind profiles as situated windward and leeward of the
precipitation gauge orifice and above the centre always inside the orifice
rim. The wind speed in the wind tunnel was 3 ms-1. The measured wind
profiles indicated that the use of bird protecting ring elevated above the
precipitation gauge orifice causes an additional, slight increase of wind
speed, approximately of 5%. This might contribute to the greater windinduced losses of precipitation gauges having bird protecting ring as
compared with gauges of the same type but without the ring. Better results
of computed wind profiles through finer resolution of points near to the area
of maximum values of wind speed are to be expected.
Introduction
Precipitation measurement is subject to systematic errors mainly due to
evaporation, wetting and wind. The latter originates in wind field
deformation above a precipitation gauge which acts as an obstacle to free air
flow. Consequently, a part of the small precipitation particles is taken away
before it reaches the precipitation gauge orifice and instead of falling into
the gauge, it falls on the ground. Such a loss amounts to 3-15% for rain and
up to 50% for snow.
The wind:-induced loss at a particular gauge site depends on a variety of
factors. Of the instrumental ones, the use of wind shield seems to be most
important. In addition, the shape of the gauge body and orifice rim as well as
the thickness of orifice rim affect the magnitude of wind-induced losses.
Field intercomparisons are used to analyze the effect of a particular type of a
gauge or gauge parameter on wind-induced losses and to derive correction
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procedures (Sevruk et al. /1/). In some special cases attempts have been
made to use numerical modelling as reported by Sevruk et al. /1/.
This paper focuses on the possibilities of using computational fluid
dynamic to model a wind field above the precipitation gauge, particularly in
the case when a bird protecting ring, BPR, is used on a gauge. Wind tunnel
investigations have been used as reported by Sevruk et al. /1/ to verify the
results of computations.
Methods
BPR consists of a thin (0 4 mm) metal ring having the diameter of 300
mm, being elevated 60 mm above the gauge orifice as shown in Figure 1. Its
function is to prevent the outflow of automatic precipitation gauges from
becoming clogged up by bird droppings. BPR was fixed on the ASTA
precipitation gauge, having the outer body diameter of 220 mm. This gauge
is used at the Swiss automatic meteorological stations and it works on the
principle of a tipping-bucket. It is heated during the wintertime. This is the
reason for the extraordinary thickness of the orifice rim of 30 mm.

Figure 1

The ASTA precipitation gauge with bird protecting ring, BPR.

Two sets of wind profiles have been measured in the wind tunnel; one
for the gauge with BPR and other without it. The wind profiles have been
situated windward and leeward of the gauge orifice, always inside of the
orifice rim and above centre, all in the plane parallel to the direction of wind.
The wind speed used in the tunnel was approximately 3 ms-1. Similarly, the
same profiles have been computed using the PHOENICS program.
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Comparison of measured and computed wind profiles above the
centre of ASTA precipitation gauge with and without bird
protecting ring, BPR (from the top): h is the height above the
orifice, u0 is the wind speed in the wind tunnel and Uj is the
profile wind speed.
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For the aim of comparison of measured and computed wind profiles, the
wind speed values, Uj, of profiles have been related to the wind speed, u0 ,
which was 3 ms-1 for computed wind profiles and approximately 2.85 ms-1
for measured ones.

Results
In Figure 2, wind profiles above centre as measured in the wind tunnel
and computed are compared for gauges with and without BPR. Similar
diagrams have been obtained also for windward and leeward wind profiles.
They show that, with the exception of the area where maximum wind speeds
are obtained, the measured and the computed values of profile wind speeds
accord well. The computed maximum wind speeds are smaller then the
measured ones partly because computed values represent the average wind
speed of volume elements with the height up to 8 mm near the level where
the maximum wind speed has been obtained. In contrast, the vertical
distance was less than 3 mm for measured wind profiles and the actual
measured point values of wind speed have been considered instead of
averages. This is important because in the vicinity of the level at which the
maximum values of wind speed occur, the wind speed variability is
extremely high over small distance.
80
h [cm]
60

ASTA measured

o o o

centre profile

o o o

40

with HPR
without HPR
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D

20
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1.2
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Figure 3

Comparison of measured wind profiles above the centre of AST A
precipitation gauge with and without bird protecting ring, BPR: h
is the height above the orifice, u0 is the wind speed in the wind
tunnel and Uj is the profile wind speed.
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Figure 3 shows that the maximum wind speed for the ASTA
precipitation gauge as measured in the wind tunnel is greater when BPR is
used. This indicates that BPR might cause an increase of wind-induced losses
of precipitation measurement. Further investigations of these phenomena
are necessary, particularly of the effect of position of BPR above the orifice
on the wind speed increment.
-

Conclusions
The similarity of results of measured and computed wind profiles show
the possibility to numerically simulate the wind field above various types of
precipitation gauges in a more convenient way as through wind tunnel
experiments. Using a bird protecting ring on a precipitation gauge might
cause additional wind speed increase above the gauge orifice and thus
contribute to greater wind-induced losses of precipitation measurement.
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A REVIEW OF THE SOLID PRECIPITATION INTERCOMPARISON

AT JOKIOINEN, FINLAND
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ABS1RACf
13 different types of gauges at some 20 spots have been used since the intercomparison was
started on 1 February 1987. Three types of automated gauges are used during winter. The sum of 12
snowfall months shows differences of up to 39% when compared to the reference, a Tretyakov gauge
in a V aldai double fence. Wetting loss and evaporation rate were studied. The evaporation rate from
the gauges was rather high during springtime (about 1 mm/don the average). Three 24-hour snowfall
cases were selected to represent clear and different types of differences between the measurements
and errors of the gauges:
a) large, firm and heavy snow flakes
b) small, dry snow flakes
c) rather dry and large snow flakes
The cases showed that the gustiness of wind speed should also be taken into account when
the catching ratio of different gauges is to be estimated. Faulty measurement results of the automated
gauges were analysed but no common reason for non-functioning was found.
1.

PRECIPITATION SUMS

Sums of solid precipitation over 12 months (1988-1991) showed differences of up to 39%
when compared to the reference gauge, a Tretyakov in a Valdai double fence. (Tables 1 and 2).
Table 1.

sums of precipitation for 12 months (1988: 2,3,12; 1989: 1,2,3,12; 1990: 1,2,3,12; 1991:1).
Orifice area corrected values, mm and % of gauge 16. Presented in order of measuring the
gauges. N = 370

No

9

Tret
a) By weighing
649,6
mm
%

83

b) Volumetric
616,5
mm
%

83

a

7

2

1

16

10

Nor

Wild

Tret

Tret

Tret

TretSF

595,6
76

473,8
61

510,7
65

668,7
86

781,3

lOO

565,2
76

457,3
62

480,9
65

629,0
85

5,1

3,5

5,a

11

13

14

Wild

SMHI

Tret

689,5
88

631,2
81

663,6
85

551,9

743,0
100

670,1
90

619,8
83

626,0
84

544,1
73

4,9

2,8

1,8

5,7

1,4

71

15

Dan

518,2
66

468,9
63

(a-b)/a • lOO %
5,1

5,9

9,5

- 237 sums of precipitation (~ 5,1 mm/12 h (Gauge 16)) for 12 months (1988: 2,3,12;
1989: 1,2,3,12; 1990: 1,2,3,12; 1991:1). Orifice area corrected values, mm and% of the
gauge 16. Presented in order of measuring the gauges.
N = 37

Table 2.

No

a)

8

7

2

1

16

10

11

13

14

15

Tret

Nor

Wild

Tret

Tret

Tret

TretSF

SMHI

Tret

Wild

Dan

243,8

201,8
64

214,5
68

273,2
87

313,4
100

281,3
90

270,7
86

227,2
73

217,8
70

200,0
64

213,2
68

270,5
87

312,0
100

279,3
90

259,5(46) 267,6
66
63

226,0

209,1
67

0,9

0,6

1,0

0,4

0,7

By weighing
mm
%

b)

9

264,4
84

Volumetric
262,4
mm
84
%

(a-b)/a

*

240,9
77

259,5(3)
83

72

lOO %
O,B

2.

78

1,2

o,o

1,1

0,5

4,0

WETTING LOSS AND EVAPORATION FROM THE GAUGES

To eliminate wetting loss in the measurement, a digital balance was used to weigh the gauges.
Wetting losses for different types of gauges varied from 1.8 to 9.5% in the twelve monthly sums for
all cases, and from 0.0 to 4.0% for cases of precipitation intensity~ 5.1 mm/12 h. (Tables 1 and 2).
Wetting loss was also determined using the procedure described by Huovila et al. (1988),
pages 38-40 (1). The mean value was mainly from 0.1 to 0.2 mm. (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Wetting loss of2 gauges determined in March-April1987 (I), March-April1989 (II), JulyAugust 1989 (ill) and September-October 1989 (IV).
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Evaporation from the Tretyakov, Wild and Finnish prototype gauges was determined as
described by Huovila et al. (1988), pages 40-41 (1). Mean daily evaporation from the gauges during
rainless days was in general less than 1 mm /12 h. In April, however, it could exceed 1 mm/12 h.
This is because both the Tretyakov and Finnish prototype gauges were used without a funnel even in
April. The Wild gauge had the lowest values for most months. (Figures 2a, 2b).
Evaporation from three gauges
Jokioinen 1990

Evaporation from three gauges
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AUTOMATED MEASUREMENTS

Automated measurements were started in August 1987. Several breaks in the measuring
programme have occurred: 8 in 1987,23 in 1988,21 in 1989 and 17 in 1990. However, the sums of
the Geonor 1 in a Valdai double fence fit fairly well with the sums of the reference, a Tretyakov in a
Valdai double fence. (Fig 3).
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The faulty measurement results of the automated gauges were analysed but no common
reason for malfunction was found. Oeonor 1 (018) registered 54 too high or too low 10-minute
values. Only 6 of them were in winter. In 24 of these 54 cases, however, the gauge gave apparently
correct 12-hour sums. Oeonor 2 (012) showed more (73) incorrect registrations than Oeonor 1, and
28 of them were in winter. In 48 cases these faulty values caused incorrect 12-hour sums. Friedrich's
heated tipping bucket (04) showed faulty results in 39 cases. Most (30) of them were in winter.
During snowfall Friedrich's gauge may suddenly give too many pulses and faulty 12-hour sums.
4.

SNOWFALL CASES

In the case of snowfall the wind error (catching ratio) as well as the outblow greatly depend
on the shape, size and firmness of snow flakes. These again are correlated with the synoptic weather
conditions, such as air temperature and humidity.
Three 24-hour snowfall cases were selected to represent clear and different types of
differences between the measurements and errors of the gauges. (Fig 4 a, b, c). In all cases the wind
direction during the snowfall was from east or south-east, which means that the wind blew from the
open uniform snow-covered field. In these cases the mean wind flow field is typically quite
homogenous over the whole comparison field, which makes the errors between different gauges
more comparable than in the case of more inhomogenous flow field typical of other wind directions.
On 21-22 November 1989 the air temperature varied between -1°C and -3°C. The relative
humidity was high varying from 87% to 97%, which together with the air temperature indicates the
possibility of big, firm and heavy snow flakes. The mean wind speed was 2.5 rn/s. The weather
conditions give an estimation of relatively small differences and errors between different gauges.
(Fig 4 a).
On 13 January 1990 the air temperature was between -13°C and -9°C, and the relative
humidity about 84%. This means that the snow is dry, the snow flakes are typically relatively small
and significant outblow from most of the gauges may occur. The mean wind speed during the 24hour period was 5 rn/s, and the effective wind speed (weighed by the rate of snowfall) was about 5
m/s. According to the weather conditions big differences between measurements made with different
gauges could be expected.( Fig 4 b).
On 10 January 1991 the air temperature varied during the snowfall between -1°C and -2°C,
which is close to Case a), but the relative humidity is remarkably lower, only about 84%. The 24hour mean wind speed was 3 rn/s and the effective wind speed about 4 m/s. In this case the snow
flakes can be expected to be larger than in Case b), but the rate of out blow is bigger than in Case a).
(Fig 4 c).
These three cases show that wind speed, in particular, often varies during the snowfall and
the measuring period. Thus the 12-hour or 24-hour mean wind speed can be a poor parameter to
describe the wind error of various gauges. The gustiness and its variation are also a parameter that
should be taken into account specially when the effect of outblow is estimated. This means that, for
many reasons, also the snowfall should be measured using shorter periods, which is possible, for
instance, by gauges 18 and 12, to get more reliable corrections of winter precipitation.
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Influence of Surface Poisoning on Different Types of
Static DC Field-Meters

Frank Buschbeck
Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf

Abstract
It is a well known problem that the sensor electrodes of static DC
field-meters are very sensitive to pollution. Typical values of
offset errors caused by electrically charged parti~les polluting the
sensor are in the order of up to several 100 V/m 1J. The outdoor
electric field, under fair weather conditions, is in the same order
of magnitude. Hence measurements of this value may be easily
disturbed by charged pollution particles. Consequently, measurement
results in this order of field strength magnitude are not very
reliable, even if frequent zeropoint recalibrations are performed.
Reliable measurements of lower E-field values are almost impossible
with traditional sensor types.
The Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf has recently performed
research and development work in order to improve this situation.
Results yielded an explanation for the influence mechanism and new
designs for several new sensor types which are less sensitive to
sensor pollution. A stability value was achieved of+/- 1 V/m over a
period of 3 months of operation in open air.
Following a short explanation of the general operating principle of
the sensor types in use, a theory is outlined descr.ibing the
influence mechanism of electrically charged pollution particles. The
results of this theory are discussed in view of both well-known and
new sensor types. This theory has also been the basis for the design
of several new sensor types which are less sensitive to electrically
charged pollution particles, and for an improvement of a number of
traditional sensor types. Examples are given in the paper.
1

Introduction

The protection of the sensor area of static electric field-meters
will always affect the electric field, regardless of what type of
material is chosen. The reason is evident: A metal cover will zero
the field inside the sensor; a non-conducting cover may carry and
hold any charge, the field of which will be added to the field to be
measured. Consequently, the sensor must be open in the direction to
the field source and is therefore exposed to pollution. In practice,
in the air there are dust particles, including particles of synthetic products, which carry an electric charge produced by friction.
If such a charged particle attaches itself to the sensor electrode,
it will cause an electric field, which is added to the field to be
measured. Due to the small distance to the sensor electrode, even a
small charge value may simulate a significant field value. Typical
values of this error signal are in the order of up to several 100
V/m. This type of zero value.error may appe?r either step~ise or may
slowly add up with any polarity. The sens1v1ty of the various sensor
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types to charged pollution particles varies a great deal and will be
discussed in the paper.
2 General measurement principle
For a homogeneous electric field the Gauss theorem may be written
as 2) :

= £~ • E

with
surface charge density
dielectric constant of vacuum
electric field strength.

It shows that an electric field E will cause a well-defined charge
density on an electrode, which is exposed to this field. Practically
all DC field sensors, by mechanical means, periodically modulate the
influence of the field on a sensor electrode. The result is a
periodic charge-flow to and from the sensor electrode, which is an
AC current and can be measured by conventional methods. The
modulator of the conventional field-mill (Fig. 1), for example,
consists of a windmill-shaped metallic shutter, electrically
connected to the reference potential, which can be rotated, and a
windmill-shaped sensor electrode, connected to a current-sensitive
amplifier. A periodic shadowing and opening of the sensor electrode
is performed by rotating the shutter, modulating the charge density
and hence the amount of charge on the sensor electrode.
3 Influence mechanism of surface pollution
The mechanical motion within the sensor modulator usually leads to a
variation of capayitances between the components of the modulator.
It can be shown 3), that the source of error current is the variable
capacitance C2 (Fig. 2) between the shutter and the charged particle
sticking to the sensor electrode. Due to its small distance, the
capacitance C3 of the charged particle to the sensor electrode is
much higher than C2 and thus determines the voltage on C2 and C3.
The variable capacitance C2, held at a constant voltage by C3, will
cause the error current i2, which now becomes a part of the measured
current i. An analogous conclusion can be drawn for charged
particles sticking to the shutter surface.
3.1 Covering field-mill
It is the most popular device for measuring static DC fields. Its
conversion factor (AC output current versus field strength) is the
highest of all known modulator types, due to the fact that modulation frequencies in the order of several hundred Hz can be
achieved with sensor areas of several cm2. Another advantage of this
converter type is the fact that it can be mounted flush into a flat
surface without disturbing the field shape. A disadvantage is that
its sensivity to charged pollution particles is relativly high, due
to the fact that C2 (Fig. 1) is oscillating over a large range, thus
delivering high error current. Another disadvantage - especially for
long-term measurements - is the necessity of a collector-ring and
brushes, providing the reference potential of the rotating shutter,
which need periodic servicing.
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3.2 Cylindrical field-mill 4)
This modulator type consists of two semi-cylindrical electrodes,
which are rotated round an axis in the electric field, perpendicular
to the direction of the field vector (Fig. 3). During the rotation a
charge exchange between the electrodes will appear, which can be
transferred to a current measuring device by means of collectorrings and brushes. This modulator type is very insensitive to
charged pollution particles, because the capacitance of the
electrodes - and the pollution charges on them -to the ground is
very small and can be made very stable by a rotational symmetrical
design (Fig. 4). There are the same problems with collector-rings
and brushes as in the covering field-mill.
3.3 Vibrating systems
Generally vibrating systems do not need rotating parts and
collector-rings with brushes, which is a great advantage compared to
rotating systems, especially for long-time measurements. The sensitivity to charged pollution particles is high, comparable with that
of the covering field-mill.
3.3.1 One possible realization 5) is shown on Fig. 5. A vibrator in
the shape of a tuning-fork, with shutter electrodes at its ends,
periodically opens and shuts the access of the electric field to a
sensor electrode.

3.3.2 Another realization 6) consists of a vibrating electrode under
the window of another electrode, which is connected to the reference
potential. Behind the window there will be a high field gradient.
The motion of the sensor electrode is performed just in this region,
thus modulating the charge density on it.
4 New converters

The knowledge about the or1g1n of the error signal allows the design
of new converters with significantly lower sensivity to charged
pollution particles.
4.1 EFORK-3

The schematic design is shown on Fig. 7. It consists of a vibrating
system in the shape of a tuning-fork. At the ends of the arms there
are double-layer electrodes. The inner sensor electrodes are
connected to each other and to the input of a current-sensitive
measurement device by flexible wires. The outside layers are
connected to the reference potential. The system, in movement, opens
and closes the sensor electrodes in the direction of field E, thus
modulating the charge density on them. Parasitic currents will arise
only between the sensor electrodes and hence are short-circuited.
A model of this modulator was built and tested by the author. The
instability of zero-point and sensivity turned out to be less than
+/- 1 V/m for an operation period of 3 months under laboratory
open-air conditions.
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4.2 EFORK-4 (Fig. 8)
It is, in principle, similar to EFORK-3 but offers a higher
conversion factor and a more symmetrical sensitivity characteristic.
5 Improvement of traditional converters
Using double-layer electrodes with one layer connected to the reference potential and the other one connected to the sensor output,
several traditional sensor types may be improved.
5.1 Covering field-mill
In this case the rotating shutter must be manufactured as a doublelayer, with the outside layer connected to the reference potential
and the inner layer connected to the sensor electrode via an
additional collector-ring with a brush.
5.2 Vibrating systems
Most of the conventional vibrating systems can be improved, as indicated above.
6 Environmental influences
The most probable environmental influence for outdoor operation is
the rainwater, which can be evaporated by a stream of warm air.
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EXPERIENCES WITH CORRECTION AND HOMOGENIZATION
OF LONGTERM TEMPERATURE RECORDS
R. BOHM
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR METEOROLOGY AND GEODYNAMICS, VIENNA
During an investigation of a great number of Austrian longterm temperature records ([1] BOHM,
1992) the question of data testing, data completing and data homogenizing afforded the most time
consuming work of the whole investigation. Trying different methods, the kind of proceeding shown in this
paper turned out to be the most efficient.
The problem in time series investigation lies mainly in the fact that long data sets very often contain
missing or incorrect data and inhomogeneities caused by changed location, changed surroundings or
changed instruments, times of observation and so on. Data sets which are homogeneous, complete and
correct without being altered are very rare. The routine quality control of Austrian climate-data does not
contain the completing of missing data when the gap is longer than three days and data refere always to the
current location of the station.
For the above mentioned time series analyses about 100 long temperature records were tested for
their applicability for climate change research. 58 of them turned out ot be usable for that item but only 8 of
the 58 station records were homogeneous for the whole observation period without alteration. Therefore
there was a great need for correct but also quick to handle proceedures to detect and eliminate
inhomogeneities.
A useful tool for recognizing inhomogeneities but also incorrect data turned out to be the test of
relative homogeneity after CRADDOCK, described in SCHONWIESE and MALCHER ([2], 1985). The testvariable is calculated by the formula:

with i being the index of time (in our case one year), bi being the annual values of the tested series,
ai being the annual values of a homogeneous neighbouring station and bm and ~ being the means over the
whole period to be tested. Inhomogeneities cause relatively sharp changes of the first deviation of s (t)
whereas smooth changes seem to be caused by the existing natural differences of climatic time series. The
ideal s(t)-curve for the case of total correspondence between two time series would be a horizontal straight
line, a case which of course never exists in nature.
Back to about 1935 the archives of the Austrian Meteorological Service contain detailed descriptions
of station histories for each station, further back the station descriptions exist only for very few records.
Comparisons between messages about station changes in the history files and detected inhomogeneities by
the Craddock-test show a very high degree of correspondence. The summer-time regulation during world
war two and also changes in instrumentation did not lead to detectable inhomogeneities. Of great interest is
the fact that the change to automated measuring systems which has been taking place in the Austrian
network since 1980 does· not affect homogeneity of temperature records. On the other side the changing of
the evening observation time from 9 p.m. to 7 p.m. in 1971 caused inhomogeneities in the Austrian
temperature data sets which couldn't be neglected. Especially stations in valleys and plains showed
inhomogeneities of about 0,3· to 0,4 ·c from 1970 to 1971 whereas mountain stations above 1500 m
remained relatively stable with changes of only o,o· to 0,1 ·c caused by the different times of observation.
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Figure 1: Correlation of annual mean temperatures of Austrian recording stations with Wien-Hohe Warte
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The good applicability of the Craddock-test for temperature time series is partly caused by the high
degree of correlation between the different Austrian data sets. Figure 1 shows an areal correlation map of
the territory of Austria with correlation coefficients of all Austrian temperature records reaching back at least
to 1901 with the station Wien-Hohe Warte in the east of the country. Even the worst correlated stations do
not remain far under r = 0,7 and there are correlation coefficients of 0,85 to 0,89 in horizontal distances of
about 500 km. Also high alpine stations as Sonnblick (31 06 m), Zugspitze (2962 m) or Santis (2500 m) are
correlated with the totally different station Wien-Hohe Warte with approximately r = 0,7. In any case
correlation between station records turned out to be comfortably sufficient for testing and reducing data.
Figure 2 shows examples for Cradock-tests of homogeneous station records and for inhomogeneous records
before and after reduction. Reduction was done assuming constant monthly differences between two station
records in case of homogeneity. Data were reduced to the· recent location of the station. Reduction
differencies usually showed rather high variability throughout the year. Therefore reduction calculations had
to be done separately for each month. Table 1 shows some examples for monthly reduction differences.

Table 1: Examples for monthly reduction differences of some Austrian temperature stations CC)
JAN

FEB

MAY

JUN

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

0' 1 -0,7 -1,0 -0,3 -0,8 -0,5 -0,2 -0,3 -0,3
Bad Ischl (period 1895-1941 reduced to 1942-1989)

-0,2

0,3

0,4

-0,3

-0,3

-0,4

-0,5

MAR

APR

JUL

AUG

Vent (period 1948-1965 reduced to 1966-1989)

-0,4

-0,2

-0,4

-0,3

-0,4

-0,2

-0,4

-0,4

Bad Gleichenberg (period 1929-1960 reduced to 1961-1989)
-0,4 -0,1 -0,1 -0,2 -0,2 -0,0 -0,3 -0' 1 -0,2
Radstadt (period 1926-1960 reduced to 1961-1989)

-0,3

-0,3

-0,8

-0,6

-0,3

-0,6

-1,0

0,5

0,4

0,0

-0,5

-0,5

-0,4

-0,7

-0,7

-0,2

-0,2

-0,3

Mooserboden (period 1952-1975 reduced to 1976-1989)
0,2

0,8

0,3

0,6

0,3

0' 1

0,3

0,1

0,2
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Figure 3 conveys the proceedure of reducing one station for the example of the record of Reichenau, with
two inhomogeneities which could be eliminated by comparison with an areal mean of 20 stations.
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Doing the described reduction and homogeneization work for all the mentioned 58 longterm temperature
records of the Austrian network it turned out that the mean length of the data sets is 112,3 years. Only 8 of
the 58 station records were homogeneous without need of alteration. Reduction was possible in sufficient
quality for the other 50 stations, further 42 stations had non-homogenizable data. The discussed proceedure
of detecting inhomogeneities helped to find a mean of 3,2 inhomogeneities per station which means that the
mean homogeneous section of temperature time series is 26,8 years.
The homogenized data sets were used for a detailed time-series analyses of the Austrian temperature
records which has been published recently in BOHM ([1], 1992).
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PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS IN A HIGH ALPINE REGION OF AUSTRIA •
INTERCOMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MEASURING SYSTEMS
I. AUER
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR METEOROLOGY AND GEODYNAMICS, VIENNA

1. INTRODUCTION
Four years after the opening
of the Sonnblick observatory (31 06 m)
in 1886 a raingauge was installed
northside the building. Unfortunately
in many cases these measurements
did not lead to reasonable results, and
therefore within the following years
the observatory was equipped with a
second raingauge southside the
building (1949) and two totalizers, one
with horizontal orifice (after 1927) the
other with an orifice parallel to the
slope (1959). Since 1987 various
automatic precipitation measuring
systems are in experience.

I

eGs

ewG

TO 11 eero_

5

Figure 1 : Location of precipitation measuring instruments in the
area of Sonnblick-observatory

2. INTERCOMPARISONS OF MONTHLY AND YEARLY TOTALS IN THE PERIOD 1960·1989
Compared are:
GN:
GS:
TO_:
TO 11:

raingauge north: 500 cm2, without windshield
raingauge south: 500 cm2, without windshield
totalisator with horizontal orifice: windshielded
totalisator with tilted orifice: without windshield.

Because of the typical winddistribution on Sonnblick ([4] Zentralanstalt fOr Meteorologie und
Geodynamik, 1986) the lowest precipitation amount is measured in the unshielded raingauge north,
raingauge south keeps about 25% more per year. As well known in mountainous regions totalizers register
the precipitation regime better than raingauges, nevertheless annual precipitation amount of the totalizer with
tilted orifice exceeds that of totalizer horizontal about 23%. In detail wintermonths show only small
differences with even little more precipitation in horizontal totalizer but in summer in totalizer 11 more
precipitation is measured on principle.
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Figure 2: Annual course of monthly precipitation totals on Sonnblick
-observatory and a valley station (1960-1989)
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An investigation
of precipitation in the
Sonnblick region based
on a network of six
totalizers
and seven
raingauges ([1] AUER,
1991) pointed out that
the measuring instruments installed on plain
subsoil show a marked
maximum of precipitation
during summer (up to
40% of yearly totals) and
a minimum in winter (14
to 19%). Going up the
mountain slopes this
annual course flattens,
which is most obvious on
the top of the mountain
(comp. figure 2) with a
percentage of winter as
well as of summer of
27%. In contrary the
annual course of totalizer
11 behaves similarly to the
stations in the valleys.
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Figure 3: Linear regression analyses between precipitation totals of the
two totalizers on Sonnblick (1960-1989)
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Figure 4: Correlation coefficients between monthly precipitation totals
of four different measuring instruments

The monthly partly surprisingly low
correlation
coefficients
between the four precipitation measuring instruments are represented in
figure 4.

- 253 3. TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF PRECIPITATION ON THE TOP OF MOUNTAIN SONNBLICK
Figure 5 shows the yearly totals of precipitation measured with TO_ and gauge north relative to
average 1951-1980. Overlayed are smoothed curves calculated by Gauss low-pass filtering with a filter width
of 20 years.
Yearly precipitation-totals to the average 1951-1980
observed data and smoothed curves (T • = 20 years)
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When calculating linear regressions for overlapping subintervals of 21 years we find out periods
marked by increasing or decreasing precipitation respectively. Testing these coefficients against 0 gives the
information about the significance of these regressions. Comparing the precipitation variations of the two
measuring instruments, which means testing the significance of the differences of the regression coefficients,
significant differences occur around 1940 and 1953. To answer the question which one of the two
instruments shows the correct variation a territorial mean of Hohe Tauern (evaluated with homogenous data
sets of 7 raingauges and 5 totalizers) was calculated and the significance of differences of the regression
coefficients was tested. Significant differences between the raingauge and the territorial mean again appear
around 1940 and 1953, between the totalizer and the territorial mean no significant differences can be found
at all.

4. INTERCOMPARISON OF AUTOMATIC PRECIPITATION MEASURING SYSTEMS AND TRADITIONAL
RAINGAUGES
A) Automatic system weighing raingauge: unshielded
raingauge south: 500 cm2, unshielded
period of investigation: IX- XI 1991
Compared were 12-hours precipitation totals for a three months period. During this space of time the
raingauge received a total of 381 mm whereas the automatic system recorded 712 mm a surplus of 331 mm.
33 times WG recorded precipitation up to 21 mm whilest the manmade ovservations did not report
precipitation at all. This resulted in a surplus of 88 mm, on the other hand 64 mm got lost during 11
precipitation events when the automatic system couldn't record more than 0,0 mm. A detailed information of
positive and negative precipitation differences is shown in figure 6a.

Figure 6a: Relative frequency distribution of differences in 12 - hours - precipitation - totals between
automatical system (weighing raingauge) and tradi·
tional raingauge south (IX 1991-XI1991)

Figure 6b: Relative frequency distribution of differences in 12 • hours - precipitation - totals between
automatical system (tipping bucket) and traditional
raingauge north (IX 1991-XI1991)

Exactly same results of both measuring instruments could be found only in 4% of all events, if an
error of± 1 mm is accepted an improvement up to 43% occurs.
These big differences cannot be reduced to errors of the unshielded raingauge, TO_collected only
444 mm within these three months.

- 255 B) Automatic system tipping bucket, shielded
raingauge north: 500 cm2, unshielded
period of investigation: IX - XI 1991
During a three month longing period the raingauge received a total of 281 mm, the automatic system
recorded only 197 mm a minus of 84 mm. 25 times TB recorded 12-hourly totals up to 10 mm whereas
manmade ovservations did not report precipitation at all. This resulted in a surplus of 66 mm. Contrary
135 mm got lost during 39 precipitation events when the automatic system could not record more than
0,0 mm. Detailed infomation of positive and negative differences is shown in figure 6b.
Exactly same results of both measuring instruments could be found in 5% of all events, if an error of

± 1 mm is accepted an improvement up to 40% occurs.
CONCLUSIONS
The shown first results of the automatic precipitation recording systems on the high alpine location
Sonnblick are poor. Further research will be done with special attention on the reasons of the failures of the
systems. Up to now only the totalizers show rather satisfying precipitation sums whereas the problems of
precipitation sums in time intervalls of days or of hours or minutes are not yet solved.
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INTERCOMPARISONS OF TWO RAINGAUGES
WITH RESPECT TO SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENCES
H. DOBESCH, E.KOCH
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR METEOROLOGY AND GEODYNAMICS, VIENNA

1. INTRODUCTION
For physical reasons the measured point precipitation for a certain location is connected with a
systematic error due to wind field deformations above the orifice of elevated gauges, wetting of the inner
walls of the gauge collector and evaporative effects beside other less serious sources of errors [1]. The
magnitude of this error varies according to the gauge used, its installation and the topographic and climatic
characteristics of the measuring site. Being aware of this problem correction procedures have to be derived
and applicated on the national precipitation network taking into account two main objectives (in accordance
with the WMO guide lines for precipitation measurements, e.g. [2,3,4,5]:
-

to derive experimentally a correction procedure for liquid and solid precipitation for the
national rain gauge used in Austria (all 500 cm e.g. Hellmann-Type and Siap 500
Ombrographs) including methods for determining wetting and evaporative losses ;

-

to introduce a reference method of solid precipitation measurement for general use to
calibrate any type of precipitation gauge, including automatic systems;

This may be achieved through international and regional comparisons concerning performance and
methods in meteorological observations (6]. A first step in this direction concerning only liquid precipitation
has been done in Austria and is described in the following section.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SITE AND OBSERVATIONAL DATA
At the experimental field of the research station of the University of Agricu~ure in Grossenzersdorf
(48' 12' n.lat., 16' 34' east. length, 153 m a.s.l.) near Vienna a micrometeorological measuring system
together with two weighing lysimeters (surface 2,84 m2), one rain gauge with the same orifice, installed at
ground level and since spring of 1989 one raingauge at 1.2 meter height with an orifice of 0.05 m2 (which
represents the Austrian national standard gauge) are installed [7] recording data at an hourly basis.
For the intercomparison of the precipitation amounts from these two different types of rain gauges
hourly precipitation sums and additionally windspeed, humidity and air temperature are used, which has
been measured since 1989 during the vegetation period.
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3.RESULTS
The systematic differences of both
gauges are shown in fig.1 by fitting the daily
sums of rainfall in a linear regression,
resulting in a 3.2% excess in precipitation
amount of the large, lysimeter-sized gauge
(RRiy) compared with the national standard
gauge (RRSOO).

Figure 1:

!

Daily precipitation sums:
RRiy versus RRSOO
(1989-1990, vegetation period)
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The ratios In (Q) of the hourly data of the precipitation amount from the RRiy versus RRSOO (Q =
RRiy/RRSOO) are tested against windspeed and saturation deficit to assess systematic differences between
the two raingauges. As it can be seen from fig.2a there is a dependency in the amount of ln(Q) from
windspeed. But because of the big surface of the groundlevel-raingauge rainfall with little intensity (especially
with lower winds) is underestimated due to evaporation and wetting losses, which has a weak dependency
from the saturation deficit (see fig.2b). This means that during weather situations with windspeeds u <2 m/s
and a saturation deficit de >3 hPa and less than 0.35 mm/h precipitation the national standard gauge
samples a higher amount of rainfall than the RRiy.
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The ratio In (Q) (with Q RRiy/RRSOO) versus windspeed u (Fig.2a) and saturation deficit de (Fig.2b)
derived from hourly values (1989-1990, vegetation period)

- 258 These conditions are shown in fig.3, with its 18 graphs similar to fig.2a but split into six rain intensity
classes and three intervalls for the saturation deficit. Beyond a transition zone of 2 - 4 hPa saturation deficit
the RR500 has more precipitation for intensities lower than 0.35 mm/h. With growing rain intensity the ratio
In (Q) is mostly positive which means a higher amount of precipitation measured by the RRiy. lt is obvious
(as it was mentioned already above) that a high saturation deficit in combination with low wind speed causes
mostly that ln(Q) is lower than zero. In that case the evaporation (and wetting) losses of the large gauge ~
higher than the losses from the standard gauge.
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Figure 3:

The ratio In (Q) (Q:RRiy/RR500) split for six classes of rain intensity and 3 intervals of saturation
deficit (de), derived from hourly values (1989-1990, vegetation period).

Another graphic representation of these complex behaviour of the ratio ln(Q) can be seen in fig. 4.
Here the dependency from wind (0 < u < 8 m/s) and saturation deficit (0 <de < 7 hPa) of the ratio is shown
by contour lines together with the cases of precipitation used to derive ln(Q) in the two given intervalls for u
and de. lt can be seen that the line with ln(Q) = 0 starts for saturation deficit slightly above 2.5 hPa with wind
speed equals zero and reaching e.g. at de = 5 hPa and u = 3 m/s the median of the used samples.
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Figure 4:

Contour lines of In (Q) (Q:RRiy/RR500) in dependency of wind speed u and saturation deficit de. The
points represent the cases of used precipitation data to derive a.

4. CONCLUSION
Comparing these two different rain gauges one can derive that the large ground level gauge
measures lower amounts of precipitation with wind speed lower than 2 m/s (and usually higher saturation
deficit) if the rain intensity is below a treshold of about 0,35 mm/h. At higher wind speed this kind of rain
gauge exceeds clearly the amount of rain measured by the national standard instrument. This indicates
further despite its complicated construction the large gauge does not match the requirements for the
correction of the standard rain gaug~ - at least during rain events with low precipitation amounts.
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COMPARISON OF TIME SERIES OF SUNSHINE DURATION MEASURED BY
THE CAMPBELL-STOKES RECORDER AND THE HAENNI SOLAR SYSTEM
H.DOBESCH AND H.MOHNL
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR METEOROLOGY AND GEODYNAMICS, VIENNA

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the middle of the 80's of the last century in the Austrian National Weather Service the
measurement of sunshine duration was performed by the sunshine-autograph CAMPBELL-STOKES. The
well known definition of the quantity 'sunshine duration' as the sum of time intervals (in 1/10 hours) during
which the direct solar irradiance exceeds the threshold of 120 Wfm2 [1] is a basic assumption as well as the
WMO-guidelines [2] for the evaluation of the recordings.
Starting 1981 in Austria an automatic climatic monitoring system is established using the HAENNI
SOLAR 111 B (opto-electronic sensor) for the measurement of sunshine duration ([3], [ 4]). Because of the
implemented heating device the HAENNI-system has an important advantage compared with CAMPBELLSTOKES in operational field use: mostly no cleaning from dew, hoarfrost and snow is necessary, which can
cause remarkable errors using CAMPBELL-STOKES, if this instrument is not maintained properly.
lt is obvious tllat changes of measuring systems may cause changes in the recorded time series with
respect to their homogeneity. These differences should not be judged alone by laboratory investigations, but
also by series of measurements of vast extend in the natural climatic surroundings, too. Only having this
done the consequences for the climatological interpretation of the 'new' data sets can be discussed.
According to the following facts considerable divergences between the data series obtained by these
two systems can be expected:
•

Differences between the threshold of sensitivity. With regard to CAMPBELL-STOKES this may be
influenced by the quality and the conditions of the registration paper, as well as by the care and the
control of the whole instrument maintainance by the observer. Therefore consequences can be expected
to be greater during weather conditions with low direct solar radiation (e.g. fog during dispersal,
transparent clouds at high levels, period after sunrise or before sunset).

•

On the other hand the higher time resolution of the HAENNI-device can result in lower values of sunshine
duration during rapidly changing of cloudiness with respect to CAMPBELL-STOKES.

These effects on sunshine recordings were investigated with data sets measured at the locations
presented in Table 1.
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location of stations and time period of used data (number of days with complete data of
hourly sunshine duration records (De), number of days with at least 0.1 hour of sunshine duration
(Os) and percentage of missing data (Or))

altitude
Bregenz
Innsbruck
Kremsmunster
Sonnblick

424
577
382
3105

m
m
m
m

period
01.1989-07.1991
07.1986-07.1991
01.1988-07.1991
06.1986-07.1991

De

Ds

942
1673
1308
1600

792
1499
1028
1263

Dr

9.9
15.2

For selecting the stations it was essencial, if there exists the kind of cloudiness which is
characteristic for typical mountain or low-land locations.

2.RESULTS
A first guess of the main differences between the data of the two recording systems allows Table 2
comparing monthly sums of sunshine duration.
Table 2:

Mean values of difference and ratio (percentage) regarding monthly sums of sunshine duration from
CAMPBELL-STOKES (C) and HAENNI SOLAR (H) at four selected stations

Jan
Bregenz
C-H
H:C
Innsbruck
C-H
H:C
Kremsmunster
C-H
H:C
Sonnblick
C-H
H:C

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

-1.7 -1.3-10.0 -4.3 -3.7
103 102 108 103 102

0.7
100

0.7

lOO

6.0 -0.5 -4.0 -1.0 -1.5 h
98 100 103 101 103 %

-14.7 -6.4-18.2 -8.0 -1.0
115 105 113 105 101

0.5
100

6.0
97

7.8 -9.0 -6.0 -6.4-12.3 h
96 105 104 106 115 %

3. 7
98

2. 8 -3.7 -8.7 -5.0 -3.3 -6.3 h
99 102 107 104 105 118 %

-8.3 -5.5 -8.5 -6.7
116 106 107 104
-10.7
106

1.8
99

~3.4

102

1.0
100

2.0 14.2 21.0 29.0 30.0
98
90
84
82
84

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

9.0 -3.0 -1.0 -2.7 h
94 102 101 102 %

As it is easily seen from Table 2 in summer the values at low-land stations (KremsmOnster and
Bregenz) differ only slightly and HAENNI-data are as a maximum 3% lower than the data of CAMPBELLSTOKES. In winter the HAENNI-device shows higher values (from 1 to 18%). These results have been
discussed already in [5]. From October to April there is a good agreement at the mountain station, but in the
rest of the year the HAENNI system measures between 6 and 18% less compared with CAMPBELLSTOKES. This means that on the annual average in the low-lands 20 to 70 hours more sunshine is
measured with the electronic system, at the mountain station about 85 hours less.

- 262 Based on daily sums of sunshine duration some scatter graphs of the collected values measured by
the different systems are displayed in Figure 1.
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Relationship between values of sunshine duration observed by CAMPBELL-STOKES and HAENNI
(daily sums) for two measuring sites

The regression analysis reflects well the results which could be seen already in Table 2. A thematic
presentation of the differences are given in Figure 2 by plotting cummulative sums of sunshine duration of
one year.
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Curves of accumulated daily sums of sunshine duration during 1990 at two sites

Figure 2 shows more clearly the observed differences occuring during 1990. In summer the curves of
KremsmOnster have a mostly parallel course, whereas in winter the divergence of the lines is obvious. On
the other hand at Sonnblick-Observatory there is a complete reverse course with a maximum of differences
in summer.

- 263 Figure 3 contains frequency distributions calculated for the ratio of daily sums of sunshine duration
(overcast weather was excluded as it was the case in all other considerations).
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As it is seen from Figure 3 40% of all calculated ratios of KremsmOnster lay within the range of 0.8
and 1.0 and 35% within 1.0 and 1.2. All other values are equally distributed. For Sonnblick the distribution is
far less uniform, nearly 70% of all ratios are below 1.0.
The diurnial variation of the ratio HAENNIICAMPBELL is given in the following three graphics. In
Figure 4 one can find the course derived from all data, Figure 5 represents 'fine weather' and Figure 6 shows
'cloudy day' conditions. The data sets are splitted for summer and winter season. The results of Innsbruck,
KremsmOnster and Sonnblick are given. The deviations of Bregenz are similar to KremsmOnster. In Figure 5
(summer) and Figure 6 (winter) histograms of Sonnblick are not presented because there are too few cases
of datas.
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- 265 The results can be summarized as follows: taking cloudiness not into consideration, in winter a good
agreement is detected for the time between 8 a. m. and 3 p.m. KremsmOnster has 2% up to i 0 % higher
hourly sums measured with the HAENNI system. At Sonnblick nearly no differences appear between noon
and 4 p.m. But in case of small sun elevation there are remarkable deviations which may amount in
KremsmOnster up to 60% in the morning and up to 180% in the late afternoon. At Sonnblick discrepancies
are very much lower. This is in contrast to summer. At low-land stations when sun elevation ist high there are
only small differences (1% to 4% less sun duration recorded by HAENNI), but again in the morning and late
afternoon the HAENNI system measures between 2% and 20% more than CAMPBELL-STOKES. At
Sonnblick a significant daily variation appears [6]. Until around 8 a.m. HAENNI measures higher values, but
afterwards the electronic sensor reaches only 73% to 98% of CAMPBELL-STOKES (Figure 4).
During clear sky conditions the differences are at maximum shortly after sunrise and before sunset
(Figure 5), as it can be expected according to the results above. In case of cloudy conditions at the mountain
station the hourly sums of HAENNI deviate between -40% and -65%, whereas at KremsmOnster and
Innsbruck the ratios are almost identical between 11 a.m. and 16 p.m. (Figure 6, summer).

3. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the intercomparison regarding sunshine duration data recorded by the fundamental
CAMPBELL-STOKES and HAENNI SOLAR point out two systematic differences which are caused by
different technical features which have different response to some types of cloud formation. During periods
of rapidly changing cloud conditions evaluation of CAMPBELL-STOKES recordings indicate more sunshine
than the sensor of HAENNI (Figure 6 b). Due to the lower time resolution of CAMPBELL-STOKES sunshine
duration seems to be overestimated by the classical instrument even WMO-guidelines are accurately
applied. In situations of small sun elevation the higher sensitivity of HAENNI causes more sunshine with
respect to CAMPBELL-STOKES (Figure 5).
In average HAENNI measures i% to 4% more sunshine at low-land stations, but about 5% less at
the mountain site compared with CAMPBELL-STOKES values. Upon these considerations it has to be said
that HAENNI system includes some improvements compared with the instrument CAMPBELL-STOKES
which merely provides an index of sunshine duration [7].
The detailed results of these comparisons will be published elsewhere.
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THE GLOBAL PRECIPITATION CLIMATOLOGY PROJECT ALGORITHM
INTERCOMPARISON-2-GROUND TRUTH DATA SETS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
SATELLITE PRECIPITATION ALGORITHMS
by

c G Collier* and Miss P M Brown**
*METSTAR Consultants, Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
**Short Range Forecasting Division, Meteorological Office
United Kingdom
1.

Introduction
The global distribution of rain and snowfall is a key part of
the problem to be addressed in the World Climate Research
Programme's (WCRP) Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
( GEWEX) .
It is therefore necessary to be able to model the
distribution of these parameters accurately.
However, such
modelling requires global estimates of precipitation both for
initialization procedures in the case of weather forecasting and
for the assessment of model performance in the case of both
weather
and
climate
models.
Conventional
surface-based
measurements do not exist over large areas of the globe, in
particular over the world's oceans, and therefore remotely sensed
satellite-based techniques offer the only hope of providing the
required data.
There are two ways to approach the problem of developing the
algorithms for estimating precipitation ( 1) to intercompare the
space borne measurements with detailed ground and/or air truth and
(2) to develop cloud scale models that represent the dynamical and
microphysical structure of the clouds and then to compute by means
of appropriate radiative (or backscatter) models how the clouds
and associated precipitation would appear when observed from space
using radiometers (or radars).
In this paper we address the
former approach.
studies of this kind are needed in a number of different
regions of the world representative of the range of climatic
types.
In order to provide global estimates of precipitation that
are consistent it is necessary to intercompare the many algorithms
that are being developed by different workers for use with
satellite data.
This is already being done as part of the
Algorithm Intercomparison Programme (AIP) under the auspices of
the WCRP Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP).
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The AIP-2 data
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2.1.

Data sources
The Meteorological Office have organized the second phase of
the AIP focussing on stratiform precipitation.
Data have been
collected during the period 1st February 1991 to 8 April 1992 over
the two areas shown in Figure 1, and are being collated at
Bracknell from the following sources:(i)
Meteorological Office (UK)
Hourly rainfall amounts (mm) for all rain-gauge
stations within area 1.
Hourly radar - rain-gauge composite rainfall amounts
(mm) for area 1 (grid resolution 5km x 5km UK
national g~id traverse mercater).
Hourly qualitative (probably within a factor of
two), radar composite rainfall amounts (mm) for
area 2 (grid resolution at 600N 5km polar
stereographic).
RHI Volumetric and dual polarization radar data
from a single radar at Chilbolton, UK.
Half hourly Meteosat visible, infrared and water
vapour digital imagery for the area 43oN - 55oN
and 1oow - 100E (grid resolution same as for radar
composite data, area 2).
12-hourly (00 and 12 UTC analysis fields from the
Met. Office fine and mesoscale analysis models for
all variables and all levels from the surface to 100
hPa (grid resolutions of 1.50 latitude x 1.8750
longitude and 15km x 15km UK national grid
respectively.
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
data from the NOAA satellites.
12-hourly forecast precipitation accumulation
(00-12 UT and 12-24 UT) from both the models.
Climatological data for inter-comparison area 1.

- 268 (ii)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (USA)
DMSP SSM/I digital imagery for the orbital swaths
covering the study area and time periods.
12-hourly forecast precipitation accumulations
(00-12 UT and 12-24 UT) from the NMC global
spectral model (grid resolution of 2.50 latitude x
2.50 longitude).
Climatological data for intercomparison area from
the CAC Climate Anomaly Monitoring System (if
comparable data are not available from the UK).
(iii) European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting.
ECMWF (Reading, UK)
12-hourly forecast, precipitation accumulations
daily.
6 hour forecast up to day 3 then 12 hour forecasts
up to day 10.
All data sets will be sent to the Short Period Forecasting
Division of the UK Met. Office where the composite data set will
be constructed and from where copies will be distributed to each
participating group.
·
2.2 Precipitation ~roducts
Each of the participating groups will send certain of the
following products to Bracknell:
For groups employing visible/IR algorithms a.
fields of accumulated rainfall, on 1.250 grid, for
each day during the two periods; and
b.
time series of hourly (or shortest time interval
available) accumulated rainfall for six specific areas as
shown in Figure 2.
For groups employing microwave algorithms fields of rain rate, at finest spatial resolution
available, for 10 specific SSM/I swaths which will be
identified following the data collection period.
For all groups fields of accumulated rainfall, on a 1.250 grid, for
February and March 1991.
Upon receipt of these products at Bracknell, the verifying
analyses will be sent.
3. Radar data over North West Europe
During the AIP-2 radar data were transmitted in real-time from
Ireland, France, The Netherlands and Swit~erland (via France) to
Bracknell for combination with the UK data. Composite images were
generated and archived every hour.
The radar data for area 1 originate solely from the UK radar
network and were recorded at 5-15 minute intervals throughout the
period.
The accuracy of these data is well understood and
documented, although detailed analysis of the actual performance
of the radars during the study period is underway.
Likewise, in
many of the other countries involved, the performance of the
radars for measuring surface rainfall has been analysed. However,
the actual coverage and accuracy of the wide-area composite images
produced hourly over North West Europe has not yet been
investigated.
The accuracy of individual radar estimates of rainfall must be
combined to provide an indication of where the radars provide
reliable estimates.
Figure 2 shows a monthly integration of the
gasic radar data without any quality control. A number of sources
of uncertainty in the estimates must be considered namely,
* interference due to telecommunication problems
* range dependency of radar estimates due to radar beam
height and precipitation type effects
* differences in calibration between radars
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*
*

spurious ground clutter radar echoes
availability of radars during the integration period
One approach to examining the detailed performance of the
radars is to examine time series of radar and rain-gauge estimates
of the rainfall in each of the six boxes shown in Figure 1.

4.

Radar performance as indicated by time series of
rain-gauge data

The problems listed in the previous section are manifest
clearly in comparisons between time series of daily radar and
rain-gauge estimates of precipitation.
Box 6 (Figure 1) has been
chosen to lie in a mountainous area of Switzerland.
Figure 3a
shows the average daily radar rainfall per pixel in this box as a
function
of
date
compared with
the
same
estimates
from
rain-gauges.

Figure 2:

Monthly integration of radar estimates of prcipitation
over NW Europe (from a colour print)
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During the period covered by the time series there are three
periods when over 2mm of rain fell in one day.
The radar does
indicate these periods, but the signal is confused by considerable
noise due to spurious ground echoes.
However, it is possible to
filter the radar data to reveal the maximum rainfall information
content.
The noise in the radar signal is not evident in time series
for other boxes in Figure 1, although analyses in these areas
reveals other problems.
Figure 2b shows a similar analyses to
Figure 2a for box 5, located mainly over the sea off the
Netherlands.
Here coastal rain-gauges are used for comparison
which may not be representative of the rainfall falling over the
sea area. The radar appears to underestimate the rainfall.

5.

Conclusion

The radar and rain-gauge data collected during the AIP-2
provide an exciting opportunity to investigate the potential of
combined wide area radar composite fields for measuring rainfall
over North West Europe in areas where rain-gauge data are sparse

- 270 or not readily available in near real-time.
Much detailed
analysis of the radar data remains to be done before satisfactory
fields can be generated with which to assess satellite rainfall
algorithms.
It is hoped that the experience gained with the AIP-2
data set could lead to improved ways of using ground-based data
with satellite imagery.

Figure 3: Illustrating (a) time series of daily rainfall from
radar and raingauges for box 6 (Fig 1) and (b) as for (a) for box
5
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CLOSE AGREEMENT BE1WEEN TWO TRANSMISSOMETERS OF DIFFERENT DESIGN DURING
FIELD EVALUATION TRIALS

by W D Brown and S R Collett, National Air Traffic Services of the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority.
Introduction
The National Air Traffic Services (NATS) of the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has used
transmissometers for the assessment of runway visual range (RVR) since the early 1970's. The instruments
used during this time for the provision of all operational R VR information have been Sick SM5-02
transmissometers, although various other transmissometers have been used for experimental purposes. The
Sick instruments have been extensively evaluated during this time and shown to be very reliable and accurate,
however, they are now about 20 years old and a replacement instrument is needed. A theoretical study has
been conducted, which has resulted in one instrument being selected for a detailed evaluation and comparison
trial, this instrument· is the TMXlOOO manufactured by Aeronautical and General Instruments. This paper
details the trials which are in progress at Birmingham International Airport and presents preliminary results.
Evaluation trial
The evaluation trial of the TMXlOOO transmissometer is being conducted alongside the existing SM5
installation of the operational RVR site close to the Touchdown point of runway 15. This site was chosen
because of the prevalence of fog conditions at this site together with ease of physical access and readily
available mains electric power. The AGI transmissometer is operating over an identical baseline length to the
Sick transmissometer (10m + lOm folded), the optical paths are parallel and separated by a distance of 3m (the
transmissometer under evaluation being furthest from the runway, diagram A refers). The outputs of both the
reference and evaluation transmissometers are used to calculate R VR, using the standard algorithm for the
operational RVR system and therefore calculating the RVR according to Koschmeider's law, or Allard's law as
appropriate, for the prevailing lighting conditions. Common background luminance measurements and runway
lighting inputs are used for the calculation. The R VR, transmission, and common parameters are logged at the
control tower. The Sick transmissometer is also used to fulftl its normal role of providing operational RVR for
Air Traffic Control purposes. The logged data, which is stored on magnetic data cartridge, is collected at
regular intervals for analysis. The graphs and tables attached to this paper are typical and represent the data
collected during December 1991.
Results
The results shown indicate an excellent agreement between the AGI TMXlOOO and the Sick SM5-02
transmissometers as shown in the graphs. A statistical comparison is also included in the interest of
completeness. The specified error in RVR for transmissometers used by the UK NATS, is that 95% of all
errors shall be within, 25m up to 250m, 10% of the R VR value between 250m and lOOOm and within 10% of the
R VR plus an additional!% per lOOm for R VR's above lOOOm. If two different transmissometers each meeting
this criteria and providing randomly distributed errors are compared, then the difference between the
transmissometers should give rise to 95% of the differences being within v2 times these limits. The table shows
that below 400m the criteria are met, but are exceeded slightly above 400m. Nevertheless these are very
stringent criteria and differences, which are increased by both spatial variation and timing differences between
the two system clocks, are included within the results. Taking this into account, the results to date indicate that
the AGI transmissometer meets the current error specification of NATS. More results under different fog
conditions will however be required to firmly establish this performance, the trial is continuing to this end.
U:\RVRCOMP

- 272 RESULTS SUMMARY FROM TMXlOOO TRIAL FOR DEC91
Total number of 0 - <200 reports 634
Percentage of reports within 1 SD
Percentage of reports within 2 SO
Percentage of reports within 5 SO

97.32
99.84
100.00

Total number of 200 Percentage of reports
Percentage of t'eports
Percentage of reports

<400 reports
within 1 so
within 2 so
within 5 so

1568

Total number of 400 Percentage of reports
Percentage of reports
Percentage of reports

<800 reports
within 1 SO
within 2 SO
within 5 SO

1455

Total number of 800 Percentage of reports
Percentage of reports
Percentage of reports

<1600 reports
within 1 SD
within 2 SO
within S SO

73.53
95.28
99.74
77.25
90.52
98.76
1660
73.86
92.83
99.40

Overall percentage of TMX repol't5 above the St15
Overall percentage of TMX reports below the SM5

57.72
42.28

RESULTS SUMt1ARY FROM TMX1000 TRIAL FOR DEC9l
Total number of 0 - <200 reports
Number of reports within 1 so
Numbet' of reports within 2 so
Number of reports within s so

640
617
633
634

Total number of 200 - <400 reports
Number of reports within 1 so
Number of reports within 2 so
Number of reports within 5 SD

1571

Total number of 400 - <800 reports
Number of reports within 1 so
Number of reports within 2 so
Number of reports within 5 so

1459

Total number of 800 - <1600 reports
Number of reports within 1 SO
Number of reports within 2 so
Number of reports within 5 SO

1153
1494
1564
1124
1317
1437
1663

Overall number of TMX reports above the SM5
Overall number of TMX reports below the SM5

1226
1541
1650
3078
2255
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Session V
AUTO~~TION

OF VISUAL OBSERVATION

Chairman: M. Gilet
METEO-FRANCE, France

A REMOTE VIDEO OBSERVING SYSTEM
YEUNG Kai Hing
Royal Observatory, Nathan Road, Kowloon
HONG KONG

1. Background

A manned weather station on a remote island called Waglan in Hong Kong (Figure 1)
was automated in 1989. Among the suite of meteorological and oceanographic sensors is an
Impulsphysik videograph for measurement of visibility. Visibility readings are transmitted once
every minute to the Central Forecasting Office of the Royal Observatory as well as to the Vessel
Traffic Centre of the port authority which uses it as a basis to turn on or off a fog horn on the
island.

(J

New Territories

0

5

p

Cl

'
\_ Waglan Island

Figure 1. Map ?f Hong Kong showing Waglan Island and the Royal Observatory Headquarters.

The Impulsphysik videograph operates on the principle of back-scattering of light by particles in a sample volume within a few tens of metres in front of the light transmitter. The performance of this equipment was evaluated in the first WMO intercomparison of visibility measurements
(reference 1).
The videograph was installed about two months before observers were withdrawn from
the station at Waglan Island. During this period, both 3-hourly reports by observers and visibility

- 280 readings from the videograph were available. Table 1 compares the visibility reported by the observer and the readings of the videograph taken at the same time. Large differences between the
measurements made by the two methods can be seen. Examination of individual cases revealed that
some of the large differences were due to inhomogeneity of the visibility around the station (the
station being 55 m above mean sea level) associated with low cloud, patchy fog or rain. It should
also be noted that there were not many land marks around to help the observer to make very precise
estimation of the visibility. Some of the differences could have been due to inaccurate estimation
of the visibility by the observer.
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Comparison of videograph readings with on-site observer reports (24 April to 10 May 1989, and 1 June to
19 July 1989)

The above comparison shows that the videograph by itself can at times give unrepresentative readings of visibility. To alleviate the problem, a remote video observing system was
constructed by the Royal Observatory and installed in 1990 to supplement the videograph measurements.
The remote video observation system operates like a closed circuit television system with
a video camera mounted on a pan-and-tilt pedestal on the island and a monitor at the Central Forecasting Office at the Royal Observatory Headquarters. The difference is that microcomputers are
used at both ends to enable video images to be transmitted over a voice grade link instead of a
much more expensive microwave or video link. Using the system, the observer at the Central Forecasting Office can see video images taken from the island at any desired direction, and can make a
more realistic estimate of the visibility than the videograph does when the visibility is not homogeneous.

- 281 2. Remote Video Observing System for Waglan Island
Referring to the block diagram in Figure 2, the field unit of the remote video observing
system consists of a video camera mounted on a pan-and-tilt pedestal, and an IBM-PC compatible
microcomputer. The video camera is a RCA Ultricon CCTV camera with a 16 mm auto-iris lens
and a horizontal viewing angle of 30°. The camera has a maximum sensitivity of 0.2 lux and is
able to show objects under fairly low light condition at dawn and at evening. The camera is housed
in a weather-proof enclosure equipped with a sun shield and a thermostat-controlled blower to prevent condensation on the camera lens and the enclosure's window. The weather-proof enclosure
itself is mounted on a pan-and-tilt pedestal controlled by the microcomputer.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of remote video observing system for Waglan Island.

The output of the video camera, which conforms to the European video standard for black
and white video signal, is fed to a Matrox PIP512 video digitizer board installed in a slot of the
microcomputer. Under program control, the video digitizer board grabs a video frame from the
camera, and produces a digitized image of 512 x 512 pixels x 8 bits gray level (256 kB in size).
The microcomputer reads the digitized image from the video digitizer board, and transmits it via a
radio/telephone link to the central station at the Royal Observatory Headquarters.
The central station of the remote video observing system consists of an IBM-PC/AT
compatible microcomputer with a Matrox PIP512 video digitizer board, whose output is connected
to a black and white CCTV monitor. After a digitized image is received by the microcomputer, it is
converted back to a standard analog video image through the video digitizer board for display on
the CCTV monitor. The observer uses the displayed image to estimate the visibility around the
field station. Digitized images can be archived for off-line analysis. The observer can select which
particular image to store or specify the time interval for automatic archival.
The rate at which images can be updated at the central station depends on the speed of the
telecommunication link between the field station and the central station. For Waglan Island, a 9600
bauds link is used. Its rental is much cheaper than a microwave or video link that would have been
used if live video signal is transmitted instead. At 9600 bauds, the time required to transmit one
complete picture, including communication overhead, is about 10 minutes. Although this is sometimes slower than the rate at which visibility changes, the system is nonetheless considered adequate for the present application, that is, as a supplement to measurement by the videograph.
The motor drives of the pan-and-tilt pedestal at the field station are interfaced to a parallel
port of the microcomputer there. The observer at the central station can send commands to change

- 282 the azimuth and elevation of the camera's viewing axis, so as to assess the visibility in different
directions if this is considered necessary. To help him/her to locate the direction of least visibility
quickly, the system can be operated in a quick-look mode in which each digitized image is thinned
out to a resolution of 128 x 128 pixels before transmission. The resulting image is reduced in size
from 256 kB to 16 kB, and takes less than 2 minutes to be transmit through the 9600-baud link and
displayed at the central station.
3. Comparison with videograph measurements
In the two months 1 June to 31 July 1990, digitized video images from Waglan Island
were archived on disk and analyzed off-line. The visibility was estimated visually by identifying
land marks around the island. Table 2 compares the visibility estimated from video images with
that measured by the videograph at the same time. The rather coarse resolution of data was due to
the fact that only a few land marks were suitable for estimation of the visibility from video images.
As expected, there can be seen some large differences between the measurements by the two methods. This demonstrated the practical value of the remote video observing system in spotting and
correcting unrepresentative readings from the videograph.
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Table 2. Comparison of visibility measurements by video images and videograph.

4. A multi-station remote video observing system
·There are twelve automatic weather stations in Hong Kong. At present, only the one at
Waglan Island has the remote video observing capability. There is a plan to add this observing
function to several other automatic weather stations. The simplest way to implement this is to replicate the existing system at Waglan Island. The biggest shortcoming of this approach is that there
will be as many sets of microcomputers at the central station as there are field stations. An alternative is to use one central station to serve all field stations. Additional serial channels have to be
added to the central station microcomputer, one for each field station, so that it can receive data
from all field stations simultaneously. However, the data communication with filed stations would
take up most of the processing time of the microcomputer, making it very slow in handing other
tasks such as updating the display, responding to the observer's commands, data archival, etc. This
problem can be overcome by using a separate processor as a front-end to handle the data communication with field stations. A proto-type system has been constructed along this approach. Its block
diagram is shown in Figure 3.
The central station now consists of two parts, an intelligent buffer to handle data communication with all filed stations, and a microcomputer for displaying and archiving selected video
images and for interaction with the observer. The intelligent buffer is a disk-less IBM PC/AT
microcomputer with an 8-port serial interface board for connecting up to eight field stations. Interrupt driven, the intelligent buffer collects data from all field stations concurrently, and passes the
received data to the display microcomputer through a parallel port operating at high speed. The
intelligent buffer works in a first-in-first-out manner, passing data to the display microcomputer in
units of scan lines, where a scan line consists of two bytes of ID (station number and line number)
and 512 pixels of data.

- 283 The display microcomputer receives data from the intelligent buffer line by line and
stores them in disk files, one for each field station. It takes the display microcomputer about 6 seconds to read an image file and display it on the CCfV monitor via the video digitizer board.
During this time, the display microcomputer will not take any data from the intelligent buffer, and
the latter has to keep all incoming data from filed stations in its buffer. Unless the operator
retrieves images for display one after another without break, a rather small buffer size of 512 kB is
adequate for uninterrupted reception of data from all stations.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of multi-station remote video observing system.

5. Conclusion
Economic consideration compels the replacement of human observers by automatic
measuring equipment at remote weather stations. In the case of visibility observation, there can be
large discrepancy between the visibility estimated by an observer and that made by a videograph or
a similar equipment when the visibility is not homogeneous in space. At a moderate cost, a remote
video observing system based on digitized video images can be used to help observers at the forecasting office to spot and correct unrepresentative readings from the automatic equipment. Such a
system was constructed and used at an automatic weather station in Hong Kong and has been found
useful.
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FIELD TRIALS OF SOME PRESENT WEATHER SENSORS
A Stepek, D W Jones, D B Hatton.
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom

1.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing use of automatic weather stations in observing networks is
leading to a reduction in the number of reports of present weather. This paper
will describe the results of trials conducted during the winters 1989/90 and
1990/91 of some commercially produced present weather sensors. These all claim to
be able to identify times of precipitation occurrence and rate, and some claim to
be able to identify precipitation type.
2.

TRIAL SITE AND SENSORS

The site chosen for the trial was the Meteorological Office's Eskdalemuir
Observatory (WMO Station No 03162) in Southern Scotland (55°19'N, 03o12'W, 240m
AMSL). The station operates a full 24 hour observation programme.
The sensors used in the trials were an HSS model PW402A, and an STI LEDWI
model no OWl -220. A third sensor, the STI Optical Rain Gauge model no. ORG-700 was
included in the second winter trial though this does not report precipitation type.
All these instruments make and report a measurement every minute and operate by
analyzing the effect precipitation has on an infra-red light beam.
The second winter's trial also included the evaluation of a prototype
system developed within the Meteorological Office. This was based on a
Meteorological Office designed Heated Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge (HTBR) and a
Vaisala Precipitation Detector (VPD) model no DPD12A. By monitoring the amount of
heat required to maintain the HTBR collecting surface at a preset temperature (5oC)
and combining this with the YES/NO output of the VPD it was hoped to determine
whether significantly useful information, primarily on precipitation type, but also
possibly on precipitation rate, could be achieved from such a relatively simple
system. The HTBR, which has a tip volume representing 0.2mm of rain, was situated
in a turf wall rain gauge pit with a Lambrecht heated tipping bucket rain gauge
model no. 1518H3, 0. 1mm per tip, alongside it. The optical sensors stood 3m apart
and were exposed so that their sensing volumes were 2m above ground level; all
sensors were within SOm of each other.
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PRECIPITATION TYPE IDENTIFICATION

The HSS and the LEDWI report four classes of present weather:- snow, rain,
drizzle, and precipitation of unknown type. They also report 'no precipitation'
when none is detected.
Observations of snow, rain, drizzle, any type of
precipitation and no precipitation were made by the observers and Table 1
summarises the performance of the sensors.
TABLE 1
HUMAN OBSERVATION
OF PRECIPITATION
TYPE
Snow
Rain
Drizzle
Any Type
No Ppn

HSS REPORTS
Number of
% Correct
observations
78
82-86
10-17
84
91.4-99.5

390
228
86
439
975

LEDWI REPORTS
Number of
% correct
observations
80
25-33
0
61
99.0-99.9

390
138
54
227
706

The human observations of snow were recorded to the nearest minute and
those of all other types were made during the 15 minute interval between HH40 and
HH54. Where two percentages are shown in Table 1 the number indicating better
performance was obtained by treating the sensor reports as correct if any one of
the fifteen reports ( 1 per minute) matched the human observation.
The poorer
performances were obtained by selecting the most significant report of the fifteen
and comparing it with the observation. The descending order of significance is :snow, rain, drizzle, precipitation of unknown type and no precipitation. Sensor
reports of precipitation of unknown type were treated as incorrect when compared
with the observers' specific reports of snow, rain or drizzle, but correct when
compared with the precipitation of any type classification.
To include the HTBR/VPD system into this comparison with human observations
of precipitation type, the observation period had to be changed because of the
limited time resolution of the HTBR, due largely to thermal lag. Human observations
of ten minute periods of snowfall, liquid precipitation (rain and drizzle) and no
precipitation were made. The results from Winter 1990/91 are in table 2.
TABLE 2
I

HUMAN OBSERVATION
Snow
Liquid
No Precipitation

HSS
CORRECT

LEDWI
CORRECT

HTBR
CORRECT

NUMBER of
PERIODS

67.8%
75.0%
100.0%

78.8%
41.4%
see text

63.3%
89.4%
99.6%

490
554
3422

To correctly identify snow or liquid precipitation the HSS and LEDWI had
to have 5 or more of the 10 one minute reports correct. To identify periods of no
precipitation, all 10 reports had to indicate no precipitation. For the HTBR/VPD
system the VPD was recorded every minute and if any of the ten reports indicated
precipitation then the system would report snow if more than 7. SkJ of heat had been
supplied; any less heat and it would report liquid precipitation. The system
indicated no precipitation if all ten VPD records indicated no precipitation.For
the liquid precipitation periods in Table 2 the VPD indicated no precipitation 3. 4%
of the time - the HSS 7.8% and the LEDWI 8. 7%. In snow the VPD indicated no
precipitation for 27.4% of the periods whilst the HSS and LEDWI results were 8.5%
and 4.3% respectively.

- 286 For the LEDWI the no precipitation figure is missing from Table 2 because
this instrument was prone to spurious precipitation reports caused by incorrect
configuration during this period. The results shown in Table 1 relate to an earlier
period and indicate that spurious precipitation is reported very rarely by the
LEDWI under normal conditions.
4.

RAIN RATE AND SNOW RATE

Rain rate measurements made by the HSS, LEDWI and ORG were compared with
those made by the Lambrecht.
Timing of tip events was to 1 minute precision.
Relationships between the optical sensors and the Lambrecht were obtained by the
method of least squares and all three are highly linear (see Figure 1).
When computing precipitation rates from tipping bucket gauges it is
important that care is taken to minimise errors due to uncertainties in tip times
and residual volumes of water in the buckets. Therefore for Lambrecht rates up to
2. 5mm/h the time of occurrence of two successive tips defined the period over which
the optical instr~ments' one minute reports were averaged. For the higher rates
the periods were defined by 11 successive tips to prevent the uncertainty of the
tip times exceeding 33% of the duration of the period. Only periods of at least 3
minutes and no more than 34 minutes of continuous precipitation were considered for
the rain rate comparisons. Four rates (one for each instrument) were calculated
for each period and then sorted according to Lambrecht rate intervals. Means and
standard deviations for each instrument were calculated for each rate interval.
Compared to the Lambrecht means, the HSS underread by 0.2-0.8mm/h for all the
Lambrecht rates considered (0.20-6.42mm/h). The LEDWI underread by 0.2-0.3mm/h up
to 1. OOmm/h and overread by 0. 4-1. Omm/h between 2. 50 and 6. 42mm/h.
The ORG
underread by 0.1-0.7mm/h up to 2.70mm/h and overread by 0.3-2.4mm/h between 2.70
and 6.42mm/h. The average of the standard deviations was calculated for each of
the optical instruments; these were all less than ±0.20mm/h. The Lambrecht rate
intervals were less than 0.40mm/h wide for all rates except the two above 5.00mm/h
and those between 1.20 and 2.40mm/h. The linear regressions were performed on the
mean rates which were calculated from (on average) eight individual rates per
interval.
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Figures 2, 3 and 4 compare the HSS, LEDWI and HTBR water equivalent snow
rates with those of the Lambrecht. The periods for averaging the optical
instruments' one minute reports were based on Lambrecht tip times in a similar
manner to the treatment of the rain rate reports described previously. The periods
for which HTBR and Lambrecht rates were calculated began with the two gauges
tipping simultaneously (to one minute precision) and did not end until they next
tipped together, several tips having occurred in the meantime. Again, periods of
between 3 and 34 minutes duration only were considered, but unlike before the rates
have not been sorted into Lambrecht intervals. Figure 5 is a direct comparison
between the LEDWI and the HSS. Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the measurements made
by the two heated tipping bucket rain gauges were better correlated than those made
by the two optical instruments. Furthermore, Figures 2 and 3 indicate that the
LEDWI 's snow rates and to a lesser extent those of the HSS are also poorly
correlated with the Lambrecht's.
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- 288 It is widely accepted that the collection efficiency of conventional rain
gauges decreases with increasing wind speed, and blowing snow creates further
problems. Thus, an attempt to remove these uncertainties was made by reanalysing
the data excluding those periods with 10m windspeeds exceeding 5 m/s. The results
are given in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows that the optical instruments are
still very dissimilar. The data presented in Figures 7 and 8 were sorted into
intervals defined by the Lambrecht measurements and averaged in a similar manner
to the rain rates as previously described. It is immediately evident (Figure 7)
that under light wind conditions measurements from the 2 heated tipping bucket
raingauges are strongly correlated.
It is also evident that both optical
instruments report much lower snow rates than the HTBR's. All the snow rate data
considered in this paper occurred when the air temperature was between -2.2"C and
+3.1"C.
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The Lambrecht heated tipping bucket rain gauge has been used as a reference
for snow rate measurement intercomparisons in this paper but it is recognised that
it is not a standard. Therefore to gain more confidence in these measurements
other methods of measuring snow rates and totals were employed.
Fortunately
Eskdalemuir Observatory was participating in the WMO Solid Precipitation Trial
during both winters under consideration. Snow depth measurements were made and
core samples were melted to obtain the water equivalent depth of new snow on the
ground. An unheated, shielded Tretyakov gauge with rim at 2m above ground level
and the standard UK (5" diameter, cylindrical shape) rain gauge in a turf wall pit
were also in operation. Only one snow event from the low wind speed data set met
the WMO criteria of a fall of 5.0mm (water equivalent) or more, 5mm being chosen
so that random errors in the measurements are less significant than systematic
ones. On the 7 January 1991 between 0622Z and 0935Z 8cm of new snow fell in a mean
windspeed of 4 m/s and subfreezing air temperatures. The melted snow amount was
7.3mm from the core sample, 6.5mm from the Tretyakov, 6.3mm from the UK standard,
5.0mm from the Lambrecht, 4.5mm from the HTBR, 4.4mm from the HSS and 0.7mm from
the LEDWI. Both the HSS and the LEDWI were reporting snow throughout the event.
Clearly for this one event the total recorded by the HSS is of the same order as
all the collection gauges, contrary to what might be expected from the mean
comparisons for the relatively low rates shown in Figure 7. However, during this
event there was a period where both heated tipping bucket rain gauges recorded peak
rates >6mm/h (water equivalent) and the maximum HSS rate was 11mm/h. This period
contributed most to the total. The peak rate recorded by the LEDWI was 3mm/h.

- 289 This may therefore indicate that when rates are high the HSS agrees more closely
with other gauges. Clearly this is but one event and further work is needed, but
selecting ideal events when wind speeds are low, so that we have confidence in
gauge measurements, and air and ground temperatures are low, so that instantaneous
melting of fallen snow does not lead to further errors, will be difficult.
5.

CONCLUSION

From these results the LEDWI performed least well overall, being poor at
identifying rain or drizzle. It's ability to differentiate snow was much better,
though the water equivalent snowfall rates were very much lower than those recorded
by conventional methods.
The HSS was much better able to identify rain, but equally poor at
identifying drizzle. It should be noted though, that the UK definition of drizzle
limits the drop diameter to <0. 5mm but the USA limit is <0. 2mm. The water
equivalent snow rates reported by the HSS and LEDWI were very dissimilar, even when
analysis was restricted to low wind conditions, though those from the HSS were
closer to measurements from the two heated tipping bucket rain gauges. Also, the
HSS correctly reported precipitation occurrence more often than the LEDWI.
The HTBR/VPD system performed better than the optical sensors in liquid
precipitation identification. It performed less well at snow identification because
the VPD was poor at detecting precipitation when snow was light. The HTBR water
equivalent snow rates were in good agreement with those of the Lambrecht. The VPD
performed better than the optical instruments in liquid precipitation occurrence
detection but was poorer in snow.
None of the instruments were prone to spurious reports of precipitation
when none was present.
The HSS, LEDWI and ORG measurements of rain rate were linearly related to
those of a tipping bucket rain gauge, with the HSS being in closest agreement.
Further work is needed to relate the performance of these instruments in
conditions of high snowfall rates, and also higher windspeeds, to conventional
practices for snowfall measurements.

A PRESENT WEATHER INSTRUMENT
Jan Lonnqvist and Pauli Nylander
VaisalaOy

1.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate and affordable sensors exist for most of the routinely observed weather variables.
However, the Present Weather observation is particularly difficult to automate. Even the human
observation is sometimes debatable.
The most important single element of the Present Weather observation is precipitation type
and intensity. This is under attack by several sensor makers. Optical sensing technologies dominate,
as is natural when a visual observation is being automated (1)(3)(5). Other teclmologies are also being
developed (6).
Designs that also provide for sensing of Extinction Coefficient may prove to be the most
cost-effective as the sensor may be carried out as a multi-parameter instrument. It provides not only
the precipitation type and intensity data but also visibility, and with careful calibration, precipitation
amount.
At the current state of technology, instrument data have some limitations and are in some
respects inferior to human observations. However, as with most sensors, consistency and traceability
between events and between individual sensors as well as sheer quantity and detail of data well exceed
that of the human observer.

2.

V AISALA FD 12P PRESENT WEATHER INSTRUMENT

2.1

Instrument Design

The design of Vaisala FD 12P is based on the proven FD 12 Forward Scatter Visibility
Sensor. The ability to detect precipitation particles was designed into the FD 12 so that visibility (MOR)
measurements derived from the forward scatter signal can be fully corrected.
The new component that is being introduced for adding present weather capabilities to the
forward scatter visibility sensor is a capacitive sensor, based on the DRD 11A Rain Detector, which
detects the presence and amount of water on its surface. With this a whole new dimension of data is
made available to the microprocessor that already has detailed forward scatter particle data. - One could
say that if the optical part of the instrument is a crude imitation of the human eye, then the surface
sensor is the hand that is stretched out to feel the precipitation.
The surface sensor senses the impact of particles and water accumulation. Solid, hard
particles bounce off the sensor. Controlled heating tums frozen particles into liquid and evaporates
collected water. A measurement of liquid water equivalent is obtained.
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An ambient temperature sensor is included for increasing the reliability of the precipitation
type assessment. Additional 'housekeeping' sensors are integrated into the instrument for built-in-test
and detection of optical path disturbance (contamination, blocking). Built-in-test also includes the
electronics operation.

The powerful microprocessor kernel and the human interface are essentially the same as
those in most intelligent sensors by Vaisala. Interface options include RS-232, RS-485, and FSK
Modem. Power supply options are 100/115/230 VAC and 12 VDC. A sensor interface bus is included
for additional sensor options (e.g. Ambient Light sensor).
The calibration of the instrument was more laborious than designing it and was achieved
by matching its characteristics to those of a reference device. The chosen reference for visibility
measurement was the long baseline Vaisala MITRAS transmissometer, an instmment which performed
very favourably at the WMO intercomparison in 1988-1989 (2). The Optical Rain Gauge function was
calibrated against a Casella tipping bucket gauge, using a special arrangement involving glycol for
obtaining a calibration for water equivalent of frozen precipitation. The Present Weather function was
matched to visual observations. Each of these functions has required several iteration loops over long
periods of time as various weather events have occurred.
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Layout drawing and block diagram of FD 12P
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The FD 12P has been tested against the Helsinki-V antaa Ahport duty observer since March
1991. Data were available from March to August.
Analysing and comparing the two data sets reveals the true difficulties of instrumenting
the present weather observation: several simplifications and assumptions have to be made. For the
pmpose of this paper all precipitation periods at the site, from 8 March to 1 August 1991, have been
picked out and analysed as separate events. The analysis has been carried out for
occurrence
liquid vs. frozen
intensity
Rain Gauge agreement.
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The results of the analysis have been summarized in Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 2 below.
The intensity classification did not provide enough data for a useful comparison as almost all observed
events were classified as light; however, the instrument also reported them correctly to 99 percent.

Table 1:

Coincidence

98 events

Seen but not detected

13 events

Detected but not seen

21 events

Occurrence. Agreement between observer ('seen') and instrument ('detected')

FD12P

8

Frozen

4

Mixed
Liquid

76

No spec.

3
No spec.

1

1
5

Liquid

Mixed

Frozen

Observer

Table 2:

Precipitation type agreement matrix of observer vs. instrument. Numbers of events.
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Scatter plot of 12 hour precipitation accumulation agreement, Instrument vs. observer.
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2.3

Discussion of Results

From a present weather sensor point-of-view Table 2 is most interesting. Only two of the
98 events were falsely classified, although the number of events with frozen precipitation was rather
small. 'No spec.' indicates that the event has either been too short in duration or the intensity too low
for a reliable classification; in these cases the instrument has reported 'Precipitation' only.
The high numbers of non-coinciding reports in Table 1 is somewhat surprising but most
of them are readily explained by very light intensities, less than 0.1 mm/h, either of snow not being
detected or drizzle not being seen. The same phenomenon occurred also in the onset and cessation of
some of the coincident events.
The Optical Rain Gauge function performance shown in Figure 2 indicates a 25 percent
overestimation by the instrument. This may be explained by differences in rain gauges or FD 12P's or
both. Work is under way to minimize the FD 12P portion of eventual differences.
A general difficulty in this comparison was the difference in the amount of detail provided
by the instrument and by the observer. The instrument provides a detailed measurement, whereas the
observer reports a general estimate of the event. In many instances the instrument output fluctuates
between e.g. rain and drizzle, or drizzle and precipitation, as well as between light and moderate
intensity. This creates a need for assessing the whole event, at the end of the event, for concluding
what the most correct report should be, if the human observer's report is to be emulated. Such an
assessment was necessary for obtaining meaningful data for the above comparison.

3.

CONCLUSIONS

A new kind of Present Weather Instrument has been presented, along with results of a test.
Combining two different technologies for obtaining two different aspects of the same event aids
substantially in automating this truly difficult observation, as opposed to other first-generation
production sensors that use optical technologies only.
The instrument presented doubles as a visibility and precipitation occurrence, type and
amount sensor, which provides a significantly improved economy of automation.
I

The improved resolution of measurement may also be seen as a valuable new resource for
the meso-scale analysis of weather.
Difficulties have been encountered in attempting to obtain correspondence between
instrumental and visual observations, both in the area of treating the large amount of detailed and
fluctuating data of the instrument, as well as in classifying the fme detail of e.g. various forms of frozen
precipitation.
It is obvious that instruments should not be designed for human observer emulation if the
full benefits of automating this observation are to be reaped (4). fustead, new or modified data
dissemination and processing practices should be created, taking instrumental capabilities into consideration. In this area, contributions by the meteorological community are needed to make further
advances along the road towards full automation.
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Colour Segmentation of Cloud Image Data.
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Abstract
Experiments are reported to extract meaningful meteorological information
concerning cloud cover from images captured using a ground-based colour
camera. Pixels are classified in colour space to segment images into cloud
and sky regions. Supplementary techniques to improve the classification are
discussed.

1 Introduction.
In order to provide accurate local forecasts meteorologists require good quality observations,
including those of cloud. Traditionally the main source of such data has been observers at manned
stations, but the increasing use of automatic weather stations is changing this. Techniques for
analysis of large scale weather systems, making use of satellite images, are well developed.
However, these cannot provide the local detail that is given by ground based observations. In this
paper we report initial work to provide local weather information by machine analysis of sky images
using colour as the primary indicator.

2 Colour space analysis for a training set of images.
Clouds are white and sky is blue - at least sometimes. One approach to cloud segmentation is to
classify image pixels in colour space. The CCD video camera provides a very cheap means of
obtaining c'olour images, but the stability of the colour signal after encoding into video format is not
well documented. The initial experiment examined the distributions of colour measures for a set of
training images. For each image in the training set the colour space distributions for designated areas
of cloud and sky were calculated. The first issue was to discover whether the camera's colour
response was consistent. The second was to determine what degree of chromatic separation exists
between cloud and sky, and what success could be expected from colour segmentation.
In this paper we will refer to images which were used to obtain the colour distiibutions, as the
training set. The test set of images, referred to later, were automatically labelled as regions of cloud
and sky based upon the training set results. The images were obtained using a Panasonic 300 CCD
video camera, and stored on a Laser Video Recorder (LVR). Digitisation took place on a SUN
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chromaticity values. For convenience this was converted into a 24bit colour image, 8bits being
allocated for each of the Red, Green and Blue colour channels. A total of thirteen training images
were recorded, at different times of day, and under varying conditions of brightness and weather. The
camera had a zoom lens giving a diagonal field of view ranging from 5° to 60°.

2.1 CIE colour space.
Earlier research had shown that intensity is a poor discriminator between cloud and sky [1], therefore
we reduced the data to the chromatic measure proposed by the CIE (Commission Internationale de
l'Eclairage [2]). The CIE transformation effectively collapses the three colour axes onto a single
plane cutting each axis at the unit point. This gives a measure of hue and saturation independent of
average intensity (see Figure 2.1). The point marked "white" indicates where the response in each
channel is equal. Drawing a line from this point outwards gives a set of points with the same hue but
a changing level of saturation. Points on the boundary of the unshaded region correspond to the
response of the ROB system to spectral colours.
GREEN

Saturation Is the
spectral purity of the
colour.
p
Satn =
p+q
Hue is quoted as the
spectral colour of the
vector.

Figure 2.1 The CIE Chromaticity Diagram: The white region indicates the set of physically realisable
colours.

2.2 Training set distributions.
Using the training set of images, masks were created by hand to designate areas of each image as
being cloud, sky or indeterminate. Masks were drawn interactively over the image and then filled
with a value indicating its classification. This stage is critical, since mislabelling introduces errors
into the distributions and seriously affects the results. Regions were therefore classified
conservatively, and areas which were considered ambiguous excluded from further analysis.
The pixels within each classified region were then used to obtain distributions for cloud and sky
on separate CIE chromaticity triangles. It was evident that each image produced well separated
distributions for cloud and sky, although the degree of difference varied between images. This
indicated that for individual images, colour could be used to classify regions as cloud or sky. Figure
2.2 shows the mean colour coordinates of the distributions obtained. Most are in two fairly tight
distributions but two of the means for sky have significantly lower saturation than the others,
possibly due to a degree of haze.
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The majority of the means are
close together. However two of
the sky distributions are quite a
distance from the rest (see
dashed box), indicating a lower
level of saturation.

Figure 2.2 This show the means for all of the training set images - shown enlarged to the right.

Sky Distribution

Cloud Distribution

Confusion
Matrix

Assigned
class
Sky Cloud

Sky

97.3

2.3

Cloud

2.7

97.7

Derived
class
254

Figure 2.3 Sky and cloud distributions pooled over all13 training images, axes as in Figure 2.1.
The table shows the resulting confusion matrix, with manually assigned class compared against the
automatically derived.

The distributions appear to be fairly well separated not only for each image but over the whole
training set. To check this further, the distributions were combined separately for both sky and cloud,
and three dimensional plots of the distributions were made (Figure 2.3). Although they overlap they
form two fairly distinct populations.

2.3 Segmentation based on colour space distributions.
We conclude that CCD cameras do provide fairly consistent colour information, which may be
useful in cloud segmentation. We used the empirical distributions of the training images to estimate
two conditional probabilities P[c I sky] and P[c I cloud], where c is the colour coordinate of a pixel. A
simple maximum likelihood classifier was used to assign each pixel in the training set images to one
or other class. The error in the classifier for the labelled regions in the training images can be seen in
the confusion matrix (see Figure 2.3). The columns show the class assigned by eye (A), and the rows
show the class derived by the algorithm (D); each cell shows the probability P[D I A]. As a basis for
classification, these distributions indicate a success rate of approximately 97% over the entire
training set of images,
From the results with the training set, it appears that colour classification may be used to segment
cloud and sky fairly well. A further twenty images were collected and classified using maximum
likelihood, based on the distributions derived from the training set. These images, the test set, were
from a much wider range of conditions than those of the original training set, since in collecting data
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Figure 2.4 Colour Segmentation of cloud images. In the lower images white indicates cloud, and
black indicates sky. The grey areas indicate pixels which lie outside both colour space distributions
and are considered unclassified by our algorithm.

for the initial labelling process it was necessary to limit the training set to scenes which offered a
clear distinction between cloud and sky. Some of the results of the trials can be seen in Figure 2.4.
This approach worked well over the majority of images. The main failings of the system seem to
be (i) overestimates of cloud amount due to surrounding haze, and (ii) misclassified high cirrus (see
right Figure 2.4). Encouragingly, few problems were encountered with images which contained dark
areas, such as shadows within clouds, or which contained strong contrast produced with backillumination.

3 Discussion.
Other work on the visual assessment of cloud cover has mainly concentrated on satellite images.
Parikh and Rosenfeld developed a system, based on infrared satellite images and combined
temperature, intensity and texture features to determine not only the amount of cloud but also the
type. They succeeded in demonstrating that a combination of statistical pattern recognition and
segmentation techniques could be used to classify meteorological data. This system was used
successfully over the sea, which has a fairly uniform background temperature. Its ability to cope over
land, with cities and other land-based heat emissions, is unclear.
Work using ground based radiometry has been carried out by Coomes and Harrison [7]. The
monitoring of long wave sky radiation (A>3j.Lm), against variations in the cloud cover, has indicated
that a system based on such analysis might prove useful. They demonstrated that although the data
had a diurnal va1iation, cloud cover could be extracted from radiometric measurements. A total of 97
sample points of the sky were used, with a complete scan taking between 6 to 12 minutes.
Performance of their system was comparable with estimates of a human observer, and the approach
had the advantage of working during both day and night. Although the system appears to work
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transparent to the radiometer.
Our results show that inexpensive video cameras can provide useful data for cloud cover
assessment. They also provide a continuous stream of high resolution images which could be used
for further analysis of cloud type, and development over tUne.

4 Conclusion and Further work.
The approach described here uses segmentation in 2D colour space, based upon empirical
measurements of the sky and cloud distributions. Other work in colour computer vision has used
clustering techniques in both 2D and 3D colour space [3,4], multiple histogram analysis [3,5], or
complex models of light reflectance [6]. We have demonstrated that colour signals from
conventional video cameras can be sufficiently stable to give a practical measure of colour.
Parikh and Rosenfeld have shown that texture can also be used for meteorological data, and it
seems likely that human observers make use of it in their estimations of cloud cover. Research to
investigate other cloud image features such as edges and texture is in progress. We have investigated
a number of approaches and are assessing their possible value in distinguishing cloud types, as well
as cloud extent. Further work will be necessary to combine the evidence derived from these different
features.
Given the very encouraging results a more extensive trial of this system is planned for the middle
of 1992. A mobile version of the system is to be transported to a meteorological station, where it will
be possible to assess its performance against a trained observer.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful for support from the Science and Engineering Research
Council, under CASE award No.90593345, in collaboration with the Meteorological Office.
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l. Introduction.
,r

T0 design present weather observing systems·, able to determine the type of weather; cloudiness and other
phenomena; which is usually presented in the ww code, has become a popular issue. First, the increase of reliable
·present weather information from areas with little weather stations, will be very welcome. Secondly, there is a need
to automize (for economic reasons) weather stations into automatic observing systems to be read out remotely.
One of the types of present weather to be observed automatically should be the types of precipitation (inclusive
of "no precipitation"). For about twenty years ago a strong correlation is observed between the type of precipitation
and a particular combination of particle size and falling speed. With the help of an optical system, measuring light
scattering, it is possible to measure the size and speed from the amount of light scattered by the particle and from
the duration that the particle is inside a scattering volume and will scatter lJ. Based on this technique and on base
of statistical analyses of a number of particles observed during for instance .one minute it is possible to determine
the type of precipitation and its intensity. In its most simple form such a system is an accurate precipitation detector
as well.
Today a small number of present weather systems (abbreviated: PW) or weather identifier systems (WI) are on
the market 2J. Some test reports are available now and it seems that such systems are very reliable in operational
use and need little maintenance. In fact such systems are able to be used on remote locations as part of automatic
weather observing systems.
For that reason the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, KNMI, has placed PW systems on civil airports
and at fog detection stations. As a matter of fact PW systems are also able to determine the total extinction
coefficient. As a consequence PW systems present not only the occurrence and type of precipitation, but visibility
and precipitation intensity as well. For economic reasons, this ability will make such systems very popular in the
near future.
It was stated by the KNMI to get well experienced by the system, before changing from human observations to
automatic PW observations. For that reason a PW system (manufacturer: H.S.S., model HSS-PW402B-125) was
tested during a twelve months period (Amsterdam Airport (EHAM, WMO no 06240); May 1990- May 1991) and
the results were compared with reports from human observers, precipitati0n gauges and detectors and transmissometers as well. The acquired information is based on ''one minute interval" observations. To Prevent effects of
subjectiveness, the human observers were not informed about the results of the PW system.
In this paper the results are discribed of the comparison of types of precipitation determined by the PW. systems
with the types simultaneously determined by observers.

2. Types of precipitation
Particle size and velocity information is stored in a data matrix by a microcomputer for a usually one minute
time interval. Types of precipitation are identified from their "Signature" in the Precipitation Recognition Matrix.
The "Signature" is the particle size/velocity distribution that is characteristic of each type of precipitation
phenomena. The identification is based in principle on the Marshall-Palmer model for raindrop size-distribution and
the Gunn-Kinzer measured velocities for raindrops in stagnant air. The various types of precipitation displayed on
the Precipitation Recognition Matrix as classified in: 1) Mist & drizzle, 2) Rain, 3) Falling snow, 4) Blowing
snow, 5) Hail, and 6) "Non-hydrometeoric Particles". Based on the amount of particles counted within the time

1: See for instance NOAA Technical Memorandum ERL WPL-23 (1977).
2: E.g. HSS-PW402 from H.S.S. (USA), LedWi form S.T.I. (USA) and the FD-12P from Vaisala (Finland).

·,

- 301 interval each types of precipitation can be divided into "Light", "Moderate" or "Heavy".
In practice identification based on droplet size/speed distribution is quite complex. The microcomputer uses
algorithms with many decision criterions. Examples of such criterions are particle counts, occurrence of fog,
temperature (to determine snow), extinction coefficients of the particles. Flowcharts of these algorithms are
presented in detail in the technical manual of the HSS-PW system.
The HSS-PW system presents only three forms of precipitation, namely: drizzle, rain and snow. All forms of
frozen precipitation are classified as snow. In cases with very little precipitation classification is hazardous; in such
cases the system displays: "unidentified precipitation". Moreover for snow the intensity is based also on the visual
range unless fog is present. Definitions of the codes, displayed by the system, inclusive of classification of
precipitation intensity is based on defmitions given in the Federal Meteorological Handbook of the USA (No 1, part
B.1). Table 1 presents these definitions:

Table 1. Definitions of codes presented by the PW system.
Codes and precipitation intensity R; on base of base of mm liquid water equivalent per hour.
type

Light

Drizzle

L-

Rain

RS-

Snow

Moderate

R; < 0.3
R; < 2.5

L

0.3

~R;<

0.5

R

2.5

~R;<

7.6

s

R; < 2.5

fog:
no fog:

P-

No precipitation

NP

particles
per min:

p

<

30

particles per minute:

R; < 0.01

L+ R; ;;:: 0.5
R+ R; ;;:: 7.6
S+

2.5 ~R;< 7.6
500 m ~MOR~ 900 m

MOR;;:: 1000 m

Undefined
precipitation

Heavy

R; ;;:: 7.6
MOR

~

400 m

particles
per min: ;;:: 30

< 5 and other criterions;

The WMO has defined a new SYNOP ww code table, especially suited for automatic weather stations: Code
table 4680, w.w. - "Present weather reported from an automatic weather stations" (WMO, 1988). It is now the task
to develop a routine to convert the codes from table 1 into these w.w. codes.
It is found that appropriate classification into one of these codes is only possible if other information is available
too. In principle restricting to codes like w.w. = 30 (fog), 40 (precipitation), 50 (drizzle), 60 (rain) or 70 (snow) is
possible (cf. W. 1, W.2 code table 4531). However presentation in more detail for each group will be favourable. In
practice a more appropriate classification based on intensity (slight, moderate or heavy) should be possible.
Nevertheless identification of "precipitation, not freezing" versus "precipitation, freezing" is one of the most
difficult issues for which temperature measurements of the falling precipitation is necessary. It is for instance
impossible to distinguish between w.w. = 61 (Rain, not freezing, slight), 64 (Rain, freezing, heavy) and 67 (Rain
or drizzle and snow, slight).
As a consequence the human observers, experienced in determining the WMO ww code, were asked to report
every minute the codes as defined in table 1.

3. Comparison procedures
Since PW systems present codes and not simple values it is rather difficult to determine the quality of such a
system in terms of accuracy. The method we have followed is based on a correlation technique by using a
correlation matrix, with rows to discriminate the amount of observed types, determined by the automatic system,
and with collums to discriminate between human observations. For instance if the system displays R-, whereas the
observer reports L+, the field in the matrix with [PW= R-, PWM= L+] is increased by one (PW and PWM
stand for code reported by PW system and observer respectively). Such a procedure can be carried out on base of
simultaneous measurements (instantaneous observations on a one minute interval base).
If the type of precipitation changes rapidly such simultaneous measurements will result in a correlation matrix
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displaying large deviations from the diagonal line with PW = PWM. For that reason we also build a correlation
matrix where the field [PW, PWM] is increased by one, one base of comparison of PW with 15 PWM reports of a
rolling time interval± 7 min. around the time of observation of PW. For this procedure that particular code from
the set of 15 codes is chosen which equals or which is the best fitting code.
A disadvantage of this technique is the inability to select periods with precipitation which is very significant
(e.g. heavy rain only- w.w. = 63) from period with all kinds of precipitation (e.g. rain, drizzle, snow, hail, sleet
together, like w.w. = 68). It is still subject of study to investigate appropriate classification of types in those
circumstances that a human observer has difficulty to discriminate between the codes himself.

4. Results
From 7 May 1990 to 6 May 1991 the PW system and the observers made 440805 one minute observations. As
is shown in table 2 the number of observations, where "precipitations" are reported is rather equal for system and
observer (about 10% of all observations). The distribution over the types of precipitation of all observations, where
precipitation is reported is presented in table 3. Obviously no human observer has reported P- or P (undefined
precipitation), whereas the PW system indicates P- of P in 36% of the time, precipitation is falling. Conversely the
PW system never indicated L or L+ (moderate or heavy drizzle).
In the tables 4 and 5 the two correlation matrices are presented, obtained according to the procedure of
paragraph 3. Although both matrices differ the overall result is very significant:
•
•
•
•

•

Observations with P-, P, L-, L, L+ are strongly uncorrelated: The System indicates "Undefined precipitation"
in cases when observers report "Drizzle".
Especially R- ("Rain, slight") is strongly correlated; in many cases when the system indicates R-, the observer
reported R.
Discrimination between S-, S en S + seems to be hazardous: Observers indicates higher intensities than the
system does.
In about 69% of all observation where the PW system indicates snow, the observer reported liquid precipitation
or no precipitation. On the other hand in 65% when the observer reported snow, the system indicated liquid
precipitation or no precipitation.
In 3.5% of the observations, when the system indicated "No precipitation", the reporter indicated "precipitation"; the same percentage is found for observations where observers reported "no precipitation", as the PW
system displayed "precipitation" (mainly L-).

Table 2. Distribution for determined occurrences with 'no
precipitation' (NP) and with 'precipitation' (PREC.)
Number of one minute intervals as determined by:
instrument
PREC.
NP

44285
396520

TOTAL

440805

observer
(10.0%)
(90.0%)

42091
398714

( 9.5%)
(90.5%)

440805

Because the ability of the system to discriminate between "light", "moderate" and "heavy" showed poor results, we
intercompared during two months five similar systems simultaneously. Large differences were found between the
reported precipitation intensities (factors of 2 to 3 were found). It is therefore an important issue to calibrate such a
system with for instance an rain gauge before it is declared operational.
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Table 3.

Distribution of types of precipitation for a one year period.

type of present weather,
as determined by:
Instrument
(PW)
type
P-

29.7%
6.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
46.8%
7.8%
1.9%
6.8%
0.5%
0.2%

p

LL
L+
RR
R+
S-

s
S+

26
24

observer
(PWM)
0.0%
0.0%
9.6%
5.8%
0.3%
49.3%
23.2%
3,0%
6.6%
2.2%
0.0%

22

4749

20

I

18

:§

14

0

:fi

~

16

12

<

10

15
...

8

<I

6

4

2
0 0
0

R-

R+

s-

s

S+

Claaeification of procipltation
~

~PWMiin%1

PWiin%1

5. Conclusions and reconnnendations
•
•
•
•

•

Automatic present weather systems presenting types of precipitation are very interesting devices to be used on
remote locations or for automatizing human observation.
The correlation between the codes, as reported by system and observer is still rather poor, especially in cases of
snow.
The precipitation intensity, reported by PW systems, has to be calibrated first, before operational practice.
Studies have to be carried out on particular cases where it is difficult to discriminate between two or more types
of weather. It is important to know if these special cases often occur and give rise to poor correlation results
(especially in cases when snow and rain if falling simultaneously).
The WMO has to recommend appropriate algorithms to be used for classification of types of precipitation.
Special attention must be given to the conversion of measured data to w.w. codes.

Table 4. Correlation matrix I, based on types of PW determined simultaneously

type:
PW

Pp

code
from
HSS.

LL
L+
RR
R+

ss
S+
NP

Present weather as determined by observer:
p
R+
L+
PLRL
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 728
23
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0 642
10
0
0
53
0
0
0
0
0 2561

575
38
5
0
0
944
72
1
40
0
0
771

7 3817 763
0 1156 337
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
88 8489 4960
32 808 1610
120 312
0 751
383
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 5621 1401

s-

s

34 286
48 413
0
0
0
0
0
0
403 348
379
33
253
0
43 608
91
0
0
91 1008

22
227
0
0
0
69
36
23
261
143
66
61

S+

NP

0
6902
4
520
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
4791
0
487
0
110
0
864
2
2
9
10
0 385003
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Table 5. Correlation matrix I/, based on types of PW within

type:
PIJ

Pp

code
from
HSS.

LL
L+
RR
R+

s-

s
S+
NP

Present weather as determined by observer:
p
L+
R+
PRLL
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 980
0
41
0
3
0
0
0
0
0 506
3
0
0
0
86
0
0
0
0 1944

645
57
5
0
0
942
66
47
0
0
606

7
0
0
0
0
74
29
1
0
0
0
0

5386 893
1550 310
5
0
0
0
0
10852 4817
674 2140
50 314
1179 363
0
2
0
2301
465
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CARACTERISATION DU TEMPS PRESENT AU MOYEN
D'UN RADAR DOPPLER POINTE VERTICALEMENT

J. DUVERNOY, J.L. GAUMET et M. GILET
METEO-FRANCE
SETIM Recherche et Developpement
7 Rue Teisserenc de Bort
78190 TRAPPES
1. INTRODUCTION
Le projet SOLFEGE (Pilon, 1989), qui est un objectif prioritaire de METEO-FRANCE, consiste a
automatiser integralement le reseau fram;ais d'observation metoorologique de surface. Ce futur reseau devra fournir
tous les parametres actuellement observes. Si certaines de ces mesures, comme le vent, la temperature, 1'humidite, la
pression et la quantite de precipitation sont deja effectuees par des stations automatiques, d'autres parametres tels que
le type de precipitation, la couverture nuageuse ou l'etat du sol demandent encore la presence d'un observateur
humain. Les premiers efforts porteront sur }'automatisation de la caracterisation du temps present, c'est-a-dire
essentiellement !'identification du type d'hydrometeores; qu'il soit precipitant tel que la pluie, la neige, la grele ... ou
non precipitant comme la brume et le brouillard. Dans un deuxieme temps, l'intensite de precipitation pourra etre
estimee.
Deux capteurs bases sur des methodes optiques sont deja industrialises et en cours d'evaluation a METEDFRANCE. Ces capteurs commercialises par les societes americaines Scientific Technology Incorporated (Ledwi) et
HSS (Pw402) donnent des resultats prometteurs. Dans le meme domaine, un autre capteur est en cours
developpement dans le cadre du projet SOLFEGE (Gaumet et al., 1991).
Par contre, peu d'etudes ont ete menees dans le domaine des micro-ondes. Carte (1980) a travaille sur un
radar Doppler servant a la detection de la grele. Plus recemment, Unruh (1989) et Sheppard (1989 et 1990) ont aussi
developpe un radar pour !'identification des hydrometoores. Ces prototypes sont encore au stade de la recherche et ne
sont pas, ace jour, commercialises.
Ce rapport presente le systeme SCHUMANN (Systeme de Caracterisation des Hydrometoores par Utilisation
des Micro-ondes et !'ANalyse Numerique) utilisant un radar Doppler qui presente des caracteristiques differentes.

2. DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DU RADAR
Le eapteur utilise est un radar monostatique a onde entretenue de petite taille. L'antenne unique, qui sert a
l'emission et a la reception, est pointee verticalement. L'onde continue de frequence voisine de 25 GHz est emise
avec une puissance relativement faible de 1mW mais concentree dans un faisceau d'ouverture 5°.
Le signal retrodiffuse par les hydrometoores subit un decalage en frequence du a la vitesse de chute V des
gouttelettes. Ce dephasage apporte par le deplacement de la cible est connu sous le nom d'effet Doppler. Celui-ci
s'explique par le fait que les gouttes d'eau entrent en vibration sous !'influence des champs electrique et magnetique
qui les atteignent. Si les particules sont immobiles ou se deplacent le long des surfaces equidistances, la frequence de
vibration est la meme que celle de l'onde emise par le radar. Par contre, dans le cas ou les gouttes s'approchent du
radar les vibrations sont plus rapides. Les gouttes d'eau retrodiffusent alors une onde decalee en frequence de la
valeur fd appelee frequence Doppler:

_2v f
f dc

[1]
0

Les composantes reelle et imaginaire du signal s'expriment:

I(t) =A Cos (2rrfdt)
Q(t) = A Sin (2rrfdt)

signal en phase
signal en Quadrature

[ 2]

Ces signaux sont directement disponibles en sortie de la tete hyperfrequence du radar. Ils seront acquis et
traites en continu pour fournir un message "temps present" chaque minute suivant la methodologie decrite ci-apres.
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3. :METHODOLOGIE
3.1. Principe de la mesure
La principe repose sur le phenomene de retrodiffusion des ondes electromagnetiques sur les phases
condensees de l'eau. Nous utiliserons le decalage en frequence du a l'effet Doppler (Eq. 1) pour determiner le spectre
de vitesse d'une population de gouttes.
La densite spectrale de puissance s'ecrit:

S'(f)= ITF{ur(t)}!2

=

IY(f)l2

[ 3]

oil TF est le symbole de la transformee de Fourier
et ur(t)=l(t) +j.Q(t) est le signal issu du radar en notation complexe.
La distribution de S'(f) en fonction de la frequence forme, par definition, le spectre Doppler ou densite
spectrale de puissance (dsp).

Les moments d' ordre n s expriment :
1

Mn

=

+oo
n
S(f)f df
-oo

J

[4]

a partir desquels sont deduits :

-la puissance moyenne rel(ue ou moment dlordre 0 qui sert a normaliser la dsp.
- la frequence moyenne ou moment d ordre 1
-l'ecart-type a (ou largeur spectrale) qui est calcule a partir des moments d'ordre 1 et 2.
Ces moments eux-memes, ou des parametres derives, seront utilises rour la reconnait>sance des differents types
d 'hydrometeores.
1

3.2. Discrimination des hydrometeores precipitants
Apres etalonnage en laboratoire, le radar a ete installe en exterieur. Plusieurs mois de fonctionnement et de
collecte de nombreuses donnees ont permis d'etablir une grille d'identification a partir des deux parametres les plus
representatifs pour reconnaitre un hydrometeore : la vitesse moyenne et la largeur spectrale :
LIARGEUA

en n/s

.Si"r:CTnALI!

4

PLUIE
3

2

0

Figure 2 : Grille de determination des hydrometeores
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Les valeurs utilisees dans cette grille sont en accord avec les etudes sur les vitesses limites de chute disponibles dans
la litterature dont notamment celles de Gunn (1948, 1968).
La pluie est caracterisee par une vitesse moyenne et une largeur spectrale superieures a 2 m/s. Par contre, la neige est
determinee par des valeurs comprises entre 1 et 2 rn!s. Pourtant quelques mesures depassent largement cette zone et
rendent !'identification difficile.
Les ambigultes pluie/bruine et neige/bruine peuvent etre partiellement resolues par une condition sur la largeur
spectrale qui doit etre inferieure a 1 m/s. Ce point demande une confirmation par de plus nombreuses mesures de
bruine et de neige seche.

3.3. lntensite de precipitation
L'intensite de precipitation se defmit par un volume d'eau par unite de temps et s'exprime en millimetre de
hauteur d'eau rapportee a une surface au sol d'un metre carre (1m2) et a un temps exprime en heure; d'ou l'intensite
exprimee en millimetre par heure (mm/h).

V

D'apres Jameson (1991), l'intensite de precipitation R correspondant aN gouttes de diametre D et de vitesse
qui atteignent le so} pendant l'intervalle de temps unite peut etre calculee grace a }a relation suivante:

Dmax

R=

JDmin

v(D).N(D).R·P·o3.do

[5]

6

ou p est la masse volumique de I' eau
Le calcul de cette integrate n'est pas possible directement puisque N(D) est inconnu. Nous devons done emettre les
hypotheses supptementaires suivantes :
-la distribution en taille de goutte suit la relation etablie par Marshall et Palmer (1948).
- le nombre de gouttes maximal par unite de volume, est estime grace a la puissance moyenne r~ue P.
-la contribution maximale est obtenue pour le diametre moyen des gouttes.
Apres simplification, la quantite de precipitation est estimee par a la relation suivante :

[6]
ou v0 represente la vitesse moyenne et Dmax le diametre maximal observe
La valeur de la constante K depend de type de precipitation et des caracteristiques du radar. Elle sera determinee de
maniere empirique pour chaque type de precipitation.

4. RESULTATS
4.1. Discrimination des hydrometeores precipitants
La comparaison entre les capteurs et I' observation humaine prise comme reference est etudie dans le detail
(figure 3) pour la periode du 17 au 22 Decembre. Les observations humaines du Centre Departemental
Meteorologique de Trappes ont ete codees de maniere usuelle (Code ww 4677). Elles comportent de la bruine (codes
50 a 54), de pluie intermittente, continue (codes 60 a 63) ou sous forme d'averse (codes 80 et 81) et meme de pluie et
neige melees (Code 69). Le diagnostic du capteur estjuge ban lorqu'il y a concordance temporelle et qualitative. (Le
signe ????? correspond a une precipitation non identifiee).
Dans I 'ensemble, le systeme SCHUMANN identifie bien l'evenement precipitant et possede par rapport aux
autres capteurs un atout concemant la determination de la bruine meme faible.
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Figure 3 : Comparaison qualitative du systeme SCHUMANN avec
1' observation humaine du 17 au 22 Decembre 1991
Un traitement statistique des observations a partir d'un grand nombre de donnees est presente (figure 4). Les
resultats concemant la neige proviennent de mesures en montagne effectuees a la fin de l'hiver 90/91, tandis que les
resultats avec la pluie et la bruine proviennent de mesures effectuees en plaine de Juin a Decembre 91.
Ces resultats sont tres satisfaisants; puisque le taux de fausses alertes est seulement de 0,3% et le taux de detection,
tous hydrometeores confondus, superieur a 90%.
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OBSERVATION HUMAINE

Figure 4 : Resultats du traitement statistique des comparaisons entre }'observation humaine et le systeme
SCHUMANN

4.2. lntensite de precipitation
Les parametres servant a caracteriser les hydrometeores ont permis de calculer l'intensite de precipitation
chaque minute. Le cumul de ces valeurs a ete compare avec les donnees d'un pluviometre a augets et celles des autres
capteurs (Ledwi et PW402). Cette comparaison (figure 5) a permis, dans un premier temps, de determiner la
constante de proportionnalite K definie precedemment, et dans un deuxieme temps de valider la relation [6] utilisee
pour le calcul.
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Figure 5 : Comparaison du cumul
des precipitations du 17 au 22 Decemhre 1991

5. CONCLUSION
Les premiers resultats obtenus avec le radar monostatique a onde continu pour I 'identification automatique
des hydrometeores (Systeme SCHUMANN) soot prometteurs.
La methodologie employee permet une identification correcte des hydrometeores ainsi qu'une bonne
estimation de I' intensite de precipitation. Des mesures supplementaires de neige devraient lever les ambiguites
restantes et augmenter notablement les taux de reconnaissance.
Le materiel est tres fiable puisqu'il fonctionne en continu depuis plus d'un an. Les signaux qu'il delivre soot
tres peu bruites et possedent une grande dynamique.
L'industrialisation de ce nouveau capteur de temps present devrait etre facilitee par le fait qu'il utilise un
appareil industriel boo marche deja commercialise pour un autre usage (cinemometre routier).
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CARACTERISATION DES HYDROMETEORES PAR METHODE OPTIQUE
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I - INTRODUCTION
METEO-FRANCE s'est engage dans un vaste programme d'automatisation de son reseau
d'observation. En fait, il s'agit d'aboutir a une automatisation integrale de tousles parametres de
fa<;on a pallier au manque d 'observateur dans certaines stations notamment la nuit et dans les sites
isoles.
Les parametres thermodynamiques essentiels : Pression, Temperature, Humidite, ainsi que
la vitesse du vent sont pris en compte par les stations automatiques depuis plusieurs annees. Mais
il reste des parametres observes tels que la caracterisation du temps present et la determination de
l'Etat du sol qui sont encore du domaine de !'observation humaine. Ces parametres, plus delicats
a prendre en compte par un instrument car essentiellement qualificatifs sont done consideres en
dernier pour achever 1' automatisation de 1' Observation. En fait, il s 'agit de caracteriser le temps
qu'il fait, c'est a dire qualifier les principaux hydrometoores precipitants : pluie, neige, grele ... et
en suspension dans !'atmosphere : brume et brouillard. La connaissance du temps sensible est une
information meteorologique particulierement utile pour differents usagers de !'observation allant
des meteorologistes eux-memes pour ameliorer ou adapter localement la prevision generale
jusqu'au grand public qui exprime frequemment le besoin de connaitre le temps qu'il fera avant
de voyager par route ou d'entreprendre des activites exterieures.
La caracterisation de ces hydrometeores se decompose en trois actions essentielles :
detecter leur presence, identifier leur nature et donner une indication de leur intensite. Il n 'est pas
necessaire d'obtenir une intensite de precipitation ou une distance de visibilite avec une grande
precision, mais une estimation quantitative du type : faible, moyenne ou forte.
A l'heure actuelle, tres peu d'instruments sont capables de repondre a ces specifications
techniques. Seuls les systemes developpes aux Etats-Unis par Scientific Technology Instrument et
H.S.S Incorporation sont disponibles sur le marche mondial. En France, plusieurs actions de
recherche instrumentale ont ete engagees dans le but de proposer un choix plus large de solutions
techniques et si possible a un moindre cout.
Cette communication resume l'etat des recherches concernant le prototype S.M.A.S.H
(Systeme Meteorologique Automatique pour la Surveillance des Hydrometeores) qui fonctionne
par methode optique en utilisant le phenomene de diffusion de la lumiere par les hydrometeores.
Les techniques mises en oeuvre dans ce systeme s 'apparentent a celles du visibilimetre VISIVIA
initialement con<;u pour les besoins routiers et decrit precedemment (J.L GAUMET et P.
SALOMON 1989)
II - METHODOLOGIE
L'instrument appele diffusometre est bien connu des specialistes de mesures de visibilite.
Il est compose d'un emetteur et d'un recepteur disposes l'un pres de !'autre de fa<;on a
fonctionner en diffusion arriere. Le signal de lumiere diffusee, en premiere approximation
proportionnel au coefficient d'extinction, conduit a la determination de la visibilite.
La methodologie adoptee pour la caracterisation des hydrometeores utilise egalement ce
signal de lumiere diffusee, mais de fa<;on tres differente puisque !'analyse s'effectue a partir d'un
echantillon tempore! de signaux enregistres pendant plusieurs minutes. Ces signaux de lumiere
n 'ont pas to us la meme intensite. Celle-ci presente une grande variabilite qui· depend
essentiellement de parametres physiques des hydrometeores :
- taille et forme de la particule d 'hydrometeore.
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- distance entre la particule et le recepteur.
ou de parametres techniques tels que :
-la frequence d'emission du flash lumineux
-la taille du volume d'analyse
Le developpement de la methode consiste a etablir une signature Sj pour chaque hydrometeore j
au moyen de parametres deduits d'un traitement de signal. Dans une premiere phase d'etude,
!'analyse a ete limitee a!'utilisation des deux parametres suivants:
- 1' inten site du signal I
2
- la variance de 1' intensite du signal tr (I)
La Signature de 1'hydrometeore est done definie comme suit
Sj [ j , i(I)]-------------- > hydrometeore j
ouT est la moyenne de 1'intensite deN signaux
o-·a (l)la variance normalisee correspondante de ces N sigQaux.
En pratique, il existe de nombreux couples de valeurs (I, (f2 (I))
correspondant a un
hydrometeore donne. Cette correspondance est verifiee e~rimentalement pour un large domaine
Dj defini par des variations de ces deux parametres : fj, I et ll if(I)
Sur la base d'un nombre important de donnees, differents domaines Dj peuvent etre
identifies et reperes dans un diagramme a 2 dimensions I , (Jf2 (I). Ce diagramme elabore
experimentalement est alors utilise pour la reconnaissance des hydrometeores. Nous l'appelerons
diagramme de reconnaissance.
La methode peut presenter des limitations evidentes quand les signatures correspondent
aux regions limites entre domaines affectes des hydrometeores differents.
Pour eviter les difficultes de reconnaissance rencontrees dans ces regions intermediaires, un
parametre discriminant supplementaire deduit par Transformation de Fourier Discrete appliquee a
la succession des N signaux de lumiere diffusee, a ete pris en compte dans la deuxieme phase de
la methode. Le but de cette analyse est de faire apparaitre les frequences liees a la variabilite de
l'intensite des signaux en relation avec les mouvements des hydrometeores dans le volume
echantillon.
Ainsi dans un milieu comme le brouillard ou le nombre de gouttes par unite de volume est
tres eleve ("'d00/cm3) et varie peu dans le temps, il est logique de s'attendre a !'existence
d 'energie aux basses frequences dans le spectre de Fourier qui ne seront pas observees dans le cas
des hydrometeores precipitants du type pluie et neige. En effet, par suite du nombre beaucoup
plus faible de gouttes de pluie ou de flocons de neige par unite de volume (-2 a 15 I dm3) et
d'une plus grande variabilite temporelle, l'energie devrait apparaitre ades frequences plus elevees
que dans les cas du brouillard. Dans cette hypothese, il est alors possible de deduire du spectre
de frequence un in dice caracterisant 1' importance relative des hydrometeores en suspension et
precipitants et defini par le rapport des intensites moyennes entre deux domaines de frequence
convenablement choisis.
Enfin, pour pallier ades difficultes de caracterisation de certains types de neige faible (tres
petits flocons, grains ... ) un moyen technique d'investigation complementaire a ete recemment mis
en place. 11 s'agit d'un systeme emettant deux impulsions lumineuses separees par un intervalle de
temps tres bref de I ordre de quelques millisecondes, de fa<(Oll a frapper deux fois le me me flocon
de neige ou la meme goutte au cours de sa chute dans des sections verticales du champ de
reception. Dans l'hypothese ou la particule serait frappee deux fois, les signaux de lumiere
diffusee correspondants devraient etre d' intensite tres voisine. Ainsi la technique de double
impulsion se caracteriserait par la recherche d'une serie de signaux quasi-egaux deux deux. Le
calcul de 1' intensite de la correlation entre les variables de chaque paire de signaux permet alors
d 'identifier la particule.

a

I

a

La methode est elaboree en deux etapes comme suit :

- La premiere consiste a determiner le diagramme de reconnaissance au moyen des parametres
pertinents en presence d'hydrometeores connus. Pour obtenir un diagramme fonctionnel, un
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grand nombre de donnees experimentales doit etre enregistres par differentes situations. 11 en
resulte que les limites entre domaines affectes aux differents hydrometoores doivent etre
frequemment ajustees.
- La seconde etape consiste a valider le diagramme de reconnaissance. Un processus inverse est
alors utilise pour identifier un hydrometeore inconnu. La signature de la particule obtenue
experimentalement est comparee aux valeurs du diagramme dans le but d 1identifier
11 hydrometoore de la situation observee. Cette etape est importante car des modifications de
limites entre domaines peuvent encore ameliorer les resultats. En conditions operationnelles, le
processus de reconnaissance de l 1 hydrometoore sera effectue de fac;on analogue a l'etape de
validation.
1

Ill- DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE DE L INSTRUMENT
La caracterisation des hydrometeores sI effectue au moyen d Iun retrodiffusometre du meme
type que celui qui a ete developpe pour determiner la visibilite. Le recepteur et l emetteur,
separes par une distance de 18 cm, ont leurs axes optiques qui definissent un angle de diffusion
de 170 degres et leurs champs un volume de 35 dm3 localise a 1 metre en face du systeme
d 1 Emission - Reception.
L Iemetteur est une lampe flash Xenon qui genere des impulsions de lumiere a la frequence
de 1/z Hz. Le recepteur optique est particulierement simple puisque constitue d 'une lentille de
collection de 8 cm de diametre et d'une photodiode PIN en arriere d'un diaphragme de champ.
L'ensemble est equipe de la technique de double impulsion (voir II) realisee sur la base d'un
emetteur a lampe flash Xenon unique. L'objectif d'atteindre les memes particules d'hydrometeore
sans modification notable du coefficient de diffusion dans un intervalle de temps tres bref impose
que les deux impulsions lumineuses soient emises par la meme lampe. En effet dans l'hypothese
de deux lampes juxtaposees, le coefficient de diffusion subirait des variations d 'une impulsion a
l'autre dues a des differences d'angle entre les axes d'emission et de reception et du volume
d'analyse.
L Ienergie fournie a la lampe Xenon est obtenue a partir de deux circuits d Ialimentation qui
commutent tres rapidement la charge de leur condensateur. L'intervalle de temps entre les 2
impulsions lumineuses quI il a ete possible d Iatteindre varie de 7 a 150 millisecondes.
Les signaux analogiques correspondant aux maximas de chaque impulsion lumineuse, delivrees
par la photodiode sont numerises par un oscilloscope et traitees par un micro-ordinateur PC. La
caracterisation des hydrometeores est effectuee par !'analyse de 128 signaux consecutifs
enregistres pendant un intervalle de temps de 4 minutes environ. De plus, le systeme fait
!'acquisition de la temperature de l'air au voisinage de !'instrument dans le but de disposer d'un
parametre discriminant supplementaire dans !'analyse.
1

IV - RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX
Un important fichier de donnees a ete enregistre par conditions de brume, brouillard, pluie
et neige et a ete l'objet d'un examen systematique. Les enregistrements des signaux dans le
brouillard presentent en general une evolution temporelle peu bruitee alors que les
enregistrements par situations de pluie presentent des signaux d' inten site tres variable. Par
situations de neige les signaux subissent des variations encore plus importantes.
En premiere analyse, les parametres discriminants retenus sont l 1intensite moyenne et la
variance correspondante calculee pendant le meme intervalle de temps. Les differentes mesures
montrent qu 'une separation facile entre hydrometeores precipitants (pluie, neige ... ) et en
suspension (brume, brouillard ... ) peut etre faite en utilisant la variance de 1'intensite du signal.
Les hydrometeores en suspension sont caracterises par de faibles valeurs de la variance, la
separation Brume/Brouillard s'effectuant au moyen de l'intensite du signal. De l'autre cote du
diagramme , les hydrometeores precipitants sont caracterises par de fortes valeurs de la variance
alors qu'en premiere approximation la neige et la pluie peuvent etre differenciees par l'intensite
des signaux. Une intensite moyenne plus importante en presence de neige S1 explique facilement
par la plus grande taille des flocons par rapport a celle des gouttes de pluie.
Les signaux de lumiere diffusee enregistres par situations de pluie, ont ete compares aux
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signaux enregistres entre deux basculements d augets est bien correlee avec 1'intensite de
precipitation comme l'indique la figure 1. Ce resultat montre que le diffusometre peut aussi
donner une estimation de l'intensite de precipitation.
I

V - DISCUSSION - CONCLUSION

Les resultats experimentaux montrent qu 1 il est facile de detecter la presence d 1 un
hydrometeore quelconque par rapport a 11 atmosphere claire. Le seuil de detectabilite de la brume
exprime en distance de visibilite est voisin de 5000m. Dans le cas de la pluie, le seuil est vers
0,05 mm/h ; valeurs qui constituent des resultats tres satisfaisants. Les principaux hydrometeores
sont distribues dans des domaines bien delimites du diagramme de reconnaissance presente a la
figure 2. Ce diagramme montre que les hydrometeores precipitants et en suspension sont separes
essentiellement par les valeurs de 11 inten site et surtout de la variance d I inten site du signal. Dans
les zones intermooiaires ou la separation Hydrometeores precipitants/Suspensions complique
!'identification, le parametre discriminant deduit de la FFT (Indice de Fourier) a ete pris en
compte pour ameliorer le bilan general de la methode.
Ces demiers hivers marques par de nombreuses situations de Brume, de Pluie faible et de
Bruine ont apporte un lot important de cas difficiles ou parfois meme un observateur qualifie peut
avoir des hesitations dans son appreciation. Un domaine pour la Bruine a ete cree entre Brume et
Pluie. Il permet de mieux apprehender un nombre non negligeable de situations.
Apres que chaque hydrometeore ait ete affecte a un domaine defini du diagramme de
reconnaissance, la methode a ete evaluee par le calcul d'un taux de reussite R = Ni/Nt ou Ni est
le nombre d echantillons identifies avec succes et Nt le nombre total d echantillons analyses en
presence d 'un hydrometeore defini par un observateur. Les resultats complets resultant
d'echantillons de donnees, collectees pendant 3 annees sont rassembles dans le tableau ci-dessous.
La statistique regroupe les resultats obtenus par situations de pluie et de bruine.
Le faible niveau d 'in ten site de certaines chutes de neige entraine 1' existence de Signatures de cet
hydrometeore dans le domaine attribue a la Pluie. Ces situations expliquent 1' obtention d' un taux
de reconnaissance relativement plus faible dans le cas de la Neige.
La technique de double impulsion a ete installee dans le but de remooier a ces difficultes (
II). Il est premature de faire un bilan de cette technique ; les resultats etant encore partiels. 11 faut
noter une amelioration de l'ordre de 20% dans la reconnaissance de la Neige.
De plus, tousles cas de brouillards fluctuants a l'origine de nombreuses erreurs dues a des
variances elevees d'intensite de lumiere diffusee, sont maintenant reconnus sans difficulte grace a
des niveaux excellents de correlation entre paire de signaux (r rv 0,99). Ainsi le taux de
reconnaissance des Brumes et Brouillards avoisine les 100%.
En complement a la technique de Double Impulsion, !'utilisation d'une mesure de
temperature pour discriminer la Neige de la Pluie devrait amener le taux de reconnaissance des
hydrometeores precipitants a des valeurs superieures a 95%.
Cette communication a done decrit une nouvelle methode de determination automatique du
temps present. Le dispositif experimental qui est derive d'un visibilimetre deja commercialise,
devrait permettre une industrialisation rapide et peu onereuse du systeme SMASH.
I

I

Perfonnances du systeme (Janvier 92)
Detectabilite 100%
Seuils de detection
Pluie
0,05 mm/h
5000m
Brume - visibilite
Temps d'analyse 4mn

Identification des hydrometeores
Brume, brouillard
Pluie
Neige

99%
91%
75%
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EXPLOITATION DU RAPPORT DE LA COMPARAISON CIMO/OMM
DE CAPTEURS DE VISIBILITE
M. LEROY
METEO-FRANCE, FRANCE

1.

INTRODUCTION
La France

a participe

a

l'intercomparaison

internationals

de visibilite

(CIVIC) qui s'est tenue en Angleterre en 1988/89. Par ailleurs, dans le cadre du
developpement d'un retrodiffusometre (VISIVIA), METEO-FRANCE a fait ses propres
comparaisons avec 2 transmissometres et quelques diffusometres. Les resultats
obtenus a Trappes sont tres voisins de ceux presentes dans le rapport de la comparaison CIMO (Rapport no 41).
Notre sentiment est que les resultats obtenus en
sont bien representatifs des capteurs et peu du site.

Angleterre

pendant CIVIC

Le rapport CIVIC a ete largement utilise et detaille, grace a la mise a
disposition des organisateurs (Meteorological Office, United Kingdom) des diagrammes recapitulatifs au format A4.
Le texte qui suit represente l'intrepretation du rapport par METED-FRANCE.

2. PERFORMANCES GENERALES DES CAPTEURS
Seule les visibilites inferieures a 2000 m seront considerees. Dans cette
gamme, la valeur de reference provient presque toujours d'un transmissometre. Le
rapport de ia comparaison donne des graphiques ou la visibilite de reference est
rangee par classe et ou sont pointees des indications statistiques de la distribution du rapport entre la visibilite mesuree par un capteur et la visibilite de
"reference".
2.1 TRANSMISSOMETRES
Sur la gamme 40 m - 2000 m les valeurs medianes de chaque classe sont dans
les limites de prec1sion imposees par l'OACI. Par contre, seules 50 %des
mesures sont proches a mieux que 20 % de la valeur de reference (et encore par
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toujours). Pour certaines classes, on peut obtenir 5% des mesures ecartees de
40 % de la reference. Ces valeurs representant les meilleures performances que
l'on puisse obtenir a l'heure actuelle avec un visibilimetre.
2.2 DIFFUSOMETRES
Les valeurs medianes de chaque classe sont tres rarement dans les limites
de precisions requises par 1 'aeronautique. Les diffusometres indiquent generalement une valeur superieure a cella fournie par la reference ou un transmissometre, particulierement par brouillard. Ceci est moins vrai pour les visibilites
reduites par precipitations.
Dans les meilleurs des cas, dans une classe de visibilite donnee, inferieure a 2000 m, seules 50 % des mesures sont proches a mieux que 50 % de la
valeur de reference. Le "meilleur des cas" signifie que c'est tres rarement le
mime capteur qui ales meilleures performances.
Si 1 'on regarde la limite a 95 % au-dela de laquelle on trouve 5 %des
valeurs, cette limite est souvent superieure a 2 (parfois 3) : dans 5% des cas,
la plupart des capteurs indiquent une valeur 2 fois superieure (ou parfois 2
fois inferieure) a la valeur de reference. L'intervalle dans lequel on trouve 90
% des valeurs est en moyenne compris entre -30 % a +150 % de la vaieur de
reference.
Un diffusometre particulier presente un intervalle de variation nettement
inferieur et presque comparable ~ un transmissom~tre, mais la valeur mediane
presente un icart systimatiquement de 1 'ordre de 40 %. Ceci montre bien la difficulti d'italonnage d'un diffusometre, car les appareils participant ~ la comparaison ont pourtant du itre particulierement prepares et regles.
3. ESTIMATION DE L 'APTITUDE A LA DETECTION D' UN SEUIL

Comme de nombreux autres services miteorologiques, METEO-FRANCE vise
1 'automatisation complete de 1 'observation au sol (projet SOLFEGE). L'analyse
fonctionnelle initiale du projet s'est fixe un objectif de detection du brouillard (seuil 1000 m) avec un taux de reussite de 95 %.
Les diagrammes de la comparaison permettent une
rapide de la capacite de detection d'un seuil.

estimation grossiere mais

En effet, l 'echelle logarithmique, a la tOlS pour la visibilite de
reference (ordonnee} et le rapport entre la visibilite capteur et la reference
(abscissa) permet de connaitre et de tracer precisement la droite sur laquelle
se situent tous les po1nts ou le capteur teste a indique 1000 m (voir
graphique). Cette droite et la iimite horizontale 1000 m de la reference conduit
~ definir 4 zones
Les zones A et D correspondent aux cas ou
en accord par rapport au seuil 1000 m.

la reference et le

La zone B est une zone de fausse detection par le capteur

capteur sont
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La zone C est une zone de non detection par le capteur
Le graphique avec ses indications de distribution statistique des ecarts
entre le capteur et la reference et le nombre de donnees correspondant a chaque
classe de visibilite de reference, permet d'estimer grossierement le nombre
d'observation dans chaque zone.
En ne considerant que les zones (A, B, C), l'exploi tation des diagrammes
des diffusometres par conditions non precipitantes, conduit au tableau suivant :

TABLEAU DES RESULTATS D'ESTIMATION DE PRESENCE DE BROUILLARD
PAR UN DIFFUSOMETRE (Visibilite < 1000 m)

I
I

(A)

(A)
(B)
{C)
(D)

± :-

BELFORT 1
BEL FORT 2

75 %
80 %

0 %
0 %

FUMO 1
FUMO 2

76 %
75 %

8 %

16 %

8 %

17 %

6866
6662

QUALIM 1
QUALIM 2

85 %
81 %

8 %
3 %

7 %
16 %

4532
5477

AEG 1
A t:... G ...

78 %
70 %

4 %
0 %

HS S

77%

5 %

J R I

58 %

30 %

74 %

25

')

I

(B)

VIDEOGRAPH

%

20 %

I
I

l
I

I
I

I

18 %
30 %

I

I

6369

6875
6876

18 %

3048

12 %

6813

1 %

6388

%estimation correcte de condition de brouillard
% fausses alarmes de condition de brouillard
% de conditions de brouillard non perQues "DANGER"
% nombre de cas de brouillard

Ce tableau de resultats montre qu'aucun capteur n'atteint 1 'objectif v1se
de detection du seuil 1000 m dans 95 % des cas. Cela montre que detecter un
seuil n'est pas plus simple que mesurer une visibilite sur une gamme etendue.

- 318 Il faut remarquer que les colonnes Bet C ne sont pas equilibrees a cause de la
tendance generale des diffusometres a surestimer la visibilite (par rapport a la
reference, c'est-a-dire les transmissometres).

4. PROBLEMES DE CALIBRATION DES DIFFUSOMETRES
La plupart des diffusometres ayant participe a la comparaison montrent pour
des visibilites inferieures a 2000 m un decalage systematique par rapport a la
reference (transmissometres). La faible dispersion des valeurs des transmissometres dans cette gamme de visibilite valide les valeurs de reference utilisees.
De nombreux diffusometres presentent done un defaut d'etalonnage.
Le problems de 1 'etalonnage et du reglage d'un diffusometre a toujours ete
difficile a resoudre. Il est generalement lie a la difficulte de realiser des
dispositifs diffusants contr61es, repetitifs et stables dans le temps. Ce pro~
bleme d'etalonnage ne sembiait pas etre resolu lors de la comparaison. Pour le
futur, la validation de la procedure d'etalonnage et de reglage, me parait done
aussi importante que 1es intercomparaisons d'instrument. Les appareils Belfort
en sont un bon example : offrant une faible dispersion des mesures, les 2 appareils de la comparaison ant montre un decalage systematique de 30 a 60 %.
5. CONCLUSION
Si on exprime les performances d'un capteur en terme d'intervalle de confiance de mesure de la Portee Optique Meteorologique (POM), aucun capteur n'est
capable d'assurer les performances requises par la CIMO ou l 'aeronautique.

Pour les visibilites inferieures a 2000 m, les transmissometres sont nettement meilleurs que les diffusometres, qui peuvent parfois indiquer une visibi1 i te 2 foi s superi eure a 1 a vi si bi i i te "de reference".
Ainsi 1 'utilisation d'un appareil de type diffusometre doit itre clairement
examinee sur un aerodrome o0 les aspects securite sont importants. Un debat explicite sur les performances acceptables n'ayant pas encore eu lieu, la tendance
actuelle de METEO-FRANCE est de ne pas recommander l'utilisation de ce type
d'appareil sur aerodrome. L'aspect du coQt d'un diffusometre ne doit pas itre
1 'element de choix sur ces sites.
L'apparition de capteurs dits "te.mps present" qui combinent mesure de
visibilite et detection/caracterisation des hydrometeores, peut conduire a une
amelioration des performances des diffusometres, avec la prise en compte de la
nature des particule diffusantes.
Une nouvelle comparaison dans quelques ann~e parait done utile. Pour des
appareils de type diffusometre, la validation des procedures d'etalonnage et de
r6glage parait tout aussi importante que la determination de leurs caracteristiqu:es.
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BOX PLOT:
STANDARD AGAINST RATIO OF VIOEOGRF TO STANDARD
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Validation of a Forward-Scatter Visibility Sensor for RVR Measurements
David C. Bumham
Scientific & Engineering Solutions, Inc.
Orleans, MA, USA

Charles 0. Phillips
VolpeNational Transportation Systems Center
U.S. Department of Transportation
Cambridge, MA, USA

Background

The transmissometer is the standard instrument for measuring the atmospheric extinction
coefficient. The instrument consists of a narrow beam transmitter and a narrow beam receiver
separated by a baseline (b). The extinction coefficient q is measured as a reduction in the
transmitted light T reaching the receiver [T = exp(-ob)]. The extinction coefficient can be related
to the visibility by a number of equations that pertain to different situations. Runway Visual Range
(RVR) is a visibility parameter used in aviation that estimates the distance the runway lights can
be seen under low visibility conditions. The RVR is defined only below 2000 meters; significant
values of RVR are most frequently caused by fog and can also be caused by snow. All other
common obstructions to vision will not reduce the RVR below 2000 meters.

1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

The transmissometer is a costly instrument to install and maintain:
Rigid structures are required because narrow beams are needed to avoid detecting scattered
light.
The dynamic range is limited because the signal measured is related exponentially to the
extinction coefficient. Two different baselines are required to measure the full RVR range
of 20 to 2000 meters.
The transmissometer measurements are very sensitive to window contamination for
transmission values near 1.00. The windows must therefore be cleaned frequently.
The transmissometer is difficult to calibrate. The normal technique is to wait for a clear
day and then set the transmittance to a value slightly below 100 percent, based on the
estimated visibility. If a transmissometer fails under reduced visibility conditions, there is
no way to restore it to service until high visibility conditions return.
The standard U.S. transmissometer uses an unmodulated light source and is therefore
sensitive to changes in background light.

Scatter instruments were developed as an alternative to transmissometers because they
overcome all of the practical limitations of the transmissometer. In particular, the signal S from
a scatter sensor is directly proportional to the extinction coefficient [S = Ka]. The basic question
to be answered is whether scatter instruments can produce the needed measurement accuracy. The
development of the forward-scatter visibility .sensor has spanned the last 30 years and has been
concentrated mostly in the United States. By this time the limitations of the technology for
common weather conditions have been determined.
The first conceptual step in the development of the scatter sensor was the observation that,
for all common obstructions to vision, most of the extinction is caused by scattering, not
absorption. Thus, in principle a measurement of all the scattered light would be equivalent to
measuring the extinction coeffiCient. Instruments based on this concept are called nephelometers
and they suffer from two problems: 1) They do not measure very small angle scattering which can
be very significant for many obstructions to vision and 2) they usually use a confined scattering
volume that cannot measure precipitation particles and may not measure fog droplets.
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The second conceptual step in the development of a practical scatter sensor was the
measurement of scattering at only a small band of scattering angles. Empirically it was found that
a scattering angle of about 35 degrees gives a scattered signal proportional to the extinction
coefficient for fogs with a variety of natural particle distributions. This proportionality can be
understood on the basis of the physics of light scattering by particles. The total scattering
crossection for a particle is equal to twice the crossectional area of the particle because there are
two scattering processes, direct scattering and diffraction scattering. The amount of "direct"
scattering is equal to the amount of light hitting the particle and generally scatters the light in all
directions. After the light wave has passed the particle it has a blank "hole" equal in area to the
particle. The diffraction of this hole produces "diffraction" scattering that is directed in the
forward direction if the particle is much larger that the wavelength of light. The maximum
significant diffraction scattering angle is proportional to the wavelength divided by the particle
diameter. In fog, particles of 5 microns or greater in diameter produce most of the scattering. The
diffraction scattering from such particles is smaller than 35 degrees and hence is not detected. The
angular distribution of direct scattering is much less size dependent (for a broad distribution of
particle sizes) than the diffraction scattering and hence the 35-degree scattering for fog is roughly
proportional to the total scattering coefficient. As might be expected, this proportionality breaks
down for the smaller particles characteristic of haze1• For the same wavelength the 35-degree
signal is larger fraction {typically by a factor of about 1.4) of the total scatter coefficient for haze
than for fog. This effect is likely due to the larger diffraction scattering angles for the small haze
particles.
The third conceptual step in the development of the forward-scatter visibility sensor was the
use of a scattering plate as a transfer calibration standard. It is not practical to define the absolute
response of a forward-scatter instrument to a given obstruction to vision.
Instead, a
transmissometer is used to measure the extinction coefficient of a given fog and the gain of the
forward-scatter sensor is set to give an equal measurement. This procedure involves a number of
subtleties that will be discussed later. Once several instruments of a given type have been
calibrated against transmissometers, they are used to define the equivalent extinction of scattering
plates that are precisely positioned in the center of the scattering volume of the sensor. A
calibrated scattering plate can then be used 1) to transfer the transmissometer calibration to another
unit of the same type and 2) to periodically check for any subsequent
drift in the sensor gain. If the sensor scattering geometry and beam
uniformity are consistent from unit to unit, then the scattering plate is
a satisfactory representation of how the sensor would respond to a
distributed scatter such as fog. Variations between the scattering plate
signal and the fog signal as large as 15 percent have been observed in
U.S. field tests. The U.S. RVR specification2 requires that a
calibrator plate represent the fog response of a sensor to within seven
percent.

Teledyne Forward-Scatter Visibility Sensor
Teledyne Controls, Inc. was awarded the contract for the new
generation U.S. RVR system. The Teledyne visibility sensor (shown
in Figure 1) utilizes a light emitting diode operating at a wavelength
of 0. 88 microns and modulated at 4 kHz. The head separation is 1.1 Figure 1. Teledyne
meters and the scatter volume is 800 cc. The sensor measures the Visibility Sensor on
Frangible Pole

- 322 amount of transmitter and receiver window contamination by means of backscatter and makes small
corrections to the measured extinction coefficient.

Test Procedures
The primary tests of the Teledyne visibility sensor were conducted at the Otis Weather Test
Facility, a coastal site on Cape Cod, Massachusetts which experiences predominantly advection fogs
that are uniform enough to provide the necessary test conditions for calibrating and evaluating
visibility sensors. Two reference Tasker transmissometers are installed on perpendicular baselines
of 91 and 152 meters in the form of a cross. Short wavelength pass filters (0.65-microns) were
installed in the transmissometer receivers to provide a visible-light response. The test forwardscatter sensors were installed within 20 meters of the crossing point of the transmissometers. The
transmissometer windows are cleaned every day or two. They are recalibrated, however, only
when the calibration far off; the transmissometer measurements are recalibrated in the analysis.
During the initial calibration period the scatter sensor windows were also frequently cleaned.
The data processing is designed to assure that only high quality data are used to evaluate
candidate visibility sensors. The following steps are taken:
Turn off the transmissometer projector each hour and measure the background light. Use
1)
this value to correct the data for the following hour.
Whenever
the visibility is above 30 km, as measured by an HSS, Inc. forward-scatter
2)
sensor, the transmissometers are recalibrated. The HSS sensor has proven to have a very
stable zero setting and can therefore reliably detect high visibility conditions. For the
purposes of RVR where the maximum visibility of interest is 2 km, it would be adequate
to simply set the transmissometer to give zero extinction coefficient. A more refined
algorithm is actually used; an empirically determined high-visibility slope is used to define
the relationship between the HSS and transmissometer extinction coefficients. The
transmissometer recalibration is attempted every hour using a ten-minute data average,
starting five-minutes after a background check to avoid lamp transient effects.
Data are included in the analysis only when the two reference transmissometer
3)
measurements agree to within 20 percent. This requirement serves two purposes: 1) data
from malfunctioning transmissometers are rejected, and 2) data under inhomogeneous
conditions are rejected. In order to avoid random transmissometer agreements under
inhomogeneous conditions, at least half the one-minute average data points in a ten-minute
period must agree or none are included in the analysis.
Data can be disaggregated by precipitation conditions as measured by an HSS precipitation
4)
identification sensor. Options are no
precipitation, precipitation, rain or snow.
1.15.------------------,
o TDN3

1.10

Forward-Scatter Sensor Calibration

X

5: 1.05
The basic fog calibration of a forwardscatter sensor is obtained by comparing its (J
response to the transmissometer (J in dense fog
events; a straight-line is fitted to the data points of
the event. The scatter in the data is used to
characterize the goodness of the fit. Figure 2
shows the fitted slopes of the three Teledyne
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Figure 2. Sensor Calibration Data
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sensors at Otis for six winter fog events, using the
average u from the two crossed transmissometers
(termed TAVB) as the reference. The measured
slopes and the amount of scatter vary from event
to event. Nevertheless, the average fog response
of each sensor is well within the seven-percent
U.S. RVR specification.
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Box Plot Analysis
The box plot, used extensively in the
report on the recent UK WMO visibility senor
tests3 , is a convenient way of presenting a large
amount of visibility sensor performance data.
The data are placed into bins of meteorological
optical range (MOR) based on the measurement of
the reference sensor, TAVB in this case. Within
these bins the distribution of the ratio of the MOR
from the test sensor to that of the reference is
plotted. An X is plotted at the median of the
distribution. A box is drawn around the central
half of the data points (25th through 75th
percentiles). A line is drawn out to the 5th and
95th percentiles, enclosing 90 percent of the data
points. Both axes of the box plot are logarithmic.
The first column of numbers at the side of the
plot (labeled "GOOD") is the number of data
points in each MOR bin of the box plot. Figure
3 shows two additional columns. The column
labeled "BAD" is the number of points rejected
by the transmissometer comparison and the last
column is the total of the first two. In the RVR
range of MOR only a small fraction of the data
points are rejected.
Figures 3 through 5 show the Teledyne
sensor box plots for no precipitation (12/12/911122/92). The results are consistent. The U. S
RVR accuracy requirements are drawn on the box
plots; 90 percent of the data points in each
segment of the plot must lie within the accuracy
limits. Thus, if most of the 90-percent distribution
lines lie within the limits (as in Figures 3-5), the
sensor easily meets the accuracy limits.

Figure 3. No Precipitation Box Plot TDNl
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Figure 5. No Precipitation Box Plot TDN3

Figures 6 and 7 show the rain and snow box plots, respectively, for the first Teledyne sensor.
There are very few rain points in the RVR region. Only rain mixed with fog can readily reach the
RVR region. The rain data near the RVR limits shows significant disagreement with the reference
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transrnissometers as has been noted previouslyt;
the difference is caused by forward-scattered light
that is still within the transmissometer acceptance
angle. The question of which sensor is correct is
still a matter of debate. On the other hand, the
snow data easily reaches into the RVR region.
The MOR in snow is slightly higher than that
given by the reference transmissometers, but the
snow response is well within the U.S. RVR
specification.
Wavelength Effects
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Wavelength effects on the extinction coefficient in Figure 6. Rain Box Plot TDN1
fog were studied by adding a second, unfiltered
receiver to the 91-meter baseline transmissometer.
The two receivers gave excellent correlation, even
in patchy ground fog. The measured extinction
coefficient including the incandescent infrared
spectrum was consistently higher by about three
percent. This difference could be due to a
smaller amount of scattered light detection
because of the wider diffraction scattering for
infrared light.

I
~

~

~

If a reference transmissometer including infrared ~
~
light is used to generate box plots like Figures 3- §.,;--------=.. ----=..c--------,..~-----c:'';
5, there is no difference noted below an MOR of Figure 7. Snow Box Plot TDN1
1000 meters (Log MOR = 3). Above that level
there is a slight shift toward lower MOR ratios.
Summer data, when haze is more prevalent than in winter, show a larger shift. The shift is well
within the RVR error limits in either summer or winter.
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DIFFICULTIES AND NON - RELIANCE
IN MEASURING RVR BY USING
RUNWAY LIGHTS AND SPECIAL MARKERS
BY
Mostafa A. E. Amer
Chief Instrumental

Specialist

Met. Authority, Cairo, Egypt

1.

IntrQduction
In the last twenty years two different types of Airport Automatic Met.
Systems which incorporate transmissometers have been installed in Cairo
Intern~tional Airport.
Because of some local troubles and problems the
data of such systems were not regular and continuous to cover the requirements of the air traffic services.
To establish an alternative mean for measuring RVR an actual experiment
has been done to measure RVR by using runway lights at night and special
markers at day.

2.

The Design of the Experimental Marker.
It is woody frame in the form of triangular prism, its triangular sides
are right angle.d triangles of base of 72.5 cm and height of 150 cm. The
inclined surface facing the observer is in the form of rectangular woody
board of length of 200 cm and width of about 167 cm, and it is painted so
that it presents the appearance of two surfaces, side by side, one red and
one white. On the red surface a white number (15 for example) is painted and
on the white surface a red number (the same number) is painted. A drawing
of such marker is shown in figute 1 at the end of this paper.

3.
3.1

Implementation of the Experiment.
At day.
A team of specialists and observers stood on the top of vehicle about 2
metres high at lateral distance of about 120 metres from the runway 05L/23R
centre line at touch down zone which is about 300 metres along the runway
from the threshold 23R to observe the marker. Another team on the opposite
side of the runway put the marker on the runway shoulder beside the edge
la.mps in regular steps starting from touch down zone upto 1500 metres from
it alongside the runway in the direction of the threshold 05L.

3.2

At Night
The same has been done except that the observing team observed and
counted the edge lights of the opposite side of the runway 05L/23R near the
threshold 23R and that of the runway 05R/23L near the threshold 05R.
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4.1

Results.
Observation of the day Marker.
At a distance of 200 metres alongside the runway from the opposite point
to the observing position, the marker was seen as a frame, distinct colours and readable number.
At 400 metres the marker was seen
able number.
At 600 metres the marker was seen
At 800 metres the marker was seen
At 1000 metres the marker was not

as a frame

distinct colours and read-

as a frame and distinct colours only.
as a frame only.
seen.

4.2

Observations at Night of 05L/23R Runway.
There were different resolutions of the members of the observing team concerning the number of the seen lamps. The minimum number was 15 and the
maximum number was 24.

4.3

Observations at Night of 05R/23L Runway.
There was a complete confusion of the edge lights of the opposite side
of the runway with the other white lights of the airport.

5.

Difficulties of using Human observing system.
To install RVR day markes it is necessary to level the humps and dips of
the lateral banks alongside the runway with the level of the runway surface
which is sometimes difficult or very expensive.
If there is a large slope in the runway itself the observer will not see
the day markers and the edge lights.
The existence of day Markers may cause some hazards to aviation.
In some cases the observer has to walk a long distance every time of observation to reach the RVR observing position.
Counting day Markers or Runway Edge Lights is not an easy task.

6.

Conclusion
It is concluded that there are difficulties and non-reliance in measuring RVR by using runway lights and special markers.
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Optical drop-size distribution measurement
Xlanqin wang Chaochang Lln and Zhendong Yao
Chengdu Institute of Meteorology

1.

Introduction

Dropfall is very important for science.
technology, mill tary and national economics,

N(a.h) 4/3 n a11
p(a.h)

--(1)

especai lly for agriculture and hydrology.
Raindrop size distribution <RSD> is base
of dropfalt processing, le of dynamical
and microphysical . processing of rainfal I.
Beacause RSD distribution varies in time
and locations it can fit as exponential,
gamma distribution•
and
log- normal.
modified gamma distribution. · DSD could
also be got by the vertical pointing
Doppler radar and the FW-CW radar.
For
opt i ea I method type 2d-p and 20- p • ( V
are HE-NE Laser type, first.the images of
drops were. been obtained by the optical
array. then the images of drops were
p~ocessed by the particle size analyser.
Type org-505 optical rain gauge is !RED
type. Detected raindrop

induced optical

scintillation can be used as the basis for
measuring
continuously and precisely
instantaneous rainfall rate. ( 10 second
time-resolution>. In china . the ground
measurements and observations of drop size
spectral have been done using the method
catching drops by filter paper. which had
been treated with water sensive·dyes.then
imprint drops are counted and it were
spent a lot of time •. Requirements of
devoloping a low- cost RSO measurement
device was proposed in 1981.

Z.Basical theory
the probability-desity function
raindrop (1} can be written to:

of the

the raindrop number ·density was given:
N<a• h) =No e -.t1. <h>-.

------(2)

where h Is in mm/h. a is radial in mm.
From (l) and (2) p(a,h) is obtained
p(a.h>=l/6 Ac a 8 e-A-. -----(4)
From above relationship average volume is

V=

J~

4/3na 8 p(a,h> da

=lBOn/82008 h0

•

88

-----(5)

In 1 ms the amount of raindrop passing
through horizonal sample area can get
160n
- - - h.s=---Xh 0 " 69 XN..

3600"

-----(6)

8200!1

If the

area s=0.04;~<0.8=3.2>~l0 m2 we can
get relationship betweeen the amount of
raindrop pulses Ne and rainfall rate in
lms.
For h=500 mm/hr dur i.ng 1 ms. less than one
raindrop pulse could exist in sample
valume •
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1. relationship between hand Ne:

i<~b

through rcctanglar

sampll'

V<.'lumc-

wh<.'SO
whlt.-h

20 lOO

h (nnn/hr)

1

No

.01 .018 .023 .03 .054

10

5

500

Is maximum diameter measurt•d,dut:l to 1111-ht

.091

which Is '-'n tho.:o f,,cus Jl•)lnl
pr,,uuccs I i ~:~-h l

beam

The rain pulse uurall<•n

passing

through

tho rectangular sample valumc Is

ampllluuc• and uul'allon
raindrop
pulses

'=u/V

------(1)

radar

lhH.d t~d

whosc

rdalivo
Th,~

rainui''-'P
inll.!rface

diamekr. rain

lo get
intmsity.

factor. The

reflectivity

IF sample valume

RSD
and
data

processing flow chart of lh.:- ,,plical

------(8)

l~•

micrvcumpul<.·r

mi ~·•·ocompu t~~r

the

.averag«-"

,)f

output

<lrll

character ist~•s.
though

en lcr

where v Is raindrop vertical veloclty[3]

puts.~

RSD

measur(•mcnt d(•vit'e is slwwn in the l:ig 2.

d = 12 mm• the
relationship between the radial
a and
thk·k

rain-pulse sampling

pulse duration
Tab 2. relationship between a and l :

a (mml

2

1

3

5

4

6

12 bit amplitiue anu
pulse during anal>·sis

2.0 1.2G 0.96 0.19 O.G8 O.GO

1 <msl

1
For 500

mm/h ·heavy

basically
the

rain

during

lms

there is less than 1 pulse in

sample valun:e. Hence in the sui table

selected sample valume.in the
sensor output the

optical

raindr'-'P pulses are not

The op ti ea I

over lapped.

corr<.'ct

sensor

output

amplitude A. is
rea 1-limc rain in tens ion

------(9)

I

Hence a. rainrop radial can -be obtained

curve of RSD

I
-----(10)

L

table or rain parameter

where k is contant, i is 1 to 1024.

3. Description of the optical
RDS instrument and results
The uplical sensor
rectangular

li[!.hl

has

a

sample

hoc izonal
valume.

optical drop-size mea,suremcnt
shown in fig l.Light which
_ by !RED pluse
parallel I i11ht

is

1

formc~d

beam.

is
a

'ilhcn

rig

device

The
is

modulated

2.

flow chart of tht:

ut:vice

ln 1990 rain si~c distribution measurement
was

pr-actised

in

Chcnl!_du. The

results are shown in figure
dcensity r.lc·cret;c•s with

Ufl'PS

and the RSU ~·urvcs

radial

ilrl' up

primary

3.

As shown in Fig_ 3. the r.1inr.lrop

rectangular
pass

RSD

numb.-r

incrc•asing

'"i lh r.lin r.ltii)
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Tab 3. M-P distribution fitting

EJ

-

PIN

-,

photodiodc

h

3.3 3.0 2.6 2.4 15.1 IU. 5 11.0 11.9

1

k

.76 .7•1 .81 .80 .56

b

3.5 3!2 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.31 3. ·16 3 .·1

t
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pulse
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RSD curve
,increasing.For M-P distribution from (2),
<3>Log N<a.h)(m mm) is following
Log(a, hl =-b-t k Xc
------ U 1)
where b=3~9=constant.
Fitting· data_ of the RSD distribution
C'urvcs in Fig2 is shown as in table 3.
the fol !owing results are obtained
\) b arc basically ,c,_•nstant which is
similar to b=3.0 of M-P -distribution
2>Thc k dccrc~es with rain ratio incresing

The primary results measured by means of
the optical RSD device were obtained.
path-average rain parameter.
J of the
op tica I society of Amer i ea.
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Visibility Measuring Instruments:
Differences between Scatterometers and Transmissometers
Jitze P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
de, Bilt, Netherlands
1. Introduction.
Meteorological visibility and the runway visual range (RVR) are determined on base of measurement of the
Meteorological Optical Range (MOR). In fact, MOR is a direct function of the extinction coefficient of the
atmosphere, indicated by a. The definition of MOR is similar to the defmition of optical depth, which describes the
attenuation of the apparent contrast ratio of luminance of object versus background, i.e. linear with exp(-a·x),
where x represents ,the distance to the object.
In order to have a MOR equal to some extend to the visual range by day, the WMO as well as ICAO (e.g.
see refs. [1] and [2]), recommend a threshold contrast (E) to be 0.05, i.e.
x = MOR -

E

= exp(-a·x) = 0.05

This coefficient is therefore a fundamental meteorological parameter, which can be determined by a
transmissometer or alternatively with a scatterometer system. Transmissometers measure from the attenuation of
emitted light due to scattering (or refraction), a transmittance tb, expressed by
tb

= exp(-a·b),

where b is the length of the optical path. By using this relationship, a can be derived.
Scatterometers measure the amount of light scattered by aerosols in an optical volume, observed within a
small solid angle. The extinction coefficient can be derived on base of knowledge of the light scattering functions of
aerosols. However, experiments have proved that with the same values of a, different aerosol distributions may
exist. Moreover the salinity of the aerosol particles may vary as well. As a consequence there is not one unique
scattering function for each particular a. Nevertheless it is demonstrated that for scattering angles within 30° to 35°
the scattering functions give the same results for a wavelength between 400 and 100 nm for most types of aerosols.
Within this range maximum deviations up to 10% - 20% are found in cases of dense fog. Therefore a can be
calculated according to

a

=

constanh(cj>,O),

where t(c/>,0) stands for the relative amount of light scattered in a forward direction with scattering angle cj>, and
observed within a solid angle 0. By using a so-called scattering plate, placed inside the scattering volume, with a
well known scattering parameter, the system can be calibrated and the constant derived.
As a matter of fact scatterometers are much less expensive than transmissometers. Moreover installation,
maintenance and transport is easier with scatterometers. Another issue for scatterometers is the ability to
discriminate precipitating particles (so-called present weather or weather identifier modules). With the help of such
a facility the extinction coefficient of the atmosphere can be calculated more precisely since well known scattering
functions of those particles may be taken into account.

2. Statements on the accuracy
Although it is a common idea that transmissometers meet higher accuracies than scatterometers, the first
WMO Intercomparison of Visibility Measurements [3] has proved that some scatterometers have the same or
better performance with respect to transmissometers, even in ranges down to 50 m MOR.
In any case, results of this intercomparison demonstrate that a number of scatterometer systems, if calibrated
properly, will meet the accuracy requirements, recommended by WMO and ICAO. Moreover reports from human
observers show significant less accurate results, especially for values of MOR above 1000 m.

a. calculation of the accuracy of transmissometers
In ref [1] and [2] examples are presented of the relative error in MOR. All examples are based on the
assumption of an absolute error in the transmittance tb of 0.01 and constant for all values of MOR. This
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assumption, however, is very doubtful and may only be valid for old-fashioned systems with constant light sources
and simple electronics, which were on the market more than twenty years ago. Nowadays transmissometers use
chopped light sources and receivers or pulsing light sources and appropriate electronics with auto zero calibration
facility reducing the zero offset to values much lower than 1% full scale.
The only cause of significant decreasing accuracy today, is the contamination effect. Based on effects of
cleaning we may state that a relative decrease of the measured transmittance tb of about 5% due to contamination is
quite common [3]. Nevertheless it is possible to determine optically, up to some extend, the effects of reduction of
transparency of the optics by a multiple reflection method. With this method the change of the refractive indices
from-glass-to-air, or in case of contamination, from-glass-to pollutant on the glass. In the first place, with such
feature the transmissometer system is able to indicate if the optics have to be cleaned, which will optimize the
maintenance scheme. In the second place, the measured value of the atmospheric transmittance tb may be corrected
by a value based on the measured amount of contamination. With such a correction technique the relative error in tb
of about 5% as stated above will be reduced in most cases to be within ±2%.

b. Accuracy of scatterometers
In the previous paragraph is explained that the extinction coefficient to be determined is linear with the
relative amount of measured light scattered inside an optical volume, t(r,f>,O). Because scatterometers use the same
technique with chopping or flashing opto-electronics the same arguments will hold for scatterometers as for
transmissometers. In case of scatterometers, however, tb has to be replaced with t(r,f>,O). Moreover, a number of
modem scatterometers are also provided with the feature to measure contamination of the optics and to correct and
warn for it.
The range of observation of er is from about 2·10-5 to 2·10- 1 m· 1, matching four decades for t(r/>,0). For
transmissometers the range for the transmittance is about 0.03 to 0.94, less than two decades. As a consequence,
the quality of the opto-electronics in a scatterometer (in particular the signal to noise value) has to be of a relative
high quality.

c. Calculations of the inaccuracy of transmissometers/scatterometers
Although economic reasons (price, easy maintenance) will give preference to scatterometers, the most
important argument should be quality, represented by the accuracy, repeatability and reliability of such a system.
Hence a calculation will be useful to demonstrate the estimated relative inaccuracy of both systems in terms of
AMORIMOR, i.e. the relative error of MOR. As stated above the error made by transmissometers is related to the
accuracy to measure transmittance tb. The error in tb may be written as:
Atb

=

c

+

a·tb

In this relation, the constant c is due to an offset or to the noise of the electronics. The other parameter a will
be due to contamination, which is a function of time (supposed the gain setting is adjusted correctly). In fig. 1
results of calculations of the relative error in MOR are presented as a function of MOR. In this figure three curves
are shown on base of a choice for a and c. Furthermore a baseline of 75 m is chosen for practical reasons. In table
1 the chosen values of a and c are shown. The first curve, (a), is the traditional curve with At = 0.01, shown in
many WMO and ICAO documents (e.g. ref [1,2]). Curve (b) is a curve based on assumptions for a and c, to be
realistic for today's technical state of the art (with a contamination of 2%). The third curve, (c), is not very
realistic but demonstrates the effect if one should only take a relative error of tb, e.g. due to a contamination of
5%, into account. Of course, all curves are examples and are shown here to give any idea of the influence of the
error in tb on AMORIMOR. Other curves can be calculated easily on base of
AMOR I MOR

Aer I er, and
exp( -er·x),

from which follows, after differentiating, that
AMOR
MOR
The error made by scatterometers can be expressed directly in terms of the error in a, since a · t(r/>,0). Like
with transmissometers we may write:
c

Hence,

+ a·a.
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AMOR/MOR

Vac·MOR +a,

=

since MOR
-£n(O.OS)/11 = 3/CT.
In table 1 two sets for a and c are shown, which are quite realistic examples. Fig. 1 shows the results for
AMOR/MOR as a function of MOR for both sets. In this figure, curve (d) is a rather pessimistic choice, poor
electronics (SIN ratio 30dB) and high contamination (5% ). Curve (e) is more optimistic (SIN: SOdB) and a
contamination of 1%. From this figure we may conclude that the choice for a transmissometer or for a scatterometer will depend largely on the quality of any system, represented by the parameters a and c.
It was demonstrated by intercomparisons [3] that scatterometers are iri favour in cases when MOR > 1000
m, which is clearly shown in fig. 1 by curve (e). Fig. 1 also demonstrates that with a dual baseline transmissometer
the appropriate choice of baselines b 1 and b 2 depends on c and a too. For instance the range in which AMOR/MOR
< 20% is about 30% lower for curve (b) than it is for curve (a).

Table 1. Parameters used for calculations of the relative error in MOR
c
(offset)

Fig. 1. Examples ofthe relative error in MORas ajunction ofMOR

baeoline • 75m

a
(gain)

transmissometer
(a)
0.01
(b)
0.001
(c)
0

0
0.02
0.05

scatterometer
(d)
(e)

0.05
0.02

0.003 m- 1
3·10-4 m- 1

20%
19%
18%
17%
16%
15%
14%
13%
12%
11%
10%
9%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%

~

10

1000

100

10000

MOR tml llog ecalel
-

tal AI•0.01
-

tbl At-0.0001+0.02*1
tdl Ao•O.OOOl+O.OS*MOR
-

-

tcl At•O.OS*t
tel Ao..0.00001+0.02~0R

3. Intercomparison results
During one year we have tested at Amsterdam Airport (EHAM, WMO no 06240) a modem transmissometer
(Vaisala Mitras, with contamination control and correction, dual baseline: b 1 = 12 m, b 2 = 75 m) and a modem
scatterometer (HSS - PW402b, with control and correction and with a present weather module for correction due to
precipitation).
Both type of models were also intercompared during a recent WMO Intercomparison [3] by the UK Met.
Office in Finningley, UK. As a matter of fact we found the same type of results (i.e. type of distribution
functions), but because we first calibrated and adjusted both systems, the so-called "box plots" fit each other much
better. Like "Finningley" only a couple of days with a few hours of low visibility conditions occurred. Usually the
visibility at our test side is within 3000 m and 50 km (on average 10 km).
As shown in figure 1 transmissometers (with b = 75 m) will give inaccurate results for MOR > 3000 m.
Any intercomparison with a scatterometer is hazardous if taking the whole dataset as input for statistical data
analyses. As a consequence only data acquired during the few couple of hours when MOR < 1000 m were
analyzed. In the first place we considered each particular period apart for further analysis. This method was proven
to be in favour of a method based on statistical analysis of the whole dataset with low MOR, because it turned out
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that each period had its own significant characteristics. These typical characteristics seem to be in strong relation
with any particular type of precipitation as well as with the variation of the contamination. From this analysis we
found that both systems are very similar to each other. In case of such comparison one should take the present
variation of MOR into account. Since both systems are not exactly on the same location and will have different
response time due to the contamination compensation feature, deviation will increase during periods when MOR
strongly fluctuates. It was found that any deviation larger than 20% was always due to contamination effects.

Fig. 2. Typical example of a period with low visibility.
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Figure 2 shows a typical example, where fog is drifting in within 10 minutes causing a decreasing MOR from 15
km down to lOO m. In the first hour with low visibility there was some drizzle too, which wetted the optics. After
two hours the MOR increased to about 2 km but decreased again to about 80 m for about 6 hours. As shown by the
figure both systems displayed the same results until the second period with low visibility. After that period both
systems presented the same results again. In fact the reason why both systems differ by a factor of about 1.4 is not
understood. The following possibilities are open for discussion:
1)
In the second period a type of fog occurred with aerosols with a very different scattering function t(«;!l,{}) than
on average with fog, like in the first period.
2)
The optics of one or both systems were "cleaned" by the drizzle during the first period. Namely, cleaning
will cause an increase of tb to give a higher result for MOR, and an increase of t(«;!l,{}) to give a lower result
for MOR.
3)
The extreme variation of MOR together with contamination caused in one or both systems effects in the
contamination correction procedures.
Possibilities 1) and 2) are not very likely. But because of lack of detailed knowledge of the contamination
correction algorithms performed by the internal microcomputers, any pronouncement with respect to possibility 3)
is tendentious.
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4. Conclusions and recommendations
1)

Based on intercomparison results between a modem transmissometer and a modem scatterometer, the
performance of both systems is very similar for MOR < 5 km.

2)

Accuracy of both systems is highly influenced by contamination. The feature to compensate for and control
this effect is very helpful. It reduces the error very well, but not enough in some cases to meet the
recommendation on accuracy.

3)

In most cases with MOR

4)

For reasons stated in 3., one should not calibrate a scatterometer in reference with a transmissometer when
MOR > 1000 ~· On the other hand the calibration procedure with a "scatter plate" is very easy, but is nog a
direct calibration in reference with any standard instrument. It is recommended to improve the technique of
calibration and adjustment of scatterometers.

> 3000 m the transmissometer displays a MOR which is about 20% lower than
displayed by a scatterometer and reported by a human observer. This may be due to incorrect calibration.
There is a tendency by maintenance personnel to underestimate tb at high values of tb to prevent occurrences
with tb = 1.00 or more. The "gain" is sometimes reduced by for instance 1%. This will certainly not effect
significantly MOR readings below 1000 m but will cause an underestimation of MOR beyond the limits of
accuracy with MOR > 3000 m.
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UN NOUVEL INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGIQUE
POUR DETERMINER L'ETAT DU SOL
J.L GAUMET, P. SALOMON
METEO-FRANCE SETIM
7 Rue Teisserenc de Bort
78190 TRAPPES

I- INTRODUCTION
L'Etat du Sol est une information meteorologique qui fait partie du message d'observation
que doivent fournir les stations synoptiques. D'apres le Code International, le sol se definit par
un nombre important d'Etats de surface. Ceux-ci, suivant les conditions meteorologiques peuvent
etre tres divers : Etat sec, mouille, inonde, recouvert de neige ou verglace.
Les stations meteorologiques sont souvent sollicitees pour fournir des renseignements en
liaison avec les transports. La connaissance de l'Etat du Sol dans les sites isoles, en montagne par
exemple est une information precieuse pour les usagers de la route pendant l'hiver. De plus cette
information peut contribuer a ameliorer !'adaptation locale des previsions meteorologiques,
particulierement dans les situations de chute de neige oil il est souvent difficile de prevoir
!'evolution. En effet, il est important de savoir si les flocons de neige vont fondre a leur contact
au sol ou au contraire si une couche de neige va se former.
Actuellement, la determination de l'Etat du Sol est le resultat d'une observation humaine
puisqu'il n'existe pas d'instrument capable d'identifier automatiquement les principaux etats.
Le travail presente ici, entre dans le cadre du projet SOLFEGE qui a pour but
d'automatiser integralement le reseau meteorologique fran<;ais. I1 consiste a determiner l'Etat de
surface d'un sol de reference convenablement choisi et installe dans le pare instrumental d'une
station meteorologique.
La technique mise en oeuvre, utilisant des phenomenes optiques, ne permettra pas de
caracteriser tous les Etats de Sol theoriquement recommandes par le Code International.
L'instrument se limitera a decrire les principaux etats. Le sol de reference sera, par necessite
technique, de taille modeste par rapport a la zone d'observation humaine qui peut s'etendre a
!'ensemble du pare d'instruments et meme au-dela. Cependant, ce sol de reference devra etre
suffisament representatif pour repoduire les principaux etats naturellement observes.

IT - METHODOLOGIE
La determination de l'Etat du sol repose sur les phenomenes de diffusion et de reflexion
de la lumiere par le materiau constituant le Sol de Reference.
Une source lumineuse emet en direction d'une surface au sol utilisee comme cible. Cette
derniere renvoie une partie de la Iumiere par Reflexion speculaire suivant les lois de
DESCARTES, mais egalement une autre partie par diffusion dans toutes les directions.
L'Etat de rugosite d'une surface est' un facteur determinant dans le repartition entre
lumiere reflechie et diffusee. Une surface tres lisse augmente la reflexion speculaire et se
comporte de fa<;on analogue a un miroir. Par contre, dans le cas d'une surface tres rugueuse, les
effets sont inverses, il y a augmentation de la lumiere diffusee et diminution de la reflexion
speculaire.
Ces phenomenes optiques sont mis a profit pour discriminer les principaux etats. Le sol
sec, qui favorise l'etat rugueux de la plaque, est caracterise par une forte diffusion et une faible
reflexion. Lorsque de l'eau se depose, la lumiere diffusee diminue et surtout il apparait une forte
augmentation de la lumiere reflechie.
La discrimination des differents etats de sol est alors effectuee par 1' analyse du couple
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d 'intensite de lumiere diffusee et reflechie.
La methode experimentale est elaboree en deux etapes :
- La premiere qui consiste a etablir un diagramme d 'identification des principaux etats du sol au
moyen des deux informations optiques dans des situations ou le sol est caracterise par un
observateur humain.
- La deuxieme etape suit le chemin inverse. Le diagramme precedemment defini est utilise pour
identifier les etats du sol. Dans les cas ou les resultats ne sont pas corrects, le digramme
d'identification est a nouveau ajuste.

ID- DESCRIPTION TECHNIQUE
L'instrument est compose d'un emetteur et de deux recepteurs optiques installes a 1 m au
dessus du sol et dont leurs axes situes dans le meme plan vertical se coupent au centre de la
surface de reference. L axe optique du recepteur' affecte a la collection de la lumiere reflechie,
definit un angle de 20 degres par rapport a la verticale ; 1I axe optique du recepteur affecte a la
collection de la lumiere diffusee definit un angle de 26 degres. Ce dernier est installe a cote de
l'emetteur comme. indique sur la figure 1.
L'emetteur est une lampe flash Xenon emettant des impulsions lumineuses de 0, 1J a la
frequence de 1 Hz. Pour des raisons de cout, chaque recepteur est reduit au minimum : une
photodiode PIN installee au fond d 'un tube de protection qui delimite le champ du detecteur a la
surface effective de la cible.
La valeur maximale de chaque impulsion est numerisee par un micro-controleur
MOTOROLA, puis transmise par liaison RS 232 C a un ordinateur PC qui execute le logiciel
d'anlyse des donnees pour !'identification du sol.
Les signaux utiles sont obtenus apres une moyenne de 60 impulsions consecutives de
lumiere, c'est-a-dire au bout d'une minute de fonctionnement. La moyenne des signaux se revele
tres utile pour lisser certaines variations d'energie de la lampe entre impulsions successives. De
plus, les mesures ne sont pas perturbees par 1' effet de moyenne car 1' etat du sol ne subit pas de
variations rapides dans cet intervalle de temps.
La surface de reference utilisee est une plaque de ciment peinte en noir mat. Cette plaque
est inseree dans le sol afin d'eliminer les discontinuites avec le milieu environnant.
I

IV - RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX
La signature de l'hydrometeore depose sur la surface de reference est definie par deux
parametres principaux : les signaux optiques de Reflexion et de Diffusion. La collecte d'un grand
nombre de signatures au cours de differentes situations meteorologiques a permis d'etablir un
diagramme dans lequelles principaux etats tels que le sol sec, recouvert d' eau liquide ou de neige
sont bien identifies a l'interieur de domaines (figure 2).
La grande sensibilite du signal de lumiere relechie en presence d'eau liquide permet de
caracteriser de nombreuses nuances d' etats d' eau liquide qui peuvent etre conventionnellement
qualifiees par les termes suivants : humide faible, moyen, fort et mouille.
La signature d'un sol recouvert de neige est definie par des intensites tres elevees des
signaux de lumiere diffusee et reflechie et correspond a un domaine de valeurs extremes du
diagramme ou la reconnaissance s'effectue sans ambiguite.
L'identification des etats de l'eau solide tels que le verglas est un peu plus delicate puisque
leurs signatures dans le diagramme Diffusion/Reflexion peuvent correspondre a des Etats de 1' eau
liquide. I1 y a done dans certains cas, identite de comportement des phases liquides et solides vis
a vis des phenomenes optiques. Cette indetermination a ete facilement levee par !'utilisation d'une
information complementaire donnee par une sonde de temperature legerement inseree dans la
plaque de reference, pour determiner les etats solides.
En consequence, toutes les signatures correspondant a des zones attribuees aux Etats
humides seront assorties d'un test de temperature pour le controle de la phase de l'eau.
La presence du givre ou de gelee blanche sur une surface plane est plutot rare. En effet, i1
est plus frequent d'observer ces hydrometeores sur des vegetaux, des grillages, ou divers
obstacles. Les observations que nous avons effectuees, situent la signature de ces hydrometeores a
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proximite de celle de la neige. D'autres experiences soot encore necessaires pour preciser le
domaine d 'identification.
La figure 3 montre 1' evolution temporelle des signaux de lumiere reflechie et diffusee lors
des passages de deux averses successives. La presence soudaine d'eau liquide contribue a une
forte augmentation de la lumiere reflechie alors que la lumiere diffusee subit simultanement une
brusque diminution. Le digrammme Diffusion/Reflexion (figure 3b) represente !'evolution
temporelle du point correspondant a la signature de l'hydrometeore depose sur la plaque au cours
de la meme periode. Le deplacement de ce point lors du mouillage de la plaque suit un parcours
different de celui utilise lors du sechage, de fa9on analogue a un cycle hysteresis. Le passage de
la seconde averse se traduit par un processsus semblable. D 'une experience a 1' autre, le cycle est
similaire, mais non entierement reproductible. La figure 4 montre !'evolution temporelle des
signaux optiques lors d 'une chute de neige. Contrairement au cas precedent, les deux signaux
optiques augmentent proportionnellement pour atteindre des niveaux eleves du diagramme
Diffusion - Reflexion. La figure 4b montre !'evolution temporelle de la signature de la neige ou
le rapport des signaux optiques demeure constant. Ce resultat est caracteristique de la formation
d'une couche de neige sur le sol de reference. Dans tous les cas, la neige est identifiee sans
ambiguite.
V - CONCLUSION
Ces resultats montrent qu 'il est possible de discriminer facilement les principaux etats du
sol au moyen des phenomenes de reflexion et de diffusion de la lumiere (sol sec, humide,
mouille, recouvert de neige). Le sol verglace est reconnu grace a l'apport d'une mesure de
temperature.
Pour obtenir des mesures reproductibles, il est necessaire d'utiliser toujours la meme
plaque de reference. Ceci n 'est pas une contrainte importante pour la Meteorologie a!'inverse des
applications routieres ou les revetements des chaussees soot tres divers.
Cette methode indirecte est peu sensible aux salissures deposees sur la plaque ; de plus, les
techniques utilisees sont tres simples et sans accessoire optique couteux. L'ensemble devrait
conduire a un instrument boo marche.
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SCATI'ERRELATED ERRORS IN RVRATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL SENSORS
by W D Brown, National Air Traffic SeiVices of the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority

INTRODUCTION
At present, the UK uses only human observers or transmissometers for the assessment of RVR, and for Category 11 and Ill operations RVR
assessment by automatic means is mandatory. Recently, questions have been raised regarding the non use by National Air Traffic Services
(NATS) of lower cost instruments using scatter measurements for the assessment of RVR The purpose of this paper is to address this
topic, to show beyond reasonable doubt that current scatter instruments cannot meet the required accuracy at low values of RVR. To do
this, it has been necessary to consider the characteristics of fogs and their optical properties in relation to the measurement system.
OUTLINE OF LIGHT SCATTERING BY FOGS
Fog is composed mainly of water droplets which have diameters ranging from less than 0.05 microns to more than 50 microns(!)_ The
16
4
number of droplets of any given size is roughly proportional to the inverse cube of the droplet diamete/ and ). For land fogs, this size
distribution is extensively modified in practice due to evaporation from or condensation on to the droplet surface as variation of pressure,
temperature and humidity occur. Small droplets change in size far more rapidly than large droplets, this causes bumps and dips on the
rather idealised inverse cube law of distribution (3-8).
Light is electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths from about 0.4 microns to about 0.8 microns. Light scattering from water droplets is
dependent upon the size of the droplet relative to the wavelength and is described by Mic's theory for scattering of electromagnetic radiation
from a dielectric sphere( 9). Droplets which are small relative to wavelength, scatter light almost equally in all directions, whilst droplets
which are large relative to wavelength scatter the majority of light in the forward direction. It should be noted that the optical extinction of
fog is not directly related to liquid water content of the fog unlike RF propagation.
Each droplet scatters light according to its size relative to the wavelength of the light. At a distant point the light arriving is the sum of the
light in that direction from each droplet. Since the droplets are randomly spaced and separated by a very large number of wavelengths, the
scattering is incoherent. Algebraic summation therefore provides an adequate description. This is true for distant points at all angles and a
bulk scattering function may be derived by considering the amplitude at each angle. Since no two fogs will have identical droplet size
distributions, no two fogs will exhibit exactly the same bulk scatter function.
Theoretical bulk scattering functions have been derived(lO) from Mic scattering of defined droplet size distributions. Practical
measurements have also been made of the bulk scattering functions of many fogs(ll)_ Similarities exist between the theoretical models and
the practical measurements although there is not total agreement. This arises because it is very difficult to determine the number of droplets
of each size and all techniques have greater difficulty as the size becomes smaller, so that most measurements underestimate the number of
3
very small droplets ( ). Most theoretical models are therefore based upon slightly unrepresentative size distributions.
Practical direct measurements of the bulk scatter function also suffer from difficulties. A detector is used which must be shielded from
direct illumination by the light source and due to beam divergence, this shield effectively limits the smallest angle which can be measured.
Similarly, the largest angle is limited by the fact that the source and detector can not occupy the same space. This leads to limitation of the
measured angles from say 5 degrees or more to 175 degrees or less. (Generally commercial scatter measuring instruments work over a much
more restricted range than this. ) Unfortunately, if large droplets are present, the amplitude at angles less than 5 degrees may be very large
compared with the amplitude at larger angles. Most published work therefore does not include or has underestimated the contribution from
.
(12)
these very small angles (for instance
).
In fogs light is lost from the direct ray path by both scattering and absorption. However, in nearly all naturally occuring fogs the loss due to
2
scattering is several thousand times greater than the loss due to absorption(l ). Ignoring absorption will therefore lead to negligible errors
in any calculation of visual range.
Natural fogs have widely varying bulk scatter functions since these are determined by both the number of droplets and the droplet size
distribution. Instruments which rely on the measurement of scatter must take this into account in their design_and must measure scatter
over very nearly 0 to 180 degrees if they are to be accurate.
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ASSESSMENT OF RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE
Runway visual range is assessed from a knowledge of the extinction coefficient using either Koschmieder's law or Allard's law according to
whether the target is non luminous or self luminous. For the purpose of this paper only Koschmieder's law will be considered since it is
simpler to apply and all of the arguments can equally be applied to Allard's law.
It has already been stated that there is ve:ty little absmption in natural fogs so that the light loss is almost entirely due to scatter and that
errors due to this assumption are negligible. It is reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the light scattered out of a perfectly collimated
transmissometer beam is the light forming the bulk scatter function for the particular fog and that which would be measured by scatter
instruments.
HUMAN OBSERVER
Consider first the human observer looking at a remote dark target. Light arrives at the air path, between the target and the observer, from
all directions and is scattered isotopically, some of this scattered light reaching the observer's eye. When the light reaching the eye is
sufficient to reduce the contrast of the target relative to its background down to or below the contrast detection threshold of the observer the
target ceases to be seen. This situation was described by Koschmieder in a paper presented in 1924 and provides a reasonable model (l3).
The observer's eye integrates the total scatter (in the observer's direction) due to light arriving at the air path from all directions. There is,
of course, some small perturbation to the light field caused by the observer's head and by the target, but if the observation path is long this
perturbation will be insignificant and isotropic scattering will provide an accurate model.
The difficulty with human observation of visual range is not due to scatter,but that the observer's contrast threshold varies from observer to
observer and with time for any single observer. The magnitude of this variation is such that it is ve:ty difficult to obtain agreement of :t 20%
14 15
on visual range between trained observers and the difference is usually greater than this < - ). Variation for a single observer from one
occasion to another is generally of similar magnitude to this. This implies that since the representativeness of human observation is only to
:t 20% no instrument, no matter how perfect, can represent the visibility to an individual to a closer tolerance than :t 20%. This does not
mean that instrumentation accuracy can be relaxed, however, since any instrumentation errors are likely to add to human observation error
making the instrument measurement less representative of the human observation.
TRANSMISSOME1ERS
The principle of the transmissometer is simple, a light source illuminates a detector and under clear air conditions a value of luminous flux
arrives at the detector. When fog intervenes between the source and the detector light is scattered out of the direct optical path and a
1
reduced value of luminous flux <1> arrives at the detector. The ratio of <1> to <1> is the transmission Tb over the baseline band is related to
2
2
1
transmissivity tin that:-

<1>

this is related to extinction coefficient u:-

e

-ub

alternatively
rr = In ( \ )
Although the principle of the transmissometer is simple, there are numerous mechanisms by which errors in measurement can occur.
Background light will add to the light arriving at the receiver and to avoid errors due to this, it is normal to either modulate the
transmissometer light source or to otherwise eliminate the unwanted background light. Despite these precautions the linearity of the
photodetector can be effected by the shift in operating point resulting from the ambient light level and this can cause errors. Very high
ambient illumination such as direct or specularly reflected sunlight will cause errors in measurement regardless of any precautions taken and
such errors can only be avoided by preventing such illumination of the detector.
Errors due to a transmissometer detector receiving light from the source, but via an indirect path, due to scatter also occur. In the case of
double ended systems (i.e. the transmissometer source at one end of the baseline and the detector at the other), the predominant error is
due to forward scatter l3) although multiple light scatter may also play a part. Errors due to forward scatter can be very large for double
ended transmissometer of long baseline and large fields of view, it is important, therefore, to make the field of the source and detector as
narrow as possible consistent with alignment stability. This has the added advantage of assisting the elimination of stray ambient light and
sunlight.
Single ended transmissometers (i.e. those which have eo-located source and detector at one end and a mirror or retro reflector at the other
end ) also suffer from errors caused by scatter, but the predominant error at low visibilities is caused by backscatter, whilst at higher
visibilities forward scatter and multiple scatter errors may predominate although at much lower levels than for double ended systems. The
reason for this is that for any light scattered in the forward direction to reach the receiver it must be reflected back by the mirror and suffer
3
seconda:ty scatter subsequent to this. The geomet:ty of the forward scatter situation is shown in (l ) on/.177 and the value of the error E
2
derived. For a single ended transmissometer this forward scatter error is reduced to approximately (E ) since the return path losses, due to
2
attenuation and scatter loss, will be similar to the forward path losses.
In the case of the SICK transmissometers used in the UK this is the only source of forward scatter error since the retro reflector front face is
curved bringing the return beam to a focus half way along the path, the light beam forming a patch extending over only the lens of the
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further error occurs due to single fotward scatter from tlte return beam. Multiple scatter is much smaller than fotward scatter since much
greater scatter losses occur and is likely to cause very little error under most conditions.
To reduce the errors on single ended transmissometers to insignificant levels the field of view of the detector together with the field of the
source should be small and if possible the return beam should be focussed half way along the return path.
If the optical field is small, significant levels of backscatter occur.only when the optical depth is a few metres and generally below the
minimum working transmission of single ended transmissometers.
Research has been carried out in the UK in artificially generated fogs, using the Sick SMS transmissometer which has a focussed retro
reflector. The results of this work have shown that the error due to scatter is less than the instrument noise level until the visual range has
decreased to 2 to 3 metres (well below the range of visibilities over which this instrument was designed to operate).

SCATTER MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Consider a fog droplet which is illuminated from a single direction and which scatters light on to the inside surface of a sphere at the centre
of which the droplet is located. Let our reference direction be that of the light beam incident upon the fog droplet.

If our droplet radiated isotropically then the light arriving in an anulus on the surface of the sphere would be :2'1Tr sin a llO
where r is the radius of the sphere and B is the angle of the anulus relative to the reference axis
The total light arriving at the surface of the sphere would be given by:'IT

I "" ,.,o

dO

0
Assuming that our droplet.does not absorb light, then the value of this integral will be equal to that of the incident light beam. (Real fog
droplets possess very little absorption and are virtually loss free.) If we now replace our droplet with a hypothetical droplet having a
scattering function f3(B) equal to the scattering function of a real fog, then the light arriving at the surface of the sphere will be given by:'IT

I "" P(O) . . 0 dO
0
Since no light is absorbed this will also have the same value as the incident light beam. In practice a fog is composed of many small droplets
of differing size. The scattering function for each droplet is related to its size and the wavelength of the incident light beam in a complex
13
manner described by Mie scatterini ). The scattering function of the fog is the sum of the scattering functions of each droplet making up
the fog. The total light scattered out of a beam of light passing through a fog is proportional to the total effective scattering cross section of
the droplets within the beam. The light passing unscattered through the fog must, by definition, be directly proportional to the transmission
through the fog.
Since the transmission represents the light remaining after scattering has taken place, there should be no difference between assessments of
visual range made by transmissometers or by scatter meters. However, just as the transmissometer must not include, in its measurements,
light which has been scattered, scatter meters must include all of the scattered light or at least, as there is circular symetry about the beam,
light at all angles from 0 to 180 degrees in a )lane which includes the beam. A theoretical analysis of the error introduced as a result of
2
truncation of this range has been conductei . This shows that integrating from 0 the value of the integral does not become asymptotic to
its final value until the total angle of integration is greater than 140 degrees. If the integration is conducted from the 180 degrees limit, then
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full range must be directly proportional to the extinction coefficient. Now for Koschmieder's law, the fractional error in extinction is equal to
the fractional error in visual range, so it is easy to determine the range of angles which must be included in the integration for any required
degree of accuracy. Since in practice no two fogs have the same scatter function 13(6) sine and hence
1T

(

Jj3(8) sine de
0
will also differ so that the angle at which any particular error fraction is met, will vary from fog to fog.
Most fogs and mists having visual ranges less than about 2km contain large water droplets. These droplets give rise to a large proportion of
the total energy scattered and this portion is scattered close to the direction of the incident light beam. Because of this, measurements of
scatter must include the light scattered very close to 0 degrees as well as that scattered at much larger angles.

Most commercial scatter measuring instruments do not measure over a sufficiently large angle and near enough to the light beam to provide
an accurate assessment of visual range in low visibility conditions. At high visibilities, where the peak due to large droplets is less apparent,
accurate assessments can be made, but as the visual range decreases so must the accuracy of scatter meters which do not include light
scattered in all directions, from very small to very large angles, in their measurement.
CONCLUSIONS
All instrumented systems for measuring RVR suffer from errors due to the scattering of light by the fog droplets. During low visibility
conditions (less than 1000 metres) large droplets are present in fogs. These large droplets give rise to scattering very close to the direction of
incident light beam.
In the case of transmissometers the instrument is required to measure the light remaining in a light beam after scattering by fog droplets has
occurred. Light which is scattered into the beam from the fog is an error input. This causes errors in transmission measurement which may
be significant unless the beam angle is very small, however, by careful design the error introduced by this source may be reduced to a
negligible level.
Scatter meters operate by measuring the light which is scattered out of a light beam (ie the light which does not pass directly through the fog
) and ought to be the dual of the transmissometer. However, the inability to measure any part of this scattered light constitutes an error. It
is very difficult to collect all of the light scattered and particularly difficult close to the direction of the incident light beam; this introduces
measurement errors. These errors are large relative to those of a transmissometer and can not easily be reduced. As the visual range
decreases these errors tend to increase and because the magnitude of these errors vary from fog to fog (as the scatter function varies) the
errors can not be compensated for.
At present most, if not all, scatter instruments suffer from significant errors due to their inability to measure light scattered over a range of
angles from 0 to 180 degrees. Transmissometers also suffer from errors due to scatter, but since it is easier to design narrow angle optical
systems with a sharp cut off, than wide angle systems with a sharp cut off, scatter errors pose less of a problem for transmissometers.
Because of this transmissometers are much better suited to the accurate measurement of RVR. than are scatter meters.
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A FIELD INTERCOMPARISON OF SOME WIND SENSORS
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The UK Meteorological Office is currently conducting a field
intercomparison to determine performance characteristics of a
selection of different wind sensors. For many years, the instrument
in use throughout the operational network has been a Munro cup
generator and synchro vane, these having replaced Dines Pressure
Tube Anemometers about 30 years ago. The Munro instruments are
robust and have given very good service since their introduction.
The cup generator anemometer has the advantage that it does not
require
external
power
and many
statistical
analyses
and
relationships have been built up over the years based on their data.
Compared with many modern systems, however, they are large and have
a high initial start speed. Consequently the true wind climatology
at low wind speeds is distorted and the instrument therefore does
not meet all current operational requirements. There exists a
multitude of anemometer systems available commercially today and
many more appear each year. It is of course possible to test many
aspects of a new instrument against an operational requirement in
a wind tunnel eg start speed, calibration output, distance constant,
and even maximum speed. These are essentially static tests however,
and tell us little about the instruments' performance under the
dynamic conditions of a turbulent wind. It is important that these
dynamical characteristics are determined before a new instrument is
introduced into a network so that its relationship with existing
instrumentation can be found and the necessary transfer function
applied to new (or old) data so that anomalous changes to the wind
climatology are not introduced. It is also important that any
filtering applied to the sensor output matches the particular sensor
response and that this is then sampled at rates appropriate to the
shortest period gusts required. Another important consideration when
introducing any new design is to ensure that the instrument is
mechanically suitable for the extremes of weather conditions
generally encountered and also electrically robust in the presence
of strong electro-magnetic fields.
2.

SITE AND EXPERIMENT DETAILS

The location for this intercomparison is the Meteorological
Office experimental site at Beaufort Park in Southern England. It
has level ground 77m above mean sea level, at the edge of a wooded
area. The site does not, in general, experience high winds but the
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presence of the trees does result in turbulent conditions. This,
coupled with the advantage of being able to conduct the trial at an
instrumented site where data logging facilities exist and can be
monitored daily, was the primary reason for site selection. The
layout is shown in Figure 1 where it will be seen that seven towers
are in use, the sensors being exposed at the standard height of lOm.

In a dynamic comparison of this sort it is important that the
results can be related back to a common standard both in terms of
exposure and measurement accuracy. The intercomparison therefore has
been conducted in two phases.
a)

Phase 1
The primaryobjective of the first phase was to determine the
characteristics of the wind field for each of the towers under
as wide a range of speeds and directions as possible. This was
performed by deploying identical anemometers and wind vanes
(Vector Instruments :- AlOOH anemometer, W200P/M wind vane) on
each tower, each sensor having had its start speed and steady
state calibration determined in a wind tunnel prior to
deployment.
The output (analogue) from all seven identical systems was
sampled at a much higher rate (10Hz) than would be expected in
an operational system. The data were then divided into
different speed and direction intervals in order to build up
spatial relationships for all seven towers.
It had originally been planned to use these relationships to
adjust data collected from different wind sensors in Phase 2,
to a common standard. However, it soon became apparent from a
comparison of period means that large systematic variations
existed between the towers. Although these differences depended
mainly on wind direction and speed, it was also likely that the
stability of the air would be a contributory factor and so
correcting to a common standard would be very difficult. It was
therefore decided to retain a Vector Instruments anemometer on
each tower as a relative reference for the whole of Phase 2.
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Phase 2
A list of the sensors and forms of output is given in Table 1.
It will be seen that the sensors chosen include many different
sensor principles:
rotating
cup and vane,
ultrasonic,
orthogonal pressure difference and integral propeller and vane.

TABLE 1
Manufacturer

Model

Out2ut

Tower

Vector Instruments

W200P/M vane A100H rotating cup anemometer

analogue

Gill instruments Ltd

Solent 3-axis met. logging
ultrasonic anemometer

analogue and digital

Casella

rotating cup & vane

analogue/frequency

13

Obsermet

OMC 165 rotating cup & vane

digital serial

10

Kaijo Denki

WA 200 3-axis ultrasonic anemometer

analogue

9

Munro

IM 204 rotating cup & vane

analogue

7

R M Young

05103 propeller & vane

analogue

8

Thies Clima

rotating cup & vane

analogue

11

Smiths Industries Ltd

heated orthogonal anemometer

analogue

7

Vaisala

WA15 rotating cup & vane

digital/frequency

12

7 to 13
9

In Phase 2 all analogue sensor outputs are sampled at 4Hz, and
filtered to remove high frequency noise using first order
Butterworth filters with nominal cut off frequency of 6 Hz. The data
from the digital sensors are taken at their natural output update
rate. The filtering characteristics of these digital sensors are for
the greater part unknown. This the authors feel may be an important
consideration when specifying new instrumentation, particularly for
most meteorological applications.
Data from all the sensors are processed and the following
information is calculated and logged for 10 minute and hourly
periods:Mean wind speed
Standard deviation of mean wind speed
Mean wind direction
Standard deviation of mean wind direction
3 second gust and time
1 second gust and time
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Raw data are logged at 4 Hz for 10 minute periods selected according
to the wind speed and direction to cover a range of different
conditions. This limits the quantity of logged data to manageable
proportions and allows detailed analysis to be performed at a later
date.

The wind trial site at Beaufort Park

3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

At the time of writing, data collection for Phase 2 had just
begun. When collected and analysed the results will be made
available in an open publication.

PROTOCOLS FOR INTERCOMPARISON OF WIND INSTRUMENTS
Thomas J. Lockhart, CCM
Meteorological Standards Institute
Fox Island, Washington 98333, USA

1 INTRODUCTION
There are two kinds of intercomparisons. Protocol A produces the traditional intercomparison of
systems without regard to the details of the system operation. Its goal is to document the output of
wind measuring systems operated in a normal way. The standard of comparison may be either a consensus value or the output from a designated instrument. Protocol B produces an estimate of the potential accuracy of a wind measuring system with respect to a designated standard of comparison. The
sources of error are minimized by using pre-calibration and uniform methods of sampling combination.
The use of Protocol B leads to insights about the operation of individual designs.
Consider, for example, an instrument which normally uses a single sample, within some time
window, for a synoptic value. If Protocol A is used, it may be compared to the standard instrument
which samples once each second and uses the size and direction of a two minute resultant vector as the
speed and direction. Differences will include calibration errors, response errors, data handling errors
and representativeness errors.
If Protocol B is used, the candidate is frrst calibrated in the same wind tunnel as the standard
instrument. The standard instrument is programmed to save a synchronous sample which is used to
compare with the candidate sample. The difference is caused by only response errors and representativeness errors. Another candidate may output a 1-minute scalar average wind. The standard is programmed to output a synchronous 1-minute scalar average wind with the same result of minimizing the
causes of differences.
The protocol described below is intended to be used for a Protocol B intercomparison. While
there is value and simplicity in Protocol A, Protocol B provides the opportunity to assess the accuracy
of the wind measurement system more completely. Knowledge from Protocol B intercomparisons will
lead to the recognition of optimum sensor design characteristics and documentation of meaningful data
uncertainty estimates.

2 CALIBRATION
Calibration of different wind measuring systems should be carried out in the same wind tunnel.
Since different types of anemometers react to wind tunnel flow differently, the wind tunnel should have
a large crossectional area in the test section. The helicoid propeller is claimed to be a primary sensor
[Gill, 1], requiring only the knowledge of the propeller pitch to calibrate the rate of rotation of the propeller shaft in units of wind speed. The fact that helicoid propellers are nearly 100% efficient is demonstrated by a variety of wind tunnel tests [Lockhart, 2].
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the outer edge of the cup wheel to the wind speed. The torque developed by the lift and drag of the air
passing the cup wheel varies by about a factor of two, depending on the orientation of the cup wheel to
the wind direction [Lockhart, 3]. The cup wheel requires an empirical calibration in a known flow,
such as that provided by a wind tunnel. The turbulence generated as the air passes through and around
the cup wheel causes an effective blockage of the flow and consequently an increase in the wind speed.
The size of the blockage effect is related to the size of the anemometer and the crossectional area of the
test section. This blockage effect was noticed when a helicoid propeller was calibrated in small wind
tunnels which were themselves calibrated by transferring National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) calibrations of cup anemometers to the smaller tunnels.
Calibration of the anemometer transfer function, rate of rotation vs. wind speed, will reduce the
average difference or bias found in intercomparisons made in the free atmosphere. Calibration of the
anemometer starting threshold will provide information on speed ranges where the intercomparisons
will be valid. Threshold can be found either in a low speed wind tunnel or by making a starting torque
measurement of the anemometer shaft, with the cup or propeller removed [Lockhart, 4].
Relative calibration of a wind vane will define the linearity and hysteresis of the vane position
vs. output. The relative accuracy should be within 1% or 3.6°. The average difference or bias found in
intercomparisons made in the free atmosphere will document the accuracy with which the wind vanes
were aligned to true north. Calibration of the wind vane starting threshold, either from a wind tunnel
test or a starting torque measurement, will document the speed range within which the comparisons
will be valid.

3 DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE SENSOR
For some applications it is necessary to know the dynamic response characteristics in addition to
the transfer function and starting threshold. WMO suggests a distance constant of 2 to 5 meters for
anemometers [WMO, 5]. One standard method for determining the distance constant in a wind tunnel
test is defined by the sub-committee on meteorology of the American Society for Testing and Materials
[ASTM, 6].
The second order response of a wind vane is described by the delay distance [MacCready and
Jex, 7] and damping ratio. WMO suggests a damping ratio of 0.3 to 0. 7 but does not suggest a delay
distance or other distance constant. The ASTM method for determining the dynamic performance of a
wind vane is currently in the ballot process [ASTM, 8].

4 DATA HANDLING
There are two considerations for data handling. One relates to the method by which the data
from the various instruments are being compared. The other relates to the method by which samples
taken from the sensor-transducer system are combined to describe the wind. Comparisons using Protocol B must use identical data handling methodology and synchronous time periods.

4.1 Operational Comparability
When new instruments are identified to replace those used over some period of time, it is important to determine how the data from the new instruments compare to the data from the old instruments.
The National Weather Service (NWS) designed a method [Hoehne, 9] for field testing such differences
at their Sterling, Virginia test facility. ASTM adopted the method and published a standard practice
[ASTM, 10].
The simple statistical method recognizes that the two instruments are not sampling from the
same population. The method is based on simultaneous differences. The operational comparability (C)
is nothing more than the root-mean-square of the differences between two systems. It is customary to
assign Xb to the instrument chosen as the standard of comparison.
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(1)

where:

Xai =ith measurement made by one system.
Xbi =ith simultaneous measurement made by another system

N

=number of samples used.

The systematic difference (d) is mean of the series of differences and defines the bias or accuracy of Xa with respect to the standard of comparison Xb. For wind speed, the bias represents a calibration error or a siting effect. For wind direction, the bias represents the alignment error or a siting
effect.
1 N

d ="N

1: (Xai-xbi)

i=l

(2)

The estimated standard deviation (s) of the difference samples about the mean difference or bias
is a useful number. It may be calculated by normal standard deviation methods or by equation (3).
s =±.Yc2 -d 2

(3)

The comparability with the bias removed describes the consequence of measuring wind at different points with instruments having different response characteristics. The standard deviation range will
contain 68.3% of the samples from a normal or Gaussian distribution. The size of (s) will estimate how
well collocated instruments will agree 68% of the time. Use three times (s) to estimate the maximum
difference for any sample from collocated instruments.
The ASTM method requires the sensors to be located within a cylindrical volume with a diameter of 10 m and a height of the lesser of 1 m or one-tenth H, where H is the height of the base of the
cylinder above the earth's surface.
The time between pairs of samples must be at least four times the response time of the measuring
systems. The time between members of a pair of samples must not be greater than one tenth of the
response time of the measuring systems. For example, if the response time is 10 s, sample pairs must
be at least 40 s apart and time synchronization must be within 1 s.
The minimum number of sample pairs is found with equation (4).
(4)

where:
r =one increment of resolution of the system.

When sub-sets of difference data are used to investigate possible impacts of atmospheric conditions on the size of the bias or standard deviation, the number of pairs in the sub-set must satisfy Nmin.
Useful sub-sets include speeds greater than 1 mps to minimize threshold effects; speed ranges to look
for transfer function differences; and direction segments to eliminate sensor shadow effects or to look
for siting bias.
These traditional statistics are based on the assumption that the difference pairs are normally distributed about the mean difference. This assumption can be tested by looking at the third and forth
moments about the mean as calculated with equations (5) and (6). The third moment, skewness (M), is
zero for a normal distribution. The fourth moment, kurtosis (K) or peakedness, is 3 for a normal distribution.
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N· ..

M=~ L ((Xai-Xb;)-d) 3
N i=l

1

K

.

.

N

=[j. ;~1 ((Xai- Xb;)- d)4

(5)
(6)

A field experiment designed to improve the quality assurance practices for measurements
applied to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was begun in 1980. A preliminary look
at the 1981 data from Boulder, Colorado was reported at TECIMO II [Lockhart and Finkelstein, 11].
The summer field program was repeated in 1982 and reported by Finkelstein et al,[12], using the
ASTM method among others. One conclusion, implied by the data from this paper, was that the collocated transfer standard method of auditing could not be used if the accuracy requirement was 0.25 mps
and 5°, as it is in PSD (EPA Prevention of Significant Deterioration Guideline) applications. A further
analysis of the 1982 data [Lockhart, 13] explained why this conclusion was incorrect. The reasons are
relevant to intercomparison protocol and are described in section 5, below.

4.2 Instrument Data Processing
When applying Protocol B, it is critical to make comparisons of equivalent data. If instantaneous samples are compared, they must be time synchronous and in the same units. If averages of
some number of data samples are compared, the time period must be synchronous and the averaging
method must be equivalent. If 15-minute periods are described from 1 Hz sampling, the method of
combining samples must be equivalent.
A sonic anemometer may estimate wind velocity by measuring speed along three paths, often
orthoginally directed. The sampling rate might be 10 Hz. A cup anemometer may estimate horizontal
wind speed by sampling, at a rate of 1 Hz, the rate of rotation of the cup wheel. The easy way to compare the two 15-minute wind speeds would be to average the two horizontal components from the sonic
anemometer for 15 minutes, convert to speed by root-sum-square, and compare it with the 15-minute
average of the samples from the cup system. This method would compare a resultant vector with a
scalar average and mix the sensor differences with the data handling differences. This might be acceptable for Protocol A intercomparisons but not for Protocol B intercomparisons.
The correct data processing method would convert the samples from each sensor to a common
form. Perhaps the sonic anemometer could output a 1-second set of components which would be converted to horizontal speed. The 15-minute average of the 1-second speeds could be compared to the
15-minute average of the cup anemometer samples. The difference from this comparison would be
caused by the accuracy of the instruments and their dynamic performance capability. Sensitivity to turbulence would come from dynamic response alone. The predictable difference between vector speed
and scalar speed, which increases with turbulence intensity, would be eliminated from the comparison
data.
If a wind direction were available to the cup anemometer, the cup samples could be converted to
components each second. The second order response of the wind vane makes this method less desirable than using the scalar conversion of component measuring instruments.

5 REPRESENTATIVENESS
During the 1982 EPA Boulder intercomparison a wind storm blew down one of the six 10-meter
towers. When it fell across the guy wire of its neighbor, the neighbor fell across the guy wire of the
end tower. The three towers were repaired, instruments replaced and back in operation within 36
hours. The standard of comparison was a BAO (Boulder Atmospheric Observatory) sonic anemometer
which was on the tower that blew down. The difference statistics reported were for the whole measurement period. This Protocol A decision added to the size of the comparability (C) with the other five
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even though they were both "calibrated," can be seen in an analysis that treats the before-blowdown
data and the after-blowdown data as separate data sets.
An even more important finding was the contribution of the sonic anemometer structure biases to
the 20-minute scalar averages of wind direction and wind speed. The standard deviation of the cup and
vane minus the sonic was 4.2° and 0.3 mps. When the propeller-vane was used as the standard of comparison instead of the sonic, the standard deviation was found to be 1.7° and 0.1 mps before the blowdown and 1.4° and 0.1 mps after the blow-down. The wind speed bias for the cup anemometer was
-0.1 mps with respect to both the sonic and the propeller anemometers. It was interesting to note that
cup "overspeeding" was not detected in the 20-minute average at 10 m.
Comparisons in the past have suffered from a variety of operator errors. These include installing
cups upside down which defeated the "o" ring seal allowing moisture to freeze in the bearings. Also
signal conditioning added by the operator degraded the dynamic performance of a sensor. Also siting
has allowed one sensor to shield another contributing to conditional bias. Good sensors should agree to
within about 2° and 0.15 mps. If they do not, a critical analysis of the intercomparison protocol should
precede the dismissal of the sensor.
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The Static and Dynamic Performance Of Bivanes:
Implications for the Measurement of Momentum Flux
John T. Snow, William G. Coats, and Thomas L. Schiano
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West Lafayette, IN 47907 USA
and
C. Bruce Baker
NOAANESDIS National Climatic Data Center
Global Climate laboratory
Asheville, NC 28801
1.0 Introduction
We report on work in progress directed toward evaluating a technique
proposed by Chimonas (1980) for measuring the vertical flux of horizontal
momentum using a bidirectional windvane or bivane. Since bivanes are much
less costly than devices such as sonic anemometers, they are economically
attractive for many situations where a determination of the momentum flux is
required. Here we briefly I) review Chimonas' argument and its implications
regarding accuracy and precision of required measurements; 2) discuss
determination of static and dynamic properties of single, representative
samples of three commercial bivanes; and 3) describe the selec!.iQ!!. and
projected use of one of these bivanes to obtain an estimate of u'w' for
comparison with that from a sonic anemometer.
2.0 Theoretical Background
. 2.1

Expression for the momentum flux

Chimonas (1980) considers an ideal windvane pivoted to move in a
vertical plane, i.e., one that responds instantaneously to w' (changes in the
vertical wind). It is also implicitly assumed that the vane responds
instantaneously to v' (the cross wind fluctuation) to stay aligned with the
horizontal wind. This implies that the local frame of reference rotates with
the direction of the horizontal wind (see Schwerdtfeger, 1976, pp. 63 - 65 for
a different approach). In this ideal case, one finds that an expansion of the
expression for elevation angle, ~(t), for small values of deflection, leads to
an expression for the time-averaged mean elevation angle, ~' viz,
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where U = the time mean value of horizont_aQ_~ind component, W= the time mean
value of vertical wind component, and U1 W1 = vertical flux of horizontal
momentum. Application of (1) to a d~termination of u'w' require~ that both
iu' I and jw'l be ~mall compared to IUI, and most importantly that IWI be small
with respect to IUI. This last will normally be the case in the surface layer
for averaging times of 10 to 20 minutes, provided the local terrain is flat
and the instrument is properly leveled.
If the situation is such that these conditions are reasonably satisfied,
then a good estimate of th~ verti~al flux of horizontal momentum can be
obtained from the product of u2 and ~=
1

1

U W

-2-
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(2)

Chimonas 1 arguments show that ~ must be determined from data that have
undergone a minimum of filtering. In practice, the dynamic properties of both
the bivane and the wind speed sensor, typically a cup anemometer, must be
considered as these determine the frequency response of the instruments. A
cup anemometer can usually be well modeled by a first-order system
characterized by a distance constant. (Account must also be taken of the fact
that a cupwheel will respond to the vertical component of the wind as well as
the horizontal one.)
On the other hand, for small deflections, a wind vane usually behaves as
a second-order system characterized by two parameters, damping ratio and
natural frequency. For bivanes, two sets of these parameters exist, one for
motion in the horizontal (azimuth) and another for motion in the vertical
(elevation). These provide a complete characterization if motions in the
horizontal and vertical planes are independent.
Clearly, to give useful determinations of the momentum flux, the
instruments must respond quickly. Also, it would seem necessary to properly
match the dynamic characteristics 1 of the instruments to avoid biases in the
determination of u'w'.

1.
The impact of signal conditioning must also be considered. In the case at hand (see Sec. 3.2), the
wind measuring system consisted of a cup anemometer and a signal conditioner. The system response was that
of an overdamped second-order system.
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2.2

Numerical model

To assess the impact of bot_h__CL non-zero W and the dynamic
characteristics of the sensors on u'w', a mathematical model of the
measurement procedure that accounts for instrument response characteristics
has been developed. This was done using MathCAD©, a commercial software
package2. This model has allowed us to consider both ideal (i.e.,
instantaneously responding) instruments and ones with various dynamic
characteristics and to investigate the contribution of the small terms on the
righthand side of (1).
As an example of this assessment, consider the impact of a non-zer~-~~
Using ideal instruments, the model suggests that for an estjmate of u'w'
made using (f) to be within 10% of an actual or "t_rue" value, Wmust be less
1han 19% of U; for the estimate to be within 5%, W_l!.lUSt be less than 12% of
U. Approximately one-half the error comes from UW, the remainder enters
through higher-order terms argued as being small in obtaining (2} from (1).
3.0

Selection Of A Suitable Instruments

3.1

Static and dynamic testing of bivanes

The three vanes considered were a Teledyne-Geotech Multidirectional
Bivane, Model 1585; an R.M. Young, Inc. Gill Bivane, Model 17003; and a
Cl imatroni cs Model Dual Annul us Bi vane, P/N 101456. The Te 1edyne-Geotech and
the R.M. Young vanes used cruciform tails; as its name implies, the
Climatronics vane used an annular ring for a tail.
These vanes were
evaluated using procedures that represent an extension of American Society for
Testing and Materials (1991) standards for evaluating and describing windvane
performance (see also Lockhart, 1989, for additional discussion of test
procedures). Since all three vanes incorporate or require signal conditioning,
these should be considered direction-measuring systems, not sensors.
Static testing of the bivanes had multiple purposes: evaluation of
sensor accuracy as a function of angular position, identification of
systematic biases, and an assessment of linearity of response. It also
rev ea 1ed any mechan i ea 1 interdependence between vert i ea l and hori zonta 1
positioning. For each vane, static properties were determined using
appropriate jigs to position the vane tail at known azimuths and elevations.
Each vane's dynamic properties were determined by exposing it to steady
flows generated in a large wind tunnel and then observing its movement to
equilibrium for displacements in azimuth and elevation. Two flow speeds (5 and

2.

MathCAD is produced by MathSoft, Inc., One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA, 02139.
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10 m s- 1) were considered. Initial displacements were selected to reveal any
aerodynamic coupling between the two components of motion.
An initial
angular position point and the equilibrium line defined a primary plane of
oscillation for the vane assembly. The magnitude of initial displacements
were selected so that the amplitude of the first peak in the undamped response
was less than 15°, insuring that the linear theory was applicable.
Time series of a vane's outputs following release from an initial
displacement were recorded on a high-speed data logger. These were analyzed
to obtain damping ratios and natural wavelengths, and to identify response
characteristics that could be attributed to asymmetries in the tail or wake
effects from the support.
The Climatronics Dual Annulus Bivane (Climatronics, 1980) responded the
quickest, had component damping ratios and natural wavelengths that were well
matched, showed little interaction between the two components of motion, and
gave the least indication of problems from the supporting structure. It has
been judged the most suitable of the three for the current application. The
final derived values of 0.45 for damping ratio and 2.8 meters for natural
wavelength (both for the vertical plane of motion) closely approximate the
manufacturer's published standards. For angles expressed in degrees, the
transfer functions for this vane were found to be:
azimuth:

o = 359.24 Vaz' and

elevation:

~

= 106.15 vel - 31.19,

(3a)

(3b)

where o and ~ are in degrees, with Vaz is the output of the azimuth transducer
and Vel is the output of the elevation transducer, both expressed in volts
d.c.
The resolution of the analog-to-digital converter used in the data
logger was 0.0024 volts, so the azimuthal resolution was 0.88°; that for
elevation, 0.26°. In application, since ~(t) will generally be small (±10°
about oo, say), signal conditioning providing additional amplification for the
elevation output appears necessary to provide better angular resolution.
3.2 Cup anemometer
We have elected to use a Weathertronics Model 2030 Anemometer and an
associated Model 2024 Translator to obtain mean wind speed U. The dynamic
characteristics of this measurement system had been determined previously
(Snow et al., 1989}. For slow, low-amplitude changes in the wind, the system
characteristics are determined by those of the cupwheel, which has a distance
constant of about 2.6 meters (well-matched to the bivane). For rapid, largeamplitude changes, its response is controlled largely by a fixed time constant
in the signal conditioning electronics. Over the range of wind fluctuations
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of interest, the system acts as a second-order, overdamped one. This system
was checked in a wind tunnel to verify the previously-determined static and
dynamic properties, and to obtain the transfer function for the low range on
the translator, viz,
u

=

0.236 Vout - 0.104,

(4)

for u in m s-1 and Vout in volts d.c.
3.3 Sonic anemometer
To obtain values of u and w for an independent calculation of the
momentum flux, we have chosen to use a three-axis sonic anemometer. The
selected unit is an Applied Technology Corp. Model SWS-214/3GK. This
anemometer provides linear outputs that allow the simultaneous monitoring of
the three wind components. It is very sensitive, with a manufacturer's
published tolerance of 0.01 m s- 1 .

4.0 Field Program Design
The selected bivane and cup_anemometer are being applied in the field to
obtain time series of u and if; necessary to make an estimate of the momentum
flux using Chimonas' method. The flux values obtained will be compared with
values obtained simultaneously using the eo-located three-axis sonic
anemometer. A vertical-axis helicoid propeller anemometer will provide
additional information on the vertical component of the wind.
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The new wind sensor test facility at the
Aerological station of the
Swiss Meteorological Institute.
by
A Heimo and B. Hoegger
Swiss Meteorological Institute, Payerne
1. Introduction
The Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI) is responsible for the operation and maintenance of the
national automatic meteorological network which is constantly under development (today about 80
stations distributed all over the country). In order to select appropriate wind sensors for future
improvement of this network, a new test facility has been installed at the Aerological station of the
SMI at Payerne. The purpose was to perform tests of a few instruments of different types in order to
study their dynamic behaviour in the natural turbulent flow.
To improve the quality ofintercomparisons between anemometers, the number of instruments was
defined to include wind sensors based on different measuring principles such as cup, pneumatic,
propeller, ultrasonic and thermal field anemometers. The mechanical setup of the instruments was
designed accordingly. Concerning the data acquisition system, the obvious need to perform
measurements at a high sampling frequency and to record as many representative wind conditions as
possible lead to the extensive use ofloggers able to store the data long enough to let the host computer
manage the complete infrastructure. A selection of interesting periods ofhigh temporal resolution
data can be performed later on, based on the 10 minute mean values of the wind components which
are computed at the logger level and managed separately by the host computer. The use of optical
discs offers a way to store the complete data sets.
A new impulse for the completion of this project came at the end of 1990. Following the
recommendation of the World Meteorological Organization I Commission for Instruments and
Methods of Observation (WMO I CIMO), defined during the CIMO IX Congress held at Brussels in
October 1989, France and Switzerland reached a tentative agreement to organize an International
wind sensor comparison during the years 1992-1995. The measurements will take place in France and
the data acquisition system will be developed by Switzerland, the results being evaluated by the two
countries. The new wind sensor test facility could in that case be considered as a prototype setup for
these intercomparisons.
2. Instruments
The following wind sensors are installed for the time being on the test facility:
Schilknecht Chasta
- Cup I wind vane anemometers:
Lambrecht 14512
Vaisala WAAIWAV 15A
- Propeller anemometer:
Young Wind Monitor 05103
Pitot PTAl Campbell Scientific Ltd.
- Pressure tube anemometer:
- Ultrasonic anemometer (reference):
Gill 3 axis standard sonic anemometer
Irdam 3056 statical anemometer
- Thermal field anemometer:
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3. Description of the new test facility
3.1 General considerations
In order to study the static as well as the dynamic behaviour of anemometers, the decision has been
taken to perform measurements with a 1 second time resolution and to compute the mean wind
velocity and the mean wind direction on a 10 minute basis. In order to achieve this goal, a set of small
and efficient data loggers have been used which allows to obtain measurements under the following
conditions:

- synchronization of the measurements better that 0.5 seconds,
- storage capacity to hold approximately 15 minutes of measurements,
- internal intelligence to compute "on line" the wind vectors,
-very high reliability,
- analog measurements and serial interfaces,
- battery backup,
- user friendly telecommunication software with the host computer.
3.2 Mechanical setup
The seven wind sensors which are included in the new wind sensor test facility are fastened on a cross
arm which is mounted on a 10 meter high mast. The area surrounding the test field is flat and
relatively free from major obstacles so that open field measurements may be assumed. The orientation
of the cross arm has been selected with the help of a wind rose computed statistically from nearby
measurements performed during approximately 10 years.
As it is the case for all anemometer comparisons, a compromise had to be found for the selection of the
distances between the instruments. On one side, the anemometers should not create local
disturbances affecting their neighbours. On the other side, the sensors should be placed as near as
possible from one another in order to perform measurements which can be easily compared. The
relative "simple" shape ofthe wind rose valid for the test site at the Aerological station in Payerne is
of great help to minimize such disturbing effects as the two main wind directions are more or less
opposite. This may of course not be the case at other sites, and care should always be taken to define
the measurement representativeness of each instrument location.

3.3 Data acquisition system
A set of 5 mini-loggers is used for the data acquisition. These loggers (Campbell Scientific Ltd, CRlO)
are very powerful and reliable and the SMI is already using them extensively for many different
purposes.The use ofmultiple loggers was made in order to allow an optimal synchronization of the
measurements for all the anemometers. Subsequently, any trouble arising on any unit would not
completely stop the whole measurement facility.
3.4 Selection and storage of data
The concept behind the described configuration is derived from the fact that such relatively high
sampling frequency measurements performed over time periods of one or more years yield an
enormous amount of data. For the study of the statistical behaviour of the anemometers, only the
wind vector information integrated over 10 minutes (144 records per day) are used and this represents
a manageable amount of data which will be archived. Furthermore, these informations enable to
select events of interesting wind conditions for the study of the dynamic behaviour of the
anemometers, such as transfer functions, etc .... , thus reducing drastically the selection procedures of
the high frequency datasets.
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4. Preliminary results
The wind conditions at the Aerological Station at Payerne are such that long periods of time with high
wind speeds are scarce. The month of December 1991 was therefore chosen because a few higher
mean wind speeds than usual(> 10 m/s) were recorded.
4.1 Mean values
4.1.1 Wind speed
Fig. 1 shows the regression analysis performed between the Young propeller anemometer and the
ultrasonic sensor which is considered to yield the reference values. The behaviour of the tested sensor
can be considered as excellent within the recorded range of wind speeds (slope b: 0.992, intercept
a: -0.21 m/s, correlation r: 0.999). Furthermore, computations ofthe bias, bi (m/s], and the
comparability, eo, as described by Kaimal et al. (1984)[1] have been performed according to the
following equations:
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n =number of 10 min observations
Yi =ith observation of the test instrument
xi =ith observation of the reference instrument.

The following table displays the complete results of the comparison between all the sensors (apart the
Irdam thermal field sensor which broke down during this period for unknown reasons) and the
ultrasonic:

Lambrecht
Chasta
Vaisala
Young
Pitot

a

b

r

bi

CO

-0.54
-0.14
-0.23
-0.21
-0.04

1.135
1.067
1.046
0.992
1.165

0.998
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.998

-0.172
0.039
-0.104
-0.233
0.400

0.348
0.185
0.196
0.256
0.537

A closer look at these results yields the following remarks:
- The three cup anemometers show a regression slope larger than one, probably due to faulty
calibration and/or overspeeding effects, particularly for the Lambrecht instrument. A similar
behaviour can be seen for the Pitot tube anemometer, which can be explained either by an imperfect
calibration factor or by the presence of an inappropriate electric filtering of the signal. Both
assumptions remain to be tested.
-All the instruments show a rather small bias, apart from the Pi tot tube anemometer where a
substantial positive bias may be noticed, probably related to the problem mentioned above.
-All the instruments show more or less identical behaviour in terms of comparability, which is a
measure of the degree of scatter in the data.
Looking again at Fig. 1, the behaviour of the Young propeller anemometer for low wind speeds shows
some overestimation compared to the ultrasonic sensor. Similar variations may also be seen for the
other instruments, leading to the conclusion that the reference values were somehow disturbed. In
order to follow more precisely the behaviour of the sensors, present weather instruments have been
added to the test facility in December 1991. One of these instruments produced some kind of
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of the potential ofinformation nested in such datasets and the above example was chosen for
this particular reason, though yielding degraded results.
b - -0.233
c - 0.256
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Fig. 1 : Regression analysis between the Young propeller anemometer and the reference
ultrasonic wind sensor for December 1991. The regression equation is given at the
top of the picture with the correlation coefficient (r), the bias (b) and the
comparability (c).
4.1.2 Wind direction
It is a well known fact that the measurement of the wind direction is a difficult task for low
wind speeds. The following study is therefore restricted to wind speeds larger than 2 m/s and
differences between the wind directions less than 90 degrees in order to avoid problems arising
with winds blowing around the north direction. The month ofNovember 1991 is chosen here in
order to avoid the interference problem mentioned above.

Following the method presented above, the bias and the comparability of the measurements of
the wind direction (b1,cl) and of its standard deviations (b2,c2) have been computed:
[deg]
Lambrecht
Chasta
Vaisala
Young
Pi tot

bl
0.68
2.93
-2.81
6.03
26.84

cl

b2

c2

4.18
4.60
3.74
3.64
3.91

2.88
2.28
2.24
1.19
0.67

3.77
2.69
2.63
1.64
1.53
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It is immediately obvious that the Young and the Pitot instruments are not correctly adjusted toward
the north direction. After applying the appropriate correction, the comparability values (cl) indicate
that the scatter in the observations is about 4 degrees for all the instruments. The bias of the standard
deviations (b2) show that the three wind vane instruments are behaving much in the same way. The
Young propeller and the Pitot tube anemometers show a very good behaviour compared to the
ultrasonic reference sensor as they are more or less free from damping effects.
4.2 Results for high frequency sampling rates
Values with high temporal resolution may be used to investigate many dynamic characteristics of
wind sensors. The first attempt performed at the new test facility was to study the starting threshold
speed of the three cup anemometers. A period of two hours on the 14.10.1991 starting at 8 am was
selected for this purpose, yielding a record of 6840 values. A selection of all the cases where changes
from speeds equal to null to speeds greater than null occurred was performed and the respective
ultrasonic wind speed registered. The Young instrument was unfortunately not yet installed at that
time and the Pitot tube anemometer does not yield values equal to zero wind speed. The following
results were obtained:

Lambrecht
Chasta
Vaisala

Threshold speed (rnls)
0.299 +- 0.125
0.289 +- 0.136
0.313 +- 0.156

All the above results show a very similar behaviour of the instruments, with comparable threshold
values in agreement with the manufacturers' specifications.
5. Conclusion
The present preliminary study is a first step towards a thorough use of the impressive potential of the
new test facility of the SMI at Payerne. The results are presented mainly to show the way for future
studies based on the comprehensive datasets which will be gathered in the next years. Wind tunnels
are necessary to investigate the characteristics of wind sensors in a laminar flow. On the other hand,
measurements performed in the natural turbulent flow will show how the instruments do perform
under real conditions, the information that is actually asked for. Today's possibilities to record high
numbers of data as well as the availability to use high performance statistical packages represent a
major improvement in the overall characterisation of wind sensors.
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PRISE EN COMPTE OPERATIONNELLE DES MESURES
D'UN RESEAU DE PROFILEURS DE VENT :
PROBLEMES SOULEVES, SOLUTIONS ATIENDUES

J. Pilon
Chef du projet PROFIL
METEO-FRANCE
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Introduction
METEO-FRANCE s'est engagee dans le
remplacement des radars de poursuite de son reseau de
mesures du vent en altitude, par des profileurs de vent
automatiques.
Le developpement en commun de radars
strato-tropospheriques (radars ST) par plusieurs
· organismes publics de recherche franc;ais, a permis de
degager les specifications d'un profileur de vent destine
ades applications de meteorologic operationnelle.
L'equipement retenu est un radar ST fonctionnant
a la frequence de 50,75 MHz, dote d'un reseau
d'antennes Yagis reparties sur une surface superieure a
6000 m2 • Sa puissance moyenne a !'emission sera
voisine de 10 kW. La portee verticale avoisinera 18 a
20 km, avec une resolution de 500 m entre 1 et 15 km,
1500 m au dessus de 15 km. Le premier systeme sera
mis en place fin 1993 dans la region parisienne.
Au terme de la fabrication puis de la qualification
de ce premier systeme, il est prevu d'equiper de
profileurs de vent l'ensemble des stations de mesure du
vent en altitude.
Le processus de deploiement de ces nouveaux
equipements est relativement complexe. Certaines
precautions doivent etre prises, qui concement
notamment la qualite des mesures produites.
Cette qualite s'apprecie par rapport a !'instrument
lui-meme (qualites propres de l'outil de mesure vis a
vis du milieu explore), mais egalement par rapport a
l'impact qu'il peut produire sur le systeme
d'information qui exploite ses mesures.

1. Qualite intrinseque des mesures des
radars profileurs de vent
Tout d'abord, il faut s'assurer que les profileurs
qui seront mis en place presenteront des qualites
metrologiques suffisantes et seront aptes a un service
operationnel de Jongue duree. L'experience acquise sur
des prototypes destines ala recherche (Petididier et al.
[1]) a permis non seulement de preciser les

specifications du systeme operationnel, mais egalement
de definir les tests de qualification tant sur la validite
des mesures du radar (extraction du signal
atmospherique, detection et elimination des echos
parasites, performances, cf. Klaus [2]), que sur le
respect des contraintes operationnelles ( encombrement
du spectre des frequences, diagramme de rayonnement)
et sur l'autonomie de fonctionnement souhaitee. Les
resultats de plusieurs campagnes experimentales
montrent [3] qu'il faut continuer a ameJiorer les
algorithmes de traitement des radars profileurs, et a
determiner la meilleure fa~on d'obtenir la mesure du
vent "representatif" en combinant les informations
provenant de leurs diverses directions de tir.

2. Le probleme de l'integration
mesures des profileurs de vent

des

Ensuite, s'agissant de systemes devant produire
des mesures non pas isolees, mais au contraire
destinees a un ensemble operationnel compose
d'utilisateurs directs (renseignement, prevision a tres
courte echeance) et de programmes de traitement
(analyses numeriques, modeles de prevision), il est
imperatif de s'assurer que }'integration a cet ensemble
peut se produire sans trop de heurts.
Pour les utilisateurs directs, la question conceme
la mise a disposition d'une information plus complete
et plus frequente que celle des profils conventionnels
du vent en altitude, ainsi que la presentation adequate
de cette information et son exploitation optimale.
Pour les modeles numeriques, la question est
double : comment garantir une qualite de prevision
identique avant et apres ]'introduction des mesures des
profileurs de vent dans le reseau operationnel, et :
comment habituer progressivement les modeles a ces
"nouvelles" mesures, pour qu'ils puissent en tirer le
meilleur profit et ameliorer la qualite de leurs
previsions ?
Il est bien sur hors de question d'introduire sans
controle ces mesures dans les systemes d'assimilation :
il est etabli que l'irruption soudaine de donnees
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un modele de prevision numerique habitue a assimiler
des donnees imparfaites. Il n'est d'ailleurs pas
impossible que dans certains cas le modele rejette
purement et simplement ces infonnations, meme si leur
qualite instmmentale est etablie.
On remarquera qu'il est facile (et tentant) d'utiliser
les messages PILOT traditionnels pour transporter les
rnesures du vent horizontal, via le SMT, jusqu'aux
Centres de traitement et aux modeles numeriques. Mais
s'agit-il du "meme" vent que celui produit
classiquernent par le Systeme Mondial d'Observation et
auquel sont habitues les modeles operationnels et les
utilisateurs ? Est-il legitime de profiter de cette
similarite des mesures, ou bien faut-il au contraire
s'interdire de les amalgamer ? Une telle pratique,
admissible dans des regions du globe peu denses en
observations, se justifie-t-elle dans des zones
correctement pourvues en mesures conventionnelles ?
On trouvera dans la suite, quelques elements de
reponse a ces interrogations, ainsi que la description de
certaines actions realisees ou en projet a
METEO-FRANCE pour assurer au mieux cette
integration des donnees des profileurs de vent dans le
reseau operationnel d'observation.

3. Quelques approches possibles pour
l'integration des mesures
3.1 Formation des utilisateurs et mise a disposition des
mesures des profileurs
Il est evident que l'exploitation optimale de
profileurs de vent dans un contexte operationnel passe
par la reconnaissance de ces nouveaux equipements et
l'acces a leurs mesures.
Il s'agit, entre autres :
- de fonner les utilisateurs aux radars profileurs de
vent et a leurs mesures,
- de proposer des outils de presentation (notamment
graphique) de ces mesures, en mettant l'accent sur
leurs aspects originaux (affichage de la vitesse
verticale, diagrammes ternporels a haute
resolution, etc ...),
de mettre en place un reseau de distribution des
informations depuis les sites des profileurs
jusqu'aux utilisateurs et a leurs bases de donnees,
et d'adopter un format de codage adapte a ces
informations. L'utilisation du format BUFR
permettra d'exprimer totalement la variete des
informations disponibles, en plus de la simple
description du vent horizontal : vitesses radiales
et verticale, profils d'intensite de la turbulence,
valeurs du cisaillement, indicateurs de qualite,
etc...

3.2 Integration
numerique

dans les systemes de prevision

Pour valider }'introduction des mesures des
profileurs de vent dans les systemes de prevision
numerique, on peut partir du critere simple selon lequel
la prevision doit rester au moins aussi bonne lorsque
l'on prend en compte les nouvelles mesures. 11 est
aujourd'hui possible d'evaluer objectivement la qualite
des previsions des modeles numeriques. Quant a
!'application du critere ci-dessus, deux types d'outils
permettent, l'un de predire, l'autre de mesurer !'impact
sur la prevision de l'ajout d'un nouveau reseau
d'observation, ou de sa substitution a un precedent.
Le premier outil est I'etude d'impact potentiel par
observations simutees (observating system simulation
experiment, O.S.S.E). Il doit en principe etre employe
avant de s'engager vers la definition et la mise en place
d'un reseau nouveau d'observations, et pennet de
delimiter et de preciser les apports que l'on peut en
attendre. Une telle etude d'impact potentiel a deja ete
realisee aux Etats-Unis [4] et a conclu, notamment
pour la prevision a court terme, en faveur des profileurs
de vent par rapport aux systemes de mesure actuels.
L'autre outil -etude d'impact par observations
reelles (observating system experiment, O.S.E.)permet, par la mediation d'un modele que l'on fait
"toumer" sur differents jeux des donnees initiales, une
comparaison de la qualite, au sens du modele, de deux
systemes d'observation, ou de deux configurations
particulieres. Cest un outil ideal dans le cas de
!'extension d'un reseau par ajout de nouveaux
equipements. Si l'on vise par contre un remplacement
tres progressif (equipement par equipement) des
anciens systemes par les nouveaux, une difficulte
apparait : on ne disposera jamais des deux ensembles
de mesures simultanement. Dans la mesure du possible,
il faut done se reserver la possibilite d'exploiter en
meme temps et sur les memes sites plusieurs couples
d'anciens et de nouveaux equipements.
Lorsqu'il n'est pas possible d'utiliser l'un ou l'autre
des outils ci-dessus, on doit renoncer a obtenir des
mesures precises d'impact -potentiel ou reel- et a
tenter d'appliquer le critere sur la qualite de la
prevision, tout au moins a partir des memes situations.
Il reste heureusement la possibilite de verifier ce critere
de fagon statistique.
Cependant, il est en general possible, en dehors de
ces deux outils relativement lourds, de mettre en oeuvre
un moyen simple, qui permet d'apprecier non pas
l'impact sur la prevision, mais seulement la qualite des
observations : il s'agit de la surveillance des
observations (monitoring).
Cette surveillance s'exerce sur certaines
observations particulieres par rapport aux donnees
d'initialisation du modele. Ces donnees d'initialisation
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atmospheriques pour le modele numerique, a son
depart ; elles sont obtenues a partir de la premiere
ebauche (first guess, premiere echeance de la prevision
precedente).
Le monitoring permet d'obtenir des indications
sur la qualite des observations, soit quotidiennement,
soit de fa<;on statistique (expression de la valeur
moyenne et de l'ecart-type de la valeur absolue de
l'ecart a l'ebauche). Sa souplesse permet de detecter
rapidement des erreurs instrumentales et de les corriger
pendant la periode de jeunesse des nouveaux
equipements par exemple. n est enfin souvent utilise
pendant les campagnes experimentales.
Lorsque l'on souhaite comparer deux systemes
d'observation, bases sur des principes de mesure
differents, mais foumissant le meme type de donnees,
il est tres interessant d'effectuer un double monitoring :
celui des observations produites par les systemes
conventionnels (ballons et radars de poursuite), et celui
des observations issues des nouveaux equipements
(radars profileurs).
En effet, dans ce cas, la comparaison directe,
systeme a systeme, est delicate a mettre en oeuvre, et
surtout a interpreter ; les auteurs qui ont tente ces
comparaisons n'ont pu apporter en general de
conclusions tranchees [5]. Ces deux mesures ne sont
pas immediatement comparables, etant rapportees a des
Iieux et des temps distincts, et concemant des volumes
et des durees differents.
La mise en oeuvre d'un double monitoring
permet, sans aucune modification du processus
d'assimilation (si ce n'est le "marquage" des
observations des profileurs pour eviter leur prise en
compte intempestive par I'analyse), d'acceder a des
resultats reellement significatifs.
11 apparait done que, grace a l'outil que represente
le systeme de prevision tout entier, on dispose d'une
panoplie de moyens permettant d'assurer une insertion
"en douceur" des mesures provenant des profileurs de
vent dans ce meme systeme de prevision. L'ideal est
evidemment de pouvoir appliquer tous ces moyens, et
au moment opportun :
- l'etude d'impact potentiel par observations
simulees, largement a l'avance, pendant la phase
d'examen d'opportunite d'evolution du reseau,
- l'etude d'impact par observations reelles, qui
peut etre activee a differentes etapes du cteploiement
des nouveaux systemes, a condition de conserver en
operation un minimum d'anciens systemes,
- la surveillance des observations, en toutes
circonstances.

3.3 Prise en compte des informations supplementaires
par la modelisation numerique

Les considerationS qui precedent avaient trait a l'aspect
"conventionnel" des observations des profileurs de vent
(profils du vent horizontal). Or ces instruments ouvrent
l'acces a d'autres mesures, et la question se pose de
savoir comment ces informations supplementaires
peuvent etre elles aussi integrees et prises en compte
par les modeles numeriques.
On entrevoit a terme d'importantes mutations des
processus d'assimilation ; de nouveaux types de
mesures sont ou seront pris en compte, sous !'impulsion
des systemes spatiaux (radiances brutes). L'acquisition
des vitesses radiales foumies par les profileurs de vent
est envisagee, sans parler de la disponibilite des
mesures de la vitesse verticale, de l'intensite de la
turbulence ou d'autres parametres (flux, etc... ). Enfin, a
plus long terme, I' assimilation en continu tirera un plein
profit de la tres bonne resolution temporelle des
profileurs.

3.4 Exemples d'etudes d'impact a partir d'observations
de profileurs en France
Une etude d'impact par observations reelles a ete
realisee sur les observations de deux radars ST
prototypes, pendant l'experience FRONTS 87. On
trouvera dans [Urban 1991] les conclusions de ces
reanalyses.
Un monitoring a ete realise pendant une
campagne experimentale a Trappes, en 1990, a la fois
sur les donnees d'un radar ST prototype et sur Jes
donnees conventionnelles de vent obtenues a la station
de mesures en altitude de Trappes. Le modele
operationnel utilise etait le modele a maille fine
PERIDOT. 11 s'est en fait agi d'un monitoring a
posteriori, et les retroactions sur le radar ST prototype
n'ont pu s'effectuer qu'en differe.
Dans ]'experimentation PYREX (1991), un
monitoring des observations de plusieurs radars
profileurs disposes de part et d'autre de ]a chaine des
Pyrennees a ete effectue. L'experimentation sur site est
prolongee actuellement par une etude d'impact a partir
des observations reelles.
Il est prevu, a court terme, de realiser un
monitoring permanent des radars ST constituant le
reseau Recherche fran<;ais (pendant Ies periodes oil ils
seront utilises en profileurs de vent), puis d'integrer les
systemes profileurs de vent du reseau operationnel, au
fur et amesure de leur mise en service. Plusieurs etudes
d'impact par observations reelles seront egalement
effectuees sur ces memes systemes.
Enfin, dans le cadre de !'action cooperative COST
74, il est prevu un monitoring et des etudes d'impact a
partir des radars profileurs de differents pays
europeens, par le Centre Europeen de Prevision a
Moyen Terme.
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4. Conclusions
La mise en place de ces nouveaux instruments
d'observation de l'atmospbere que sont les profileurs de
vent devrait etre pleinement profitable a !'ensemble des
acteurs intervenant dans l'activite meteorologique :
utilisateurs directs ou indirects et systemes numeriques
d'aide a la prevision.
Une condition pour que ce futur nouveau
couplage observation-prevision "fonctionne" bien est
que les instrumentalistes acceptent que leurs
equipements soient jauges par les modeles numeriques
et qu'a l'inverse, les modelistes admettent les mutations
des reseaux d'observations et !'apparition de nouvelles
categories d'instruments.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE UHF WIND PROFILER
LIANG QI-XIAN, ZHANG SHU-JUN, TIAN YA-LONG
CHINESE ACADEMY OF METEOROLOGICAL SCIENCE
I. INTRODUCTION
The UHF wind profiler radar system have been operated three
-monitoring the hazardous mesoscale weather in BEIJING-TIANJIN-HEBEI
At the same time, the virtual temerature with the UHF wind
radar
tested.
The performance of the UHF wind radar profiler:
Frequence : 365MHz, peak power : 22Kw, pulse duration : 1-15 ,us
3 modes), pulse repetition period: 50-680 ,us adjustable each 1,us
108 Yagi ant. elements 1 Ant. area 8x8 m~. beamwidth 6° , three beam
array system.
There are FFT 32-128 points adjustable for calculating 0,
spectral moments. Hence, this performance is favourable for the
wind detection.
From these parameters,
We calculate the refractive
index
constant C~ from the radiosonde and the profiler also.
The
of the c! have generally good agreement between them. Thus, the max.
detection can be up to 17 Km.
The
temporal
resolution
is high, the mesoscale weather
approach or past the profiler station, the temporal and spatial
of this· system is clear. For the researching the temperature
wind profiler radar have been examined.
In order to match the Bragg scatter condition, adjusted the
frequency equal to one half the profiler radar wavelength by the
computer, getting the acoustic frequency around 800Hz.
Both the acoustic source and the UHF wind radar operate the
vertical position, then derive the vertical current, power, mean
velocit.J', Doppler spectrum width profiles.
· ·
From these profiles, the acoustic Doppler velocity profile
then the profile of the virtual temperature calculate. We use
frequency microwave radiometer for the moisture correction.
The priority of this method is the highly temporal and spatial
a good
lution. The results compare with the radiosondes have
between them. Hence, the temperature detected with UHF wind profiler
is a suittable ~ay and cost-effective.

years,
area.
profiler
(usual in
step,
phase.
1st, 2nd
clear air
structure
profiles
height
system
structure
with UiiF
acoustic
microbeam in
Doppler
derive,
the dual
resoagreement
radar

II.The characteristics of the UHF wind profiler
1. The parameters of the observation mode
For the liind detection, deri ring the 0,

1st, 2nd spectral moments

and
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calculating the horizontal wind, there are 3 modes of the following
meters for the observation used. The pulse duration can be variable
l,us
to 15,us, in the lower atmosphere nearly 2 km use 1,us, 2-4
above this height use 9,us. The volume between the beam and
duration is increasing with height in order to increase the re
of the
clear-air return. After each scan, accumulate the results
six minutes and transfer by FFT 12-128 points, We get the 0,
spectral moments. The average radial velocity with height, using
process in this period in order to reject the radom error get the
sentative horizontal winds.
Three beams scan are : the vertical and two inclind beams, 'the
angle is 75° , the two inclind beams direct with 90° each other,
·point to north, another to east, in our case, we rotate the azimuth
2. The distribution of the refractive index structure constant

parafrom
km, 3,us,
pulse
flectivity
about
1st, 2nd
this
repreinclind
one
to 135° •

c!

The reflectivity of clear-air is directly proportional to the
• tive index turbulent
structure constant C~ . We use ·two methods
the C~ , one from the data of radiosonde, the other to measure the
the wind radar by using each beam. We also study the mininum
re
index can be detecte· by this wind profiler.
The fluctuation of
very larger from time to time. However, below the 13 km, the C~
than the radar can be detected, but above this height, the C~ also
upon the atmospheric conditions. As shown in Fig.l. we can get more
height in special case.

refracto study
C~
from
fractive
the C~ is
is larger
depends
.higher

III. The monitoring of the mesoscale weather system
The monitoring the mesoscale weather system in Beijing area with
single
profiler observing system is more clearly due to its highly tern poral · and
spatial resolution, such as the heavy rain, hails,
thunderstom, ·
some
disaster weather occure, especially in July to august. Two example
shown
here.
1. The cold front passage
The
June 27th 1991 from th~ time series of wind profiler as shown in
Fig.2. the wind below the 850 hpa was from eastern to southern
until
9 ·o'clock 28th, then the wind direction change to northern, and thickness
was getting higher up to 500 hpa until to 17 o'clock. The time of
passage; the slope of the cold front, the structure of wind during
the
.cold front passage are very clear.
·
2. The severe tropical storm
The severe tropical storm from East China sea landed the
province in Aug 26th. 1991, Beijing is at the north part of the
storm. As shown in Fig.3. the height of the eastern wind
in the
atmosphere variable with time is very clear. Due to the weakend
tropical storm and Beijing was far from the center of the tropical
So, the speed of eastern wind was not so large, but the time
wind profiles was very clearly until the tropical storm moving away.

ShanDons
tropical
' lower
of
the
storm.
series of
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IV. The detection of temperature profile with wind profiler
and acoustic source
The acoustic source freauency is adjustable in order to match
the
Bragg scatter condition. The . wavelength
of the acoustic source equal to
the half of the UHF wind profiler. The radar 365 MHz equals to 82cm wave
length, the frequency of the acoustic is around 800 Hz. This can
be
adjust by the microcomputer. From · the relation of Tv= (Va/20 :04). , where
Tv is the virtual temperature and Va the velocity of sound. We detect
the profile of Va, then set the profile of the temperature. As shown in
Fig.4. it's an example of profile compared with the radiosonde.
V. Summary and Conclusions
1.
The UHF 365 MHz wind profiler with its 'better perfermance , highly
temporal and spatial resolution, however only single profiler system
used,
but monitoring the mesoscale weather system such as the time of the
system
passage, the wind structure with height are very effective. The height of
wind . using this parameters mainly depends on the refractive index
structure constant.
2. Compine the UHF wind profiler and acoustic source, the Doppler·
shift
of sound can be detected. Then the temperature profile can be get. It's
a
suitable way for deriving temperature profiles.
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SODAR-DERIVED MEAN VERTICAL WIND PAITERNS OF THE LOWER PBL
AT SEVERAL SITES IN AUSTRIA
Martin Piringer
Central Institute for Meteorology and Geodynamics, Vienna, Austria

Summary
Mean vertical wind patterns derived from Sodar measurements at eight sites distributed irregularly
over Austria have been analyzed. Vertical profiles of windspeed, time - height cross sections of windspeed
and valley wind directions are discussed. A variety of partly surprising features have been detected from
this analysis.

1. Introduction
The spatial and temporal distribution of meteorological elements is well known; especially over most
land surfaces of the Northern hemisphere. The amount of data routinely available is so large that it is
possible to edit detailed climatic monographs (e. g. Landsberg, 1985), to establish sophisticated climate
classifications (summarized, e.g., by Critchfield, 1974; Trewartha, 1968) and to study climatic trends in full
detail (e.g. Gregory, 1988; Berger et al., 1985).
Most of the information incorporated into climate studies stems from surface-based observations.
Even in exemplary studies on a local scale, knowledge on diurnal, seasonal or yearly variations of
meteorological parameters, of their extremes and long-term trends is still restricted to a great extent to the
surface (Auer et al., 1989).
Information on horizontal and vertical wind patterns in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is essential
in dispersion modelling. However, windspeed and wind direction at plume or stack height are, in most
cases, not routinely available yet. Instead, parameterizations are in use which at least in the case of the
vertical variation of the horizontal wind (velocity - profile laws, Ekman spiral) do not take into account the
large temporal and spatial variability of these parameters.
The Doppler sodar is an appropriate tool to at least partly fill these gaps. An excellent overview
including technical details, theoretical background, and interpretation of sodar data was given by Neff and
Coulter (1986) and earlier by Brown and Hall jr. (1978). After four years of operation at different sites in
Austria, enough information seems to have been gathered to undertake the attempt of presenting and
discussing the data gained on vertical wind structure. The results are only preliminary, of course, and are
far from climatological relevance, but they are a basis to reconsider our present view of certain aspects of
the wind regime in the PBL.
Topographic features can also give rise to the well-known diurnally changing flow regimes (valley
winds). The initiation and maintenance of a valley wind circulation is primarily due to a much larger daily
range of vertically averaged temperature in the valley compared to the foreland; this is associated with a
larger diurnal variation of surface pressure inside the valley. Vergeiner and Dreiseitl (1987) have been able
to show that the main reason for the larger daily ranges of temperature and pressure is the area - height distribution resulting from the geometrical shape of a valley.
The location of the eight sites where the sodar was positioned during the last four years is shown in
fig. 1. The periods available at each site are listed in table 1.
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Fig. 1 : Location of Sodar sites

Telfs
Riedersbach
Zeltweg
z
0 ...... Oberwart

T
R

ZT ......
P
M
S

Zillertal
Pols-AIIerheiligen
Mellach
Schwechat

Table 1: Periods of Sodar measurements

Period

Site

Seasons

P6ls-Allerheiligen

86-04-16

86-08-11

spring, summer

Zeltweg

86-08-11

86-10-01

summer, autumn

Riedersbach

86-10-02

87-04-13

autumn, winter,
spring

Mellach

87-09-11
87-12-22

87-10-30
88-04-02

autumn
winter, spring

Zillertal

88-06-27

88-10-25

summer, autumn

Telfs

88-12-19

89-03-20

winter

Oberwart

89-08-10

89-12-04

summer, autumn,
winter

Schwechat

90-02-26

90-09-18

all seasons

2.Results
2.1 Vertical profiles of mean windspeed
The vertical profiles of mean windspeed for the eight locations (fig. 1) are shown in figs. 2a and 2b.
The profiles were grouped into inner-Alpine (fig. 2a) and outer-Alpine (fig. 2b) classes. The windspeed
profiles of fig. 2a differ both in absolute value and in shape. Windspeed differences seem to be larger at
lower altitudes than at higher ones. The broad Zillertal valley with 1500 m high mountain crests (relative to
the valley floor) at both sides and a very low inclination of the valley floor experiences very low windspeeds;
the small, steep valley where Pols is situated is characterized by the highest windspeeds. Windspeed differences among the sites of fig. 2b are more pronounced. Windspeeds south of the Alps at higher levels are
considerably smaller compared to those north of the Alps; near the surtace, mean windspeed at
Riedersbach is of the same magnitude as at Oberwart and Mellach. These features will be explained below.
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Fig. 2: Mean vertical profiles of windspeed
The mean vertical wind profiles from figs. 2a and 2b can be analyzed further by applying the wellknown power-law (Arya, 1988). The exponent of the power-law is suggested to take on different values
according to varying atmospheric stability. Applying a range between 0.15 (very unstable) and 0.4 (very
stable), as recommended in the ONORM M 9440 (1982) standards for meteorological expertises on air
pollution in Austria, it is possible to classify these profiles according to stability. Table 2 depicts the results;
furthermore, it contains the range of windspeeds at the 300 m level which were obtained from the lowest
(0.15) and highest (0.4) power-law exponent.
Table 2 represents the attempt of a more quantitative approach to the problem. From the table, the
mean profiles at Pols-AIIerheiligen, Schwechat, Telfs and Zeltweg can be classified as close to very
unstable, the Zillertal und Oberwart profiles as close to neutral, the Mellach profile as stable, and the mean
wind profile at Riedersbach shows an increase of windspeed with height beyond the range of exponents.

Table 2: Windspeed (m/s} in 60 and 300 m above ground, resulting
power-law exponent, and range of windspeeds in 300 m for
exponents 0.15 and 0.4

Location

Windspeed
60 m 300 m

Telfs
Zillertal
Pols
Zeltweg
Mellach
Oberwart
RiedersbaclSchwechat

2. 2
1.5
3.1
2.0
2.1
2.7
2. 5
4. 9

2.9
2.2
3.9
2.6
3.6
4.2
6.7
6.4

Power-law
exponent
0.18
0.26
0.15
0.18
0.33
0.27
0.62
0.15

Windspeed ln 300 m for exp.
0.15
0.4
2.8
1.9
3.9
2.5
2.7
3.4
3.1
6.4

4.1
2.8
5.9
3.8
4.1
5.1
4.7
10.0

2.2 Mean daily course of windspeed
The height - time dependence of windspeed at the eight sites under consideration are depicted in
figs. 3a - h. They contain a lot of information, which has to be analyzed carefully. There are some
similarities: At about noon , mean windspeeds and their vertical gradients are lowest corresponding to good
vertical mixing conditions to be expected in the mean. In the afternoon, there is a windspeed maximum at

- 377 upper levels except at Schwechat, mostly in the course of upvalley winds. This afternoon maximum results
in the highest mean windspeeds at sites Zeltweg, Zillertal, Mellach and Oberwart, which can be observed in
the course of the day.
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Fig. 3: Time - height cross - section of mean windspeed

With the exception of Riedersbach and Schwechat, windspeeds are lower again in the evening or
during the first haH of the night. In the second half of the night, Pots, TeHs and Zeltweg show a slight
increase in windspeed again, whereas there are no significant changes at Zillertal, Mellach and Oberwart.
Considerable increase in windspeed in the evening, however, is measured at upper levels at Riedersbach
and at heights above 100 m at Schwechat; .from this, there results a considerable day to night - difference
in vertical wind shear at these sites.

- 378 2.3 Valley wind circulation
According to chapter 1, a characteristic day - night change in wind direction (valley wind circulation)
·would be expected at sites in complex terrain. Figs. 4a - f reveal this pattern. For this investigation, the
relative frequency of the main wind direction at each half hour and each level has been evaluated. The
higher the relative frequency, the more pronounced is the channelling of the flow.
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Fig. 4: Time - height cross - section of main wind direction
lsolines: Relative frequency('/..) of main flow
Thick lines: Change of main wind direction
Shaded areas: No main wind direction

As is apparent from figs. 4, the patterns depend on the season and on the configuration of the valley
or basin. Figs. 4a and 4b show the summer-time pattern at sites Pols-AIIerheiligen and Zillertal, a narrow
and a broad, well-defined Alpine valley, respectively. There is an almost sudden change between downand upvalley winds and vice versa, and the channelling is quite strong: up to 50 % of all wind directions
belong to the main axis flow. Valley winds at both sites extend well above 500 m, the Pols-AIIerheiligen data
showing some indication of the top boundary of the daytime upvalley circulation at these heights. Whereas
the wind reversal is retarded with height at Pols, wind direction change occurs almost simultaneously at all
heights at Zillertal.

- 379 Figs. 4c and 4cl depict the situation inside an Alpine basin (Zeltweg) and a very broad south-Alpine
valley (Mellach) in the autumn and winter seasons. In contrast to figs. 4a and 4b, there are extended
transition periods between up- and downvalley winds with no dominant flow direction (shaded areas). At
Zeltweg (fig. 4c), the downvalley flow is more pronounced according to the season. Furthermore, there is
again a time tag in the wind reversal at greater heights. At Mellach south of the Alps, however, upvalley
winds are dominant, both in frequency and in vertical extension, despite the season. Future investigations
of the data, e.g. a study of the synoptic background, have to be carried out. The channelling of the flow at
both sites is weaker than at sites Pots and Zillertal.
Downvalley flow dominates most of the time at sites Telfs and Oberwart (figs. 4e, 4f). At Telfs, this is
due to the winter season. As in Zeltweg (fig. 4c) and partly in Pots (fig. 4a), there is a significant time lag
with height in the transition from down- to upvalley flow and vice versa resulting in periods with strong
vertical wind shear. At Oberwart, the valley flow regime is restricted to a rather shallow layer of 200 m
thickness, probably a result of the undulatory terrain with low absolute heights.
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A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE WIND PROFILE AND VERTICAL
SPEED OF TARGETS FROM A SINGLE DOPPLER RADAR
Tage Andersson
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
Nonkoping, Sweden

Abstract: The most used technique for wind estimates from single doppler weather radars is the Velocity Azimuth Display
(VAD). A recently developed VAD routine is described (Andersson, 1991 a). The new routine utilizes all range gates within a
given radius from the antenna (for instance 25 km) and therefore gives wind estimates with few data available. The VAD also
estimates the divergence. An inherent difficulty is that the vertical speed of the targets is necessary for those computations.
Hitherto this speed has been estimated by pointing the antenna vertically or simply assigning proper value(s). The new routine
estimates the vertical speed without having to point the antenna vertically.
1. Introduction and theory

Suppose a radar is scanning with the antenna elevation «=0°. At a radius r the area A
is enclosed. The time change of this area, dA/dt, is then

=7t-:t.2

27T

dA/dt

= JUR·ds = 2·1t·r·UR
(}

VR = the horizontal radial wind (positive outwards)
UR = the average horizontal radial wind.
By definition the divergence, DIV, is
DIV

= 1/A · dA/dt

The circle with radius r is called the V AD circle. The
divergence within this circle is then
DIV

=

2·UR/ r

(JR is thus a measure of the divergence, as noted by
Caton (1963 ). Since there are no restrictions involved
in these computations, the divergence is actually the
primary output of the V AD technique. However, the
elevation angle « = 0° is seldom or never used.
Actually « > 0 is nearly always used, because the
beam shall not be disturbed by the terrain and 3dimensional data is wanted. The targets are supposed
to follow the horizontal wind component, but not
necessarily the vertical one, due to their fall speeds.
The measured radial speed, UM, is then the projection
of the horizontal radial wind and the vertical speed of
the targets on the radial from the radar, Fig 1.

UF

= vertical speed of the targets (positive upwards).

The horizontal radial wind UR is then

r·sina

(l

RADAR
Fig 1. The VAD circle and a schematic representation of the
radial wind on the conical measuring surface.
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=U~coso. - UF·tano.

UR

DIV

= 2{0M lcoso. - UF·tano.) I r

There are thus two unknown, the divergence and the average vertical speed of the targets. For small a tl.!e vertical
speed term can be neglected, and the divergence estimated. However, already for a=3°, r=lO km and U~-5 m/s
(quite typical values) the fall speed term is about 0.00005, that is the same order of magnitude as the divergence
and the vertical speed of the targets has to be estimated in some way. Caton (1963) and Harrold (1968) solved this
problem by pointing the antenna vertically (0.=90°). The radial speed is then the vertical speed of the targets. Another
way is to assign reasonable fall speeds, which may depend upon the targets, raindrops, snowflakes or clear air
(Alberty et al 1983, Persson and Andersson 1987). A third possible method, evidently first suggested by Srivastava
et al (1986) and improved by Matejka and Srivastava (1991) is to assume the fall speed and divergence horizontally
constant and measure along several V AD circles at a constant height interval. This results in an over-determined set
of equations with two unknowns, and is the method used here to get the vertical speed of the targets. It requires a
volume scan, using several antenna elevation angles. The horizontal radial component UR of the horizontal wind, U,
is then

= a·cos9 + b·sin9

UR
a
b
9

= north component of the wind
= east component of the wind
= azimuth angle of the antenna

The divergence and vertical speed of the targets shift the curve
OMJ

=

OM1

= estimated radial wind at point i, azimuth 9

OM + a·cos91 + b·sin91
1•

For solving a and b the method of least squares is used, i e

Q = I. (UMJ-Ow)2 is minimized, giving
a
b

= (1/I. cos 9
= (1/I. sin29
2

1)

•

1)

•

(I,(UM1-UM}cos01 - b·I.(sin91·cos91))
(I,(UMI-UM)·sin91 - a·I.(sin91·cos9J)

If the radial winds are available at N equidistant points in azimuth then
I.cos29 1 = I.sin29 1 = Nl2
I.sin91

= I.cos9 = I.sin9 ·cos9 =0
1

1

1

and a and b are the first harmonic components in a Fourier series. Then, as Browning and Wexler (1968) showed,
the wind may vary linearly over the V AD circle and a and b are just the wind components at the radar.
The direction of the wind vector is given by

'I'

=arctan (a/b)

and the wind direction dd:
dd
dd

= 270-'P
= 90-'P

if b>O
if b:SO

The wind speed, ff, is given by
ff

= ~) I coso.

2. Teclmical considerations
2.1 Data checking
The data are obtained in polar coordinates, one data set for each elevation. The range gates are 1 km (1 to 120) and
the azimuth gates 0.857° (0 to 419). Since small ranges are used for the VAD analyses the checking is confined to
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Often several have been tried. The resolution in speed is 0.375 m/s and the unambigous velocity interval ±48 mls.
This large interval on a C-band radar is possible due to the use of a staggered PRF (Persson and Andersson, 1987).
The check intends to remove apparent outliers. For each elevation and range gate the value given is compared to
the (±5) closest in azimuth at the same elevation and range. It is approved if it within 'accept' (±3mls) agrees with
at least 2 such neighbours and does not disagree with more than 2. Otherwise the value is discarded.

2.2 Interpolation
The approved values are interpolated to get equidistant (10°) ones. The interpolation is made over az._interp (±10
azimudt gates) if there are enough observations. If not, the extrapolation is made also over range, ra_interp (±2 range
gates). A weighted average is computed. The weights are inversely proportional to (1+the sum of the absolute
distances in azimuth and range gates). If there are no observations at or close to the point in question, observations
on both sides of it are required.

2.3 Solving the equations
If the radial winds are known at equidistant points ilie wind components may be solved by Fourier analysis.
However, this is often not the case. Therefore, in order to get more frequent wind estimates, one has to make a
straight-forward application of dte method of least squares, as discussed in paragraph 1.

2.4 The arithmetic average
The average radial wind is necessary for the computations and we must discuss how to estimate it. One possible way
is to use the method of least squares, noting that if data are not available at equidistant points the sample average
is a bad estimate of the true one, since the radial winds are highly correlated. Suppose for instance that all data for
an interval of 180° is available, but only in the half sector of the wind direction. By manual inspection it is then
easy to find the wind direction and speed, but the average radial wind is certainly not the expected one. I tried the
method of least squares for the average, but the result was not very encouraging with a low number of values
available. Instead a simpler method is used. If we assume that the first harmonic component (with period 360°) fits
the observation well, any two values separated by 180° in azimuth will give an unbiassed estimate of the average.
If we denote two observations just 180° apart a value pair, at least a number (5) of such value pairs are required.
From these pairs the average is computed.

2.5 The divergence and the vertical speed of the tagerts
As shown earlier

DIV

= 2{0M lcosa. - Up·tana.) I r

The antenna elevation, a, and the radius of the VAD circle are known. The mean of the measured radial speeds,
OM is computed. Unknown are the divergence, DIV, and the vertical speed of the targets, up. The VAD circles
available are sorted into height intervals (150 m for instance). By assuming DIV and Up constant in such a height
interval it is possible to solve for them if two or more VAD circles are available. For this I have used linear
regression. Writing
2·UM I (r·cosa) = DIV + Up · (2·tana. I r)
y

=

1

+ k•

X

it is evident that the intercept, I, gives the divergence and d1e slope of the line, k, the vertical speed. The
requirements for this computation are:
- A minimum number of observation pairs (5, that is 5 pairs of interpolated values 180° apart).
- The range (difference beween maximum and minimum value) in km between the radii of the VAD circles shall
exceed a minimum value (5 km). Otherwise the UF are unstable.
- Higher elevations angles must also be included when computing Up. With very small a. the Up are unstable.
- The observations shall fit the computed curve well, explained variance above a minimum value (90% ). The reason
is that higher harmonics may not fulfill the 'pair value' assumption for estimating OM.
The divergence is computed in two ways:
- using the estimated vertical speed at the actual height
- using smoothed values of the vertical speeds.
For computing the smoothed values a simple model is used. A shift in the vertical speeds is assumed. This shift is
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assumed, and below it UFBELOw (-5 m/s). If there is a pronounced shift the vertical profiles of reflectivity usually show
a pronounced peak about 300 m below the 0°C isothenn, the Bright Band, caused by melting of snowflakes. The
'best fit' of the model to the observations is defined as that giving the lowest absolute sum of the deviations. TI1e
average vertical speeds above and below the thus found 'shift height' are then the smoothed values.
Fig 2 shows a time series of vertical profiles of reflectivity and vertical speed of targets for an approaching cold
front. At the radar site there was intermittent rain of a showery character between 7 and 10 UTC, from 10 UTC
moderate continuous rain ending just after 15. The 12 UTC radio sounding from Stockholm-Bromma, 130 km northeast of NorrkBping had the 0°C isotherm at 2500 m. About 15 mm rain was measured over the radar site between
06 and 18 UTC. The reflectivity profiles in Fig 2a show that a pronounced Bright Band forms at a height of about
2100 m. After 10 UTC the profiles of the vertical speed of the targets, Fig 2b, show a speed generally between ±1
m/s above the shift height and between -4 to -6 m/s below it.
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Fig 2a. Tune series of the vertical profile of reflectivity.
Vertical lines on the time axis give the position of 20 dBz
for each profile. The Nonkoping doppler weather radar, Jun
10, 1991, 09:47 to 14:47 UTC.
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Fig 2b. Time series of the vertical profile of vertical speed
of the targets, not smoothed and smoothed (broken lines).
Vertical thin lines give the position of 0 m/s for each profile.

2.6 Height resolution of the winds
The minimum number of observations may be reached but the observations do not form 'pairs'. In these cases UM=O
is assigned and also these V AD circles are used for wind estimates, but of course not for divergence and vertical
speed. UM depends both upon the divergence and vertical speed of the targets. One then assumes that UM=O and both
the divergence and vertic~ speed of the targets are zero.:. If all the equidistant values are available the components
a and b are indepent of UM' Otherwise the assumption UM=O may give an error which is usually less than 1 m/s.
The winds may be computed with differen~ height resolutions. Using all winds available, i e all approved ones (see
the next paragraph) including those where UM=O is assigne<!_, there are two height resolutions (30 m up to 500 m and
100 m above that altitude). Using only those winds where UM is estimated, i e those used for divergence and vertical
speed estimates, one height resolution is used (100 m). The winds given are the vector averages for the actual height
interval.

3. Quality control and verification
As a quality control the 'explained' variance, i e the ratio of the variance given by the estimate to the observed one,
is used. The wind is approved if this ratio exceeds a minimum one (90% ). Even without any observational errors
the fit to the data points will be bad if the wind field varies strongly. In such cases also the wind estimates ru:e
questionable. Consequently, a measure that indicates the reliability of the winds is the fraction av VAD circles
accepted. With the parameters used at the Norrk5ping radar, 14 elevation angles and ranges from 1 to 25 km,
14·25=350 VAD circles are used. Even with a seemingly uniform wind field there are generally some rejected circles.
With a fraction of accepted winds above, say 90%, the wind field is probably well depicted. If the fraction of
accepted winds is about 50% or less this may be doubted.
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To verify the winds we have compared them to those from routine radio soundings (Andersson, 1991 b). Three of
our radars lie fairly close (10 - 50 km) to sounding stations. For the tests two VAD soundings were used, which
surroundered the start of the radio sounding, and did not differ in time more than a few minutes from it. Large
differences between the radiosonde and VAD winds occurred mostly at the lowest levels when there was a shallow
low-level jet. The main reason for the large differences is that the radiosonde values are 5-minute running means,
i e means over a vertical range of about 1800 m. Table 1 gives average differences for 5 cases with a fairly
homogenous wind field without shallow low-level jets.
Table 1. Comparison between upper winds according to radiosonde and VAD. Average wind speeds according to radiosonde and 2 VAD and
average absolute deviations, m/s. Altogether 5 cases, 4 with radiosonde from Bromma and VAD from At1anda (distance 35 km) and 1 with
radiosonde from landvetter and VAD from Jonsered (distance 10 km). The first VAD (VAD1) started a few minutes before the radiosonde (RADI),
the second VAD (VAD2) a few minutes after it.
RADI VAD1 VAD2 VAD1/RADI VAD2JRADI VAD1NAD2
14.4 15.3 15.2
Average velocity, m/s
2.16
0.64
Average absolute deviation, m/s
2.22

Verification of the divergence and vertical speed of the targets is difficult. There are no independent observations
to check against. On this scale the expected divergence is of the order w-' to 104 /s, which is usually the magnitude
of the estimates. The terminal fall speed of raindrops is about -5 m/s, of snowflakes about -2 m/s. In precipitation
with a Bright Band the vertical speeds of the targets should be of this order of magnitude. For wide-spread
precipitation the estimated vertical speeds usually are of this magnitude and with a rapid transition at the height of
the Bright Band, as shown in Fig 2. In these cases therefore the estimated vertical speeds of the targets may be used
to identify the Bright Band. For showery precipitation the estimated vertical speeds exhibit a large spread. Probably
the assumption of a horizontally uniform divergence and vertical speed of the targets is violated. The same applies
to clear air echos, where the expected vertical speeds are about 0 m/s.
4. Conclusions
The new VAD routine uses all available data within a given radius. The wind components are computed with a
straight-forward application of the method of least squares. Therefore wind estimates are obtained also when only
few data are available. The routine also estimates the vertical speeds of the targets, which are important for
computing the divergence. Therefore the routine is suitable for operative use. Tests against wind measurements from
radiosondes show good agreement (wind speed and direction).
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METEOROLOGICAL SENSOR CALIBRATION
WITH 11 HyperCard 11
Ralph Pannett, Stcphen Paris and John Burman
(New Zealand Meteorological Service)

1.

Introduction

In a national meteorological service, sensor calibration is a regular task requiring skills, precise
measurements, stable conditions, standarised procedures, error-free calculations and careful record keeping. Once the calibration system has been designed and set up, the manual task requires careful attention to
detail from trained operators. Much of the work is labour-intensive, routine, even tedious, but the operator
must always be alert for set limits being exceeded and anomalous behaviour in the calibration process.
After a 1Zero-based 1 review of its data acquisition network, and with the object of reducing operating
costs, the New Zealand Meteorological Service plans to install at least 85 automatic weather stations
(AWS). By the end of 1991, 69 A WS had been installed. The standard sensor complement measures
atmospheric pressure, air temperature, grass minimum and earth temperatures, relative humidity, wind
speed and direction, and rainfall. Solar radiation, cloud base and visibility are also measured at selected
sites.
The Service employs only one specialist calibration technician, and with the heavy work-load of annual
calibrations it was decided to explore means of using an appropriate degree of automation to reduce the
labour content of the processes, while maintaining a high quality. The automation specification included
the objectives of a well-designed user interface with operator cueing and guidance, economy, reliable
operation and fail safety, accuracy of measurement process and calculation, good data archiving and
retrieval, and 11exible adaptation to other calibration programmes.
This paper describes the use of a Macintosh computer with 1HyperCard1 software to provide for the
control of the calibration processes, the important interface to the operator, and the archiving of calibration
data. To date, semi-automated systems for pressure, temperature and humidity have been developed.
(Because of limited space only pressure and temperature are dealt with here.)

2.
2 .1

Calibration System Architecture
The General Purpose Interface Bus

The calibration systems use the so-called General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) as a means of control and
for interchange of data. The GPIB, defined by International Standard IEC 625 and American Standard
IEEE 488, provides a standardized means of interconnecting instruments, computers and peripherals, into
flexible, progrmnmable, automated measurement systems, and has been adopted by many instrument
makers.

2. 2

Macintosh Computer as Controller

The Apple 1Macintosh 1 computer was chosen for the GPIB controller and data acquisition computer
because of its superior interactive graphical user interface and development environment. In the Macintosh
operating paradigm, the screen appears as a 1dcsktop1 on which arc located pictorial 1icons 1• Some icons
depict file folders in which are located documents or application programs.
An icon may be 1selected 1 via a screen arrow by the hand movement of the pointing device or 1mouse1•
Clicking the mouse button 1opens1 the icon into a movable screen 1window 1 revealing folder contents or
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action.
The Macintosh communicates with the measurement instrumentation and sensors through serial data
connections and the GPIB bus via a special internal interface card.

2. 3 HyperCard Software
'HyperCard' software is utilised to provide both an interface to the user, and to the instruments, via
system software drivers. Although software packages, such as National Instruments LabView, exist
which provide more sophisticated instrument control, HyperCard provided the tools and flexibility to
fulfill the requirements quickly at lower cost.
Macintosh HypcrCard is an example of a class of computer programs termed 'hypcrmcdia' which use a
graphical user interface and are designed for highly effective interaction with the human operator in
applications such as training, data bases, controllers and many others where program flow must be flexible
and non-sequential with many branches and cross-linkages.
HyperCard is modelled on the paradigm of a card file. A card may contain graphics, text, and buttons.
One or more cards arc grouped together into a stack. Means are provided for easily moving to different
cards in the stack. A stack is a HypcrCard document. Each clement or object - cards, card fields, buttons
and stacks - has a script, or collection of program statements, associated with it. Within a script,
statements are grouped into handlers. An object executes the statements within one of it's handlers when
it receives a message to do so. A set of rules called the message passing path governs the order in
which HypcrCard objects are given the opportunity to respond to a message.
'HyperTalk', the scripting language, provides a rich set of commands, functions, and control structures
for constructing the statements and message handlers which link the HypcrCard objects. The feature of
HypcrCard that makes it a g(X>d foundation for a diverse range of applications is the availability of
external commands. These are code resources, written in a language such as 'C' or Pascal, which
provide functionality not normally available in HyperCard. They arc used within handlers just like built-in
HypcrTalk commands. High level commands for communicating via the GPIB and the serial ports arc
implemented as external commands. For example, most of the GPIB communication relies on just 3
commands: ibflnd( ) to find a device on the bus, ibread( ) to read data from a device, and ibwrite( )
to wtite commands and data to a device.
3.

The Calibration Systems

3.1 Pressure Calibration System
NZMS automatic weather stations use the Vaisala DPA21 pressure sensors which can send the
measurements via a serial link. Calibration is performed annualJy, and due to the number of sensors in
service, batch calibration is necessary. Accuracy to ±0.3 hPa is required over a 800 to 1050 hPa pressure
range and 0°C to 40°C temperature range. The Service maintains a Hass mercury barometer as its primary
standard, with which a Ruska pressure gauge working standard is compared prior to each batch
calibration.
3. 1. 1
System Hardware
A Ruska digital pressure gauge and controller with a GPIB interface provides the reference pressure for
the sensors under calibration (Fig.l). The sensors are placed in a temperature chamber which is controlled
via an RS232 interface. An RS232 multiport controller enables the connection of eight sensors and the
temperature chamber to the Macintosh. This computer, with HyperCard, has full control over the
buffering, port setup, and port scleclion within the multiport controller.

3.1.2
System Ope1·ation
The HyperCard-bascd calibration program running on the Macintosh controls the temperatures and
reference pressures, prompts the operator as required, and logs data to file and archive. Refer to the view
of the Main control screen in Figure 2. Down the left hand side are buttons which switch to the Settings
Card, and the individual Log Cards for each pressure module. If a module is disabled by clicking the
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centre fields on the Main Card display the most recent output data from the sensors. The first three
numbers are the individual capsule readings, followed by a status word, and concluded with the average
pressure reading for the whole module. Note the status indication at the bottom. The right hand side of the
Main Card contains buttons for various options and control funcLions.

Vacuum
Pressure .,------.,.

Multiport RS232

Controller

Fig. 1 Barometer Calibration System
There arc three steps in the calibration
procedure for a batch of sensors.

Pre-Calibration Check: At a
temperature of 20°C, readings arc logged
for a range of pressures. At 2 minute
intervals and 50 hPa steps, sensor
readings are logged for reference
pressures of 1000 hPa up to 1050 hPa,
down to goo hPa, then back up to 1000
hPa. See Figure 3. This establishes the
fitness of the sensor for calibration.

® Pre Cal Check
0 Calibrate

(
.................................._.....

0 Po$1 Cal Check

----~+-----------·

Do Pre Cal Check )

Print

v~o

Arci>lv• llrchlvo
Ru~ke

Calibration: Readings are taken from
the sensors at 1000 hPa and 20°C, then the
Calibrate command is issued to each in
turn. Corrections are automatically loaded
into each sensor EPROM. The value of the
corrections applied, ie the difference between the initial capsule readings and 1000
hPa, is logged with the sensor histmies.

-t·
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CAntrol

OManuol
@GPIB
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10:156

Fig. 2 Pressure Main Card Screen View

Post~Calibration Check: This is similar to the pre-calibration check, but is performed at temperatures
of 20°C, 40°C and finally 0°C, to avoid condensation. A two hour soak period is allowed for, after each
tempemture change. If a sensor fails this test, capsules are replaced and the calibration is repeated.

On completion of the three stages of the calibration process, each sensor's Log card is copied to an
Archive Stack. Here the calibration history of each module, and each individual capsule, is available.
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3.1.3

Error- Tolerance

~ hP11

Settling Time
Ruslco IFP leuel

To put the definition and control of the
above procedures into the hands of the
user, a small macro language was defined.
Measurement, control, and logging
instructions were developed to enable the
procedures to be implemented and
optimised by the user without having to
understand and change the internal
structure of the system. Part of a macro
sequence for the Pre-cal check is visible
on the Settings Card screen (Figure 4).
HyperTalk made the implementation of this
'language within a language' very
straightforward.

reedModules
BOYBPreCeJ
SetPressure 1050.0
reed Modules

Sequence Setup
@ Pre Col Check

0

Do Ccllbrotton

0

Post Col Check

Software Design

reedModules
SBYBPreCal
SetPressure 650.0
readModules

Fig. 4 Pressure Settings Card
3.2

Temperature Calibration System

Nearly 500 Yellow Springs Instruments (YSI) thermistor probes arc used with automatic weather stations
to measure air, earth and grass minimum temperatures. The required accuracy is ±O.l5°C within the range
-5°C to +40°C. Batch checking of probe accuracy is a repetitive, time consuming process.
+

Reference PAT's +

t;
Fluke 8520 DVM
-somV=-s·c
+450mV = 45•c

Printer

Fig. 5 Temperature Sensor Calibration System

3. 2. 1 System Hardware
A batch of 20 YSI probes is
immersed in an oil-filled Theodor
Fricdrichs temperature bath between
two reference Platinum Resistance
Thermometers (PRT' s) (Figure 5).
The PRTs are connected via a 4-wire
circuit to a Keithley scanner, and
then on to a Datron 1061A DMM.
The YSI thermistors are connected
to a 2-pole, 20 channel Keithley
scanner. The selected output is fed
on to a YSI Temperature Indicator
which provides a 10mV/°C
linearised output to a Fluke 8520
DMM. Both scanners and digital
multimeters are under GPIB control.
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System Operation
After the sensors have been loaded
and then allowed to rise

bath, the oil temperature is lowered to approximately
at 45°C maximum. Five temperature
fiii~iiiiiaiiiiii.jiijiij~~~~~~~iiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~fi points are entered into the Macintosh
(typically -5, +1 0, 20, 30, and 40°
C) and the sequence is started.The
PRT' s are scanned every 30
seconds until the temperature
passes the next target value.The
scan cycle is then initiated. The
Macintosh scans the sensors from
the left PRT, across the 20
thcrmistors to the right PRT, then
back in the other direction, each step
taking 6 seconds. The L to R, R to L
scan is repeated ten times. The
readings for each YSI sensor arc
averaged, then compared to the
reference, determined by averaging
the results for the PRT' s. The
average values are displayed, and
Settings
sensors with deviations beyond the
acceptable tolerance are flagged.
The system then idles until it reaches
Fig. 6 Temperature Main Card
the next target temperature value.

3. 2. 3 Software Design
The HyperCard program which manages the temperature calibration controls the two scanners and the two
digital multimeters via the GPIB. It displays current readings on the Main Card (Figure 6) for user
information, and also stores them on log cards for later averaging. The user interacts with the program via
the Main Card, although other cards are accessible to view the individual sensor logs, and the averages
saved for each target temperature point.
4. Performance of tbe Systems
The calibration systems developed using HyperCard software have almost completely satisfied the current
needs for semi-automation with an excellent user interface. The sole calibration officer is now able to meet
the annual requirements for calibration of automatic weather station pressure, temperature and humidity
sensors.

S . Furtber Development
Further system development will be aimed at including full set-up & operating instructions on-line so that
staff can be readily trained in the use of the systems, each having a self-contained reference to correct
equipment and procedures.
For quality management it is desired to be able to document a full sensor calibration history extracted from
the archives, presenting trends in graphical form.
Other sensors, particularly for solar radiation and precipitation, will be included in future HyperCard
calibration systems.

Reference:
Goodman, D.: The Complete HyperCard 2.0 Handbook. Bantam Books, 1990.

CALIBRATION OF RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS
FOR METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
TRACEABILITY TO.THE NEW TEMPERATURE SCALE
- ITS-90 Bj~rn Nyrud
Norwegian Meteorological Institute
Instrument Division.

SUMMARY.
The increasing demand for quality assurance, forces us to have
documented calibration routines and traceability of the calibration
standards used.

More frequently use of remote measurement methods, increase the
number of electrical sensors, which are not as stable as the old
one (i.e. as liquid in glass thermometers).
In one Norwegian calibration laboratory as much as 20% of all new
high quality sensors (1/10 DIN1 >) did not meet the specifications
set by the manufacturer. This of cource shows the necessity for
calibration.
A new temperature scale, the International Temperature Scale of
1990 (ITS-90), was sat in force January 1. 1990. For the
'meteorological' part of the scale, this simplifies the situation
for traceable calibration for the standard used.

TRACEABLE MEASUREMENTS.
A good measurement, of any kind, means a measurement with known
uncertainty. Any influence parameter should be corrected for, not
taken as measurement uncertainty. This means that if you have
tested your thermometer and found a systematical deviation from a
standard value, you should use correction for this when you are
using your instrument. Anyone dealing with air-temperature
measurements know that the influence parameters are difficult to
take into account. This will not be discussed here. Anyhow, a user
of meteorological observations should call attention to this
problem.
Nevertheless to be able to state an uncertainty you must have a
reference. For temperature measurements this must be the
international temperature scale. This means that you need
traceability to this scale. Traceability here, means an unbroken
calibration chain from the realisation of the temperature scale to
the thermometer used in the observation, with known uncertainty,
see figure 1.

ITS-90 AND ITS ADVANTAGES.
The new temperature scale involves three defining fixpoints in the
meteorological part of the scale. Namely the tripple 2 > point of
water (+0.01 oc), the tripple point of Mercury(-38.834 oc) and the

- 393 Figur 1 Traceability chain for thermometer
calibrations.
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melting point of Gallium( +29 ~ 765 oc). This means that the
thermometer standards in our calibration laboratories can be
directly calibrated at the national laboratories using fixpoint
methods.
With the predecessor, the International Practical Temperature Scale
of 1968 (75), the defining fixpoints were at approximately -189 ~'
+230 ~ and +420 ~. To cover the range you had to calibrate your
standard thermometer at all these points.
This calibration was expensive 3 l, and the range was unnecessary
large for our measurement range. Resistance thermometer standards
are very delicate instruments, and sensitive for exposure in warm
environments. This means that the thermometers stability could be
influenced by the fixpoint calibration.

Calibration of resistance
thermometers for
meteorological observations

Bjc;brn Nyrud
Norwegian Meteorological
Institute. January 1992.
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To state the uncertainty involved in the dissimination of the
traceability we have to review the calibration methods. The main
principle of increasing the uncertainty downwards in the
traceability chain is that it is influenced by the uncertainty of
the standard and of the method used. This also includes all the
equipment and instruments used in the calibration.
For a good thermometer standard calibrated with the realization of
the ITS-90 you can easily get an uncertainty, at the 2 standard
deviation level, of ±5mK in the actual part of the scale.
The next step in the calibration chain is done with comparison
methods, see figure 1. Figure 2 is a drawing of a common used
comparison calibration system. As you'll see a temperature
stabalizing block is included. This will improve the stability of
the temperature of the thermometers with a factor 5 to 10. Anyhow
one should look for systematical differences in between the
thermometer pockets. The problem here could be solved by making
physical contact between them.
Figure 2.

CALIBRATION SET UP - COMPARISON METHOD.
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The calibration should be done at several temperatures spread over
the calibration range. The temperature is measured with the
Calibration of resistance
thermometers for
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- 395 standard thermometer. The resistance Rx(t) for each of the
thermometers under calibration and the resistance for R(O"C) should
be measured. R(O"C) either by means of a ice melting-point or
extrapolated from a water tripplepoint measurement. The calibration
constants A,B (and C) in formula 1 should then be calculated with
least square method. When the thermometer is in operational use the
R(O"C) should be frequently checked.
Formula 1.

Where: C=O when t<O ·c, and could probably for operational use
in our temperature range either be set as a constant or even
as zero.
A typical uncertainty budget for such calibration is represented in
table 1. The uncertainty is calculated as 1 standard deviation
(1 std) and combined as statistical variances 41 the total
uncertainty is presented as 2 std. All uncertainty is for
simplicity transformed directly in temperature equivalences.
Refering to figure 1 the example below do not use a working
standard, but use the standard thermometer for the calibration.
DISCUSSION.
Looking at the total uncertainty in table 1 we can conclude that
this is good enough for operational use. However taking a closer
look at the 1/10 DIN and its tolerances we see the following:
0
100
-100

·c
·c
·c

gives
gives
gives

R0

=100
=138
R_ 100 =100
RlOO

±0.01 ohm, resulting
±0.03 ohm, resulting
±0.01 ohm, resulting

o ±O. 03
100 ±0.08
-1oo ±O. 08

·c
·c
·c

To be able to reject devices which are out of specification from
the manufacturer, you have to have a total uncertainty for you
calibration set-up better than the tolerances. Anyhow the large
number of new thermometers tested, which do not meet the
specifications, proves the necessity for calibration.
And, as stated in the beginning, good measurements means
measurements with known uncertainty (which also means
traceability). Few manufacturer are able to document calibration of
the sensors, and even fewer have documented accreditation for the
calibrations.

Calibration of resistance
thermometers for
meteorological observations

Bjct>rn Nyrud
Norwegian Meteorological
Institute. January 1992.

- 396 Table 1. UNCERTAINTY BUDGET (EXAMPLE).
UNCERTAINTY
1 STD.

COMPONENT
ul Thermometer standard

3 mK

u2 Resistance measurement
(included R( o·c))

5 mK

u3 Gradients in liquid bath

3 mK

u4 Other:
-heat transfere,
-electrical noise,

.

Us

10 mK

Curve fitting and
repetability

20 mK
this value will
be spesific for
each thermometer
and calibration

Total combined uncertainty:
utot

= 2 * ..ju12

+

u/ ..

,,+ u 5

2

2 std
appr.

24 mK

( 0. 024"C)

1):
2):
3):

The DIN standard 43760 for platina resistance thermometers is
replaced by IEC standard 751 (grade A and B), but the old 1/10
and 1/3 DIN will probably be refered to for many years.
Tripple point is the equilibrum phase of liquid, solid and
gas. This exists at a uniq pressure and temperature value.
A realization of ITS-90 from -40 ·c to +40 ·c is aboat 1/3 of
the price compared with the realization of the IPTS-68
covering the same range.

REFERENCES AND LITERATURE:
CIPMs priciple for evaluating uncertainty.
WECC document for calculating uncertainty of calibration.
BIPM: Techniques for approximating ITS-90.
BIPM: International scale of 1990; ITS-90 publiced in
Metrologia 27 1990.
OIML recomendation IR-84: Resistance thermometers ...
IEC standard 751.

Calibration of resistance
thermometers for
meteorological observations

Bj(/)rn Nyrud
Norwegian Meteorological
Institute. January 1992.

MEASUREMENT STANDARDS LABORATORY ENSURES THE ACCURACY OF
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SYSTEMS
H. Patrikainen and J. Lyomio
Vaisala Oy Finland

The Vaisala expertise on measurement is based on the guiding principle of the company:
Solutions to environmental measurement problems. Accuracy, being one of the most important factor
in the assurance of the high quality of Vaisala products, must be designed from the beginning into the
product.
The measurement accuracies required of our products mean that the production and testing
equipment must be capable of delivering a correspondingly higher accuracy with the traceability of the
quantities measured to international primary standards. An unbroken traceability chain starting from
measurements made with the product and extending to international standards assures the customer
comparable measurements of a known degree of uncertainty.
In order to ensure such accuracy and traceability, Vaisala measuring equipment in Quality
Assurance, Production, Research and Development and Maintenance are calibrated either at the
company's own Measurement Standards Laboratory, an accredited calibration laboratory for pressure
and temperature, or through the use of accredited outside measurement standards laboratories.

1. Connections with National and International Calibration Services
As a whole, the measurement standards functions are based on the maintenance of a
measurement traceability chain to internationally recognized primary standards. The importance of
knowing the connections in question and the ability to use them is evident. A schematic of the
hierarchy of the international measurement standards operations appears in Figure 1.
The highest executive body of the international metrology operations is the BIPM (Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures), which is responsible for the measurement technical and
administrative functions. Its headquarters are located in Paris.
Major industrial powers have developed comparable internationally recognized, national
measurement standards laboratories, like the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
in the USA, National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in Great Britain and Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Germany.
The foremost supervisory authority in metrology in Finland is the Centre for Metrology and
Accreditation (CMA). The traceability of the measurement standards to international standards is
maintained by national standards laboratories located in institutes owned and run by the state and
authorized by the Government.
The Finnish CMA can also accredit a private institution or company to operate as an
accredited calibration laboratory. Vaisala Oy is an accredited calibration laboratory for pressure and
temperature.
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2. Measurement Standards Laboratory (MSL)
The MSL operates as an independent laboratory under the supervision of the Quality Director
of Vaisala Oy. The laboratory staff are responsible for its operational use. The MSL has a separate
laboratory facility where it keeps its measurement standards and performs calibrations.
The MSL consists of 68 m2 of specially designed and constructed laboratory space with
separate and independent air conditioning system. The air (temperature +20 °C +/-1 °C, humidity
40%RH +/-5%) changes every 90 seconds. The laboratory is overpressurized to keep particles out.
The following measured quantities have a constant traceability to international standards:
Pressure:

7 kPa ... 5,2 MP a abs., gauge and differential pressure
1 Pa ... 100 Pa absolute pressure
Temperature: -80 °C ... +1500 °C
+/- (0 ... 1100 V DC)
Voltage:
1 m V ... 20 V AC rms, 50 Hz ... 50 kHz
1 m V ... 110 V AC rms, 50 Hz ... 20 kHz
1 mV ... 1100 VAC rms, 50Hz ... 1kHz
+/- (10 mA ... 20 A DC)
Current:
10 mA ... 20 A AC rms, 50 Hz ... 10 kHz
10 mW ... 100MW
Resistance:
1 g ... 6,11 kg
Mass:
1mN ... 60N
Force:

- 399 Torque:
1 mNm ... 24 Nm
0 ... 3000 mm
Length:
Angle:
0 ... 180 degrees
Flatness:
DIN 876/00 ... DIN 876/2
Several other quantities under development.
3. Supervision of the Calibration of Measuring Equipment
The MSL is assigned the task of a central supervision of Vaisala measuring equipment in
respect of correct calibration. The MSL is also responsible for preparing the necessary detailed
instructions, updating them and circulating them among the supervisors and the contact people and
for giving assistance and training as needed.
An essential part of such supervision is documentation as related to measuring equipment
and its calibration, which is maintained by the MSL with the assistance of the departments using these
services. Every department has a person assigned to take care of the scheduled servicing and
calibration of department measuring equipment. These persons are the key individuals in respect of
the proper realization of this maintenance task. Proper maintenance requires, among others, the
following:
Every measuring instrument carries an identification number and a mark which
indicates its calibration status.
There is an instrument card for every measuring instrument containing the calibration
history of the instrument.
Every department keeps a file in an agreed form stating the maintenance actions carried
out on its measuring equipment.
The MSL keeps a central file containing all original calibration certificates.
Every measuring instrument is returned for calibration before its scheduled time
marked on it. Equipment overdue for calibration is not allowed to be used.
4. Traceability of the RS-80 radiosonde, pressure (an example of product calibration).
The RSS-80 transducer is calibrated after assembly at 11 pressure levels in an automated test
chamber, which is controlled by two precision digital pressure sensors. There is a continuous
comparison between these two sensors. The outputs of these sensors, together with the output of the
RSS-80 transducer under calibration is fed to precision counter for comparison and calibration data
processing.
The precision frequency counter used is calibrated every 6 months in an accredited
calibration laboratory, which is traceable via VTT (Finnish National Laboratory for frequency) and
Loran-C network to the International System of Units.
The above mentioned two precision digital pressure sensors are compared to precision
digital barometer before and after each cycle of 11 levels and calibrated every 12 months in accredited
calibration lab (Vaisala MSL). The precision digital barometer is calibrated every 6 months in Vaisala
MSL and compared daily to low drift precision aneroid barometer, which again is calibrated every 6
months in MSL. The pressure of Vaisala MSL is traceable via Swedish National Laboratory for
pressure (FF A) and International Laboratory (LNE in France) to the International System of Units.

LE CENTRE REGIONAL D'INSTRUMENTS
DE L'ASSOCIATION REGIONALE VI
Bernard BERINGUER
METEO-FRANCE

Lors de la neuvieme session a Ottawa du 15 au 26 Juillet 1985, la
Commission des
Instruments et des Methodes
d'Observation a
recommande l'etablissement de Centre Regionaux d'Instruments et a
invite les Associations Regionales a examiner la mise en place de
tels Centres (Rec. 19 CIMO IX). Cette recommandation a d'ailleurs
ete renouvelee a Bruxelles au cours de la dixieme session qui s'est
deroulee du 11 au 22 Septembre 1989 (Res. 19 CIMO X).
Dans ce cadre, a la reunion de Mai 1990 a Sofia (Bulgaria), les
Directeurs des Services Meteorologiques de !'Association Regionale
VI ont designe le Service des Equipements et des Techniques
Instrumentales de la Meteorologie (SETIM, Trappes France) comme
Centre Regional d'Instruments de !'Association Regionale VI (Res. 4
-X- ARVI).
Il convient de s'interroger sur les raisons premieres qui ont
conduit les Membres de !'Association Regionale VI a se doter d'un
tel centre Regional d'Instruments.
Tout d'abord, il faut constater qu'il apparait sur le marche
international depuis quelques annees toutes sortes d'instruments
meteorologiques ou de systemes integres plus ou moins sophistiques
et possedant des caracteristiques
techniques differentes. Ce
foisonnement de materials meteorologiques pose probleme aux Membres
de
!'Association
Regionale
VI
concernant
le comportement
operationnel et les performances en reseau de
ces nouveaux
produits. En effet, !'instrumentation meteorologique n'a pas fait
l'objet jusqu'a present d'une reelle normalisation. A vrai dire,
une reglementation existe deja partiellement pour !'instrumentation
meteorologique des aeroports, qui decoule de !'Annexe III au
reglement de l'OACI. Il faut toutefois s'attendre a ce qu'une
telle reglementation apparaisse en raison des enjeux touchant a la
securite des personnes dans les domaines comme l'annonce des crues,
la securite routiere, la marine ..•
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independants organisent des
evaluations
et des comparaisons
d'instruments en appliquant des methodes normalisees qui font appel
aux recommandations de !'Organisation Meteorologiques Mondiale.
D'autre part, un nouvel aspect apparait au sein de la Region VI :
c'est l'aide scientifique et technique que peuvent apporter de tels
Centres aux pays de la Region qui ont decide depuis peu de renover
leur reseau d'observation. Ces Centres doivent repondre a leurs
demandes en organisant des colloques ou des stages de formation sur
la maintenance et l'etalonnage des materiels. Des experts-conseils
dans le domaine des instruments et des methodes d'observation
meteorologiques doivent
collaborer avec les
Membres qui en
expriment le besoin.
Tout ceci indique que les centres d'instruments peuvent jouer un
role important dans !'amelioration de la qualite des reseaux
d'observation de la Region VI. Cette demarche est aussi l'une des
preoccupations du conseil Executif de !'Organisation Meteorologique
Mondiale puisqu'il se fixait comme objectif dans le second plan a
long terme, de promouvoir la mise au point de methodes normalisees
pour !'execution des mesures meteorologiques
et geophysiques
necessaires aux divers programmes de l'OMM.
Dans cet esprit !'Association regionale VI a attribue
Regional d'Instruments de Trappes les missions suivantes

au Centre

a) tenir un jeu d'etalons meteorologiques qui soit lie aux etalons
reconnus a l'echelle internationale et nationale et consigner de
fa9on constante leurs caracteristiques de fonctionnement et leurs
elements de comparaison ;
b) aider les Membres de la Region a etalonner leurs instruments
meteorologiques etalons nationaux, ou a les comparer aux etalons
indiques au point a) et tenir les Membres de la Region et le
Secretariat
de l'OMM
au
courant
des
instruments etalons
disponibles;
c) etre en mesure de certifier la conformite des instruments en
faisant reference aux recommandations de l'OMM ;
d) organiser des evaluations et des comparaisons d'instruments, en
appliquant des methodes normalisees ;
e) conseiller les Membres de la Region dans leurs enquetes sur la
performance des instruments et sur la disponibilite des documents
d'orientation connexes ;
f) aider l'OMM a organiser des colloques ou des stages de formation
sur la maintenance, l'etalonnage et la comparaison des instruments
meteorologiques, en fournissant les installations de laboratoires
et de terrain et en apportant une assistance concernant les
equipements de demonstration et les experts-conseils ;
g) conserver en bibliotheque des ouvrages et des periodiques sur
les theories et pratiques liees aux instruments ;
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h) collaborer, avec d'autres centres regionaux d'instruments,
normalisation des instruments meteorologiques ;

a

la

Depuis quelques annees les choix effectues
par Meteo-France
orientes vers ce type d'activites ont permis au service des
Equipements et des Techniques Instrumentales de la Meteorologie de
progresser de maniere significative.
Certes, il est indispensable d'ameliorer ses possibilites
prestations d'ici quelques annees.

et ses

Ce Centre qui inclut egalement le Centre Regional Radiometrique de
l'OMM installe sur le site de Carpentras est charge de faire en
sorte
que
Meteo-France dispose
en permanence
d'un reseau
d'observation performant et fiable.
Ses activites recouvrent
principalement les actions de developpement d'instruments destines
au
reseau
meteorologique,
les
evaluations
de
materiels,
l'homologation, l'installation, la maintenance et la formation
technique. Une preoccupation constante anime les equipes chargees
de ces taches
le suivi de la qualite du reseau d'observation.
Pour mener
a bien ces missions, le SETIM comporte trois
departements a vocation technique charges
respectivement des
activites suivantes
- recherche et developpement
- qualite - methode - references
- installations et maintenance
Les moyens en personnel sont d'une trentaine d'ingenieurs et d'une
cinquantaine de technicians environ. Les sites de Trappes et de
Carpentras disposent d'ores et deja de plateformes et de moyens
d'essais permettant des evaluations ou des certifications de
materiels de mesures des parametres meteorologiques.
Il faut noter que Meteo-France compte proceder d'ici quelques
annees a la renovation complete des locaux de l'Observatoire
Meteorologique de Trappes.
Cette restauration valorisera cet
etablissement qui est l'un des plus anciens de l 1 histoire de
l'Observation Meteorologique : C'est, en effet, sur ce site que fut
decouverte en 1896 la stratosphere par Leon Teisserenc de Bort.
Les premieres initiatives entreprises dans le cadre du Centre
Regional d'Instruments de Trappes ont concerne l'organisation de
comparaisons
internationales
d'Instruments
de
mesures
meteorologiques.
Une premiere comparaison porte sur les ensembles anemometriques. En
effet, il apparait depuis peu sur le marche toutes sortes de
capteurs de plus en plus sophistiques mettant en jeu des principes
de mesures qui etaient jusqu'a present du domaine du laboratoire.
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La precision mais egalement
devaient d'etre verifiees.

la

fiabilite

de

ces

systemes se

L'Institut suisse de Meteorologie et Meteo-France se sont associes
pour organiser cette comparaison avec pour theme particulier la
mesure des vents forts dans un environnement de type montagne. La
station meteorologique du
Mont
Aigoual
dans
les cevennes
accueillera cette comparaison internationale qui se deroulera de
Juillet 1992 a Septembre 1993.
Le centre Regional d'Instruments s'est propose d'organiser une
seconde comparaison internationale concernant les capteurs et les
systemes automatiques
d'observation
du
temps
present. Les
experiences devraient avoir lieu pendant la periode allant de
Septembre 1993 a Juin 1995.
0 1 autre part, les banes d'essais de radiosondes du centre ont ete
remplaces recemment, ce qui permet d'effectuer des controles
metrologiques pousses grace a ces nouvelles installations mais
aussi grace A la methodologie et au savoir faire du centre en ce
domaine. De meme, il faut signaler la renovation du laboratoire de
metrologie en vue d'un agrement par le Bureau
National de
Metrologie.
Ces premieres actions expriment la volonte de Meteo-France de
mettre en oeuvre d'importants moyens pour activer le Centre
Regional d'Instruments de Trappes. Nul doute que des echanges et
des collaborations fructueuses entre les pays Membres contribueront
a developper le tout jeune Centre Regional d'Instruments de
!'Association Regionale VI.

PROCEDURES D'ESSAIS ET DE RECEPTION TECHNIQUE DES RADIOSONDES
M. LEROY
METEO-FRANCE, FRANCE

f.

INTRODUCTION ET HISTORIQUE

Le Service des Equipements et Techniques Instrumentales de la Meteorologie
(SETIM, Trappes) possede de nombreuses installations techniques utilisables
dans le domaine des mesures par radiosondage. Ces moyens consistent en
caissons climatiques, radar de poursuite, station experimentale de radiosondages, completes d'une experience de plusieurs annees sur des tests de radiosondes.
Il y a 25 ans, le centre de Trappes a meme etalonne pendant plusieurs
annees toutes les radiosondes utilisees dans son reseau.
Pendant 1es annees 80, le SETIM a participe au developpement d'une nouveile
radiosonde electronique et a particulierement developpe les tests de radiosonde,
en 1aboratoi re et en vol. Ces tests peuvent etre effectues en vue de deux
objectifs
- la determination des caracteristiques d'une radiosonde et sa qualification
- la verification des caracteristiques d'un lot de radiosondes pour effectuer un contr6le d'une commands passee chez le fournisseur.
Ces tests ont ete appliques lors du choix de la radiosonde actuellement
utilisee par METEO-FRANCE. Des procedures normalisees de contr61e sont regulierement appliquees sur les radiosondes livrees par notre fournisseur.
Le present document va plus insister sur "l'originalite"
METEO-FRANCE, les contr6les en laboratoire.

des contr6les de
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2.1 EN LABORATOIRE
L'approche retenue est une identification "a priori" des divers facteurs
susceptibles d'influencer la qualite de la mesure. Les performances globales
requises par une radiosonde sont exprimees dans le guide CIMO. Des methodes permettant de quantifier les erreurs generees par les
differents facteurs
d'influence ont ete definies. Il est parfaitement admissible que certaines erreurs soient corrigees numeriquement par des procedures operationnelles.
Il convient alors de quantifier 1 'erreur residuelle apres application de la
procedure de correction. Le but est de controler qu'aucun effet parturbateur ou
combinaison d'effets perturbateurs (si de tels effets sont cumultatifs ou
statistiquement cumulatifs), n'entraine pas une erreur superieure a la precision
requise.

De telles verifications ne sont pas suffisantes pour qualifier une radiosonde, mais elles sont au moins necessaires pour comprendre les caracteristiques
d'une radiosonde.
2.2 EN VOL

Les essais en vol d'une radiosonde ne peuvent pas etre exclus d'une qualification. Ces essai s sont effectues par rapport a une sonde "connue" (Vai sal a
RS80) et aussi au cours de sondages jumeles, comportant 2 radiosondes identiques. Ces sondages jumeles permettent alors une estimation de la repetabilite
des mesures d'une radiosonde. Les parametres examines sont alors assez semblables a ceux qui sont pris en compte lors des comparaisons internationales de
radiosondes : Temp6rature, Humidit6, Geopotentiel.
Des parametres complementaires comme la derive en fr6quence de 1 'emetteur
ou le taux de disponiblite de donnees (PTU ou vent) a differents niveaux,
peuvent aussi etre determines.
2.3 IDENTIFICATION DES FACTEURS D'INFLUENCE

2.3.1 Sur la mesure depression
- qual i te de 1 'etal onnage ; ni ti a1
- influence de la temperature en statique (temperature fixe comme lors de
l'etalonnage) et en dynamique (variations de temperature analogues i un
sondage reel)
- influence de la tension d'alimentation
- influence du vieillissement
- influence de 1 'emetteur
- influence des chocs (raisonnables et realistes} sur la radiosonde
L'etalonnage de la radiosonde en pression est facilement controlable dans
un caisson climatique. Le SETIM est capable de controler 32 radiosondes en meme
temps.
Les essais se font generalement en
radiosonde, sans passer par 1 'emetteur.

accedant directement aux

donnees de la
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Des

sondages simul~s. pour lesquels on fait varier la pression et la
i la mime vitesse qu'un radiosondage reel, sent souvent tr•s
int~ressants.
Ils ont permis par exemple de mettre en evidence un decalage
systematique sur la mesure de pression au voisinage de 700 hPa pour un type de
radiosonde largement utilise. Ce decalage vo1s1n de 1 hPa est du a un
d~sequilibre interne de la temperature ; des~quilibre entre la temperature de la
capsule depression et la temperature d'une capacite electrique de compensation
des derives thermiques de la capsule. Get effet peut etre simplement mis en
evidence en plaQant brusquement une radiosonde dans un congelateur.
temp~rature

2.3.2 Sur la mesure de temperature
- qualite de 1 'etalonnage initial
dispersion du capteur par rapport a la r~ponse standard : applicable pour
une thermistance
influence de la temperature sur le circuit de mesure (applicable lorsque
le capteur est suppose avoir une reponse standard)
- influence de la tension d'alimentation
- influence du vieillissement
- influence de 1 'emetteur
influence du rayonnement (solaire et infrarouge) : ce sujet peut s'averer
extremement complexe (voir les travaux de M. SCHMIDLIN, USA par example).
- influence de la constants de temps
influence de la position du capteur par rapport a la radiosonde
Lorsque le capteur de temperature est suppose posseder une reponse
electrique connue (cas d'une thermistance), les tests de verification peuvent
porter a la fois sur les capteurs seuls (dans des bains thermostates ou des
enceintes climatiques) et sur l'electronique de mesure en remplacant le capteur
par un element fixe.
Les contr6les giobaux en caisson climatique
necessitent de
precautions en vue d'homogeneiser la temperature. Un contr61e garanti
que 0.15°C est possible.

grandes

a mieux

2.3.3 Sur la mesure d'humidite

-

qual i te de 1 'etal onnage initial OLI dispersion par rapport a une reponse
standard du capteur
influence du calage initial
influence de la temperature sur le capteur et sur le circuit de mesure
influence de la tension d'alimentation
influence du vieillissement
influence de l'emetteur
influence de la position du capteur par rapport a la radiosonde
influence de la constante de temps

Les contr6les en humidite sont beaucoup plus difficile que ceux en pression
et en temperature. Il taut parfois se contenter de contr6le en un seul point
d' humi dite.
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Les essais en vol sont en final les plus interessants pour 1 'utilisateur.
Ils sont representatifs des conditions reelles d'utilisation et globalisent les
effets perturbateurs. Ils souffrent toutefois de 1 'absence de reference absolue,
ce qui conduit a une difficulte d'interpretation des resultats. Ils sont
neanmoins incontournables.
Les essais de laboratoire permettent quanta eux de mettre en evidence et
de comprendre de facon plus individuel1e les defauts d'une radiosonde et les
facteurs d'influence. Ils peuvent permettre une meilleure interpretation des
essais en vol. Utilises lors d'une recette technique d'un lot de radiosonde, ils
sont moins discutables en cas d'anomalies, et sent done utilisables comrne
procedure contractuelle de reception de radiosondes.
3. RECEPTION TECHNIQUE DE RADIOSONDES
METEO-FRANCE applique des procedures normalisees decrites dans un document
contractual, annexe au marche passe avec son fournisseur. Ce document, appele
"Cahier de recette des radiosondes", precise les criteres de rejet qui peuvent
etre pris en compte par METEO-FRANCE pour refuser un lot de radiosondes.
Les facteurs de qualite pris en compte sont les suivants
- le taux de disponibilite des mesures en sondage (PTU
LORAN C)
- les qualites metrologiques obtenues en sondage
- la stabilite des caracteristiques de la radiosonde
-la stabilite de l'emetteur utilise
Les criteres de qualites pris en compte et
controles specifiques sont les suivants
-le
- le
- le
-la
- la
- la
- la
- la

qui se

et

vent Omega ou

traduisent par des

taux de rejet des radiosondes au sol,
taux de disponibilite des donnees PTU en sondage
taux de disponibilite des donnees Vent en sondage
repetabilite des mesures au sol et en sondage
qualite de 1 'etalonnage (apres corrections de calage sol),
qualite des mesures en simulation
stabilite des caracteristiques
derive de la frequence de 1 'emetteur

Cette liste n'exclue pas des controles complementaires pouvant entrainer un
rejet du lot de radiosonde. Il est alors considere que le defaut doit etre redhibitoire et indiscutable pour que ce rejet soit prononce.
3.1 ECHANTILLONNAGE, NQA
La recette technique est generalement effectuee par lots de radiosonde voisins de 3000 sondes. Nous utilisons largement les normes (ISO) decrivant les
principes de controle statistiques de lots, par comptage de defauts ou par mesu-
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rage. Ces normes definissent un Niveau de Qualite Acceptable (AQL en Anglais)
dont la valeur a ete fixee a 4 ou 6.5 suivant les cas. Ceci est sensiblement
equivalent a obtenir un niveau de performance dans 95% des cas.
Les echantillons utilises pour des lots de 3000
35 sondes.

sondes varient entre 25 et

3.2 CONTROLES EFFECTUES

L'ensemble des controles effectues consiste en
- le taux de rejet des radiosondes au sol,
le taux de disponibilite des donnees PTU et vent a 700, 500, 200, 100 et
20 hPa
- controle de 1 'etalonnage pression et temperature
- contr6le de la pression en simulation (sondage simule)
- repetabilite des mesures en sondage (16 sondages jumeles)
-la derive de la frequence de l'emetteur
A chaque
appliquees :

controle

correspond un critere de

rejet.

Deux techniques sont

- on compte le nombre de sondes non conformes. Le critere de rejet est un
nombre limite
- on mesure la moyenne et 1 'ecart type des ecarts entre les sondes et les
capteurs de reference. Le critere de rejet est une combinaison de la
moyenne et de 1 'ecart type.
3.3 EFFICACITE DES CONTROLES

Le controle complet d'un lot de 3000 sondes peut representer 4 semaines de
tavail. Tous les contr6les ne sont pas toujours effectues. Il representant une
contrainte non negligeable mais sont une garantie de qualite de la fourniture.
Ils sont par ailleurs interessants pour le fournisseur qui dispose ainsi d'un
suivi independant de sa production. Courant 1991, nous avons d'ailleurs mis en
evidence un lager defaut d'etalonnage sur les radiosondes fournies. La reaction
du fournisseur a ete tres positive et nos remarques suivies d'effets.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Les essais de radiosonde en laboratoire sont des moyens tout a fait complementaires aux intercomparaisons de radiosonde, pour la determination des caracteristiques de radiosondes. Ils permettent de mieux apprehender des effets perturbateurs individuals sur la mesure. Ils permettent aussi de definir de
cri teres de recette techniques controlables en laboratoire pour 1 'acceptation ou
le refus de lots de radiosonde. Ce sont done des outils privilegies de controle
de qualite des radiosondes.
Le SETIM, Centre Regional d'Instruments de la Region VI, est particulierement bien arme pour l 'exicution de ces essais, i la fois en laboratoire et en
vol.

COMPUTERISED CALIBRATION SYSTEM FOR BAROSWITCH PRESSURE SEN$0RS FOR
HK III RADIOSONDES

S.K. Srivastava & M.K. Gupta
India Meteorological Department
Lodi Road, New Delhi-110003
1.

Introduction

Pressure sensor is the most important part of any radiosonde system. In
MK III Indian radiosonde, the aneroid capsule made out of Nispan-C is used in a
baroswitch mode. As the Nispan-C has zero thermoelastic coefficient, this was
found the most appropriate alloy for making aneroid capsules. Su~5ably annealed
ano aged, diaphragms of Nispan-C are soldered and evacuated to 10
Torr to make
the aneroid capsule. Aneroid Capsule is thoroughly exercised and mounted on a
die-cast frame with one side fixed.
On the other free end, a pen arm is
mechanically coupled, which terminates as sharp tip on. a printed circuit plate.
The printed circuit plate, often called as commutator plate, has 150 conducting
and non-conducting segments in the shape of an arc of a circle of 52.5mm length.
As radiosonde rises with hydrogen filled ballodn, the pressure outside reduces,
causing expansion of aneroid capsule and forward movement of the free end of the
aneroid. This forward movement of aneroid is mechanically amplified and
transferred to the tip of the arm which moves over the commutator segments.
The commutator plate contacts, in conjunction with pen arm tip, are used
for sequential switching of temperature and humidity sensors to the modulator
which converts resistance of sensors into audiofrequency ready for transmission
on a carrier. High and low references also intermittently occur to keep check
on the health of the radiosonde during ascent.
The pressure values from the baroswi tch are deduced by calibrating the
movement of pen tip on commutator plate. The calibration procedure comprises of
keeping the baroswitch into a thermovacuum chamber in which both temperature and
pressure are simulated as encountered by radiosonde during its ascent. The
pressure values are noted for beginning and end of each contact.
The
calibration chart, thus obtained, is used for detecting the pressure values in
the radiosonde flight.
The accuracy and resolution of pressure measurements
entirely depend upon the quality of calibration system used and so the
accuracies of radiosonde measurements.
The analog type calibration system earlier in use since past two decades
utilised automanometer with differential transformer as pressure sensing
element. A chain of servo-synchro motors and amplifiers was utilised to drive
the event chart recorders with the speed proportionate to change in pressure of
the thermovac chamber as sensed by automanometer for baroswitches calibration.
Details of this system are given in Appendix A.
This form of calibration system had a number of inherent disadvantages. The
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servo loop, if not optimally adjusted, produced lag, lead or jerking movement,
giving rise to errors in calibration.
The auto-transformer type pressure
transducer was sluggish, introducing the calibration lag errors. As the whole
system was mechanical, the wear and tear in the mechanical components were also
a major source of inaccuracy. The resolution of chart was 1 hPa and also for
deducing the pressure values from the chart, involved human judgement. With all
these limitations, the calibration accuracy could not be better than +2 hPa. The
major lacuna was felt in the system as the calibration chart beyond SO hPa had
less number of ordinates with greater number of contacts, thus making the
resolution inadequate at lower pressures. Thus, the radiosonde inform:;; :ion at
higher heights was more prone to errors due to poor resolution and a greater
role of human judgement.

Keeping the above in view, it was felt necessary to develop a calibration
system having higher resolution and better accuracy.
In the present paper, a
computer based pressure calibration system has been discussed, using a digital
pressure sensor' and analog to digital data acquisition system.
2.

System configuration

The

functional

block diagram of the computer based digital calibration

system designed for the purpose is shown in Fig.1. The system consists of the

following units:
2.1

Thermo vacuum chamber

The thermovacuum chamber has a capacity to place 64 baroswitches. All the
baroswi tches are supplied +5 V power to their low reference contacts and -5 V
power to their humidity and high reference contacts from an external DC power
source through the terminal board provided on the body of the chamber as shown
in Fig.2.
The pressure and temperature inside the thermovac chamber can be
varied from 1025 hPa to less than 5 hPa and +50°C to -50°C respectively in a
simul tan eo us predetermined rate.
With the change of pressure, pen arm of
baroswitch move over the commutator plate and picks up the voltage available on
the baroswitch contacts which are +5 V, -5V or 0 V depending on the position of
the pen ar-m, i.e. at low reference, humidity/ high reference or non-conducting
part of the commutator plate respectively. To measure this voltage, pen arms of
all the baroswitches are individually connected to the multiplexer through the
terminal board of the chamber.
2.2

Intellisensor

Digital barometer manufactured by Atmospheric Instrumentation Research
Inc., USA, with the following specifications, is used as pressure sensing
element for the chamber pressure:
Pressure measurement range

Accuracy
Pressure resolution

Sampling rate
Selectable averaging
Output interface
Output data format
Power requirement

0 to 1300 hPa
+0.6 hPa
: 0.01 hPa
10 per second
1, 10, 100, 1000 sample/average
RS-232C (110, 300, 1200, 9600 baud)
Serial ASCII,B bit,no parity, 2 stop bits
+12 V DC

It is connected to the environmental chamber through a rubber tube and the
output is connected to the RS-232C port of the microcomputer. Averaging of 10

- 411 samples per second and
this configuration, it
reading is the average
An external + 12 V DC
pressure sensor.
2.3

transmission speed of 9600 bauds have been selected. In
sends one pressure reading every second. This pressure
pressure of the chamber during last one second interval.
power supply is utilised to supply power to the digital

64 channel multiplexer

It is a single pole 64 way electronic switch, and connects one of the
baroswitches pen arm's output to the analog data acquisition card for
measurement of voltage at the pen arm. The switching action is controlled by 6
bit digital address input from analog data acquisition card. The 6 bit digital
address input represents Channel No. 0 to 63 in binary form corresponding to the
baroswitch connected to the data acquisition card. Thus, all the 64 baroswitches
under calibration are multiplexed and sequentially connected to analog data
acquisition card.
2.4

Analog data acquisition card

This is an interface card to link analog data to PC/XT and also to control
the working of multiplexer. It is installed into one of the expansion slots of
PC/XT and its working is software controlled. First, a binary address is sent
from its digital output port to the multiplexer, and then it samples the analog
input obtained from multiplexer, converts it into a binary value. This binary
number is then read into memory and stored for further processing. This process
of data acquisition takes 15 microseconds per channel.
The process is fully
software controlled and is discussed further while describing software being
used for baroswitch calibration.
2.5

Microcomputer
The basic configuration of microcomputer used in the system is given below:
1. CPU 8088

2. 640 K (RAM)
3. 20 MB Hard Disk Drive
4. 360 KB Floppy Disk Drive
5. Video.Terminal

6.-RS-232C Port
7. Parallel port for printer
The PC/XT controls the entire operation of this system.
During data
acquisition process, which is under control of programme IMDACQ, it controls 64
channel multiplexer and analog data acquisition card to acquire raw calibration
data.
Later on, it processes these data to produce .calibration charts
individually for all the baroswitches under calibration.
3.

Software description and operation

In each calibration cycle, maximum 64 baroswitches can be calibrated. All
the baroswitches are first visually checked, their commutator plates are cleaned
and tension of pen arm is properly adjusted.
Checked baroswitches are then
mounted on suitable _trays and required electrical connections are made as shown
in Fig. 2. All the trays containing baroswitches are placed into thermovacuum
chamber and connected to the inner terminal board.
Following programs are executed in a calibration cycle.
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EC

This program is for entering baroswitch numbers for all the 64 channels.
Editing facility is provided by movement of cursor to any of the already entered
baros\'litch numbers for making desired modification." At the end, by pressing
function key F10, all the baroswitch numbers get stored into a file IMD-CH.TAB
3.2

CHECK

The execution of this software scans all the 64 channels through the data
acquisition card and multiplexer and displays the status on monitor screen. The
status is updated continuously at every second. This software facilitate to
adjust the pen arm of each baroswi tch at 5th contact mechanically (first Low
Reference Contact at ambient pressure) and the output voltage at pen arm, when
properly adjusted, is +5 V. The program execution can be terminated by pressing
any key on the keyboard.
3.3

IMDACQ

This program acquires baroswi tch calibration raw data for all the 64
baroswitches.
At the beginning of this program, it receives the initial
pressure values through RS-232C port from Intellisensor, and then allows to
enter current date and time and write this data in a file IMDACQ2.DAT.
After
this step, it asks to raise pressure upto 1025 hPa and then reduce it. As soon
as the pressure becomes just less than 1020 hPa, the main data acquisition
process starts which repeats the following steps every second till the pressure
becomes less than 5.hPa or the programme is terminated by pressing Esc key.
i.

Reads pressure of thermovacuum chamber from Intellisensor through RS-232C
port.

ii.

Sequentially samples output of pen arms through data acquisition card and
multiplexer from channel 1 to 64. This sequential sampling is repeated 10
times every second.

iii. Write pressure data and sampled data (640 values) into file IMDACQ2.DAT.
The flow chart of the program is shown in Fig. 3.

3.4

PROCESS

This program processes the data acquired by· IMDACQ program to create
baroswitch calibration chart for all the 64 baroswitches. Fig.4 shows the flow
chart of the program. Raw data of one baroswitch is read from raw data file
IMDACQ2 .DAT and its baroswi tch number from file IMD-CH. TAB and processes raw
data in the following steps:
i.

Determine all voltage change over pressure values.

ii.

Separates out low reference contacts
reference contacts after 106th contact.

before

105th

contact

and

high

iii. If two consecutive low references or high references are missing, the
further processing for this particular baroswitch is terminated, indicating
the error on monitor screen.
iv.

Determines average pressure per contact between two consecutive references

- 413 as fixed above in step (ii) and compares with the actual acquired contact
pressures. With this process of comparison, it determines the missing and
broken contacts.
v.

The baroswitch calibration data are then subjected to some quality checks,
as given in Appendix B.

vi.

The calibration chart is then printed on the printer along with result of
quality control check, i.e. accepted or rejected along with cause of
rejection.

These steps ( i) through (vi) are repeated for all the 64 baroswi tches.
However, it is not necessary to use the maximum capacity (64 baroswitches) of
calibration in each cycle of calibration.
If any channel is no.t used, the
baroswitch number for the corresponding channel is not entered during execution
of Program EC. 1n such cases, data of those channels are not processed.
4.

Conclusion

In Table given below and Fig. 5, baroswitch calibration charts, as acquired
by the digital calibration sys,tem and the previous analog type system
respectively are shown. Since it was not feasible to reproduce the exact analog
type calibration chart, a faithful amplified tracing has been presented.
TABLE
Instrument : 1443-90
Surface pressure: 983.0

Time: 11:30:02
Date: 12/94/1991
Last pressure: 9.7

Contact
number

0

10

20

140

150

0.0

-50.0

916.1

-50.0

40.3
38.4

-50.0

905.5
900.6

792.2
781.9
778.2

10.9

0.5
1.0

37.3

9.5

918.6

797.2

686.3

13.3

9.8

In case of analog type calibration chart, the manual decoding of pressure values
has evident inherent errors, especially at lower pressures, shown in the later
part of Fig. 5., where the number of contacts are more in a small pressure range
and smudging of contacts results in greater decoding errors.
The errors in
pressure values at lower pressure ranges were of more significance for both
temperature and gpm values, as deduced by radiosonde measurements. All these
wealines.se~ iHive been taken care of by digital calibration which provides direct
read out and. hence human judgment is completely eliminated.
This has also
improved resolution and accuracy. The digitally calibrated baroswi tches have
.been introduced in the national upper air network since 1990 and the performance
of the system has been found satisfactory. It is planned, in future, to obtain
these charts in the form of perforated tapes for direct feeding into the
computer system which will further reduce the time taken by operator to feed the
calibration chart in the computer through keyboard.
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ANALOG BAROSWITCH CALIBRATION SYSTEM
The block diagram of the analog type calibration system is given in Fig.6.
The chamber in which the baroswitches were to be calibrated was coupled to
a manometer tube. A soft iron float on the mercury in the manometer tube acts as
a core of a differential transformer. Whim the float is in the centre of the
differential transformer, there is no voltage in its output but when the floJt
moves away from the central position, an error voltage is developed. This error
voltage is amplified by the servo-amplifier and applied to the control winding
of the manometer servo-motor, which is a two phase induction motor. The servo
motor rotates the lead screw which moves the differential transformer on the
manometer tube. The servo motor rotates .either direction depending on the phase
of the error voltage. The error voltage is either in pahse of 180° out of phase
with respect to thephase of the voltage in the primary winding of the
differential transformer depending on the direction in which the core is
displaced from the centre of the differential transformer. The servo motor
drives the transformer such that the error voltage is minimum and the float is
maintained in the central position. The level of mercury in the manometer tube
is thus automatically tracked.
The motion of the servo motor which makes the transformer to follow the
column of mercury is transferred to recorders through another servo chain. This
consists of a 'synchro transmitter' driven by the manometer servo motor, whose
rotation is conveyed to the recorder servo motor, through the control
transformer and servo amplifier.
The recorder chart roll thus moves in
synchronism with the mercury level in the manometer tube. This motion is
adjusted according to a pre-printed pressure scale on the chart paper such that
the paper is advanced to 1 mm with fall of 1 hPa pressure in the chamber.
When the pen attached to the aneroid in the baroswitch makes a contact with
a conducting segment of the commutator, the pen on the recorder is deflected and
the trace indicates the pressure on the printed chart.
Thus, analog type
pressure calibration -:hart is obtained with each mm as 1 hPa and beginning and
end of each contact is recorded as trace. The pressure values for each contact
number of commutator plate can be read from the chart supplied with each
baroswi tch.
APPENDIX-B
QUALITY CONTROL CRITERIA
The pen of baroswi tch, sometimes, does not move in perfect contact with
commutator plate or the commutator plate itself has few contacts shorted or
missing. Such situation give rise to broken/ missing contacts in calibration.
Uneven spacing or width of contacts also give imperfect switching. Some
baroswitches either have less or more aneroid expansion in the specified
r:. essur·e range, which cannot be accepted as these leads to pnor res,..lut.i rm or
lower calibrCJtion range respectively. All such defects are to hP. rer:.f';lll
monitored by quality check subroutines of the program and only those
baroswitches meeting all the following criteria are accepted.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
B.

Consecutive references should not be missing
Not more than two references be missing
Not more than three consecutive contact be missing or broken
Not more than 5 contacts be missing or broken
The last contact's pressure be less than 20.0 hPa
The calibration must reach at least 135th contact
The pressure of 5th contact be within +5 hPa of ambient pressure
The pressure of 105th contact be between 100 and 250 hPa
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l.Introduction.
A good knowledge of the Earth's climatic trends, the building
model validations
used by the Meteorologists, the energy Specialists, ... require very accure radiation measurement results.
It is impossible to develop such a subject in a few pages so I' 11
restrict myself to the presentation of some results we obtained
recently in this field of radiometry at Carpentras .

2. Solar Radiation Measurements:
The Errors due to the Circumsolar Diffuse Radiation •
Air molecules,water vapor and aerosols (dust or other small
particles) scatter energy from solar origin. Because the aerosols
have a strong forward scattering component, a great part of the
scattered diffuse radiation appears to come from a more or less large
annular aera around the solar disk according the atmospheric
turbidity. This circumsolar radiation (called also solar aureole) is
one of the causes of the Diffuse and Direct solar radiation measurement errors. It is without effect on the accuracy of the Global
radiation measurements.

2.1. Measurement of the Diffuse Solar Irradiance of the
Sky
Diffuse radiation is measured by using a pyranometer equipped
with a special shading device to exclude Direct radiation from the
Sun. A sun tracking shadow disk is a very suitable device.
Unfortunately this equipement is expensive so it is more customary to
install a shadow band. Because a disk or a shadow band screen the
pyranometer from a portion of the diffuse radiation coming in from
the sky the results of the measurements are erroneous and corrections
must be made to these results.

- 422 2.1.1. Errors made using a shadow disk : these errors are generally
small if a disk of 5 or 6 cm in diameter is held 0.5 to 1 m from the
pyranometer. It is possible to have these errors by calculation from
the following:
=dD/D,_.

C

where dD is the proportion of the diffuse Irradiance screened by the
disk and DH is the horizontal diffuse Irradiance, both terms calculated from the DOGNIAUX-JOUKOFF relations [1,2] that are the results of
parametization of the angular distributions of sky radiances for
clear,overcast and intermediate sky covers. Figure 1 shows the errors
for the French disk device including the disk ( 6 cm held 45 cm) AND
the rotatable arm (
8 mm),
for different hours and solar
declinaisons at 45° latitude site with clear and overcast sky covers.
The French disk device is shown Figure 2. The total error of about 2%
at 12 LAT for clear skies is just acceptable. The errors due to the
disk increase in practice like the square of the disk diameter and
like the inverse of the square of the distance between the disk and
the pyranometer;so we must not use too large disk, disk held nearby
the pyranometer or too large arm for the " reference" readings.
2.1.2. Errors made using a shadow band. Because of the larger portion
of the sky screened by the shadow band,the errors are of course,larger with this device and corrections are absolutely necessary. Theoretically correction factors computed by JOUKOFF [2], LEROY [3] and
PLAZY-GREGOIRE [4] for the French band (radius: 45 cm;width: 6 cm)
are shown Figure 3. Anisotropic distributions of the DOGNIAUX's sky
radiance and isotropic distribution were used by these authors. Such
corrections are not very easy to use especially with intermediate sky
conditions. It possible to use the sunshine duration for the
calculation of the intermediate sky condition corrections. DEHNE' s
correction formula [5] is also very suitable for these corrections.
2.1.3. Calculation of Direct solar radiation from Diffuse and Global
radiation. Because pyrheliometry is expensive the measurements of the
Direct solar radiation are rather uncommon in radiometric networks.
Specialists in building energy often use climatological diffuse and
global data
in order to calculate the mean values of the Direct
radiation for their own applications (calculations of radiations re_
ceived on oriented plans for example) . The results of these
calculations are all the more accurate than the corrections on the
diffuse data, generally measured using a shadow band, have been correctly estimated before.

2.2.Measurement of Direct Solar Irradiance.
The circumsolar radiation intensity influences more significantly
the
readings
that
pyrheliometers
have
larger
view
limiting
geometries. Figure 4 represents the correction factors we use at
Carpentras
in order
to obtain readings
of a
Linke-Feussner
pyrheliometer (nominal field of view: 10°), close to the results of
measurements made using a pyrheliometer of 5° of field of view. We
can see that the strongest corrections are made with low sun
elevations and high atmospheric tubidity.
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3. Measurements
Origin.

of

Long-Wave

Radiation

of

Atmospheric

Measurements of long-wave radiation of atmospheric origin is accomplished by using an Eppley pyrgeometer at Carpentas. The errors of
pyrgeometric measurements are reduced to the minimum by:
a. the non utilization of the thermistor-battery-resistance radiation
compensation circuit of the sensor incorporated by the manufacturer
inside the radiometer,
b. operating with a solar tracking shade disk against the short wave
interferences,
c. operating with a ventilation system,
d. using an Albretch & Cox revised formula.
The revision of the Albretch
facts into consideration:

&

Cox formula take the following

a. complete heat transferts from the thermopile,
b.
the emissivity of
the
sensor
is
not
equal
to 1, the
transmissivities of the dome are different for downwards (from the
atmosphere) and upwards (from the thermopile sensor) radiations. The
formula we use now is:
4

A(~;)= Vac (C +(,_ T!) + ~~-()- Tr.'f- ~j.o[To - r:)- ~ (Ta-IG) -~1 ·G

(1)

Where

*Vac is the thermopile output
*Tc is the case temperature
*Td is the dome temperature
*~downward LW dome trans.
~)upward LW dome trans.

* E(tlemissivity inside dome
* G SW irradiance
* c~,c~,c, constants
* () Stefan-Boltzmann constant
* /::;~ downward SW dome trans .

This equation is almost the same equation as the Atmospheric
Environment Service (Canada) use. Personnally we prefer to keep into
this equation the ratio1t<t>/~(t) even if this ratio is close to the
value 1. If we use a shade disk the term r}/~(,)*G may be negleted
with cloudless sky, because the diffuse component is low and because
the dome is opaque to the diffuse radiation. More
the difference
(Td-Tc) is weak and its error is small, so it is possible to regroup
the 3rd and the 4th terms of the Equation (1) that may be written
now:

Pi~)=- Va. cl K -r o<. · 6· Te-4

-

.-k · o(Td•- Tc4 )

(2)

Where
* K, calibration factor of the thermopile
* q(.:!!1 (a(= 1.0076 Summer • o( =1.0088 Winter •

o< =1.0082)
The Equation (2) is the classical formula. Figure 5 represents
the best values of k that make the ratio of the result measurement
Irradiances, using or not using the shade disk ,very close to the
value 1.
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FIGURE 4 : The correction factors for the Linke-Feussner Pyrheliometer as a function of the Sun elevation and the Direct Solar
Irradiance.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE CIMO SURVEY ON
HISTORICAL CHANGES IN RADIOSONDE INSTRUMENTS AND PRACTICES
Dian J. Gaffen
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Air Resources Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland USA

Introduction

•

Detection of long-term changes in climate often depends on routine weather observations. As new obseniational
techniques have been introduced, because of improvements in accuracy, precision, efficiency or cost, the homogeneity
of the data records has not been a primary consideration. Data homogeneity problems have been identified in longterm surface temperature and precipitation records on land (Karl and Williams, 1987), sea temperature data
(Folland et al., 1984) and wind reports from ships (Isemer and Hasse, 1991).
Radiosondes have measured atmospheric temperature, humidity and winds for over half a century, and radiosonde
temperature and humidity data are increasingly being used to characterize climate variability and trends (e.g., Angell
and Korshover, 1983; Hense et al., 1988; Gaffen et al., 1991). Two types of data inhomogeneity cause problems for
climate research: (a) temporal inhomogeneity at a station due to changes in instruments or methods of observation
and (b) spatial inhomogeneity due to differences in radiosondes types or methods among stations. Recent
intercomparisons of contemporary radiosonde instruments (e.g., Nash and Schmidlin, 1987; Schmidlin et al., 1989)
have addressed part of the spatial inhomogeneity issue by quantifying the relative biases of some of the major sondes
in use. With the exception of a few studies focused on single nations (e.g., Huovila and Tuominen, 1989; Elliott and
Gaffen, 1991; Dobesch et al., this volume), the temporal homogeneity issues have not been investigated.
To address this lack of information about the global radiosonde data archive, a survey on Historical Changes in
Radiosonde Instruments and Practices was conducted as a result of a CIMO-X resolution (WMO, 1990). The next
section presents the survey topics and response rate. As an example of the utility of the information collected, dew
point depression conversion techniques from different countries and different eras are compared. [A separate paper
(Elliott and Gaffen, this volume) presents other survey results - evidence of the effects of changes in instruments
and practices on humidity records.] Conclusions and a set of preliminary recommendations follow.
Survey Topics and Response Rate
A two part survey was distributed to WMO Members by the Secretary-General. In June, 1990, a preliminary
questionnaire asked for the nomination of an expert to respond to a detailed second survey. That survey, distributed
in October 1990, requested information on:
o the availability of reports documenting changes in upper-air observing systems or the effects of such changes;
o the availability of upper-air station histories;
o current and past radiosonde temperature and humidity instruments, including sensor type, accuracy and precision;
o changes in methods of observation, including time of observation and calibration techniques;
o changes in data reporting practices, including humidity cutoffs and special codes; and
o data conversions, including corrections made to the data and algorithms for computing dew point depression.
Experts were also invited to provide other relevant information and plans for future changes.
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remainder (about half the WMO membership) did not respond. By January 1992, 45 experts had responded to the
second questionnaire. Responses were highly variable in terms of degree of detail, period of record covered, and
the extent to which the effects of known changes could be explained. Unfortunately, a few nations in climatically
important parts of the world did not participate; however, the nations operating the largest radiosonde networks,
as well as many smaller countries, provided detailed historical information, which, when compiled and published,
will be of use to researchers.
Comparison of Dew Point Depression Conversion Techniques
Radiosonde thermistors and hygristors measure atmospheric temperature (T) and relative humidity (U), butT
and U are converted to dew point depression (D) for the transmitted radiosonde report. Unfortunately, no single
method is used for the conversion. As a res.ult of the survey, we now know of 24 such methods. Sixteen different
computational algorithms from 13 nations are or were in use (Table 1), and these differ in functional form, not just
in numerical constants. These algorithms generally replaced other techniques, including tabular and graphical
methods, nomograms and circular slide rules (Table 2).
To determine whether this wide variety of techniques introduces bias into the global data archive, each was
evaluated over the meteorological range ofT (-50 to 50°C, in 10°C increments) and U (10 to 100%, in 10%
increments). For ease in comparison, the difference (to 0.1°C) between D resulting from each technique and D
computed from the algorithm currently in use in Switzerland is shown for two sample temperatures, -30 and 20°C
(Table 3). The Swiss algorithm was proposed by the International Organizing Committee for the WMO Hygrometer
Intercomparison (WMO, 1986); however, it is not an officially recommended formula. Indeed, there is not, to my
knowledge, any WMO-recommended method for converting T and U to D.
Of the 23 techniques, none agreed to within 0.1°C with the current Swiss formula for all T-U pairs. Many
techniques (e.g., the algorithms used by Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the former German Democratic
Republic, Poland, and the United Kingdom, as well as the earlier Swiss algorithm) usually agreed with the current
Swiss technique, and were different by at most 1.0°C for a few T-U pairs. A few (including the algorithms from
China, Cuba and the former USSR) were consistently different from the Swiss formula by several degrees.
Other techniques (e.g., all the U.S. techniques, the graphical method formerly used in Czechoslovakia, and the
Danish nomogram) were in general agreement for most T-U pairs but differed substantially for low values ofT and
U, sometimes due to cutoff values. For example, the United States sets D=30 for all U <20% and D missing for
all T < -40°C. The former cutoff causes problems because D = 30 can be easily misinterpreted as a physical datum,
although it can be as much as 10°C different from the value obtained by the Swiss formula. (However, at T=10°C
and U = 10% the Swiss formula yields D =30.0°C, exactly the U .S. code value.)
Conclusions and Preliminary Recommendations
A survey on Historical Changes in Radiosonde Instruments and Practice was conducted as a result of a resolution
of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation, and useful information has been collected from
45 Members. Many nations were not able to compile complete histories due to a lack of resources or because
records either were not maintained or have been lost. Because of the importance of such historical information for
climate research, it is strongly recommended that better efforts be made to ensure that changes in instruments and
observing practices be well documented and that historical records be made easily accessible to data users, perhaps
through an international mechanism. In addition, it is highly desirable that when changes are made an assessment
of the effect of the change on the data record be made as well.
Based on survey information, techniques for obtaining dew point depression from temperature and relative
humidity measurements were compared. No algorithms agreed consistently to an accuracy of 0.1°C. In a few cases,
differences of several degrees Celsius were obtained. These differences have nothing to do with different
instruments, but result simply from differences in data conversion and reporting practices; therefore, they introduce
unnecessary bias into the data archive. It is recommended that a single method for obtaining dew point depression
be promulgated and recommended by CIMO for use by all Members.
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Table 1. Dew point depression algorithms currently or previously used in different countries. When available, dates
of use are given. Symbols are: T = temperature C0C), Td = dew point (0 C), D = dew point depression T-Td, U =
relative humidity (%).
Belgil.m 1

1972-19~9: if_T>-40°C then (Td>- 1 = - {[log10 CU1100) + 5.07026 Log 10 cTdiT)l I 2954.98} + (T)- 1;
solved tterattvely

Belgillll 2

1990- if T>-40°C then Td = (2 T K)I(T loge(UI100) + 2 K); K = [15 Loge(UI100)- 2CT- 273.15)112711.5

Bulgaria

Td = 237.3 (7.5 T +X) I (1779.75 - X) where X= 0.43429 (237.3 + T) loge(UI100)

Canada

if T>-65°C then D =T - {[T + 273.15] I [1 - 461.51 (T+273.15) loge(0.01 U)llv(T)]} + 273.15
where Lv(T) - Latent heat of vaporization, from WMO-No.188.TP.94, 1966, Table 4.5

China

if T>-60°C and pressure>10 hPa then D = T - alb where a = 237.3 {7.5 Tl[237.3 + Tl + Log 10 cu> - 2}
and b = 7.5 - 7.5 T I [237.3 + Tl + log 10 CU) - 2

Cuba

1989-

Czechoslovakia

1980-1989 if U<10%, U was set to 10%.

D = A I [(1762 I A) Bl + 1 where A = T + 236 and B
1990-

=2

- 0.4343 loge(U)

if pressure<300 hPa, D is missing.

D = T - [237.3 I (7.5-loge(E))] loge(E) where E = 0.01 U 10X and X = 7.5 T 1 (237.3 + T)
Finland

until 1981 if pressure<300 hPa, D was missing
Td = [235 log 10 ca>1 I [7.45-Log 10 ca>l where a=el6.1, e=em U1100, em=6.1 10X and x=7.5 TIC237.3+T)

Germany 1

D = T - <rc3 loge (0.01 U X)l I rc 2 - loge (0.01 U X)l} where X = exp[(c 2 T) 1 cc3 + T)l
and, if T > 0°C c 2=17.502 and c3=240.97; otherwise c2=21.85 and c3=265.6 (These values are from
Saucier (1955), but the values used in Germany are said to be ·from the Smithsonian Meteorological
Tables.) Valid for stations 09035, 09338, 09410, 09739, 09868, in former FRG.

Germany 2

D = T - {[235 log 10 c0.01 U) + Xl 1 [7.45 - log 10 co.01 U) - xn where X = (7.45 T>IC235 +
Valid for stations 09184, 09393, 09486, 09739 mainly in former GDR.

Poland

if T > ·40°C then D = T - { S CA + X) I (R - A - X) } where R=7.4895, S=235.0,

T)

X = R T I (S + T)

and A = loge(UI100) I loge(10)
Switzerland 1

1959(?)-311990

if U ~ 10%, U was set to 10%

Td = [5390 CT + 273.16)] I [5390 - CT + 273.16) loge(UI100)] - 273.16
Switzerland 2

411990-

Td = {b [(b + T)loge(U1100) + a Tl} I <ab- (b + T)loge(UI100)} where a=17.502 and b=240.97

(former) Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
if T ~ -40°C then Td = {a [b T + (a+T) log 10 CUI100)]} 1 [a b - (a + T) log 10 cU1100)l
where a = 273.3 and b = 7.5
United Kingdom

Td -- - b0 + b1 Z + b2 z2 +

where Z -- e' w1112 , e' w -- ea 0 + a 1 T + a T2 + a T3 )6 (UI100)
2
3
and a0 = 1.3521, a 1 = 1.6369E-02, a2 = 3.1794E-05, a3 = -1.4892E-07
and b0 = -159.2, b1 = 152.5, b2 = -31.34, ~ = 15.37 Used with Mk.3 radiosonde. Source: Hooper (1986)

United· States

if T ~ -40°C then D is missing, otherwise if U < 20, D is set to 30

h-j

z3

D = u1 a 1 + cu 1 a2 >3+ a3 u3 14 where u1 = 1 - U1100, and
a 1 = 14.55 + 0.114 T, a2 = 2.5 + 0.007 T, and a3 = 15.9 + 0.117 T

Table 2.

Other Dew Point Depression Conversion Techniques.

Circular Slide ~Rules

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nomograms

1. Denma~k (until late 1970's): T-T /T/U diagram AE/VG 1967
.
2. ~ew Zealand: diagrams titled 3.49Dew Point Depression, 2-17-15 and 2-17-16, October 1988.

New Zealand: slide rule results provided by Mr. Ralph Pannett
United Kingdom: RadioSonde Dew Point Depression Calculator MK 1, Meteorological Office, Met. Ref. 29760.
United States: National Weather Service Psychrornetric Calculator, TELEX Communications, 1974. Model FCW-13A-1.
United States: Air Force Psychrometric Calculator, Felsenthal Instruments Co., ML-429/UM.
Data correspond to WMO Table 4.21

T-Td plotted against U for different values of T, from Hesse (1961)

Graphs

1.

Czechoslovakia (until 1979):

Tables

1.

New. Zealand: WMO (1973) Table 4.21 - see also Nomograms

Table 3. ComParison of dew point depression (D) evaluation methods for temperatures of -30 and 20°C. For different values of relative humidity, the value of
0 (°C) resulting from the formula currently used in Switzerland (Switzerland 2) is given, followed by the difference (°C) between D from each of 23 other
techniques and the Switzerland 2 algorithm. If a method does not yield a value for D, no value of the difference is given.
T = -30°C
Rel. H1.111.

(%)

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0

Switzerland 2 21.8 15.7 12.0
Belgium 1
Belgium 2
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Cuba
Czech. Eqn.
Czech. Graph
Denmark Nomo.
Finland
Germany 1
Germany 2
N.Zeal. Table
N.Zeal. Nomo.
N.Zeal. Rule
Poland
Switzerland 1
U.K. Eqn.
U.K. Rule
U.S.S.R.
u.s. Eqn.
U.S. NWS Rule
U.S. AF Rule

T = 20°C

0.2 0.1
0.3 0.2
-0.2 -0.1
0.4 0.2
13.4 8.0
2.1
-0.2 -0.1
0.2 0.3
0.2 0.1
-0.4 -0.3
-1.6 -1.3
-0.3 -0.2
0.1
0.7

0.1
0.1
-0.1
0.1
5.4
1.6
-0.1
0.0
0.0
-0.3
-1.0
-0.2
0.0
0.6

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2
1.1 0.7 0.5
0.2 0.1 0.1
0.3 0.0
4.0 2.9 2.2
8.2 -0.1 0.0
0.1 0.0
0.1 0.1

9.2
0.1
0.1
-0.1
0.1
3.7
1.3
-0.1
0.3
0.1
-0.2
-0.8
-0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
-0.2
0.4
0.1
-0.2
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.1

5.3

3.7

2.3

1.1

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.8 1.2 0.7 0.3
1.0 1.0 1.0
1.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1
o.o 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0
-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1
-0.6 -0.5 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
-0.1 -0~ 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-0.1 -0.1 -0.1
0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
-0.1 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.3 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.2
0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.1 -0.1
0.0 0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
2.6
1.2
0.0
-0.1

Rel. Hum. (%)

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0
14.0

10.7

8.0

5.6

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.3 0.2 0.1
0.8 -0.3 -0.7
3.4 2.4 1.8
0.0 o.o 0.0
0.0
-0.1 -0.1
0.0
0.1 -0.1
o.o 0.0 0.0
o~o
0.0 o.o
-0.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 o.o 0.0
0.0
0.1 -0.1
0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.2 -0.1 -0.1
0.0 -0.1 -0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
o.o
0.4 -0.1
3.0 2.3 1.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0 0.1
-0.1 -0.1 -0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.8
1.5
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.3
1.4
0.0
0.0
-0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.8
1.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.0
1.0
-0.1
0.1
-0.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.7

Switzerland 2 32.5 23.6 18.1
Belgium 1
Belgium 2
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Cuba
Czech. Eqn.
Czech. Graph
Denmark Nomo.
Finland
Germany 1
Germany 2
N.Zeal. Table
N.Zeal. Nomo.
N.Zeal. Rule
Poland
Switzerland 1
U.K. Eqn.
U.K. Rule
U.S.S.R.
u.s. Eqn.
U.S. NWS Rule
U.S. AF Rule

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
4.2

o.o

0.0
0.1
-0.1
0.0
-0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
-0.3
0.1
0.1
0.5
4.2
-2.5
-2.5
-2.5

1. 1

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.1
0.4
0.7
-0.1
0.0
-0.1

3.6

1. 7

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.5 -0.2
1.0 1.0
0.0 0.0
0.1
0.3
-0.1 -0.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
-0.1 -0.1
0.0
-0.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0 0.0
0.5 0.2
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.1
-0.1
0.0

~

w
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RADIOSOUNDING IN AUSTRIA • A HISTORICAL REVIEW
OF INSTRUMENTS AND DATA
H.DOBESCH, E.RUDEL and K.ZIMMERMANN
Central Institute of Meteorology and Geodynamics, Vienna, Austria

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper should be a contribution to detect long term changes in climate on a national base.
Similar papers have been published in Finland(1) and US(2). Data homogeneity is one of the preliminary
requirements to get realistic results about the natural variability of the climate.
The first beginnings of sounding the different layers of the atmosphere over Vienna lead to the year
1906. Between 1906 and 1928 over 200 balloon sands with mechanical registration of air pressure and air
temperature had been successfully launched. A first climatology and statistical analysis of the upper- air
temperature distribution was published 1931 (3).
Starting 1949 the first "real" radiosonde was set in operation at an american military airport near
Vienna. By the end of November 1951 this american radiosonde equipment was moved to Vienna-Hohe
Warte. Since then until today in Vienna radio sounding was in operation at this new place.
Until end of 1954 the observation time was 3 and 15 UTC. In the following years the soundings
were performed at 2 and 14 UTC, and since April 1st, 1957 up until now the usual time of operation is 0
and 12 UTC.
In the period between 1952 and 1960 the original american radiosonde (AMT4-sonde) was used
with different types of transmitters, 1953 and 1954 with 400 MHz, and then with 1680 MHz. Starting 1961, a
modified version of the AMT4-sonde came into operation: to reduce the failures caused by the mechanical
relay which was switching between the temperature and the humidity sensor, these elements were now
combined electrically so no relay was still necessary. With this special modified version, assembled in
Austria, all soundings were done until end of January 1977. Between February 1977 and April 1988 the
VIZ-radiosonde was used with high accuracy elements for temperature (ACCV-Lock) and humidity (Carbon
element). 1983 the transmitter frequency was changed to 403 MHz. A significant date was May 1st,1988,
because a new radiosonde type, fully developed in Austria was set into operation. This kind of sonde uses
no mechanical sensor. Determination of pressure is done with a hypsometer, starting its measurement
already at surface level. A smaller type of the original VIZ-thermistor is used here as temperature element
whereas humidity is measured with the original carbon element.
According to (4) the radiosonde data of Vienna had three kind of major changes in its history
a) change in reporting procedure with no change In instrument
b) change in instrument type from the same manufacturer
c) change in instrument manufacturers
This let expect some inhomogeinities in the long time data records.
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There exist several publications about the viennese radiosonde data (6- 33). One paper deals with
the effects of changing the observation time (11) another with the comparison between Budapest and
Vienna (8). Both show that changes in reporting procedures and changes in instrument types in the fifties
had no influence on the homogeneity.The most comprehensive paper (33) gives an overview together with
a statistical analysis of the radiosonde and upper air wind data from 1952 - 1984.

2.DATA
Because there exists already some investigations for the homogenization of longterm surface
temperature records (5), this paper focusses only on the results of the investigation of time series of
radiosonde temperatures and height of isobaric surfaces for the last fourty years in Vienna and additionally
for the last nine years for Budapest and Munich too.
To avoid the influences of radiation the data of the "night" observation time (mainly 0000 UTC) was used.

3.RESULTS
Comparing the soundings of the four
investigated layers (850, 500, 300 and 100 hPa)
between Budapest, Munich and Vienna for the last
9 years, it is easily seen from figure 1, that in
Budapest the temperature variation in the data is
slightly higher than in Munich or especially in
Vienna, where this variability is not very significant.
So between Budapest and Vienna differences up
to two degree Care observable (1985 and 1987).
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The yearly averages of temperature (calculated from daily 0
UTC soundings) for four layers (850, 500,300 and 100 hPa}
and for Budapest(-), Munich ( .... )and Vienna ( • • ·)
for the periode 19831991.
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The smoothed time series of the daily 0 UTC soundings in Vienna exhibit a slightly upward trend in
the last 40 years for all layers (Figure 2a) and their temperatures (Figure 2b). In the first 15 years of the
investigated periode the time series show a higher variability which may be due to the change in technical
and measuring procedures as it was mentioned already before. The observed trend which is more
significant in the last ten years is in accordance with various ground data analysis (3). The layer of 100 hPa
is not included in Figure 2 because of more frequently losses of data in the first ten years.
A closer look on theses trends between 1952 and 1991 allows Figure 3 where the time series of
the yearly averages of height and temperatur for the four layer under consideration is shown.
The 850, 500 and 300 hPa layers (the heights as well as the temperatures) have mostly a positive .
trend in the last 10 years, whereas the 100 hPa layer is behaving contrary.
·
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by a 364-term moving average filter.
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4.CONCLUSIONS
Despite the changes in the history of the viennese radiosonde data the time series of the
temperatures do not exhibit any sign of inhomogeneities and the results show the same slightly trends as
ground data analysis. Comparing the results with the neighbouring stations in Munich and Budapest there
is a lack of spatial inhomogeneities too.
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A FIELD TEST OF THERMOMETER SCREENS
by

Tage Andersson and Ingemar Mattisson
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI)

1. Introduction
The liquid thermometers and wooden thermometer screens used for air temperature measurements
are now, with an accelerating rate, being replaced by electronic temperature sensors in smaller
screens. Since a change of thermometer screen may affect single observations as well as
temperature records a comparison between the conventional, wooden screens and the new ones
has been performed (Andersson and Mattisson, 1991). Two types of wooden screens (Stevenson
type) are now used in Sweden. Our test included those and 3 types of commercially available
smaller screens. All these screens are unventilated. To get an estimate, as good as possible, of
the air temperature a ventilated screen was used to produce a reference temperature. (In an
unventilated screen the air passes through the shield driven by the wind only, while in a
ventilated screen the air is sucked through the shield by a motordriven fan). The test period was
April 1989 through February 1990.

2. Experimental setup
The experiment was performed at the SMHI
observation test site in Norrkoping, see Fig 1. As
temperature sensors were used platinum resistance
thermometers of type PT 100, 0.1 DIN 43760, class
B. Before and after the test the quality of the
sensors was controlled by calibration at SMHI.
Further there were sensors giving wind speed and
direction, relative humidity, net radiation and
precipitation, all at the same level above the ground
( 1.5 m ). The sensors were connected to a HP
scanner and HP digital multimeter. A HP clock
gave time and day. Scanner, multimeter and clock
were controlled by a PC/AT via a GPffi bus. The
PC/AT stored data on a hard disc. The overall
accuracy of the temperature measurements was
estimated to ±0.04°C. An overview of sensors and
screens is given in Table 1. All measurements were
made 12 times per minute. Arithmetic one minute
averages were stored for all except for wind
direction and precipitation, where momentary values
were stored once every minute. (One minute
averages for surface observations of air temperature
for synoptic purposes is recommended by WMO,
1983).

Fig 1. Photo of the test site. The numbers
of the screens are shown. Oct 2, 1989, AM.

Hourly synoptic observations were available from Bravalla 4 km northwest of the test site.
Quantitative precipitation records were furnished by tipping bucket precipitation gauges (recorded

- 437 on drums).
Table 1: Sensors and screens used.
8 Vaisala screen, type DTR11, fiber glass reinforced polyester,
diameter 22 cm, height 29 cm.
7 SMHI screen, small, wooden, in good condition, 40*40*68 cm.
6 SMHI screen, large, wooden, in rather bad condition, 70*53*81 cm.
5 SMHI screen, large, wooden, in good condition, width*depth*height = 70*53*81 cm.
4 Young screen, model 4104, white thermoplastic, diameter 12 cm, height 27 cm.
3 Lambrecht screen, catalogue no 814, aluminium, eloxal processed,
diameter 17 cm, height 44 cm, on long pole.
2 Lambrecht screen, catalogue no 814, aluminium, eloxal processed,
diameter 17 cm, height 44 cm, on short pole.
1 Teledyne screen type 327B, ventilated, 10 feet/s. Used as reference.
0 Constant reference precision resistance, 100 Ohm, placed in a junction box.
VH Wind speed, Teledyne 1564B, interface 20.11/2012 .
VR Wind direction, Lambrecht 1466/E7.
RH Relative humidity, Lambrecht 800L100.
NR Net radiation, Siemen Ersking.
NB Precipitation, Vaisala DPD 12A (Yes/No).

3. Overall results
The reference screen, Teledyne, was considered to give the best estimate of the air temperature.
Table 2 shows the mean deviations from this screen for the whole period (207 days with
complete records). The mean deviations are of the same order of magnitude as the overall
accuracy. For individual readings (1-minute means from 12 measurements) much larger deviations
from the reference screen of course were common. Table 3 gives the extreme deviations
encountered, which are very large compared to what is given in the literature. For instance, the
WMO Guide to Meteorological Instruments and Methods of Observation (1983) says that "the
temperature of the air in a screen can be expected to be higher than the true air temperature on
a day of strong sunshine and calm wind, and slightly lower on a clear, calm night, with errors
perhaps reaching +2.5°C and -0.5°C respectively in extreme cases". According to the standard
work 'Meteorological Instruments' (Middleton and Spilhaus, 1960) the Stevenson screen may give
readings more than 1°F (about 0.5°C) too high in calm, clear afternoons and a little too low in
calm, clear nights. We found that large deviations are by far most common during summer, but
also during the colder seasons the screen temperature may deviate more than 2°C from the air
temperature.
Table 2. Mean deviations, °C,
from the reference screen.
April 1989 - Feb 1990.
Screen numbers according to
Table 1.

oc
Screen
-0.01
8
7
0.04
0.01
6
0.00
5
4
0.00
0.04
3
0.01
2

Table 3. Extreme deviations, °C,
from the reference screen for
one-minute temperatures, April
1989 - Feb 1990 . Screen numbers
according to Table 1.
Screen
8
7
6
5
4

3
2

Positive
2.08
2.62
3.61
3.10
3.36
2.51
2.49

Negative
-1.58
-1.66
-2.06
-1.68
-1.86
-1.70
-1.95

4 Discussion of some characteristic cases
Large deviations from the reference temperature mainly occur in situations with rapidly changing
air temperature and calm winds. Compared to the novel screens the larger, wooden SMHI ones
have a large mass, double louvers and a small ratio (total surface area)/volume. The large mass
contributes to a long response time. The double louvres and small surface area/volume ratio
certainly give a less efficient natural ventilation. The net result is a longer response time and
large deviations for the SMHI screens when the air temperature fluctuates rapidly. Radiation
should affect a large screen with small surface/volume ratio more slowly. When exposed to
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Fig 2. Diurnal march of air temperature (reference) and the deviations from it for a clear
spring day with calm and low winds. 890522. For clarity only deviation curves for (counting
downwards) screens no 8, 6, 4 and 2 are drawn.
Legend : The X axis gives time in UTC. The Y axis gives air temperature and temperature
deviations. The upper curve gives air temperature according to the reference screen. The
lower curves give the deviations. TheY scale there is l°C between the lines. Each screen has
its own zero line marked by its number. Counting downwards the screens are given in the
order 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 (see Table 1).
N = total cloudiness in oktas from Brdvalla
FF = wind speed in mls at ordinary anemometer level from Brdvalla
Times of sunrise and sunset are given by vertical arrows on the time scale.
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Fig 3. The characteristic effects of sunrise (left) and sunset (right) on screen temperature.
Zero on the time scale is time of sunrise and sunset respectively.
and V= Vaisala type.
S = SMHI, L = Lambrecht, Y = Young

- 439 sunshine generally also the smaller screens become overheated faster than the larger ones. The
largest deviations then tend to occur at sunrise and sunset, when the wind is calm, the cloudiness
low and the air temperature rapidly changing, Fig 2. Just after sunrise, with the the rapid air
temperature rise, the screens lag behind and give negative deviations. The SMHI screens are
worst in this respect, the deviations often reaching below -1 °C. After about two hours radiation
heating gives positive deviations. Worst in this respect are the Lambrecht and Young screens, the
deviations often reaching above 1°. The deviations decrease to a few tenths of a °C when the
wind speed increases. At sunset, with a wind decrease and a rapid temperature drop, the positive
deviations grow. The growth often starts about 2 hours before sunset due to less efficient natural
ventilation when the wind decreases and the screens are still exposed to sunshine. The by far
largest deviations of this type occur for the SMHI screens, often above 2°C. The maximum
deviation noted was 3.6°C for the SMHI screen in bad condition. At the same occasion the
Young screen had a deviation of 3.4°C, but the Lambrecht ones only 1.7° and 1.6°C respectively.
These sunrise and sunset effects are schematically. shown in Fig 3. The extreme positive
deviations are generally expected to occur at noon when the irradiation has its maximum. That
it is not so in our sample depends upon the wind. During these times there was always enough
wind for natural ventilation. During clear calm nights the screen temperatures generally was
about 0.5°C below the air temperature and during nearly calm, clear days about 0.5°C above.
There was never absolute calm on the middle of clear summer days, i. e. when the irradiation
had its maximum. There is a variation between the screens. The Vaisala generally was closest
to the reference, while during calm winds on clear summer days the Lambrechts tended to show
the largest deviations.
Cloudy and windy weather gives negligible deviations, see Fig 4 during the time interval 00-09.
When the wind decreased and the sky cleared the irradiance from the sun, enforced by reflections
from the fresh snow cover, caused positive deviations, i e too high screen temperatures, especially
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Fig 4. Diurnal march of air temperature (reference) and deviations for a winter day. Note the negligible
deviations during 00-09h (windy and cloudy), the positive deviations specially for the Lambrechts, Nos
2 and 3, during 09-12h (calm winds and clear sky) and how the large wooden screens, Nos 5-7, lag
behind during rapid air temperature changes 12-15 and 21-22h. 891128. Legend, see Fig 2.
* snow, *• snow and rain.

in the Lambrechts (Nos 2 and 3). This occurs in spite of the low solar elevation at this time
of the year, only about 8° at noon. Note also how the larger, wooden screens lag behind the
rapid air temperature changes between 12-15h and 21-22h.
5. Conclusions
Though the measurements were performed during eleven months, the winter and spring conditions
are underrepresented. This must be borne in mind when reading our conclusions. In spite of the
large absolute errors of individual screen temperatures observed (in extreme cases about 3°C),
the average differences from the reference for longer periods as months were of the same
magnitude as the measurement accuracy. Mostly, large absolute values of the differences are
caused by the response times, and those errors cancel each other. The radiation errors are both
positive and negative and also tend to cancel each other. One difficult condition for unventilated
screens, calm, clear weather with snow cover did only occur on a few days with low solar
elevations, not with higher ones which probably will give worse errors. With reservation for that,
and that winter conditions are underrepresented, introduction of a novel screen of the types tested
should not be expected to cause a break in the climatological records for mean temperatures.
Due to varying response times the screens reacted differently to rapid air temperature changes.
The screens divided themselves into two groups: the large, wooden screens of the SMHI type and
the smaller, novel ones. The large wooden screens responded most slowly, and therefore as a rule
deviated most from the reference temperature.
We can further conclude that:

* The

novel screens mostly followed the air temperature better than the large wooden ones
(SMHI types).
* Within the SMHI group the screen in bad condition performed worst, and the small screen
was somewhat better than the large one in good condition.
* Within the group novel screens generally the Vaisala and Young agreed best with the reference.
The wind speed was very important. Above a wind speed of about 1 m/s (somewhat dependent
upon the screen type and irradiation) the errors were close to 0°C. If it also was cloudy they
were very close to 0°C. With calm winds and clear weather without rapid and large air
temperature changes the screen temperatures were about 0.5°C too high during day-time and
about 0.5°C too low during the night. Large absolute errors were most common about sunrise
and sunset, coincident with considerable, rapid and 'regular' air temperature changes. With a clear
sky and calm winds then the errors became extreme (about +3°C and -2°C, somewhat better for
the Vaisala screen).
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CORRECTIONS OF SURFACE OBSERVATIONS
E. Elomaa, M-L. Komulainen, P. Rissanen, B. Tammelin
Finnish Meteorological Institute, PO Box 503, SF 00101 Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACT
Weather observations should be corrected for forecasting purposes and climatological
applications. Today only air pressure is corrected to mean sea level. To standardize surface
observations, different meteorological variables should be corrected to represent the following
environment in Finland:
a) offshore areas and archipelago
b) lake district
c land areas (aerodromes, cultivated fields, forests, bogs, urban areas, arctic hills)
Stations are often situated in an inhomogenous terrain. The local differences between the station
and its environment can be as great as follows: wind speed 40-50%, precipitation 50-100% and air
temperature up to 15-20K. It is recommended and demonstrated that several procedures must and can
be established to improve the applicability of weather observations:
1) Observation stations shall be sited professionally.
2) Station registers shall be maintained.
3) Original data shall be stored.
4) Procedures shall be chosen and applied to make corrections for different meteorological
variables.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Forecasters and climatologists must know what is the representativeness of different observing
stations. Uncertainty in the values of different weather parameters is caused by:
a) topography, vegetation coverage of the surroundings, soil type, urban heat island,
windiness, global radiation (air temperature)
b) windiness (precipitation)
c) shadowing effect of the surroundings (solar radiation)
d) height of an anemometer, roughness of the terrain and obstacles near to the measuring site
(wind)
2.

AIR TEMPERATURE

Several factors have an influence upon local air temperature at observing stations: latitude,
longitude, absolute and relative height, distance from lakes and sea areas, vegetation coverage of the
surroundings, soil type, urban heat island, windiness and global radiation.
The dependence of mean air temperatures upon latitude and altitude in Fennoscandia has been
determined statistically by Laaksonen (2). The influence of lake and sea areas is also described by
Laak:sonen (4), and so is also the influence of urban environments (3). (Table 1.)
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Table 1. Estimates for urban populations (in thousands) corresponding to various urban effect
temperature differentials
Ternp. diff.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar. Apr.

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

730
510
350
220
130
72
.35
13
4

790
560
400
270
175
105
57
27
10
3

890
650
460
310
195
120
65
31
12
3

1.1"

r.o·
0.9"

720
480

o.s·
o.r

310

0.6"
0. 5.
0.4"

185
lOO

48
18
5

o.Y
0.2"

740
520
350
230
135
74
35
13
4

920
670
470
320
200
125
66
32
12
3

960
650
440
280
170

750
530
360
230
135
74
36
14
4

92

44
17
4

Year

720

910
590
350
195
91
35
9

990
620
370
200
99
37
to

90

680
410
220
105
41

23

11

900
490
230

480
310
185
lOO

48
18
5

The representativeness of minimum temperatures measured at different stations has been
determined statistically by Solantie (6). The evaluation of the area and severity of last night's frost can
be made for cultivated fields, spruce and pine forests and bogs. (Table 2.)
Table 2.

Corrections to be added to the measured minimum temperatures at screen level to get grass
minimum temperatures (°C). (6., Solantie 1983.)

Stations
for

970

974

942

924

929

-2

-1
~2

-3

-3

-2.5

-2.5

-7
-6.5

897

845

836

807

805

-1

-5
-6

-3
-4
-5
-4.5

·3
-4
-5
·4.5
0
-1.5

-2

-2

~3

-5

-4

-6

-4
-5

-5

-7

-6

D
E

-4.5

-6.5

-5.5

-3
-4
-3.5

0

·2

-1

1

2

2

-2

0

F

-1.5

-3.5

-2.5

-0.5

0.5

0.5

-3.5

-1.5

A
B

c

-3
-4
-3.5
1

-0.5

areas, average sensitiveness to frost
A= cultivated
, damage
;;
,;
high
B =
"
"
"
,,
,,
;,
c=
" very high "
"
D =bogs
E
spruce forests
F = pine forests

=

Within a hilly terrain the minimum temperatures of a day may vary up to 15-20K depending on
the relative height of the site concerned.
The coldest and warmest places of the station network shall be known and taken into account
when putting up new stations.
3.

GLOBALRADIATION

When siting a solar radiation gauge or a sunshine recorder the horizon is supposed to be free
of obstacles. However, this demand is not always fulfilled. The obstacles affect direct and reflected
radiation as well as the amount of sunshine. This effect can be taken into account and corrected if the
accurate direction, height and transparency of the obstacles are known.

- 443 Fish-eye photos provide an excellent method. The photos shall be taken at least twice a decade
when the site is surrounded by trees or forest and always when the surroundings have been changed.
Attention shall also be paid to the differences between winter and summer conditions (7, 8)
4.

PRECIPITATION

Concerning precipitation it is important to know the amount of precipitation falling on the
ground. Precipitation in itself is independent of the surroundings but the error in measuring
precipitation is due to the windiness of the site.
The correction procedures of precipitation measurements depend on the parameters measured
at the weather station. If wind speed corresponding to the precipitation gauge is measured or can be
calculated, precipitation observations are corrected by an aerodynamical method (1, 5). Otherwise the
correction method is based on estimating the exposure of the measuring site.
The exposure of the precipitation site is defined by a fish-eye photo (Fig 1.).

Fig. 1. A fish-eye photo taken at the rim height of a precipitation gauge of a climatological station.
Polar coordinates have been added to the photo.

5.

WIND SPEED

The measured wind speed depends on the obstacles nearby, on the surrounding terrain, and
on the height of the anemometer. The surrounding terrain can have an effect up to 10-20 kms.
The statistical method has been developed for the Wind Atlas (9, 10). It takes into account the
effects of the above mentioned facts. The same method is available for the real-time correction of
synoptic observations. The location of nearby obstacles and the roughness of the terrain can be
detennined by using maps, aerial photos and photographs. It shall also be known in which part of the
wind profile the anemometers are located. (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5).
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Fig. 2. The roughness (z0 ) of the surroundings
shall be taken into account for each wind
direction for a distance of some kilometers.

Fig. 3. An example of some obstacles near the
station. The direction, distance (X), width (L),
height (h) and permeability of the obstacles
shall be known.
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SUMMARY

To be able to correct surface observations, a sufficiently detailed description of the immediate
surroundings of the observation stations and instruments shall be available.
Ordinary maps, aerial photos, detailed digital maps and fish-eye photos etc. can be used more
efficiently than the old procedure of using hand-drawn maps and shadowing angles from eight
directions.
For applications, weather stations have to be classified according to the representativeness of
observations.
On a certain site representativeness may vary clearly between different weather parameters.
It is recommended that the following procedures should be established to improve the
applicability of weather observations:
R 1. Observation stations shall be sited professionally.
R2. Station registers shall be maintained.
R3. Original data shall be stored.
R4. Correction procedures shall be chosen and applied to different weather parameterso
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY OF METEOROLOGICAL
MEASUREMENTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Seppo Huovila
Finnish Meteorological Institute
P.O. Box 503
00101 Helsinki, Finland

1.

INTRODUCTION

One particular subject among the terms of reference of CIMO is the promotion of research
and development relating to automatic observations and meteorological instrumentation, including inexpensive and sturdy instruments for use in developing countries. These excellent-sounding aims may however give rise to problems inherent in various conflicting requirements and
specifications. To give an example, is it possible to design and manufacture meteorological instruments which are not only inexpensive and sturdy but also able to meet specified accuracy
requirements under differing environmental conditions, as stated in the main long-term objectives of the Instruments and Methods of Observation Programme of the WMO?
The purpose of this paper is to discuss, in broad and general terms, the relationship between meteorological instruments and the accuracy of measurements in developing countries.
The discussion is mainly based on experience gained by the author during several missions,
training events and workshops in Southern Africa.
2.

INFLUENCE OF MAINTENANCE FAILURES

Negligent or incompetent maintenance may lead to a degradation of accuracy after a short
time, although the frequency of maintenance also depends very much on the meteorological instrument or variable in question. Some conventional instruments such as well-made mercury
barometers and thermometers may maintain their accuracy over decades without any special
care, if only they are not subjected to mechanical shocks or breakage. Some others, such as
most types of hygrometers, anemometers or solarimeters may degrade very rapidly if left unattended in adverse weather or climatic conditions.
The following reasons for poor or incorrect maintenance are typically found in developing
countries:
·

•
Lack of competent maintenance staff. Many developing countries do not
have enough technical colleges or vocational schools to produce qualified technicians. It
may happen that very few of them can be persuaded into the meteorological services,
which are unable to offer as high emoluments as some private enterprises or other government services. A high turnover of the maintenance force, especially in leading positions, very seriously affects all levels of maintenance work. Service and maintenance
done by incompetent people may cause more harm than good.
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•
Wide variety of conventional instruments. Many developing countries
have received a large part of their conventional meteorological instruments rather by
chance than by carrying out a rational purchase plan. Old equipment may have been inherited from colonial times whereas the new may be of completely different origin such as
that received through Voluntary Cooperation Programme donation or bilateral assistance
from a far-off country. The spare parts and accessories for these instrument collections
are often non-interchangeable, but the maintenance staff do not necessarily know this, because the instruction manuals have been lost or they are written in a language which is not
understood. A graphical recorder may thus be used with the recording charts of another
recorder type, or a mercury barometer may be provided with correction tables for another
type or another station. Errors caused by these mistakes may pass unnoticed for years if
no laboratory or field calibrations are made.
•
Small number of sophisticated instruments. Most developing countries
cannot afford purchases of sophisticated instruments or systems, which normally cost
much more than conventional ones. They may receive just one radar or radiosonde set or
some automated meteorological stations as donations, but the maintenance of such isolated sets may meet with very serious difficulties. The maintenance problems include
inadequate education and training of the local staff, poor availability and slow delivery of
spare parts, low level of local infrastructure, etc .. Serious failures may be insuperable for
local staff, while visits of competent foreign maintenance technicians are very expensive.
Although the local staff may be able to repair simple breakdowns, it may be impossible
for them to evaluate the accuracy of the data received after changes or adjustments of critical components.
3.

DEFECTS IN CALIBRATION AND COMPARISON

As stated above, many developing countries are still unable to verify the accuracy of their
meteorological instruments. This is to a great extent because of:
•
Lack of calibration equipment. A minimum set-up to maintain the accuracy
of conventional meteorological instruments should include simple chambers to calibrate
barometers, thermometers and hygrometers as well as related recorders. It should be
mentioned that quite a few calibration chambers have indeed been received by developing
countries during recent years, but more training should be organized in the proper use of
such chambers, as well as in the layout, interpretation and application of the calibration
data.
•
Lack of meteorological standard instruments. A minimum level in each
country should include designated national standard instruments such as standard
barometers, standard thermometers, standard hygrometers, standard pyrheliometers etc.,
each of which is traceable to appropriate international or regional standards. Up to now,
most developing countries have not designated any national standard instruments, or their
standards are not traceable to other national or international standards.
•
Absence from instrument comparisons. Many developing countries have not
yet participated in any of the WMO instrument intercomparisons or in other similar
events. The essential preconditions for participation should be those mentioned just
above: the availability of relevant calibration equipment and measuring standards in each
of the participating countries. Otherwise a participant will not derive any benefit from his
participation after returning home, because once there he cannot utilize the knowledge of
the accuracy of his instrument. In addition, each participant of a comparison should be
fully qualified _in the treatment, transport and long-term maintenance of his instrument.
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4.

NEGLIGENCE IN INSPECTIONS

The efficiency of inspections and the competence of inspectors very much affects the
quality and accuracy of meteorological measurements at far-off stations. Some developing
countries have established rather workable inspection systems with well-trained inspectors,
whereas elsewhere inspections are seriously neglected. Negligence in inspections may be due to
the following reasons, among others:
•
Incompetence of inspectors. An inspector may have an adequate knowledge of
how to carry out meteorological observations, but have a very poor understanding of the
actual instruments involved and their proper installation. He may thus be unable to notice
evident instrument failures or environmental changes which have taken place since last
visit.
•
Inaccessible observing stations. Accessibility may be limited by poor roads,
bad seasons, wars or revolts over unforeseeable periods, so that regular inspections must
be postponed, and serious instrumental failures or environmental changes may take place
in the meanwhile. Poor travelling conditions may also prevent inspectors from taking
bulky maintenance tools with them.
•
Lack of portable travelling standards. The poorest countries may be unable
to purchase portable sets of travelling standards which can be easily carried along bumpy
roads in all weather conditions. Actually, many so-called inspectors' instruments such as
mercury barometers should no longer be used in developing countries, but instrument
manufacturers have been quite reluctant to develop portable solid-state instrument sets for
station inspectors.
5.

PURCHASING PROCEDURE

Believe it or not, degradation of accuracy may already be initiated concurrently with the
purchasing procedure. Voluminous purchases of sophisticated meteorological instruments for
developing countries are often made in connection with large programmes where the meteorological component, although relatively large, may be a minor part of the whole enterprise.
However, bulk purchases of rather valuable equipment are sometimes being made at short notice following which the goods are shipped to their destination. Serious problems may start
because of:
•
Unprepared recipient. The counterpart in the developing country has been unable to complete his preparations for siting and installing the new equipment. This is
customarily due to the low level of local infrastructure which delays some critical construction phases, in the worst case by over several years. In the meanwhile the equipment
is laying in customs' custody or in a temporary shed. The guarantee period has expired
and sensitive parts of the equipment may start to degrade if the climate is corrosive.
•
Logistics problems. Step by step the equipment has been finally installed by
engineers of the manufacturer who have given some quick training to embarrassed local
technicians, and then left for home. After that nothing happens until finally, maybe after
one or more years, one of the technicians is awarded a fellowship to learn in the country
of the manufacturer how to use the equipment. After coming home he is now able to use
it, but time has elapsed and the equipment is no longer able to work properly and accurately without a complete and expensive overhaul.
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6.

SUMMARY

This review of factors affecting the accuracy of meteorological measurements in developing country cannot be made briefly without stressing certain aspects. The author has pointed out
in the above text some critical points which may seriously degrade accuracy unless noticed and
prevented in time. Successful tests and projects, which have led to considerable improvements
in the accuracy and quality of observations, could be reviewed as well.
To sum up, the following steps should be taken in order to maintain or improve the accuracy of meteorological measurements in developing countries:
•

Continuous education and training of maintenance technicians.

•
Standardization of instrument purchases in order to avoid confusion caused by
mixed collections of equipment.
•
Coordinated purchases of sophisticated meteorological instruments by several
neighbouring countries in order to avoid very high maintenance costs caused by isolated
instruments situated far away from their qualified maintenance experts.
•
Purchase of relevant calibration devices and standard instruments with due attention
to regional needs and neighbouring countries.
•
Participation in international or regional instrument comparisons in order to assure
an adequate accuracy of measurement of basic meteorological variables.
•
Education and training of station inspectors to understand instruments and methods
of observation.
•
Encouragement of instrument manufacturers to design compact sets of travelling
standards and purchase of such sets for station inspectors.
•
Careful planning of large purchases of meteorological instruments to developing
countries in order to coordinate the timing of delivery and installation on the one hand,
and a thorough training in the use of those instruments on the other.
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THE QUALITY OF RADIOSONDE GEOPOTE11TIAL HEIGHT OBSERVATIONS
IH 1990/91
T. J. OAKLEY and J.. RASH
Meteorological O:ffice , Bracknell
The quality of operational radiosonde geopotential height observations is
monitored operationally by comparison with ECIVF First Guess Forecast fields.
These results have been summarised for 1990/1991 by the CIJID Rapporteur on
Radiosonde Compatibility. Results from Phase III of the WIO Radiosonde
Comparison and recent radiosonde comparison tests in the United Kingdom are used
to check: the significance and limitations of the monitoring results in western
Europe, the U.S.S.R. and China. Outstanding anomalies in operational measureuent
quality will be identified.
1.

Intrgguction
The quality of operational radiosonde observations of geopotential height
has been monitored by comparison with analyses or forecast fields from numerical
prediction models since 1975, e.g. see SpackDan <5> and Hollingsworth,et.al <1>.
The last CHIO re·port was for the global network: in Jray-July 1988, Kitchen <3>.
Radiosonde 100 hPa geopotential height observations <OB) were coupared with the
First Guess field <FG> of the EC:IVF model. The FG is a forecast field from an
analysis produced 6 hours earlier than the observations under evaluation. T. J.
Oakley has continued the work of the CIMO Rapporteur since 1990. Evaluation of
the systematic bias and reproducibility of radiosonde geopotential height
observations has been extended to include the (100 - 30>hPa geopotential height
increment. In the months fXay- July] monitoring results were generally similar
in 1990 and 1991, so data presentation will be limited to results from 1991.
The performance of the larger blocks of similar radiosonde types in western
Europe, USSR, China and North America is considered.
2.

ECIYF :Monitgri.ng_Jitat;istics
Kitchen<3> demonstrated that monitoring the reproducibility and systematic
bias of 100 hPa geopotential hei.ght observations is equivalent to :monitoring the
.integrated radiosonde temperature errors fro:m the surface to 100 hPa, The
radiosonde temperature errors include the temperature sensor error and also the
temperature error introduced by error in the pressure or radar height <in USSR>
observation assigned to the temperature sensor observation. The syste:matic
temperature errors introduced by pressure/height errors will vary according to
the average vertical temperature structure above the radiosonde station during
the monitoring period. The systematic errors in the geopotential height
increment from 100-30 hPa are linked to the integrated radiosonde temperature
errors in the layer between 100 and 30 hPa in a similar way. In midlatitude
situations the vertical temperature gradients between 100 hPa and 30 hPa are
often small. Thus, pressure/ heig.ht errors tend to have much less influence on
the (100-30) hPa geopotential increment than on the 100 hPa geopotential height.
The skill of the ECIVF FG forecast field as a DOnitoring reference for the
100-30 hPa geopotential increment can be judged in Figure 1. Averages of [ OB-FGJ
for Vaisala RS80 observations from Crawley, U.K. at OOGKT in 1991 are compared
with the observations of temperature difference relative to the U.K. RS3
radiosonde from at least 10 comparison flights each month. The UKRS3 temperature
observations are expected to provide a reference stable to about± 0.1 K.
Observed variations in Vaisala from the radiosonde comparisons have an
acceptable correlati.on wlth variation in [ OB-FGJ. The mJ Radiosonde Comparison
reference defined in <4> corresponded to about -25 ±15Dt relative to the FG <3>.
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3.

lonitoring results
100 ·- 30 hPc~ ;j€opcibwt;o. I '"'rement ,(RI\wLE'(
1lonitoring results for western
00 ·GMT
Europe and for North America are
plotted in Figs 2 and 3. YID
Comparison results <2,4> imply that
the Dean [ DB-FGJ of Vaisala should be
between -16 and -2 m at 100 hPa and
+20between -3 and +9m in the 100-30 hPa
increment. The major exceptions in
1991 were several stations still
using the 1982 correction scheme.
0·9
In l'lorth America [ DB-FGl varies
~
w
with longtitude since solar elevation
L...J
0·7 '='
at OOGMT decreases from about 35" to
8
about o· from west to east and solar
i.IJ
radiation errors are uncorrected. The
·Ob;:_.
::r
strong positive bias in daytime SDC
;.o
radiosonde observations is clear. The
0·5
SDC radiosondes were introduced in
1989. lote that a systematic
- 0-t
temperature bias of 0.5 K between 100
s. -10
Wl.d. 30 hPa corresponds to a bias in
geopotential increment pfabout 16m.
z
Thus, daytime SDC errors were about
jf\I.J FfD •4At1 Ar~ MAi Sui>~ N~ Au<> SEP Ot f N.:.·; ::>&
+2 K between 100 and 30 hPa.
)99 J
1lonitoring results for the USSR
are presented in Fig.4. YIO
Comparison results <2> iDply that at
night ( west of 60.) £DB--FGl for IRZ
should lie around an average of -15m
at 100 hPa and 0 m in the 100-30 hPa
increment. Similarly,lOB-FGJ JARS
should lie around an average of +7m
at 100 hPa and -20m in the 100--30 hPa
increment. The only noticeable disagreement with these values is that 1lARS
observations do not show such a pronounced negative bias in the 100-30 hPa
increment, possibly ecause mean vertical temperature structure in the YID
Comparison and in the western ijSSR differed. [QB-FG1 for 1lARS observations have
Duch lower scatter for <100-30) hPa than for 100 hPa. This must be the result of
station to station variation in systematic height errors from the Jreteorit
radar systems used with MARS. The consistency of heights from AVK-1 radars used
with XRZ radiosondes was superior.
Daytime monitoring results for China are presented as a function of
latitude in Fig.5. [QB-FGJ at 100 hPa was at least +50 m and [DB-FGJ for 100-30
hPa increment had a marked dependence on latitude. At night £DB-FG1 at 100 hPa
also had a strong positive bias of about 40m. In contrast, WMO Comparison
results imply a value of [QB-FGl at 100 hPa of -7m for night and of 0± 10m for
daytime conditions Additional investigation of this very large discrepancy
between WilD Comparison and :monitoring results is desirable.
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN RADIOSONDE INSTRUMENTS AND PRACTICES
ON CLIMATOLOGICAL TROPOSPHERIC HUMIDITY DATA
William P. Elliott and Dian J. Gaffen
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Air Resources Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland USA

Introduction
Radiosonde observations are made throughout the world mainly to provide data for weather
forecasting. They provide the primary data for tropospheric climatology, although requirements
of climatology and forecasting are not identical. The importance given to monitoring climate
requires that changes in measuring devices and data handling procedures not be interpreted
as climate changes or obscure real changes. Should an improved sensor result in an apparent
increase in temperature of a few tenths of a degree, there would be little effect on weather
forecasts but the resulting data could easily be interpreted as a sign of global warming.
We focus here on detecting problems in tropospheric humidity records obtained from
radiosondes. Computer models of responses to increased greenhouse gases show substantial
increases in water vapor which in turn increase the calculated warming. Because the predicted
increases in water vapor are both critical for estimates of global warming and large enough to
be detected, it is imperative that atmospheric moisture be monitored and that nonclimatological effects in the record be identified.
It is not just the introduction of new sensors that is important. In a recent discussion of

changes in U.S. radiosonde instrumentation and practices Elliott and Gaffen (1991) showed
that the change in instrument housing that occurred 1973 could change the apparent relative
humidity by as much as 15% for observations made in sunlight. Also, weather services use
different reporting practices, which can create geographic differences, and which, if changed,
can create temporal discontinuities. Gaffen (this volume) showed some of the different
algorithms in use for converting relative humidity to dew point; these differences would
produce spurious ·horizontal gradients and, if changed, spurious time changes even though there
was no change in moisture.
In this note we will illustrate a few of the effects on the data record of changes in instruments
and data handling practices since 1973. Some of the apparent changes will be shown to
coincide with changes brought to light in the CIMO-sponsored survey of historical changes in

- 456 radiosonde instruments and practices (Gaffen, this volume). Others will be undocumented
because we lack information from the particular nation. Many of the apparent humidity
changes are not small. We find changes in dew point of many degrees, not a few tenths, and
their associated relative humidity changes would be tens of percent, not tenths of a percent.
Selected Cases
Change in reporting procedure with no change in instrument
Current U.S. practice reports the dew point "missing" if the temperature is below -40°C. In the
near future this will be changed and dew points will be reported at much lower temperatures.
When this happens there will be an apparent drop in water vapor, particularly at high latitude
locations in winter. To estimate this effect, Elliott and Gaffen (1991) examined some Canadian
data records. Canada uses the same hygristor as the U.S. but does not use the -40°C cutoff.
By comparing mean monthly specific humidities calculated from the reported dew points with
those calculated excluding observations with temperatures below -40°C we estimated what the
apparent drying could be when the U.S. drops the present restriction. At 500 hPa, there could
be an apparent drop in specific humidity of 30 to 40% during the colder months at about 70°N.
At lower latitudes the effect will be less but could still be as high as 10% along the southern
Canada/U.S. border. It will be even greater at lower pressures, of course.
Change in instrument type from the same manufacturer
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, is an example of a station that changed in 1977 from VaisaHi's RS-18
radiosonde with a hair hygrometer to their RS-21 with a thin-film capacitor. The resulting
change in reported humidity is shown in Fig. la. Here, as in subsequent figures, we show time
series of the 500 hPa dew point anomalies for the 00 UT observations. (An anomaly is the
difference between the mean dew point for a particular January and the mean dew point of
all the J anuarys, and so on for each month. This eliminates the mean annual cycle and
facilitates comparisons among stations.) The introduction of the RS-21 in 1977 coincides with
an apparent sharp drop of about 10°C in dew point. This apparent drying is consistent with
the results of Huovila and Tuominen (1990) for Finland. The change of equipment brought
no similar change in temperature (Fig. 1b).
Change in instrument manufacturers
Adelaide, Australia, data show what can happen with frequent changes of instruments (Fig. 2a).
From 1973 to 1991 there were seven different instruments used at one time or another. Again,
dew point differences of up to 10°C are possible. Of note is the approximately nine-month
period, June 1980 to March 1981, during which the RS-21 was used. Since 1987 the RS-80 has
been in use, and it appears that these two instruments give lower dew points than the others
employed.
Temperature is much less affected by such changes than dew point, as seen in Fig. 2b, which
shows the Adelaide 500 hPa temperature anomalies. However, the period 1976-1979, during
which an Astor 402 MHz sonde was used, appears to be colder than other times.

- 457 Effects of which we do not know the cause
The anomaly data for Marion Island in the Indian Ocean (Fig. 3a) show what appears to have
been a major change in 1980 in the humidity measurements but there was no corresponding
change in temperature. It is also possible that other changes took place in 1983, 1985, and
1988 but some of those could be real climate changes. Starting in 1981, there was a large jump
in the number of soundings with dew point depressions greater than 30 (Fig. 3b). This too
suggests a change in instruments or reporting practice.
The Wakkanai, Japan, record shows an abrupt drop of about 5°C in dew point in 1981 (Fig.
4a). There is also a hint that the temperature dropped slightly then. Another aspect of the
record is shown in Fig. 4b, a plot of the number of humidity reports per month from 500 hPa.
If all data were available there would usually be 30 or 31 reports per month as is seen for most
months after 1981 and for the warm season months prior to 1981. But in the cold seasons of
earlier period, many observations were missing, sometimes only 4 or 5 are recorded. The low
counts and the apparent high dew points, as well as the relatively warm temperatures, are
consistent with a practice of excluding dry and/ or cold observations. Possibly the instrument
used earlier was not deemed accurate in cold and dry conditions and a better instrument was
introduced in 1981, but we have no information to substantiate or deny this suggestion.

Discussion
Each of these changes probably represented an improvement over the previous situation.
Nevertheless, these improvements make for difficulties separating true changes in climate from
effects of instrument changes. As we have seen, some changes produced quite large changes
in climate records. The records of tropospheric dew point seem more sensitive than
temperature to the reported changes, partly because of the wide variety of hygristors that have
been used. This work shows that monitoring tropospheric climate changes requires knowledge
of both instrument changes and specific reporting practices. It underscores the importance of
keeping good records of instrument and reporting practices, and any changes in them.
We urge those weather services that have not yet been able to compile the information
requested by the WMO to do so. It will be an important contribution to understanding and
detecting global climate change.
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Fig. la. Monthly dew point anomalies at 500 hPa at Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. In 1977 the station switched from
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Fig. 1h Monthly temperature anomalies at 500 hPa at Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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Fig. 2a. Monthly dew point anomalies at 500 hPa at Adelaide, Australia. Tick marks show the dates of changes
in radiosonde type, as follows: 1976-1977 from Astor 403 (lithium chloride hygristor) to Astor 402 (a.k.a. Mark I,

Mk I); 2/4/79 from Mark I to Phillips Mark II (a.k.a. Mk II); 3/6/80 from Mk II to Viiisiilii RS21 (capacitive thin
film Humicap humidity sensor); 25/3/81 from RS21 to Mk II; 29/11/82 from Mk II to Phillips Mk Ill (carbon
hygristor with radiation shield); 1987 from Mk UI to Vaisiilii RS80-15 (Humicap).
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GLOBAL CLIMATE PERSPECTIVES SYSTEM
C. Bruce Baker
NESDIS/NOAA/National Climatic Data System (NCDC)
Global Climate Laboratory
Asheville, NC 28801-2733

The Global Climate Perspectives System (GCPS) is being developed by the .
Global Climate Laboratory (GCL) at the NESDIS National Climatic Data Center in
Asheville, N. C. USA.

The NCDC/GCL is the lead cent er and will manage the data

base and develop long term data sets.

The NWS Climate Analysis Center (CAC)

in' ,Suitland, M.D. USA will provide current monthly station data from the GTS
collective to update the GCPS in a near real time mode, while the Climate .
Research Division within the Environmental Research Laboratory (CMDL), in
Boulder, C.O. USA, will develop some of the research data sets from the GCPS
database.

The GCPS physical system consists of a Sun Sparcii station, a database
management system, statistical analysis package, a mathematical notebook
package and a graphics package.

The hardware and software are being used

interactively through the X-window/Motif environment.

The GCPS database will initially consist of global surface-based research
quality baseline data set called the Global Historical Climate Network (GHCN).
The GHCN, being developed by NCDC with financial support from the Department
of Energy,' is an integrated station data base containing all existing monthly
data available at NCDC, research collections, and several national data sets
(including previously unavailable data from USSR, China, and Mexico).

DETECTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE USING THE CARDS DATA SET
by
Robert E. Eskridge
National Climatic Data Center
Asheville, NC 29901-2733
USA
AlexanQ.r Ster.in
All-Union Research Institute of
Hydrometeorological Information
Obninsk, Kaluga
Russia 249020
I. Introduction
The National Climatic Data Center-World Data Center A
(NCDC/WDCA) of the United States of America and the All-Union
Research Institute of HydroMeteorological Information of Russia
(AURIHMI/WDCB) have agreed to work together to produce an upper
air data set called "Comprehensive Aerological Reference Data
Set" (CARDS) • This data set has also been identified as a WMO
baseline climate data set.
The goals of the CARDS project are to produce an upper air
data set of radiosonde and pibal observations suitable for use in
evaluating climate models and detecting climate change. To
achieve these goals it is necessary to collect upper air data
from various sources, to digitize (key) selected older data, to
develop station histories, to develop a QC program, and to
develop methods for removing biases from these data. A final
step to ensure data integrity consists of a limited analysis of
these data in the context of greenhouse-gas induced climate
modification.
Traditionally upper air (radiosonde) data bases consisting of
tens of Gigabytes of data have been stored on computer tapes for
use on mainframe computers. This medium (tape data set) makes it
difficult to use very large data bases in scientific work.
Therefore a workstation and a readfwrite optical disk jukebox
capable of storing 80 Gigabytes are being used to process and
store the CARDS data base. This will make the data base
virtually "online" and therefore much more readily accessible to
researchers.
CARDS will consist of three data bases: first, there will be
a "raw" data base consisting of all the upper reports in the form
the data are received (no corrections applied); secondly, there
will be a quality controlled (QC) data base; the third data base
will be one in which some of the detected biases in the data have
been removed from the QC'd data base.
II. DATA BASE

- 462 The upper air data base is being built in stages. The first
stage is to build a kernel data base using i) GTS data from the
US National Meteorological Center (NMC) for years 1973 to 1991
(TD 6103), ii) GTS data obtained from NCAR (1971-1973), iii) A
United States Air Force (USAF) data base TDF 56 (years 19461970), iv) USAF data base TDF 54 (years 1930-1970, and v) a data
set compiled by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
(years 1958-1963). These data sets are sorted or will be sorted
into station and synoptic sort and converted to a common format
for ingest into the data base management system and storage in
the optical jukebox. National and regional· data sets will be
used to supplement or replace the data in the kernel data set.
The US national data set (TD6201) and the USSR national data sets
will be used to enhance the kernel• The NCDC/WDCA has requested
38 national and regional data sets through the WMO. Several data
sets have been received and will be added to the data base after
the kernel is built.
As of March 1992 the GTS radiosonde data {1971 to ~991) and
the US national data set {1948-1991) have been convert to a
common format, inventoried, sorted into station and synoptic
sorts, ahd loaded into the optical jukebox.
III.

STATION HISTORIES

In order to use the radiosonde data and to correct for biases
in the data it is desirable to have accurate and complete station
histories. AURIHMI/WDCB has conducted a survey of the
approximately 200 USSR radiosonde stations and the NCDC/WDCA is
currently surveying the USA and US cooperative stations. These
two station histories together with the NMC master station
catalogue will form the foundation of the station history data
base. The CARDS project has requested the assistance of the WMO
in obtaining station history information from member countries.
Based upon the experience with US stations, it is expected that
station history data will be incomplete for many radiosonde
stations.
IV. QUALITY CONTROL OF DATA
The NCDC has taken the Complex Hydrostatic Quality Control
{CHQC) developed at NMC by Collins and Gandin (1989,1990) and
adapted it to work with the CARDS data format (Huang, 1992). The
NCDC and AURIHMI will extend this QC approach in the next year to
include time series checking and horizontal spatial checking. We
expect to correct 75% of the detected errors.
V.

REMOVAL OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS (BIASES)

The Rosetta stone of the radiosonde data will be the WMO
radiosonde intercomparisons (Nash and Schmidlin, 1987; Schmidlin
1989). These experiments will allow the adjustment of most of
the data of currently used radiosondes to produce a compatible
data set. Working backward in time biases can be identified and
possibly corrected. If the biases can be related to a change in
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instruments, data reduction methods, station move, change in
launch time, andjor statistical properties of data from an
individual station and nearby stations corrections will be made.
The CARDS project currently supports four research groups
developing techniques for detecting and removing biases from the
upper air data. The staff at the NCDC have developed methods for
correcting the humidity biases in the US VIZ data from the period
1965 to 1972 when the radiosonde housing allowed solar radiation
to heat the hygristor. The University of Missouri is studying
biases in the temperature and geopotential heights. A contract
has been awarded to develop statistical techniques for detecting
biases and correcting biases. A second contract has been awarded
to correct biases based on knowledge of radiosonde
instrumentation and the WMO intercomparison experiments.
VI.
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